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REE BE 

' CERTIFICATED 
ELECTRICIAN 

YOU MEN The country needs more trained, graduate 
LISTEN electricians. Thousands have gone into the Govern- 

ment service and there is such an unusual demand 
for competent electrical men that I am making a wonder- 

ful offer at this time. HERE IS YOUR OPPORTU- 
NITY! I want to send you my splendid offer now. 

Don't hesitate because of age or experience. Young men, boys and old men 
must now fill the gaps and I:cep business going. DO YOUR PART. Pre- 

pare yourself for a real position, by my Home Study Course in Practical Electricity. I am 
Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works. I have trained thousands of men and 
can help you better than anybody else. We also have large, splendidly- equipped shops where 
you can come at any time for special instruction without charge. No other correspondence 
school can give you this. 

SPECIAL OFFER: Right now I am giving a big, valuable surprise that I cannot 
explain here, to every student who answers this ad. Write today! 

X46 ° ° to X100 °_° a Week 
Go after some real money. Qualify for one of the thousands of 

splendid positions open. All you need to start is a few months snappy, prac- 
tical instruction from a competent engineer. Come to me- NOW. I'II give you 

my personal care to ensure rapid and efficient progress. My course is intensely 
practical. It is highly condensed, simplified, up -to -date and complete. I am 

so sure you will make a splendid success in this study, that I will Guarantee 
('»der Bond to return to you every cent paid for tuition, if you are not entirely 

satisfied when you receive your Electrician's Certificate granted you as a gradu- 
ate of my school. 

FREE Lessons and Outfit FREE 
Send me the Free Outfit Coupon at once. Do it now! For a limited 

period I am making a slashing cut in the cost of tuition, and giving each new student 
a grand outfit of Electrical "Tools, Material and Instruments -in addition -Abso- 

lutely Free. I will also senti you -free and fully prepaid -Proof Lessons to show 
you bow easily you can be trained at home to enter this great profession, by 
means of my new, revised and original system of mail instruction. 

Use this . "Free Outfit" Coupon 
CHIEF ENG. COÓFtE, Dept. 21 

/ 4-41 Cast St:, CHICAGO, ILL. 
SIR Send at once fully prepaid and entirely free complete 
particular >'of your great offer .i_r thi; month. 

Address. 

ACT PROMPTLY 
Get the full benefit of this great offer. Send the 
Coupon or a postal for free information without delay. Do 
it now- before my free offers and guarantee are withdrawn. 

CHIEF ENGINEER COOKE 

Chicago Engineering Works 
DEPT. 21 

441 Cass Street CHICAGO, ILL. 

You benefit by mentioning the °Eleetricat Experimenter' When writing to advertisers. 
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IBigger for YOU!" 

"See them You Can Now Know 

afterwards" EL ECTRICITY 
Small 
Monthly 
Payment 
if you're 
satis- 
Pied 

8 Vols. 

As Experts Know It 
When we observe the ever -increasing applications and usages 
of electricity, we wonder if all the present openings and the newly 
created positions in the electrical world can ever be filled. 

The ending of the war lends a new and mighty impetus 
to the electrical end of American industries. Salaries are soaring. There is practically no limit to the earning power of the man who educates himself in the finer points of electrical work. 

Actual working facts 
With the advent of the new Library of Practical Electricity, 
by Terrell Croft, a new era is marked in the production of self educational electrical literature. This library satisfies 
a demand never heretofore met -the demand for a home study course which wou 1 d bring out in detail the actual working facts. This great undertaking has been accom- plished. It is a seven -year task completed. 

No previous electrical training necessary 
Three thousand pages, with twenty -one hundred of the clearest illustrations ever put into book form. Each of the eight volumes is indexed so that everything you want 

to know about electricity is at the finger's end. And when 
you find what you want, there is not merely a short question and a short answer. You are told everything you want to know. The explanation is clear to you, regardless of whether you have had a previous knowledge of electricity or not. 

flexible 
binding 

Pocket size 

3000 
pages 

2100 
illustrations 

A letter that McGraw -Hill Book Company, Inc., 
239 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y- means somethin S C 
Gentlemen: 

N 
In an attempt to express myself about ROFTS EW LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL ELECTRIC - to every man in ¡TV, I have never seen and do not believe there was ever printed in the English language, a more corn. America who is prehensive set of books. It is a library that is just as valuable to the novice as to the expert, because it is 

Ill interested in all practice. 
Respectfully, electricity 

Chief, Donlan Silk Co 
GUY H. PEIFER. 

P rporation, Hazleton, Pa. 

: Widiatir-.0DOOkeez9nc. 
239 West 39th Street, New York, N.Y. 110 0 000.00 

Know electricity as the highest 
paid engineers know it 

When you are studying the Croft Library of Practical Electricity, you are studying elec- 
tricity as experts know it. You are acquaint- 
ing yourself with the methods employed by the highest paid electrical workers and en- gineers in America. 

This Library of eight volumes 
sent to you FREE fori 

10 days' trial 
So positive are we that you will be pleased with the Croft Library of Practical Electricity that we offer 

O 
send the entire ten volumes for ten days' 

use. All you need do In order to have the hooks sent, charges prepaid, Is to BU out the attached coupon and return to us. Keep the books ten full days. Then If you are not satisfied. return them at our expense. On the other hand, if you find that they will help you, as they are helping thou- lands of others, send us the small McGraw -HIII 
sum of $2 per month for eight Book Co Inc 
mouths. 

ACT 
NOW 

10 

239 W. 39th St. 
NEW YORK 

Gentlemen: 
Please send me the Li- r triciity (shipping charges pre- 

pald)..tor 10 deys' free exam- ination. If aetlefactory. I will 
send fa m ten days and $2 per 

month. until 116 has been aid. If 
not wanted I WI - return shipplof the 

Name 

Home Address 

City and state 

Name of Employer 

His Address 

I Your Position 

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Ergerimenter" when writing to advertiser:. 
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Dad& Muzic 
JERE are many different ways of produc- 
ing music, and as our culture advances the 
desire for better and still better music 
becomes a craving of civilization. From 
the ancient tom -tom to a Stradivarius vio- 
lin is a long cry, and the chances are that 
as our musical tastes become more refined, 

still better instruments will become necessary and highly 
desirable. 

There are few instruments giving a more mellow and 
a more "human" sound and quality of tone than a fine 
violin, but we have no hesitancy in saying that it should 
be possible to obtain still better results by electrical 
means. The field of purely electrical music has hardly 
been touched. Some years ago an American inventor 
produced the Telharmonium. This was one of the 
earliest and best attempts at pure electrical music. The 
Telharmonium was invented by Dr. Thaddeus Cahill 
and he used alternating current generators, each of a 
certain frequency; if a telephone receiver were connected 
in the circuit, the latter would give forth a certain 
very pure note. By using a switchboard arranged in 
the form of an organ keyboard, wonderful musical 
effects were produced. 

Another more recent attempt was the pure electrical 
music discovered thru researches of Dr. Lee de 
Forest He used his audion bulbs in connection with a 
telephone receiver, and obtained beautiful flute -like tones 
of the greatest purity. The two devices just described 
necessitated the use of a telephone receiver to translate 
the electrical impulses into sonorous vibrations, and this 
is a great disadvantage, for it tics us to a thin diafram, 
which in itself cannot produce the very purest tones 
obtainable. As one can readily understand, the limita- 

, - - 

tions of a diafram are very great and while it is pos- 
sible to obtain a single pure note, it is a different mat- 
ter where several pure notes in different octaves are 
to be reproduced simultaneously. 

A way out is suggested by the writer by pressing into 
service the thermo- telephone which employs no diafram 
at all, but uses a very fine platinum wire of microscopic 
cross -section. This platinum wire, heating and cooling 
in unison with the electrical vibrations, imprest upon 
it imparts these impulses to the surrounding air. With 
this device very pure electrical music can be obtained. 

There should be of course many other ways to actu- 
ally produce pure electrical music, and here is a wonder- 
ful opportunity for experimenters and inventors. To the 
writer's mind, it seems not at all impossible that we 
should take a metallic wire stretched taut and by im- 
pressing an electric current upon it, vary its heating and 
cooling effects so as to produce pure sounds in a suitable 
receiver such as a thermo -telephone. 

Dr. de Forest has shown us that beautiful music can 
be produced in a vacuum tube. Paradoxical as it seems, 
this nevertheless is a fact. There must be many other 
ways of producing vibrations in a vacuum tube which 
can be translated into an electrical current, thus pro- 
ducing music. 

There are also certain ways of making electromagnets 
produce music -this without the adjunct of telephone 
receivers, -by vibrating their entire structure. Many 
other means will undoubtedly suggest themselves to our 
students and scientists. 

H. GERNSBACK. 
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Wireless in 
Ten Weeks 

(We teach you in your own home during your spare time) 

Thousands of operators needed for 
America's Merchant Marine 

The age of wireless is here. The experimental 
stage has passed. Wireless now equals in impor- 
tance telegraphy, and telephony. It has assumed 
its place among the great commercial industries of 
the earth. So rapid has been the development and 
growth of wireless in recent years that there has 
been left in its wake a tremendous shortage of Oper- 
ators. Actually thousands upon thousands are now 
needed for permanent "peace time" positions offer- 
ing wonderful opportunities for advancement. 

Earn up to $200 per month 
In the short period of ten weeks we can make of you a 

wireless operator, a man with a profession, independent, 
and not subject to the rise and fall of wages in the labor 
market. Salaries are as high as $200 per month. There is 
a position in the merchant marine, the army, the navy, or 
a land station, awaiting everyone completing our course. 
We give you this training at home, by mail, in your spare 
time. It is not necessary for you to lose any time from 
your work to take the course. 

One of the giant wire ess towers which keeps us in 
constant communication with Europe. 

Free Instruments 
To every student enrolling with us we present a standard set of instruments 

with which wireless messages may be sent and received. 

Travel the world over or locate at a 
land station in America. 

America is spending billions of dollars on the mightiest navy and merchant 
marine in the world. Practically all vessels are being equipped with wireless 
apparatus of the most up to date type. Thousands of operators are needed now. 
The field affords a wonderful opportunity for the man who starts now to master 
wireless. 

Our students actually pass the com- 
mercial examination in ten weeks or 
less. 
Get your instruction from 
the Nation's Capitol. Our 
course is endorsed by offi- 
cials of the U. S. Govern- 
ment. 

The National Radio Institute, headed by authors_ 
ties who have been closely allied with governmental 
training of students, has perfected an easily mas- 
tered course in wireless telegraphy whereby stu- 
dents are taught completely in ten weeks, either here 
in Washington at our large residence school or at 
home, by mail. Many of our students are ready to 
tale up actual wireless work in much less time. The 
course is founded on actual practice. hence the rapid 
progress of the student. 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Dept. 67 

14th and U Streets, N. W. Washington, D. C. 

60s 

A Valuable Book Free 
Our booklet, "WIRELESS, the Opportunity of the Age," 

gives you complete zn.ortnation in regard to our course, 
the quick and easy methods by which you can master wire- 
less, and other important facts you should know. It is free, 
Just mail the coupon. No obligation whatever on your 
part. 

FREE COUPON 
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, 

Dept. 67, Washington, D. C. 

Send me, free of charge, your booklet "Wireless, the 
Opportunity of the Age," with full particulars regarding 
your famous to weeks' Home Study Course, and your 
Special Free Instruments Offer. 

Name 

Address 

Town State 

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Erpenrnenter' when writing to advertisers. 
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ELECTRICITY 
Learn 
New York 

At TERNA7 /1LG 
CURRENT PRACT /C! 

ELECTP./CAel 
REPA/RS 

Master Electricity By 
Actual Practice 

The only way you can become an expert is 
by doing the very work under competent instruc- 
tors, which you will be called upon to do later on. 

In other words, learn by doing. That is the method of 
the New York Electrical School. 

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is 
worth more to a man than years and years of book study. 
Indeed, Actual Practice is the only training of value, and 
graduates of New York Electrical School have proved 
themselves to be the only men that are fully qualified to 
satisfy EVERY demand of the Electrical Profession. 

The Oldest and Only Institution of 
the Kind in America 

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the art of 
Electrical Drafting; the best business method and experience in 
Electrical Contracting, together with the skill to install, operate and 
maintain all systems for producing, transmitting and using electricity. 
A school for Old and Young. Individual instruction. 

Over 5,000 Students now holding Successful 
Positions in the Electrical World 

5,000 of our students are today successful electricians. 
No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathe- 

matics is necessary to take this electrical course. You can begin 
the course now and by steady application prepare yourself in a 
short time. You will be taught by practical electrical experts with 
actual apparatus, under actual conditions. 

Let us explain this course 
to you in person. If you can't 
call, send now for 64-page 
book -it's FREE to you. 

New York "Electrical 
School 

ELMETROPIECHAN /CA[ i 29 West 17th St., New York 
n1'JEST /SAT /NG 

ENG /N R J 
ICONTRRCT /NG 

TEST BOARD AR/yRTURE NINO/NG 

New York Electrical School, 
29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y. 

Please send FREE and without obligation 
to me your 64-page book. 

Name 

Address 

Learn 
Dó 

by 

ELECT/2/60C 
OR9FTiN6 

TELEPHONE 
/NSTPLLATiON 

177.REHME 
SHOP 

570RAGE BAT 
TERY SYSTEPI 

ECECTR /C YEH /CCE]J 
CONTROL 

you benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to adve,tsere. 
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American Destroyers Throw 
Bomb Barrage" 

A 
NAmerican destroyer, with her depth 
bombs ready to be discharged, is a 
dangerous craft. Running without 
ights in the darkness she is a men- 

ace not only to the enemy but to 
herself and other ships should a collision 
occur. 

time. The arrangement of the American 
destroyer's depth bomb armament that 
struck terror into the heart of German 
submarine commanders is shown in the ac- 
companying illustration. These depth 
charges are dangerous to a submarine, even 
if they are 500 to 1200 feet away from the 

"Depth 

square inch for every foot of head or 
depth. Thus for 1 foot depth the hydro- 
static pressure acting on the shell, and also 
the diafram, would be .433 lb. for every 
q. in. of surface area. For a depth of 
20 ft. the water -pressure per sq. in. would 
be 8.6 lb.; for 50 ft. depth, 21.6 lb., and 

"Y GUNS FOR . 
SHOOTING" 
DEPTH x'. 
BOMBS ry / OF 

DEPTH 
a -"MAKE POSS/- 

a..:) BLESUBMAR- 
,.Y/NE BARRAGES 

------- 

1 

" 

ARRANGEMENT OF 
DEPTH BOMBS ON 
US DESTROYER 

HYDROSTAT /C 

SPARK 
OR WATER 

PRESSURE 
COIL O/AFRAM 

LECTR /C 
ONTACTS 

l 4,, itATTERY 
WATERPREJSORE 

E PLOSfrt r + STEEL 

't -' D /AFRA*, 
A!medlum .. STECL 

p SHELL ELECTRIC r/ONTACED depth. dial 
CONTACTS CONTACT bends under water 

ressure Cohere DETAIL OF 
DIAFRAM 'Al greater depth the lncreos 

TYPICAL DEPTH BOMB waterpressure bends dio(rom 
AND HDW IT WORKS to here, closes contact and 

detonates bomb. 

WHAT HAPPENS 
WHEN A DEPTH 
BOMB "GETS "A 
SUBMARINE 

I'npyrIgbt 1918. by E. P. Co. 

U. S. Destroyers Have Greatly Profited By Actual War Experience, for They Became So Proficient In the Use of the "Depth Bomb " -a 
Wonderful New Weapon In Itself -That They Could Set Up a Veritable "Subaqueous Barrage." Also They Can "Shoot" Depth 
Bombs for a Distance of One -half Mlle or More. Unlike Shells They Do Not Ricochet or Slip, But Penetrate the Water to a Certain 

Depth and Then Explode. 

point where the subaqueous explosion oc- 
curs. 

The bombs are now released from every 
quarter of the destroyer. Two can be 
dropt from the bridge by pressure of a 
button; "Y guns," amidships, with two 
barrels, can throw bombs to port or star- 
board; astern there are two long lines of 
bombs running on miniature railway tracks, 
so a complete barrage may be fired at any 

The detail view herewith of one of these 
depth bombs shows clearly the principle 
upon which they operate. The steel tank 
container is a simple affair, fitted with a 
sensitive water- pressure diafram. The 
pressure of the water increases .433 lb. per 

605 

for 100 ft. depth, 43.3 lb. per sq. in. Hence 
it is clear how it becomes possible to "set" 
the diafram of the detonating device, 
whether electrical or mechanical, to trip 
off the latter at any desired depth. The 
farther the contact pin, or trip finger, is 
set back or away from the diafram, the 
greater the water- pressure or depth re- 
quired to press it in that far. 
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AND NOW THE ELECTRICIAN - 
ETTE! 

\Ve have conductorettes, female bartend- 
ers, police women, elevator operators, usher- 
ettes and farmerettes, but this is the first 
instance of its kind 
where we are having 
an electricianette. 

Mrs. Ada B. Vail 
3f the Atlantic City 
Electric Company, 
Atlantic City. New 
Jersey, has complete 
charge of an instal- 
lation of sixty -five 
electric ranges in 
one apartment house 
located at the above 
address. She is re- 
sponsible for the 
proper maintenance 
and operation of the 
entire equipment of 
these stoves and 
handles her position 
capably. Beside, she 
takes care of some 
thirty -five odd elec- 
tric stoves thru- 
out the city. In all, 
she supervises one 
handred of these in- 
tricate electrical de- 
vices. 

Her entire tool 
kit can be summed 
up into a testing 
lamp, screw driver 
and two pair of pli- 
ers, one large and 
one small. Compare 
this neat and com- 
pact equipment that 
most certainly re- 
flects the character- 
istics of a woman as 
its owner, with the modest ( ?) tool chest 
of the male species of electrician and the 
carrying of a large assortment of unneces- 
sary junk, approximating one -half ton in 
weight, and when he finds that the job will 
require a screw driver one -sixteenth of an 
inch smaller in size, we would be asking too 
much if we should expect him to use one 
of the next size. Instead he takes an after- 
noon's vacation on your time, going to the 
movies or to Coney Island, or Kalamazoo, 
as far as we know, and by the length of 
time that he consumes to get this tool. 

Can you imagine upon arising from your 
warm bed on a cold Winter morning, mak- 
ing a quick dash to the electric stove in the 

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 

sitting room, turning on the switch, and in 
anticipation of the warmth that you are to 
get, you find the electric stove is as cold as 
a chunk of ice. The heat of your indigna- 
tions warms you thoroly, and you make 
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attired young lady, in over -alts. Taken 
hack with this surprise, you ask her what 
she desires. "Oh, Sir," says she, "I am the 
electrician! You sent a call for me, and I 

am here to repair your heater." Her in- 
tention is very 
agreeable to you, 
and with military 
precision she brush- 
es past you, takes off 
the top of the heat- 
er, yanks out the 
heating elements, 
mutters a monosyl- 
lable that sounds 
like "burnt out," in- 
serts a new unit, at- 
taches another fuse, 
turns the switch, 
and the job is fin- 
ished. It has taken 
her exactly ten min- 
utes, and the most 
incredible part of 
it, when you ask her 
the charges, and re- 
ceive a reply, "Oh, 
that is all right, sir, 
I am paid by the 
firm that owns the 
building." She goes 
out closing the door 
very gently, and 
without even look- 
ing for a tip. 

Cheer up, fellows 
it will be a great old 
world after the fair 
sex take our jobs. 
\Ve will have noth- 
ing to worry about 
except washing the 
dishes and scrub- 
bing the floor. Yes, the "Electrician 

at One of t 

Photo Courtesy Edison Electric illuminating Co. of Boston 

ettes" Are Herel The Present Photo Shows Them Hard at Work 
he Dynamo Switch- Boards of the Boston Edison Company 

one grand dive for the telephone. After 
you have stood there for about a half hour 
with your teeth chattering, waiting for the 
telephone boy in the hall below to answer 
your call, you are finally rewarded for your 
patience by being allowed the honor to speak 
with the janitor. After you have told him 
what you thought of him and his entire 
family, back to his great, great, great grand- 
father, he very sweetly answers with a roar 
like the Kaiser: and tells you that your need 
will he attended to. 

\Vithin a few seconds you hear a short 
stacatto knock upon the door, and upon 
opening it you are almost stricken speechless 
by the appearance of a very neat and chicly 

WORLD RADIO SYSTEM URGED 
FOR SOCIALISTS. 

Active steps are being taken by the In- 
ternational Socialist movement to estab- 
lish a private system of wireless thruout 
the world. Five installations are now def- 
initely projected. Stations will be immedi- 
ately set up in England, France, Belgium 
and ultimately in other countries, including 
America. 

Three of the new stations will link up 
with the German and possibly the Russian 
Socialist wireless. They will be used to 
connect Socialist organs in various coun- 
tries. 

In collision there is no danger of the 
shock exploding the bomb, but some might 
be thrown into the water and explode when 
at the proper depth. 

And this is not all of the Depth Bomb's 
story, either. Did you ever hear of the 
depth bomb "gun "? It shoots depth bombs 
accurately for a distance of half a mile or 
more. The merchant ships that dodged the 
U -boats were equipt with such guns, which 
operate with comprest air, similar to the 
well -known torpedo tube. The illustration 
shows how the depth bomb gun is sighted 
to drop the bomb just at the point where 
it will complete its trajectory thru the 
water and explode near the enemy sub- 
marine, which has submerged and is sneak- 
ing off, or trying to. 

Imagine also the effect of a subaqueous 
barrage on the enemy subsea fighters. Talk 
about land barrage fire! The water trans- 
mits the noise and vibrations from the ex- 
ploding depth bomb many times better than 

in the air. Cases have been known where 
a submarine's plates have been dented in 
and the seams started at a distance of 
nearly one -half mile. The concussive wave 
transmitted thru the water is exceedingly 
powerful because, for one reason, water is 
practically incompressible. 

Remembering that stores of mutinies in 
the German naval ports first gave clear 
intimations that Germany's military machine 
was breaking down, it is not surprising 
that the revolutionary movement first 
should have assumed serious form among 
the sailors. And according to the current 
reports, the terrible hardships and the 
ghastly number of fatalities among the 
U -boat crews are what started the final 
fatal break in discipline and morale. 

It can be said, therefore, with some ap- 
proximation to truth, that not only did 
unrestricted undersea warfare hasten and 
make certain the defeat of Germany by 
bringing into the war the American land 

and water forces needed to turn the scale 
against her, but it was the thing which, 
working from the other side, added speed 
to the downfall of the Kaiser's hopes and 
his empire. The fears and the despairs 
which the submarines could not create in 
the minds of the Allies they did create in 
those of the men who had been ordered 
to commit the atrocious crimes by which 
the world was shocked. 

They did what they were told to do, but 
the task proved too much for even their 
docility, and they rebelled against it at 
last, not, however, so far as any evidence 
yet presented has shown, because of indig- 
nation against the orders received, but 
because the execution of those orders so 
often meant for them the fate of drown- 
ing rats. Too many of the U -boats that 
went out did not return, and the mystery 
of their fate was intolerable to the sur- 
vivors. 

BACK NUMBERS! -Many readers desire to obtain back numbers of this Journal. We have a limited quantity of these back issues on- 

hand and can supply them at the following rates: -Back numbers of The Electrical Experimenter not over three months old, 15 cents 
each; over three months old, 20 cents each; over one year old. 35 cents each. 
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Some Day In the Near Future We Shall Undoubtedly See Hundreds of These Solar Energy Plants Sprinkled Over the Country. This 
Large Plant is In Texas. The Mirrors Reflect the Sun's Rays Onto Special Boilers, the Steam Produced Running a Steam Engine, Con 

netted to a Dynamo. Current From the Dynamo Runs a Motor Pump Which Lifts Water to a Height of Sixty Feet. 

Solar Engine Uses 
SIS thousand degrees Centigrade is the 

computed temperature of the sun. Its 
light giving power is equal to 27,000,- 
000,000 candlepower, a quarter of a 
mile away. Scientists tell us that 

only the 2,735- millionth part of the total 
energy radiated from the sun reaches our 
earth, but if this were ever caused to stop 
for any reason our planet would turn into a 
dead, frigid ball of rock; the present aver- 
age annual temperature of 13° C., would 
change, without the heat of the sun, to 
73° C., of frost, it is calculated. 

Experiments show that the power of the 
atmosphere to trap heat is largely due to 
the water vapor that it contains. It is also 
due to some extent, to the carbon dioxid gas 
that is one of its minor constituents, points 
out Prof. Garrett P. Serviss. Carbon 
dioxid is a remarkable heat retainer, but 
there is only a very small quantity of 
it in the air compared with the vast 
bulk of the atmosphere. It only 

amounts to about 3/100 of 1 per cent. 
But there is this significant fact about 

.it, viz., that its amount is variable, to 
a slight degree at the present time, 
while there is evidence from past ge- 
ological history that once it was vast- 
ly more abundant than it is now. 

Now, how much carbon dioxid 
must the air gain in order that a per- 
ceptible effect on the temperature may 
be produced? Arrhenius answers this 
question for us. He says that if all 
the carbon dioxid now in the air were 
removed, the average temperature 
would fall nearly 38 degrees Fahren- 
heit. On the other hand, if the pres- 
ent amount were doubled the temper- 
ature would 
rise more 
than 7 de- 
grees, and if 
it were quad- 
rupled t h e 
rise would 
amount to 
nearly 14% degrees 
which would 
be far more 
than enough 
to banish all 
t h e glacial 
s u ff e r- 
ing that we 
had to en- 
dure last 
winter. Even 

Sun's Energy 
the smaller amount of increase (7 degrees) 
would probably suffice for that. 

These facts are very interesting from a 
technical point of view, indeed. The prac- 
tical aspect of solar energy, lies at present 
in the hands of those who are endeavoring 
to perfect a solar motor -i.e., an engine or 
electric generating device which, when the 
sun's rays strike it, will develop steam to 
operate a steam engine, or electricity to 
charge electric accumulators or storage bat- 
teries. Those interested in this branch of 
science will find of great interest several 
articles which have appeared in back num- 
bers of this journal.* 

Considering later developments of a prac- 
tical nature in the line of solar engines and 
boilers, we may take up the work of Mr. 
Shuman, of Philadelphia, Pa., who later 
collaborated with a Mr. Boys, of England. 

They were able in their final 
developments to operate a 100 
horsepower engine by means 
of solar energy. This plant 
was built at Meadi on the Nile, 
Egypt. Prior to this excellent 
work, however, we may con- 
sider briefly the early solar 
engines developed and tried out 
at Philadelphia, Pa., by Frank 
Shuman, upon which work he 
started in 1906. One of these 
solar engine plants installed in 

The Utilization of the Sun's En- 
ergy-by H. W. Secor, March, 1916, 
issue; page 605. 

Electricity Direct from Sunlight - 
The photo-electric cell. September, 
1916. issue; page 316. 

VolcanoElectnc Plant in Italy 
Develops 15,000 H.P., March, 1917, 
issue; page 789. 

Texas being illustrated herewith. The heat 
of the sun's rays strikes a large number 
of mirrors, which reflect the heat to spe- 
cial boilers. These produce steam to run 
an engine, the latter operating an electric 
dynamo. The current thus produced was 
capable of operating an electric motor pump 
which pumped water to a height of 60 feet 
above the ground. 

Mr. Shuman had running at Tacony, 
Pa., a practical plant of this type, which 
developed about 3% horsepower by using 
1,200 square feet of sunshine that was al- 
lowed to fall on a fixt horizontal water box. 
This box was fitted with a glass top and a 

series of parallel horizontal black pipes were 
immersed in the water. These pipes, con- 
taining ether, exposed 900 square feet of 
surface to the solar radiation. The water 
also became heated and carried the heat to 
the underside of the pipes, thus realizing a 
greater efficiency. The ether boiled and its 
"steam" drove a small vertical, single cylin- 
der engine. The exhaust ether vapor past 
into an air surface condenser and the liquid 
ether from this was pumped back into the 
tubes of the sun boiler. It was found that 
this plant worked well even with snow on 
the ground, which is explainable from the 
fact that the permeability of the atmosphere 
is about 20 per cent. greater in winter than 
in summer. 

Further tests and refinements to the 
Tacony plant by Mr. Shuman resulted in 
1911 in an engine and boiler which showed 
considerable strides forward in their design, 
the ratio of z45 square feet of sunshine per 
one brake horsepower having been attained. 

It may he mentioned here that the pipes 
const i tilting 
the sun boil- 
ers have in- 
var i ably 
been black - 
r u c d. For 
low temper- 
atures lamp- 
black has 
bwen used as 
the absorber, 
but where 
high temper- 
atures were 
required 
platinum 
black was 
used. 
( Co n tinned 

on page 672) 

Photos Q5 by International Feature Service. 

Here We See the Sixty Foot Stream of Water, Discharging. The Electric Power to Pump This Stream 
of Water is All Furnished By the Mirrors Which Gather and Reflect the Sun's Rays Onto Special 

Boilers. 
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Electric Death Traps in Hun's Retreat 

IF you have any doubt that the Teuton 
is possest of a cunning mind, then you 
have but to read the reports that have 
come back to us every now and then 
from various reliable sources on the 

battle -fields of Europe, where the Allied 
troops have always had to contend with 
multifarious and indescribable forms of 
deadly and inhuman offensive schemes, such 
as liquid fire and gas, which horribly mu- 
tilates and disfigures its victims in thou- 
sands of cases. The Allies were never sure 
of what they might expect when they ad- 
vanced on enemy territory. The Huns re- 
sorted to every possible underhand scheme 
their wily brains could think of in a des- 
perate effort to spread terror among the 
Allied soldiers, and some of the despicable 
"traps" they have used, not to mention hun- 
dreds of others which we have not the space 
here to describe, are illustrated herewith. 

Fig. 1 shows how the Germans often 
mined the town pump, or any other pumps 
on which they could operate, so that when a 
thirsty Allied soldier endeavored to draw 
some water, he would be instantly killed by 
a charge of explosive set off by an electric 
contact and battery inside the pump, the 
fuse circuit being closed on the first down- 
ward stroke of the pump handle. Of 
course, hundreds of mechanical traps were 
used, as well as electrical ones. The elec- 
tric trap which has been extensively used 
in these operations is a simple affair, and 
comprises nothing more than a small dry 
or other battery, together with a pair of 
electric contacts arranged to be closed by 
the movement of some piece of furniture, 
et cetera, ..,:-..d a piece of fine fuse wire 
which is placed in the explosive. When the 
circuit is closed, the fine piece of wire 
melts, and the heat produced detonates the 
explosive. Some times the contacts are 
caused to close a battery circuit thru a 
spark coil, the secondary circuit of which 
is connected up with a spark plug, buried 
in the explosive. There are, of course, nu- 
merous other schemes, many of them having 
been provided with time clocks or switches, 
for delaying the explosion. as the official re- 
ports have frequently indicated. 

The open fire place, which is ever a 
source of welcome to the footsore Dough- 
boys when they have a chance to stop in a 
captured town, is not always the most 
healthy place in the world, for as Fig. 2 

shows, it may contain a high explosive shell 
planted within the fire wall, so that when a 
good fire is kindled on the hearth the shell 
will be caused to explode, very possibly 
killing all those within the room. 

Fig. 3 illustrates how the retreating Ger- 
mans often left a trap for the conquering 
troops of the enemy by placing high explo- 
sive mines under the trails of cannon and 
machine guns, so that as soon as anyone 
moved the cannon carriage, the spring ac- 
tuated pin of the mine would spring up and 
detonate the explosive, thereby possibly kill- 
ing several men. 

One of the cleverest, altho hellish, tricks 
ever played by the retreating Teutonic 
hosts probably is that of the "wireless 
bomb." Fig. 4 shows this trap in action, 
and the story of its operation is as follows: 
Before the enemy retreated, he took care 
to place a number of wirelessly operated 
bombs in the walls or possibly under the 
floor of various dwellings and other build- 
ings, so that in the event the victorious 
troops as they entered the town or locality, 
might set up a wireless et in proximity to 

By H. WINFIELD SECOR 

one of the bombs, the first spark would 
cause the bomb to explode with death - 
dealing violence. The bomb in this case is 
detonated by an electric fuse or spark cir- 
cuit, actuated by a radio coherer and relay, 
or other similar radio receptor apparatus. 

"Say, Hen," sang out a jolly faced Dough- 
boy to one of his "buddies," as they sat 
about a table enjoying the mid -day meal 
of "Boston baked" and canned sardines a la 
Rhine in an old French chateau, "there's a 
telephone on the wall, why don't you call up 
your best girl," and full of Yankee play 
spirit the Doughboy arose. But something 
seemed to tell him not to touch the tele- 
phone instrument, and it was well that he 
did not ; for one of the party, who had been 
cautioned by the intelligence officers to be 
extremely careful of touching anything in 
the captured territory until it had been care- 
fully examined ascertained that the tele- 
phone instrument contained several pounds 
of explosive which was connected up with 
an electrical igniter attached to the switch - 
hook, so that as soon as the receiver was 
lifted from the hook, the explosive would 
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be detonated, and so the story rolls on- 
backed by the facts. See Fig. 5. 

Nor were the German dead allowed to 
rest in peace, for even after life had ceased 
in their bodies, they must serve the "Father- 
land." This is true "Schrecklichkeit" effi- 
ciency to the Teutonic mind, if not to ours. 
So the crafty Teutons, when they were 
forced to retreat, got into the habit of plant- 
ing small explosive traps under the dead 
bodies, with the hope in their hearts that 
when the on- marching Yankees or Poilus 
got on this territory and attempted to clear 
it up by lifting the dead bodies, they would 
meet with unexpected fatalities. See Fig. 6. 

In Fig. 7 there is shown the fámous Ger- 
man "watch trick." This trick used to be 
pulled quite often at various points along 
the battle -line until the. Allied troops got 
so skittish of all such devices that they 
would not touch anything with their hands, 
but would poke it with a stick, which in- 
variably caused one of these death -dealing 
traps to explode harmlessly. In the watch 
trick, a favorite setting was in a trench 
or dug -out from which the Teutons had 
been forced to retire, and when the Allied 
soldiers had taken the trench, one of them 
would probably be surprised to see a per- 
fectly good watch hanging on a nail or 
stick projecting from the trench wall and 
ticking away merrily. Now who would 
refuse to take such a watch? But many a 
brave soldier has undoubtedly lost his life 
by thinking just that way, and the moment 
the watch was removed from the nail or 
other projection from which it hung, this 
act caused a high explosive trap to detonate. 

And the churches -what haven't the 
Teutonic sons of the mailed fist done to 
these! One case which happened in Bel- 
gium comes to mind where a number of 
Allied soldiers were endeavoring to hold 
church in a captured town. The priest had 
no sooner started to ascend the steps of 
the altar, when a terrific explosion oc- 
curred, which demolished the alter and 
seriously wounded the preacher. This trap 
utilized an electric contact spring arranged 
under the step, the riser of one of the 
steps being cut away so that when a per- 
son's weight rested on the tread, it would 
force it down a slight distance, closing a 
contact which detonated the bomb. See 
Fig. 8. 

One of the most heinous and criminal 
death- dealing devices ever planted by the 
retreating Huns was recently witnest in 
actual operation by a New York soldier 
who came home not many months ago. To 
start with, the soldier who related this 
tale was a member of a Company which 
had been marching for several days, and 
one night when they prepared to rest and 
get some sleep they discovered a large cave. 
See Fig. 9. Naturally, unless the weather 
is quite warm, anyone would rather sleep 
in a cave than out in the open, for obvious 
reasons. And so they went to sleep, but 
long before morning several of the men 
awoke and were surprised to smell gas 
fumes, and, what was more astonishing, a 
large number of the men who were sleep- 
ing in the cave were found to be "gast." 
Those who had awakened, and who were 
not totally overcome by the gas, at once re- 
moved the gast men from the cave and 
started to investigate, as no fumes of gas 
had been noticed whatsoever on the pre- 
vious evening when they had found the 
cave. "Dirty work, sure enough," said the 
Sergeant, as he and two of his men started 
back in the cave to find out what kind of a 
new trap the crafty Huns had concocted: 
before long they discovered it, planted 
several feet below the earth in the rear of 
the cave, and with a small gas tube leading 
up to the surface of the ground. They dug 
up the infernal machine, and were as- 
tounded to find that not only did the box 
contain a small gas generator with a time - 
clock arrangement rigged up to a valve on 
it, so that gas would be generated and sent 
into the cave at a certain pre- arranged hour, 
but that also there was a sufficiently large 
quantity of high explosive in the container 

(Continued on page 669) 
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Submarines in Peace - time 
Now that the great world cataclysm is prac- 

tically over, we have to think of many recon- 
struction problems, and one of these will un- 
doubtedly bave to do with many of '`- marina 
as well as military apperata and devices which 
have been developed and built in unbelievable 
quantities. For one thing, there will be super- 
fluity of 'submarines " -especially surrendered 
U- boats. A New York Inventor, Mr. George 
Wall, bas proposed end bere illustrated a novel 
use for these superfluous submarines, namely, 
to utilize them as freight carriers, and not only 
to perform this service in the ordinary sense, 
as bas been done when the gleot submarine 
"Deutschland" crest the Atlantic Ocean with 
a cargo, but to arrange for these submarines 
to pass thru a submarine tunnel for exemple. 
Let us consider, as Mr. Wall points out, the 
freight -handling problem at Manhattan island, 
New York, where incoming steamers are un- 

J 

The Above Illustration Shows Mr. George Wall's Peace -Time Utilization of Germany's Surrendered U- boats, or Any Other Submarine Which 
May Be Scrapt by Uncle Sam or His CoAllies as Being Unfit for Further Naval Use, but Which with a Little Overhauling Can Be Readily 

Put In Condition for Use as Freight Carriera. The Scheme Here Illustrated and Described Would Involve the Use of Electrically Operated 
Locks at Points on the North and East Rivers, If Used to Carry Freight Under New York City, and Also the Submarine Tunnel Would Be 

Illuminated with Powerful Electric Lights Placed In Sunken Reflectors, So as to Leave the Passage of the Tunnel Smooth and Even. 

Telephoning To and From 
Moving Trains 

THREE Americans residing in To- 
ronto, Canada, Messrs. Isidor, Abra- 
ham and Samuel Berliner, have in- 
vented a moving train telephone 
apparatus for telephoning to and 

from trains en route, as depicted in the 
illustration. This apparatus permits voice 
transmission to be made automatically and 
directly thru the ordinary car wheel and 
axle, without the assistance of any con- 
tributing medium, by a special instrument 
connected to the wheel. Thus electrical 

connection between the instrument and the 
rail is made thru the car wheels, and in 
combination with the ordinary rails prop- 
erly bonded for the block -signal system, but 
it will work equally well on any track where 
the rails are similarly bonded, without re- 
gard to the absence or presence of a block - 
signal installation. 

Telephonic speech or voice transmission 
is conducted thru the ordinary existing axle, 
thru the wheels and down to the rails, 
along which it runs and is picked up by 

other moving trains or any of its desired 
joined cars, train despatcher's offices, signal 
towers, stations, city exchanges, cities, 
towns, villages, hamlets, or with that of 
any regular telephone subscriber. This 
railroad telephone invention consists of an 
apparatus including standard equipment 
only comprising the well -known telephonic 
retardation or repeating coils, ordinary 
rolling stock of wheels and axle, requisite 
bearing instrument from which it is con- 
nected to the wheels, and the usual rails, 
properly bonded. This transmission and re- 
ception is carried on, it is claimed, without 
regard to the trains' speeds or of trains 
moving in the same direction, opposite 
directions, trains crossing over at right 
angles to another, or any other moving positions. 

whether this be 

rs, 

Telephoning Between a Moving Train, Irrespective of Its Speed, and Any Fixt Station, Office, or Home, Is Now Pos- 
aibie- Thanks to a Recent invention, Which Enables the Telephonic Currents to Travel Thru the Car Wheels and 

Along the Rails to the Nearest Telephone Exchange. 

upon the same 
track as in the 
case of a double - 
track line, or be- 
tween any tracks. 

The control of 
the system differs 
in no respect 
f r o m ordinary 
telephone opera- 
tion, a n d arti- 
ficial amplifiers 
requiring d e I i- 

cate adjustment 
are not employ- 
ed. The inven- 
tion now makes 
it possible f o r 

connection to be 
made between 
the train instru- 
ment and that of 
any regular tele- 
phone subscrib- 
er. Train speed 
is of no mate- 
rial consequence, 
for the same re- 
sults are attain- 
ed traveling 60 
miles an hour as 
when barely 
moving. 
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Submarines in Peace - time 
loaded In some cases on the piers at the North 
River. This freight I. frequently trans -shipt 
by auto -truck or otherwise to points directly 
across the city. in other words, the goods are 
often carried thru thickly congested streets 
over to the East River or In that vicinity. If 
we had a submarine channel bored thru the solid 
rock many feet below all of the present sub - 
weya, it would provide a feasible end economical 
method of trans -shipping freight from the North 
to the East River and vice versa. As it is, goods 
are often hipt by auto -truck or erosa the city 
at eonsiderab:e expense, or else by boat down 
the East River around the Battery and up the 
North River. This is bound to he so. in some 
cases, owing to the fact that vessels frequently 
carry mixt shipments of goods. This scheme 
la undoubtedly feasible and economically ap- 
plicable to many shipping localities in various 
other parts of the world. 
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Thus "Subs" Could Be Economically and Efficiently Used, Which Would Be Applicable in Many Shipping Localities Thruout the World. 
Where a Great Deal of Shipping Would Have to Be Handled, There Would Be Employed Two Tunnels and Tvo Sets of Locks. the "Subs" 
Loading at Either Side of Large Piers to Which the Steamships Anchor. Very Little Handling of the Freight Would Be Necessary -Thanks 
to the Modern Electric Belt Conveyor and Other Systems. The Submarines Could Be Handled by a Small Crew and the Steering Bearings 

Taken by Observation Thru Large Glass Windows In the Superstructure of the Submarine. 

This system also permits telephoning to 
be done from one end of a train to the 
other or to any part of the train. The 
conversation may be held as easily as from 
house to house. The tone of the voice is 
just as clear as with the telephone on a 
city circuit. One cannot tell that the train 
is moving, as far as the sound in the in- 
itrument is concerned, it is claimed. 

A working model of a new moving train 
telephone apparatus has been very success- 
fully demonstrated by the Canadian Gov- 
ernment Railways on their road by Mr. 
W. W. MacFarlane of New York, who 
conducted the tests of his new invention, 
which was tested at Moncton, N. B., Can- 
ada, from July 16, 1917, to March 28, 1918, 
inclusive. 

During these tests, which were very com- 
plete, the conversations were carried on 
between the moving train and the dis- 
patcher's office in a clear and distinct 
manner. 

The engine was cut off from the car and 
proceeded a mile down the track by orders 
telephoned from the conductor to the engi- 
neer. The engine was then stopt by 
telephone orders from the conductor, who 
was on the car, and instructed to come back 
and couple up again. Then an order was 
given by the conductor to back up the 
train and take on the flagman, who had 
zone back to flag. 

Before backing up, a telephone message 
was sent to the dispatcher's office, asking 
,f it was safe to back up, and the answer 
by telephone from the dispatcher was that 
this would be all right. After backing up 
to the flagman, the order was received from 
the dispatcher's office to go ahead to 
Humphrey's and cross over to the other 
track and come back to Moncton. Before 
reaching Humphrey's a second telephone 
message was received from the dispatcher 
countermanding the previous order to cross 
over, but to return to Moncton on the same 
track, as the train was protected from the 
-ear. 

All these instructions were transmitted by 
telephone from the dispatcher's office to the 
conductor on the car and by him trans- 
mitted to the engineer by telephone, while 
the car was running, showing that it is per- 

fectly feasible to control a moving train 
by telephone from the dispatcher's office at 
a distant point. The invention is patented 
in the United States and Canada as well as 
in foreign countries. This new railroad 
telephone system promises to completely 
revolutionize modern railroading. 

INDIAN PRINCESS LEARNS 
WIRELESS. 

The accompanying photograph shows an 
Indian princess learning wireless telegraphy 
-Miss Emily Moran, descendant of a 

famous Indian chief. She promptly offered 
her services to her country in this national 
crisis, and is rapidly learning the art of 
radio operating so that she can graduate 
from clerical work to the wireless room of 
an ocean liner or possibly a transport. 

Many young women have taken up wire- 

less operating, several of the leading schools 
having classes at which young ladies attend. 
At the present time there has not been a 

very large opportunity to place these fair 
radio graduates, for the reason that the 
Navy Department controls all the wireless 
stations, and it is against their rules to have 
women in any government radio stations. 
However, there are many ways in which 
women trained as radio operators can help 
and have been helping. For one thing, they 
can be of considerable aid in helping to 
teach the soldier and sailor "rookies" the 
rudiments of radio operating -particularly 
the code, which is always a great stumbling 
block to most of them. Women should 
prove particularly efficient in teaching this 
part of the radio art, for they have proven 
themselves very adept and successful in 
imparting knowledge to students of all ages 
in our public schools thruout the country. 

Pbota from Paul Tbrmrson 

Here We See a Well -Known Indian Princess Learning the Wireless Code. She is Mies Emily 
Moran, Descendant of a Famous Indian Chief. 
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A New 
THE airplane has surely come into its 

otvn during the recent world war. 
Hundreds of 'planes were to be seen 
in the air on various sections of the 
great battle -front many times during 

the day, their glistening wings sparkling in 
the bright sunshine. Pursuer and pursued 
hurtled thru the 
air at prodigious 
speeds. T h e s e 

airplane attacks 
looked all very 
tame from the 
ground until one 
of them closed in 
,.n his adversary. 
when many a 
spectacular battle 
was enacted. Per- 
haps one of the 
most spectacular 
of all aerial bat- 
tles is that men- 
tioned in a num- 
ber of the inter- 
esting stories 
that have come 
to us from the 
lion- hearted 
fighters of the 
air. where an en- 
e m y 'plane h a s 

dropt out of a 
cloud, in order 
to pounce down 
and surprise an 
unsuspecting flier 
below. Some of 
the German avi- 
ators used to 
practise this trick 
regularly, sailing 
upward thou - 
-sands of feet, 
only to suddenly 
disappear in a 
cloud or cloud 
hank. Then the 
crafty flier 
would suddenly 
dart out of a 
cloud at the side 
or at the bottom, 
and if a hostile 
'plane happened 
to be anywhere 
in the vicinity, 
the factor of sur- 
prise would in 
practically a I 1 

cases be on the 
side of the 
emerging w a r- 
'plane. 

But clouds 
would not always 
be conveniently 
at hand for 
carrying on such 
maneuvers. 
There is not 
now, nor is there 
likely to he an in- 
ternational I a w 
on the conduct 
of aerial warfare 
to the effect that 
battle 'plane-, 

may not play hide and seek among the 
clouds if they choose to. Wherefore and 
hence, we have the latest invention in aerial 
warfare -the "airplane smoke producer" - 
the particular form of this invention here 
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Aerial Smoke Barrage 
illustrated and described being due to John 
Koltko. of Watertown, Connecticut. 

As the front cover and accompanying 
view, show, this invention enables an aviator 
to quickly send out a large quantity of heavy 
smoke which will entirely envelop the 
'plane and prevent, or at least make it ex- 

the air, but it would in a few minutes pro- 
duce a long trailing cloud of black smoke, 
and it would indeed be quite difficult for an 
aviator to tell at exactly what point in this 
cloud the enemy 'plane was. 

The technical details of this smoke -pro- 
ducing apparatus for aircraft are quite 

simple and it op- 
erates as fol- 
lows: A steel 
tank is mounted 
in the body of 
the 'plane with 
which there is 
connected a by- 
pass pipe con- 
necting with the 
exhaust of the 
engine. A suit- 
able valve con- 
trolled from the 
pilot's seat is 
connected with 
this pipe, so that 
when it is de- 
sired to produce 
a smoke cloud to 
envelop the 
'plane, it is only 
necessary to open 
the valve and al- 
low the engine 
exhaust to pass 
into t h e tank. 
The tank con- 
tains certain 
chemicals which 
when acted upon 
by the gases from 
the motor ex- 
h a u s t, produce 
smoke rapidly in 
great volume. 

As t h e illus- 
tration shows, 
the diffusing 
heads consisting 
of conically - 
shaped drums 
with perforated 
faces on them, 
are placed around 
various parts of 
the airplane, un- 
der the wings 
and along the 
fuselage. 

NE 2,G, `E 
SMOKE SPRAY 

NOZZLES el 
-S .'"KE SCREE, C(MT771. 

AMO CUTOFF .NPt,Si'S 
CSCHPIT 

EXMAUSTPIPE J FROMENGmE 

1/111! 

DETAIL OF AIRPLANE 
SNO -E SCREEN" GENERATOR 

E%hnuST P,'E 
Ccli 

SMOKE GEMEPAt1KG TANK 
CGRiaiN',NG HEAVY GILS As. 
CoEi1'.cALS FCRGERrRATiSG 

DE ^SE SMOKE 
SMDRE FEED PIPE 
TO NCZZ LES 

Copyright. 1918. by E 1'. Co. 

Not Only Can the Naval Destroyers and Other Vessels Throw a Dense Smoke Screen, but the 
Battle -plane as Well. This Recently Perfected Invention Causes the Exhaust Gases from the 
Engine to Pass Into a Tank Containing Certain Chemicals, Which, When Thus Acted Upon, Pro- 
duce a Dense Smoke In Great Quantities. The Smoke Is Distributed Thru Diffuser Heads About 

the Planes. 

tremely difficult for, an enemy 'plane to 
"plant" a good shot on him. This is more 
apparent when it is considered that the 
'plane would not simply have a dense cloud 
of smoke blown around it at one point in 

THE MAG- 
NETIC SUR- 
VEY VESSEL, 
" CARNEGIE." 

The Magnetic 
Survey Vessel, 
Carnegie, arrived 
safely at her 
home port, Wash- 
ington, D. C, a 
short time ago, 
where she was 
put out of com- 
mission during 
the period of the 
war. During her 
cruise from 
Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, round 
the Horn to Val- 

paraiso, Chile, Callao, Peru, thence thru 
the Panama Canal to Newport News, she 
was in command of Dr. N. W. Edmonds 
and a number of other scientists of the 
Government staff. 
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"The Long Dash" 

B;CKED 

by an absorbing story en- 
acted and assisted by elaborate 
scenic and stage effects, "The Long 
Dash" has proven one of New 
York's latest and greatest theatrical 

successes. The play was written by Robert 
Mears \lacKay and Victor Mapes, co- 
author of The Boomerang." It has a 
distinguished cast, including Robert Ede- 
son, Henry E. Dixev, Violet Keurblc 
Cooper, Milicent Evans, and others. The 
dramatic story revolves around the inven- 
tion of a marvelous new "radio controlled" 
cannon. The secret of its operation is 
stolen by a spy. With the inventor of the 
gun dead and the radio code by which the 
gun is operated lost, many curious and ex- 
citing incidents result. Interspersed with 
all these affairs there is a delightful love 
story in which two brothers, Paul and John 
Hazelton, both impersonated by Robert 
Edeson, are concerned. 

Now for the dirty work. Those who 
have seen this show have undoubtedly won- 
dered just how the wireless controlled gun. 
a large sized and faithfully reproduced 
model of which is used on the stage, as 
the accompanying photographs show, is 
operated. For it surely does give one, no 
matter how sophisticated in scientific mat- 
ters he may be, a genuine dramatic thrill. 
Robert Edeson, who endeavors to solve the 
mystery of the lost code, presses the key 
of the wireless transmitter located across 
the stage from the gun, and every time he 
presses the key a crashing blue -white spark 
several inches long leaps across the spark 
gap at the transmitting apparatus. A simi- 
lar spark also appears simultaneously at the 
spark gap fitted on the gun pedestal. Being 
of a scientific turn of mind, he eventually 
gets down to the point where he can cause 
the gun to train around a circle, and also 
up and down vertically, besides firing. The 
controlling signals comprise a number of 
dots or short sparks, and after the proper 
number of these have been transmitted, a 
long dash or spark is required to cause the 
particular function in hand to take place. 
Thus when the gun is to be fired, after 
being trained with a previous set of signals 
or sparks, a number of short flashes are 

613 

AWireless Gun Show 
rapidly transmitted, and then the "long 
dash" or spark is the signal that the gun 
will fire. A thirty -eight caliber Colt re- 
volver is cleverly arranged inside of the 

and cause a shell to pass thru the target 
without killing a few dozen actors standing 
off stage. The truth is, there "ain't no 
such animal" as a bullet used, but a trusty 

The Wireless Controlled Cannon Speaks -and Hits the Bull's -Eye Every Time. An Exciting 
Moment from the New York Dramatic Success, "The Long Dash." Mr. Robert Edeson Plays 
the Rôle of the Radio Genius, Who Works Out the Code Which Will Operate the Curl, Its 

inventor Having Died. 

model cannon and-this, operated by a stage 
assistant, produces the explosion whenever 
the gun is fired. 

But this is not all, for to lend still more 
enchantment to the seeming mystery of this 
pseudo -scientific drama, the target at the 
rear of the stage plays a very important 
rôle, for every time the gun operates an- 
other "bullet" goes thru the target. At 
least the audience thinks so, for does not a 

hole appear in the target each time the guts 

fires? Sure it does. and little Willie in the 
front row as well as his grand -dad prob- 
ably wonders how in the dickens they can 
fire a small naval cannon right on the stage 

A Close -Up View of the Wireless Gun and Radio Transmitter, with Mr. Edeson Studying its 
Response to Various Dot and Dash Combinations, from the Play -"The Long Dash." 

assistant stands ready with a string in his 
hand, and each time the gun fires he yanks 
another wad of paper out of a previously 
prepared hole in the bull's -eye of the target. 
"Ye gods!" little \Villie remarks, Mr. Ede- 
son is sure some sharp -shooter, and in truth 
he is, so far as the story of the drama is 
concerned. 

As will be recollected, in the introduction 
it was mentioned that Mr. Edeson imper- 
sonates two rôles -that of Paul Hazelton 
as well as 'John Hazelton. In another act 
a clever bit of stage work is carried out. 
and a few words descrihing it will undoubt- 
edly prove of interest. In this scene one of 
the brothers sits down in a large high -back, 
old- fashioned chair, and presently turns the 
chair with its back to the audience and 
starts eating at a table. The audience sees 
the actor's arms moving as he proceeds to 
eat his dinner. but the old saving that the 
"hand is quicker than the eye" still holds 
good to a dot, for right before your very 
eyes and while the good Mr. Hazelton No. I 

apparently is enjoying his meal an unseen 
transposition takes place in a few seconds. 
The seat of the chair is a spring -actuated 
affair and collapses when desired. The actor 
escapes down thru the bottom of the chair 
by means of an electrically operated dcmb- 
waiter. or "trap," as it is called in stage 
parlance. and another actor rises o' the 
trap, gets into the chair and carries on the 
arm movements and other emhellis'rnents 
that go with the assimilation of a hearty 
repast: and in the meantime the door of 
the room opens, and in walks the other 
brother, Mr. Hazelton No. 2. who is no 
other than our old friend, Mr. Robert 
Edeson. 

An electrically controlled machine for 
sorting coffee beans has been invented by a 

native of Munich. 

India has increased its annual mal pro- 
duction to 12.000.000 tous and is introduc- 
ing electrical machinery into some mines. 
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Nikola Tesla and His Inventions 

EVERAL years ago. 
in the course of a 

discussion, a well- 
know n journalist 
asked me whom I 

considered at present the 
world's greatest inventor. I 

said: "If you mean the man 
who really invented, in other 
words, originated and dis- 
covered - not merely im- 
proved what had already 
been invented by others, 
then without a shade of 
doubt, Nikola Tesla is the 
world's greatest inventor, 
not only at present, but in 

all history." 
My friend was much sur- 

prised and voiced his aston- 
ishment. "Surely," said he, 
"you do not mean to place 
Tesla ahead of such great 
men as Archimedes, Fara- 
day or Edison ?" 

"That is exactly what I 

mean," I replied, "and be- 
fore twenty -five years have 
elapsed the world at large 
will echo my opinion." 

"But listen," persisted my 
friend, "who on earth is this 
man Tesla anyway? What 
are his wonderful inven- 
tions, what great thing has 
he ever done? How is it 

that the world at large does 
not know him ?" 

"To begin with, and the better to impress you," I replied, "Tesla 
has secured more than one hundred patents on inventions, many 

of which 'have proved revolutionary. Science accords to him over 

75 original discoveries, not mere mechanical improvements. Tesla 

is an originator in the sense that Faraday was an originator. Like 

the latter he is a pioneer blazing the trail; aside from this he is a 

discoverer of the very highest order." 
"Ninety percent of the entire electrical industry pays tribute to 

his genius. All electrical machinery using or generating alternat- 
ing current is due to Tesla. High tension current transmission 
without which our long distance trolley cars, our electrified lines, 

our subways would be impossible, are due to the genius of Tesla. 

The Tesla Induction Motor, the Tesla Rotary Converter, the 

Tesla Phase System of Power Transmission, the Tesla Steam and 

Gas Turbine and the Tesla Coil and Oscillation Transformer are 

perhaps his better known inventions. 
"As to your last question, namely, why the world at large does 

not know Tesla, it is answered best by stating that he has com- 

mitted the unpardonable crime of not having a permanent press 

agent to shout his greatness from the housetops. Then, too, most 

of Tesla's inventions, at least to the public mind, are more or less 

intangible on account of the fact that they are very technical and, 

therefore, do not catch the popular imagination, as, for instance, 

By H. Gernsback 

AN ANNOUNCEMENT 

Nikola Tesla, from a Painting by the Famous Princess Lwoff- Pariaahy. 
This Picture Has Never Been Published Before. 

wireless, the X -ray, the air- 
plane, or the telephone." 

The trouble with Nikola 
Tesla is that he lives a cen- 
tury ahead of his time. He 
has often been denounced 
as a dreamer even by well 
informed men. He has been 
called crazy by others who 
ought .to know better. For 
Tesla talks in a language 
that most of us do not as 
yet understand. But as the 
years roll on Science more 
and more appreciates his 
greatness, and begins to pa 
him tribute more and more. 

In 1893, three years prior 
to the earliest attempts in 
Hertz wave telegraphy. 
Tesla first described his 
wireless system and took 
out patents on a number oí 
novel devices which were 
then but imperfectly under- 
stood. Even the electrical 
world at large laughed at 
these patents. But large 
wireless interests had to pay 
him tribute in the form of 
real money, because his 
"fool" patents were recog- 
nized to be fundamental. He 
actually antedated every im- 
portant wireless invention. 

A few weeks ago the 
voold read thru news dis- 
patches of a great wireless 

discovery -the static eliminator. But Tesla had not only patented 
systems overcoming this and other forms of interference but had 
actually constructed and successfully operated devices years ago 
in Colorado, under conditions where static interference was 
troublesome to an extraordinary degree. A photograph of one 
form of his apparatus is published with a note from him for the 
first time elsewhere in this issue of the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 

And so it goes. The world smiles an unbelieving smile, but Tesla's 
master mind invariably sets the world aright. 

I first read about Tesla in a well -known German weekly publica- 
tion when I was less than 15 years old. The Editor of that publi- 
cation reproduced his picture on a full page and paid high tribute 
to Tesla, hailing him as the world's coming greatest electrician. 

H. W. Buck, Chief Engineer, President of the American In- 
stitute of Electrical Engineers, among others, said: "The work of 
Nikola Tesla in his great conception of his rotary field seems to 
me one of the greatest feats of imagination which has ever been 
attained by human mind." 

Lord Kelvin, before the British Association, commenting upon 
the Tesla Transformer exhibited, said: "This is a wonderful 
development of the induction coil destined to be of great 
importance." 

Electrical Review, commenting upon the wireless: "Mr. Tesla's 
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researches in this field have attracted world -wide attention, and 
his is undoubtedly the master mind." 

Der Electro- Technische Anceiger, Berlin, and Elektrizität, Leip- 
zig, Germany, (commenting upon Tesla's work) : "It is a corn - 
bination of the grandest power of technical performance with the 
most vivid imagination, such as 
has never before manifested itself 
in the human mind." 

Brigadier Allen, of the United . 

States War Department (com- 
menting upon Tesla's Turbine) : 

"Something new in the world. 
Officers are greatly impressed 
with it." 

\ Vhile studying abroad I read 
every scrap of his work I could 
lay my hands on. I performed 
most of his high frequency ex- 
periments, and the more I saw of 
his work the more imprest I be- 
came. Some years ago as Editor 
of Modern Electrics, I met him in 
a New York shop where his fa- 

turbine models were first 
I was fascinated with the tall, gaunt man, then about 50 

years old, but looking less than 30. His extraordinary face, with 
his 'deep set blue eyes, proclaimed the intense thinker -the philos- 
opher. A few minutes' chat with him left me more than ever 
convinced of his greatness. 

Further contacts during the past few years still enhanced my 
opinion of him. Tesla is a man of extraordinary knowledge. He 
is remarkably well read and has a photographic memory whereby 
it is possible for him to recite page after page of nearly every 
classical work, be it Goethe, Voltaire or Shakespeare. He speaks 
and writes twelve languages. He is an accomplished calculator, 
who has little use for tables and text -books and holds the sliding 
rule in contempt. Tesla has received numerous honors and dis- 
tinctions of all kinds. He is a knight of several orders, holder of 
many titles and diplomas. Some time ago he was awarded the 
Elliott Cresson gold medal by the Franklin Institute and last year 
the Edison medal by the American Institute of Electrical Engi- 
neers. Many extraordinary distinctions have been offered to him 
which he has declined. As of timely interest one instance may be 
mentioned. At the announcement of Tesla's high frequency dis- 
coveries, while the former Emperor of Germany was all- powerful 
and great men were eager for his favors, Tesla received an invita- 
tion from him and the Empress to repeat his celebrated experi- 
ments at the Royal Palace in Berlin. He forgot all about it and 
did not answer for one year, when he politely apologized for his 
inability to avail himself of the honor. Later the invitation was 
renewed and nearly two years past before Tesla answered to the 
same effect. After a lapse of time, 
ment of another impor- 
tant invention, he re- 
ceived the invitation for 
the third time, with the 
assurance that an alto- 
gether unusual honor 
was reserved for him. 
"Well, boys," said 
Tesla to his assistants 
after he laid the invi- 
tation which he never 
answered aside, "the 
Emperor must be a 
great man. I do not 
think that I would be 
capable of acting in this 
way if I were in his place." Perhaps the most remarkable tribute 
was paid to him when he made his famous experiments in Colo- 
rado in 1899. It was by J. Pierpont Morgan, the elder, who do- 
nated $150,000, which enabled Tesla to produce artificial light- 
ning and incidentally to electrify the entire earth. 

mous 
built. 

Some of Tesla's inventions have been of far -reaching impor- 
tance in the \Var. The resources and productive powers of the 
country have been greatly increased thru extended use of his 
system of alternating current transmission and transformation of 
energy. Nearly ten million horsepower of water falls have been 

harnest by this means, thus sav- 
ing forty percent of the entire 
coal output of the United States. 
The railroads have been electrified 
and his induction motor has revo- 
lutionized the steel industry and 
operation of factories. His elec- 
tric drive has been adopted on the 
largest cruisers and battleships as 
the most perfect means of pro- 
pulsion. His wireless inventions 
have proved indispensable and his 
oscillatory apparatus has been of 
inestimable service in chirurgical 
and therapeutic treatment in the 
field. 

The technical prints abound with 
his work, his inventions, his dis- 
coveries. The following is only 

adopted and published in text books 

BY special arrangement the ELECTRICAL 
EXPERIMENTER will, beginning with 

the next issue, publish a series of articles en- 
titled "lily Inventions ", by Nikola Tesla. The 
great inventor will contribute a signed article 
monthly, which articles will run for several 
years. Most of this material has never ap- 
peared in print before. The articles will be 
publisht in book form later. We consider this 
announcement the most important we ever 
made. THE PUBLISHERS. 

however, upon the announce- 
. 

Some 

nnounce- 

a partial list of terms now 
and technical works: 

Tesla two -phase, three- phase, 
multi -phase, poly -phase sys- 
tem of power transmission 

Tesla principle 
Tesla rotating magnetic field 
Tesla rotating magnetic field 

transformer 
Tesla induction motor 
Tesla split -phase motor 
Tesla system of distribution 
Tesla rotary transformer 
Tesla system of transforma- 

tion by condenser discharges 
Tesla coil 
Tesla oscillation transformer 
Tesla electrical oscillator 
Tesla mechanical oscillator 
Tesla high frequency machines 
Tesla dynamo- electric oscilla- 

tor 
Tesla tube 
Tesla lamp 
Tesla high- potential methods 
Tesla inductor 
Tesla marvels 
Tesla impedence phenomena 

Tesla electro- therapy 
Tesla electrical massage 
Tesla currents 
Tesla transmission 
Teslaic experiments 
Tesla capacity 
Tesla arclight system 
Tesla third brush regulation 
Tesla devices 
Tesla sparks 
Tesla arrangements 
Tesla theory 
Tesla point 
Tesla Steam Turbine 
Tesla Gas Turbine 
Tesla Water Turbine 
Tesla Pump 
Tesla Compressor 
Tesla Igniter 
Tesla condensers 
Tesla electro- static field 
Tesla effects 
Tesla wireless system 
Tesla methods of w i r e l e s s 

transmission 
Tesla magnifying transmitter 

Tesla telautomata 
Tesla insulation 
Tesla underground 

transmission, etc. 
The other night the 

Editors of the "Ex- 
perimenter It a d the 
opportunity of passiñg 
an evening with Tesla. 
We talked about many 
things, so interesting. 
that I will reserve them 
for another article -but 
mostly, of course, the 
conversation centered 
about Tesla himself. 

"Dr. Tesla," I said to him, "you are aware of our great 
admiration for you, which may or may not be important. But 
the great public knows little of your mark. Even many of those 
technically educated -excuse the frankness -think that you are 

(Continued on page 657) 

NIKOLA TESLA, in the opinion of authorities, today is con- 

ceded to be the greatest inventor of all tintes. Tesla has 
more original inventions to his credit than any other man in his- 

tory. He is considered greater than Archimedes, Faraday, or 

Edison. His basic, as well as revolutionary, discoveries for sheer 
audacity have no equal in the annals of the world. His master 
mind is easily one of the seven wonders of the intellectual world. 

If. GERNSRACK. 
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"odd Photo" Contest 
TELL. Readers, chat do you think 

of this perfect galaxy of 'Odd 
Photos "? Fit for a king. ch. 
That's what we thought and so 
decided to pndlish them. Have 

von ever tried to enter a photo in our 'Odd 
Photo" contest: Now is the time, Just 
look over this collectio'i, gathered from all 
parts of the country, and you will gain a 
clear idea of just what we are after in this 
direction. \\'e want brainy pictures as well 
as freak photos. Electrical, Radio and 
Scientific subjects give you a wide field to 

am told, was caused by the film being 
wound too fast, thereby causing static elec- 
tricity. 

\ \'hat caused the lines to be in double. 
or in pairs? Can anyone explain this? 

What canses the lines to have those pe- 
culiar peaks? 

I hope that your readers can answer it. 
\\m. P. Ulbrich, Ansonia, Conn. 

LIGHTNING AT THE SEASHORE 
Here is an excellent photograph of an 

lucid in the shadows cast by a tree, when the 
sun was a crescent. It will be noticed that 
the shadows are all shaped like a crescent 
-in fact, an exact image of the sun at that 
time. The cx,lanation of this is that the 
small apertures in the foliage acted like 
small lenses and projected the image of 
the sun on to the ground, or in this case the 
sheet. During the eclipse the ground and 
the sides of houses were covered all over 
with these minute crescents, and it was 
very interesting to watch them and to note 
how they corresponded with the changing 

Nolo "Roll" Lightning At 
Right. Photo No. I. 

Multiple Lightning and 
Lights at Callon City. 

. Aro Welding Trolley Rolle at Night 

A Tro-N.adod Man 
of Myatary. 

le It an A. C. 
"Oalllopram"r 

BuoUtal Photo .1 Llphtnlap At 
Ibo rrooaharo -C. M. FrUbanke. 

Another "Ball Ltihlnlap." Photo No. 2. 

Myrna Shadows t.nt B, Soler 
Eclipse. -1. L. Clifford. 

LBO, 

cl,. -..se from See announcement of "Odd 
Photo" contest elsewhere in this issue. 

WELDING CAR TRACKS AT NIGHT 
Herewith is an interesting night picture 

of men welding car tracks in Buffalo. The 
welding, of course, is electric, the trolley 
wire being tapt and a wire fastened to a 
weight plac d on the track, making the 
connections. The 55') volt current is re- 
duced thru a bank of resistance grids car- 
ried on a cart. The men are equipt with a 
heavy glass mask of special design, to pro- 
tect their eyes and ears. 

Kenneth Strickfaden, New York city. 

IS IT AN A. C. OSCILLOGRAM? 
I here present a print tvhich resembles 

an alternating current oscillogram. This, I 

ketrical storm at the seashore. 
Last August, while at the seashore, I 

was awakened about 1 A. M. by the loud 
crashes of a storm. The flashes were very 
bright, so I cot out my camera. Herewith 
is the best picture I obtained. In the fore- 
ground is a boys' camp and the board walk. 
The beach can be made out very clearly. 

C. M. Fairbanks, Ocean City, N. J. 

MYSTIC SHADOWS CAST BY 
SOLAR ECLIPSE 

One of the many interesting phenomena 
occasioned by a partial eclipse of the sun 
is the shape of the shadows cast by the 
light filtering thru the trees. The present 
picture is one taken during the eclipse of 
June the eighth, at a spot where the eclipse 
was 83 per cent. The picture is of a sheet 

images of the sun on this particular oc- 
casion. James L. Clifford, 

Evansville, lud. 

A 2- HEADED MAN 
The photo herewith, altho it does not 

bear any relation to electricity or radio, 
you tvill admit is odd. It is prized especially 
because of its history. The photo itself is 
a double duplicate of my homely physiog- 
nomy and was taken tinder several difficul- 
ties. In the first place I was home with the 
mumps and the measles and, being at a 

loss for something to do, I started to 
pester my peaceful camera. Secondly, I 
.gas alone and had to take the picture my- 
self. Thirdly, my camera is a box type, and 
I had to rig un a series of wire rings, so 

(Continued on page 673) 
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ELECTRICAL DENTAL AUTO FOR 
UPTON SOLDIERS. 

There's nothing like having a "pull" - 
especially if you happen to be one of 
Camp Lipton's sons. Just think of the 
pleasure of sitting down in this elaborately 
equipt dental palace -why we'll bet the 
D. D. S. hates to leave it at night. Believe 
the "Doc." when he says-"We send them 
away with a smile!" 

In examining Upton's portable 
dental car we note that electric- 
ity is used to almost the same 
extent in this portable office as 
it is used in the private practise 
of the modern dentist. Altho 
Camp Upton has an elaborate 
dental equipment, with twenty - 
two chairs at the Dental Infir- 
mary, five more for the Depot 
Brigade, and three at the Base 
Hospital, and a staff of Assist- 
ant Dental Surgeons, there is 
still need for the dental ambu- 
lance, for among the thousands 
of soldiers who pass thru the 
cantonment, there are many who 
for various reasons cannot come 
to any one of the three perma- 
nent offices. With its complete 
equipment, no case is too severe 
to be treated, a fact which is ad- 
mirably borne out by the rec- 
ords of the office. As many as 
a hundred patients have been 
treated in a day, the work in- 
cluding everything from prelim- 
inary examination to the relief 
of aching molars or the filling of 
cavities. 

The dental chair, which we 
here see so well "filled" with a 
180 pound Upton patient, with 
its fountain cuspidor is exactly 
similar to the chairs found in 
any well- appointed office. Con- 
veniently located on one side is 
the familiar bracket table for 
instruments, while in front of 
the chair are the electric motor and exten- 
sion arm of the all important and nerve 
twiddling drill. The foot control is on the 
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New British 'Plane Can Coast 20 Miles to 
Safety 

In a recent report from an aviation camp 
behind the British lines in France comes the 
news that while the absolutely foolproof 
airplane has possibly not yet been invented, 
in the opinion of American pilots who are 

cept for slight damages which may follow a 
landing. They are so balanced and the 
wings so arranged that when the engine 
stops they glide gradually and easily to 
earth, without the pilot's attention. 

PLANE WITH ENGINE - 

STOPT AMO VOLPlANIIIG 
DOWN 

ATLANTIC 
'HIGHLANDS 

The One Great Problem Confronting the Flying World Has Always Been -"How Far Can I Glide 
Coast, 

These Newest British d'Planes, One of Which Has Glided 
Is-Twenty 

Distance 
Is, 
in an 

Have One 
Test. 

working in a British airdrome the newest 
British machines have very nearly solved 
the problem. 

The Camp Upton Boys All Had a Real Pull with the Dental 
"Docs," for Electricity Provided Every Conven ente Necessary 

for Pulling and Filling Aching Molars "Pa niessiy." 

Left to themselves 
these latest machines 
will make their way 
safely to earth, ex- 

floor behind the chair. 
Overhead are two in- 
candescent lamps in 
special reflectors, 
which assure adequate 
and well -directed il- 
lumination. Even a 
motor- driven lathe is 
on hand. 

The electric equip- 
ment operates at six 
volts, current being 
provided by a three - 
tell storage battery. 
This battery provides 
sufficient energy to 
operate the entire 
electric equipment for 
a two weeks' period. 
It is the only source 
of electric energy in 
the outfit, for the 
auto -engine is not fit- 
ted with a dynamo. 
\ rectifier enables the 
battery to be charged 
from any lamp socket, 
however. Also this 
permits current to be 
liken direct from the 
lighting mains when 
the battery is low.- 
Photo courtesy Neu, 
York Edison Co. 

or 
of 

The following test shows how remark- 
ably stable these airplanes are: A pilot 
climbed to a sufficient height, stopt his en- 
gine and took his hands off the controls, 
merely keeping his feet on the rudder bar. 

He steered for an airdrome twenty miles 
away and, except for keeping it straight, he 
let the airplane do what it liked. It trav- 
eled the whole twenty miles as steadily as 
a bicycle coasting down a long, straight and 
gentle hill. 

The accompanying illustration shows just 
what such a performance means to the avi- 
ator, who has heretofore always been in 
danger of being forced to volplane down 
at a sharp angle as soon as the engine stopt. 
Thus the aviator had to make a landing 
while coming down at a fairly sharp angle, 
and in some cases the plane has practically 
"dropt out of the sky," killing the aviator 
and demolishing the machine. 

just think what it will mean to the bird- 
men when they can volplane down a dis- 
tance of twenty miles, such as from Mine- 
ola, L. I., to Governor's Island, or vice 
versa. It's really a wonder our flying ma- 
chine inventors have not perfected such a 
device before this, when we stop to think 
of the many military aviators who have 
liad their engines stall when over the Ger- 
man lines, which invariably meant they had 
to descend in enemy territory, with subse- 
quent capture.. The cities and towns shown 
about New York City in the accompanying 
view are all situated approximately 20 miles 
distant. 

Electrical apparatus taking current from 
a light socket has been invented by a French 
scientist to purify the air in a room by 
literally pumping 'it into a reservoir and 
washing it. 
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New F.laslllillt Cuts Off After One 
The newly invented and extremely novel 

electrical flashlight here illustrated incor- 
porates a feature not possest by any other 
flashlight so far developed, in that when 
the push button is deprest the lamp circuit 
is kept closed for a predetermined and spe- 

You Push the Button of This Flashlight -a 
Minute Later the Lamp Extinguishes Use f 
Automatically. Result -a Saving In Battery 

Power and Life. 

cific length of time, such as one minute, and 
it then opens the circuit automatically. This 

feature results in a great saving of battery 
energy. particularly in such forms of the 
dry battery electric lamp as those made in 
the form of an ordinary lantern, which 
are provided with a switch instead of a 
push button, and which the owners there- 
of have a great habit of thinking that be 
cause it is an electric lantern, it will stand 
almost any abuse. It would make the heart 
of any good electrician flutter with extreme 
anxiety to watch some users of these elec- 
tric lanterns and see them close the switch 
and then forget it -a dry battery to them is 
a veritable electric dynamo; they never give 
a thought to the fact that the dry cells used 
in every one of these flashlights, will give 
several times the life if they would but open 
the switch or button periodically -say at 
intervals of one- quarter to one -half minute 
-in order to give the battery a chance to 
recuperate. 

It is to guard against just such misuses 
of the electric flashlight that the inventor 
of the present automatic cut -off push but- 
ton, Mr. G. H. Parsons of Stamford, Conn., 
has evolved and patented the device here 
illustrated. One illustration shows the ex- 
terior of his new flashlight, called the 
"Tempolight," while the second illustration 
shows a diagramatic view of the interior 
arrangements. These are simple and com- 
prise the usual lamp bulb, a dry cell, and a 
circuit- closer or push button, to which he 
attaches a small air bellows. When the 
button is deprest this bellows is also de- 
prest, and the air exhausted within it. By 
means of a slow acting air valve or other 
suitable arrangement, the bellows, after an 
appreciable length of time of one -half to 

Minute 
one minute, depending upon the period for 
which it is set to operate, expands and 
opens the push button contact trigger. A 
spiral spring on the push button rod tends 
always to push it outward. 

15 Y. /amp Dry Ce// 

Here Is the Secret of the Automatic Cut -off 
Mechanism of the Flashlight that Opens Its 
Lamp Circuit After Burning for a Minute. 

A Small Alr Bellows Does the Trick. 

FOOLING THE DRAFT BOARD? - 
IT CAN'T BE DONE. 

THE sad and distressing fact has been 
brought forth that to escape a 
righteous duty, one that every full - 

blooded American should be proud 
to fulfill. there are amongst us mor- 

tals in this free land. a new generation - 
small in numbers, to be sure -who deliber- 
ately seek to evade the greatest of all 
things -the protection of the Stars and 
Stripes and the preservation of the Union. 

Amongst the false claims is that of par- 
tial or total deafness. 

The French military specialists have al- 
ready experienced considerable difficulty in 
this direction. It appears that the malin- 
gerer most difficult to detect is the one 
claiming complete loss of hearing in one 
ear. A moment's thought will show why 
this should be. Were only partial deafness 
claimed it would not be difficult to trap 
him, as he could not possibly be consistent 
in all his statements thruout an extended 
series of tests; but, with complete uni- 
lateral deafness as the claim, he simply and 
uniformly replies in the negative to all tests 
applied to the alleged defective ear. 

Dr. R. R. Brownfield has devised a test 
which not only definitely determines the 
acuity of hearing in either ear, but also 
quickly detects the unilateral malingerer. 

In the device as evolved by Dr. Brown- 
field batteries and make- and -break contacts 
are entirely dispensed with. The ordinary 
110 volt alternating commercial lighting 
current is used. The variable current is 
produced by a potentiometer, and is vari- 
able from an absolute zero to maximum. 
No vibrating iron is used, and the maxi- 
mum strength of current employed is de- 
pendent on no factor except the ratio of 
the electrical resistances employed. The 

sound producer is similar to a telephone 
receiver except in one very important re- 
spect -the core is of soft Iron and is not 
magnetized. This results in eliminating 
the variability due to demagnetization and 
doubles the pitch, so that the ordinary 60 

The "Slacker" Tries to Fool the Draft Board 
-But Here's the Electric Telephone "Hear- 
ing Test" Apparatus that Fools the Would -be 

Shirker. 

cycle current produces 240 vibrations per 
second -about equal to the average tone 
used in conversation. 

The sound producer is provided with 
three lugs to hold it away from the ear, so 
that the sound will be transmitted solely by 
air conduction. By simply turning the in- 
dicator from 100 to zero, one can cause the 
sound to increase from the point at which 
it is just perceptible to one of normal hear- 
ing, the threshold of audition, or 100 per 
cent. acuity, to a degree of intensity at 
which failure to perceive it indicates that 
the subject has no practical hearing. In 
addition to the variable receiver, there is a 
supplementary one that always operates at 
maximum intensify, irrespective of the 
loudness of the other. 

In the usual test for the acuity of hear- 
ing, only the variable receiver is used. As 
the subject holds this to the ear, the pointer 
is gradually moved from zero to a point on 
the scale Is reached, that would normally 
indicate very defective or almost no hear- 
ing for the good ear. 

The very nature of the test, it will be 
noted facilitates the detection of fraud, 
because -the better he can hear in the al- 
leged defective ear, the less he will hear 
in the other -a condition just the opposite 
of what he might expect, so that when he 
makes his usual negative reply he is for 
once telling the truth and trapping himself. 
Under these conditions the sound appears 
to come in some mysterious way from a 
point at the center of the head; and if the 
two ears are approximately equal in acuity, 
there is absolutely no possibility of indenti- 
fying the gradually increasing sound in the 
supposedly good ear until a point is reached 
on the scale away beyond the reading that 
would be obtained when the loud receiver is 
disconnected. Hence in the case of the pre- 
tender, the physician has nly to repeat the 
test with the loud receiver disconnected, 
and a totally different reading will be 
secured, thus proving the deceit. 
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Wintertime Uses for the Electric Fan 
HAS it ever occurred to you that 

the electric fan can be used to 
great advantage in the wintertime 
as a labor 
and time 

saver? Probably it 
has not. This is but 
natural on account 
of the popular idea 
that the fan has 
only one mission, 
that of cooling the 
air. What the fan 
really does do is to 
circulate it. By im- 
pelling circulation, 
for instance, about 
the body, the dis- 
placement of the 
warm air for the 
cooler, as well as 
surface evaporation 
accordingly gives a 
cooling sensation, 
but in hot weather 
such as in July, the 
forced air from the 
fan does not change 
for the cooler, it be- 
ing equally w a r m 
both indoors and 
out and the fan 
sometimes causes 
more discomfort 
than comfort. As 
many of us have en- 
tertained the idea 
that the fan cools 
the air, naturally the 
fan was invariably 
hustled to a secluded 
nook in the attic or 
down the cellar un- 
til the warm zephyrs of the next spring 
reminded us that it was "fan- time" again. 

A few suggestions are here given for 
the wintertime utility of electric fans, and 

eventually y o u 
will find a num- 
ber of other uses 
to which the elec- 
tric fan can be 
employed with 
benefit. 

When the mas- 
ter of the house 
(or was it the ru- janitor ?) goes 
down to the cel- 

Removing Odors from the lar, and after Kitchen- much ado about 
the furnace (no, 

not "nothing "), finally makes a heroic at- 
tempt at starting a fire on a sultry day and 
it won't work -what to do for a forced 
draft? Just apply a fan opposite the front 
or side ashpit door of the furnace as here- 
with illustrated, and the fire will soon be 
crackling away merrily. Along this same 
line of the heating problem it can often be 
placed behind or in front of the steam radi- 
ator to circulate the air around and thru 
it so that the room is heated more rapidly 
and evenly. 

Something that many women will ap- 
preciate is the use of the fan in the laundry 
for drying clothes. You will notice, in the 
third photograph, how the fan is placed 
away from the clothes lines in order to give 
a freer circulation of air so that it passes 
over all the clothes, and has therefore al- 
most the effect of a light wind were the 

By PAULINE GINSBERG 

clothes outdoors. If the windows are kept odor will have vanished in a much shorter 
open both at the top and bottom, you will time than had it not been used. Incidently 
be surprised how nicely they will dry. dust will have been prevented from settling 

on the wet paint; 
also, it having dried 
more quickly, there 
will be a marked 
luster added to the 
painted surface. The 
fan can also be 
played on any small 
article that has been 
painted or enameled, 
such as a kitchen 
chair or table. 

Gas heaters were 
never in such favor 
as they were last 
year and will be this 
year (the coal prob- 
lem still being the 
chief reason). As a 
rule, with the on- 
coming of a sub- 
stitute, some un- 
favorable feature is 

bound to spring up -in this case the re- 
duction of humidity 
-the gas flame con- 
suming -a high per- centage of the 
precious vapor 
which contains the 
oxygen, so necessary 
to our lungs. The 
electric fan again 
clears the situation. 
Place a pan about 
three -quarters full 
of water anywhere 
convenient, so that 
the fan can play di- 

rectly across it. Over the pan put a thin 
board or piece of heavy cardboard, which 
ha' been perforated a number of times, so 
that small wicks or pieces of cloth can fit 
snugly into the perforations. They should 
be long enough to pass down into the water. 
'The hoard or cardboard should be of the 
correct size so as to exactly suit the handles, 
and so be held in position; it should not 
be blown off by the fan. This arrangement 
need not necessarily be kept for a great 
length of time in one room, but it can be 
employed for a short period in every room, 
especially in bedrooms and sick rooms to 
promote comfort and good respiration. 
which in turn produce sound healthful sleep. 
:\ fan should invariably be kept in the sick 
room so as to insure good ventilation. It 
should of course be turned away, and at 
a considerable distance from the patient. It 
will greatly ease his suffering and discom- 
fort which come from the difficulty of 
breathing a n d 
from the inabil- 
ity to sleep. The 
fan can be kept 
going at inter- 
vals and near 
a slightly low - 
e red window. 
As the impure 
air rises and escapes thru the upper open- 
ing of the window, and the pure air 
enters thru the lower section, a good plan 
would be to have a small shelf made to hold 
the fan near the upper opening, the suction 
pumping out the impure air. It should also 

(Continued on page 654) 

At Left: -Fan Used as Forced Draft 
for the Furnace. Try it and You Will 

1 Be Surprised. 

Below: -Fan Behind Radiator Im- 
proves Warm Air Distribution. 

OF At Right:- Electric Fan Being Used to Dry `. 
Clothes More Quickly indoors In the Winter 

Time. Try it and Be Convinced. 

--v 

The fan in the kitchen window solves a 
problem that confronts every housewife - 
what to do to prevent cooking odors and 
smoke from spreading over the whole 
house? It is particularly annoying when 
friends pay a 
visit. Any 
handy piece of 
board the length 
of the window 
can be attached 
as a shelf. It 
should be about 
three - quarters 
of an inch thick 
and can be fast- 
ened in place 
with a pair of 
brackets and a few screws. On this the fan 
is placed so as to face the open window 
and create a strong suction. In a short 
time the smoke and odors will have van- 
ished. Also to beautify the kitchen a flower 
or two may adorn the other end of the 
shelf. 

Something we all dislike is the unpleasant 
odor that is the result of a room or rooms 

having just 
been painted. 
With the win- 
dows kept open 
a few inches at 
the top and bot- 
tom and with 
our friend, the 
electric fan, 
kept going, the 
paint will dry 
quickly and the 

1'.. .as Tin eu C.w.on Tune. 

Drying Stockings and 
Gloves. 

w; .t 

Dow &,.>.ea 

Humidifying and Deodor. 
!zing. 

Drying Photo Negatives 
Quickly. 
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Popular Astronomy 
GIANT JUPITER AND HIS NINE MOONS 

By ISABEL M. LEWIS 

J.1"---, ( ̀  r - "% 
Coprnebt, 1918. by E. P. Co. 

Jupiter as Seen from Its Nearest Moon -Satellite V. This Tiny Moon Is Only 67,000 Miles from the Surface of Jupiter. Its Diameter 
is Less Than 100 Miles. The Black Spot on the Face of Jupiter Is the Shadow of Another Moon Projected onto the Giant Planet. 

THE most beautiful object in the 
midnight sky during these tvintcr 
months is the planet Jupiter, which 
will continue to be in excellent posi- 
tion for observation far into the 

spring. Upon New Year's Day- Jupiter will 
be in opposition to the sun and therefore 
directly on the meridian at midnight. It is 

then seen at its best and tvill be visible 
thruout the night, rising in the east as the 
sun set, and setting in the west at sunrise. 

Jupiter shines by reflected sunlight with 
twice the brilliancy of the hrightest of the 
sta j, Sirius. When seen during the mid - 
night hours the remarkable, unflickering 
brightness of this largest and most dis- 
tinguished member of the solar system at 
once serve, to set it apart from the scintil- 
lating stars far beyond. 

There is hut one planet, Venus. that sur- 
passes Jupiter in brilliancy, and as Venus 
never departs more than forty -eight de- 
grees from the sun Jupiter always shines 
without a rival at midnight. To one who 
!as r,t served the two planets together the 
silsery radiance and surpassing brilliancy 
of \ gnus. due not to its size, but to its 
comparative nearness to the earth, at once 

serves to distinguish it from the golden 
yellow glow of Jupiter. 

Even the smallest telescopes of two or 
three inch aperture will show the four his- 
toric moons of Jupiter which were the first 
celestial objects to be discovered when 
Galileo turned his crude telescope to the 
heavens in the year 1610. 

EARTH 

....,..,,C.r:.,. 

.,,....-e,a. ««N . `, +wJUPIi F 

C,mparative Size of Jupiter and the Earth. 
90.000 Mlles In Diameter, Jupiter's Mass la 

200 Times That of the Earth. 

The fact that these tiny points of light 
were actually revolving around the great 
planet was soon detected by the famous 
astronomer and we can imagine with what 
breathless interest he observed these satel- 
lites of another world whose discovery 
dealt such a severe blow to the old 
l'tolcmaic theory that the earth was the 
center of the universe. It was not until 
the great telescopes of modern times were 
invented that the five additional moons of 
Jupiter were discovered. The four satel- 
lites first observed by Galileo were fanci- 
fully named lo, Europa, Ganvmede and 
Callisto, in the order of their distances out- 
ward from the planet. but these names are 
rarely used now, the satellites being desig- 
nated for convenience I, 11, III and IV, 
respectively. The first of the new satel- 
lites to be discovered was Satellite V, which 
is the nearest to Jupiter of all the nine 
moons. It is an extremely small body, not 
more than one hundred miles in diameter, 
and to discover this tiny body as it skirted 
rapidly around .the great planet within 
sixty -seven thousand tuiles of its surface, 
nearly lost in the glaring rays, was a difli- 
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Jupiter Photographed October 19, 1915, with the 24 -inch 
Refractor by E. C. Slipher of the Lowell Observatory. 

cult feat even for an experienced observer. 
It was accomplished, however, by Prof. 
Barnard with the great Lick refractor in 
1892. Satellite V is hopelessly beyond the 
reach of any but the greatest telescopes, as 
are also the four satellites discovered since 
that date. In fact, most of these tiny 
moons are observed photographically. Satel- 
lites VI and VII were discovered photo- 
graphically in 1905. They are both about 
seven million miles from the planet and 
their paths loop thru one another; they 
are, moreover, highly inclined to each other 
at an angle of nearly thirty degrees. When 
nearest together they are separated by a 
distance of two million miles. Two more 
extremely small bodies, known as Satellites 
VIII and IX, have been discovered quite 
recently, one at Greenwich, England, in 
1908, the other at the Lick Observatory in 
1914. These excessively faint bodies are 
the most remote satellites of Jupiter and 
they are of particular interest because they 
travel around the planet in a direction 
opposite to the direction of revolution pre- 
vailing in the solar system. The ninth and 
most distant satellite of Saturn also retro- 
grades; that is, it revolves in a clockwise 
rather than a counter -clockwise direction 
around the planet. One explanation given 
for this peculiarity of the outermost satel- 
lites of Jupiter and Saturn is that this 
backward revolution around the planet is 
more stable when the satellites are at great 
distances from the primary and the gravi- 
tational control that the planet exerts, 
therefore weak. The moons of the planets 
are, of course, subject to the attraction of 
the sun as well as to the attraction of the 
controlling planet. and the greater the dis- 
tance of the satellite from the planet the 
stronger the pull exerted by the sun and 
the weaker the bonds that bind such a 
moon to the planet. Beyond a certain limit 
it would be impossible for the planet to 
hold the satellite against the sun's greater 
attraction and the satellite would leave the 
planet to revolve directly around the sun, 
thereby becoming a planet. It appears that 
as this danger limit is neared it is safer 
for the satellite to "back" around the planet 
than to follow the usual "west to east" 
direction of revolution. The eighth satel- 
lite of Jupiter is more than fourteen million 
and the ninth more than fifteen million 
miles from the parent planet and they re- 
quire about two years and three years. 
respectively, to complete one trip around 
Jupiter. When we consider that Satellite 
V darts around the planet in less than 

twelve hours at a distance of 
only sixty -seven thousand miles 
from its surface we realize 
what tremendous differences 
exist in the distances and peri- 
ods of revolution of the nine 
moons. There is also great dis- 
parity in the sizes of the vari- 
ous moons. The five moons 
discovered in modern times are 
all excessively faint and there- 
fore extremely small. The di- 
ameter of the largest of these, 
Satellite V, is less than one 
hundred miles. On the other 
hand, the four historic moons 
of Jupiter are of planetary di- 
mensions. The smallest, Satel- 
lite I 1, is slightly larger than 
our own moon, while the lar- 
gest, Satellite III, has a diame- 
ter according to measurements 
made with the 40 in. Yerkes re- 
fractor in 1916, of three thou- 
sand nine hundred and eight 
miles, which is only four hun- 
dred miles less than the diam- 
eter of Mars. The periods of 
revolution of these four satel- 
lites range from one day 
and eighteen hours for the 

nearest, which is about two hundred and 
sixty -one thousand miles from the center 
of Jupiter, to sixteen days and sixteen and 
one -half hours for the most distant, which 
is more than one million one hundred and 
sixty thousand miles from the planet. 
These four moons of Jupiter are most in- 
teresting members of the solar system. 
They are so near to the great planet that 
they are continually dipping into his huge 
shadow and experiencing an eclipse of the 
sun's rays, which, owing to the nearness 
and great size of Jupiter, lasts for two or 
three hours. At times of eclipse the moon 
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suddenly d:'sappears from the observer's 
view, tho it may be considerably to one 
side of the planet. Its reappearance later 
on is just as sudden, or it may pass out of 
the shadow while hidden from us behind 
the disk of the planet, in which case its 
reappearance is invisible from the earth. 
The occultations of the satellites, or, in 
other words, their disappearance behind the 
planet's disk, are also interesting phenomena 
to observe, as are their "transits" across 
the disk of the planet as the satellite passes 
in front of the planet. Not only the satel- 
lite itself but its shadow as well can be 
seen, a small black dot passing over the 
surface of Jupiter. The satellite is totally 
eclipsing the sun for this small dark portion 
of the planet. Two satellites and their 
shadows are frequently seen crossing the 
face of the planet at the same time. It is 
possible to observe all the phenomena of 
the satellites' transits and shadows, eclipses 
and occultations with very small telescopes. 
From observations of the eclipses of 
Jupiter's satellites the important discovery 
of the finite velocity of light was first made 
as far back as the year 1675. 

Faint "surface markings have been made 
out at certain times on the largest of the 
four satellites, Satellite Iii, and also on 
Satellite I, or Io. Observations of the 
markings on the former seem to indicate 
that it always keeps the same face turned 
toward Jupiter as does our own moon to- 
ward the earth. 

There are also reasons for believing that 
the equatorial regions of Satellite I arc 
light colored and the polar regions dark. 

(Continued on page 668) 

How Immense This Monster Planet Is, -the Largest of Our Planetary System, -Can Be 
Judged Best by This illustration. If We Took Eleven Globes the Size of Our Earth, They 
Could All Revolve Within Jupiter Without Touching Each Other, and Still Have Room to Spare. 
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An All-Electric Hot Air Balloon 
THE captive balloon as used by the 

Allied armies at the present time is 
invariably filled with hydrogen or 
other gas supplied from steel bottles 
containing this gas stored at a high 

pressure, or else it is obtained from manu- 
facturing supply stations on the field. The 
first balloons ever used -the old "Mont - 
golfiires" of 1783 -were made to rise by 
means of hot air, for, as we all know, 

and after a short time the heated air rush- 
ing up into the balloon causes the envelope 
to become very light and it rises in the air. 
Some of these balloons will travel for 
miles. and years ago it was not an uncom- 
mon sight in Europe to see hot -air balloons 
ascend with several men. 

There has always been, however, a seri- 
ous objection to a hot -air balloon where 
the heater was of the flame or similar type, 

point to another. Either the autore)bile 
engine or a separate gasoline engine mount- 
ed on the truck drives a dynamo, which sup- 
plies current for an electric heater in the 
balloon. By means of suitable clutches, the 
engine may be caused to drive the dynamo, 
or else thru a chain drive, it may ,be con- 
nected up to rotate the cable winch drum. 
The dynamo makes connection to a duplex 
power cable reeled around the drum, and 

this leads up to the balloon basket. 
Also the telephone circuit is car- v ̀RELEdR ALVE 
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heated air is lighter than cold air, and will 
always rise. 1f the heated air is of suffi- 
dent volume, it will also carry a body up 
with it. such as a balloon envelope for ex- 
ample. All of us have seen the simple bal- 
loons which patriotic Americans are wont 
to liberate on the Fourth -of -July, and which 
are composed of nothing more than a bal- 
loon- shaped paper bag at the bottom opening 
of which there is secured either an ab- 
sorbent wick containing gasoline, or a small 
alcohol lamp. We simply light the lamp, 

for there was always in this case the con- 
stant danger of the balloon becoming 
ignited, with disastrous results. It has re- 
mained for Mr. James N. Lewis of Detroit, 
Michigan, to invent and patent an all -elec- 
tric hot -air balloon. which is illustrated in 
detail in the accompanying illustration. Mr. 
Lewis makes use of an automobile winch to 
haul in the balloon, and to act as a mobile 
station, a trailer being hooked behind the 
winch, in which to carry the balloon bag 
and basket while being transported from one 

tied up to the balloon thru the 
drum or otherwise, so that those 
on the ground are in telephonic 
connection at all times with the 
observer in the balloon basket, and 
under battle conditions he would 
also be in telephonic communica- 
tion at all times with "field head- 
quarters," so as to report the posi- 
tion of enemy guns, troops, etc. 

Referring to the balloon in de- 
tail, we find that it is provided 
with an electric grid heater, and 
also a motor -driven blower and 
connecting tube, so that whenever 
the blower is operated, air is 
pumped up into the balloon en- 
velope, the air passing thru the 
electric grid heater. The balloon 
bag is fitted with a suitable damper 
in the lower opening and a relief 
valve at the top in the usual man- 
ner, the relief valve being con- 
nected to the observer's basket by 
means of a small rope. When It 
is desired to descend, the observer 
may open the motor blower switch 
in the basket, and thus aid the 
hauling in of the balloon, for as 
the temperature of the air within 
the balloon bag falls the balloon 
naturally tends to descend toward 
the earth. 

8,700,000 AMERICAN HOMES 
LIGHTED BY ELEC- 

TRICITY. 
From the compilation made by 

the Society for Electrical Develop- 
ment it is shown that there are 
20,649,000 families in this country, 
of which 7,000,000 have yearly in- 
comes of $900 or more. However, 
the yearly average family income 
before the war was under $626. 

Over 13,000,000 families are too 
poor, too illiterate, or otherwise 
unfitted to huy electrical goods. 
Over 8,700,000 homes are elec. 
trically lighted and 120.000,000 
sockets contain Mazda lamps. In 
over 30.000,000 sockets are carbon 
lamps. It is estimated that 9,000,- 
000 sockets are empty. 

Homes lighted by other means. 
15.000.000; some are wired but not 
connected up for service. Elec- 
tric service is available in 10,613 
communities of the United States. 
compared with 3.545 communities 
that are being served with gas. 

ELECTRIC SEARCHLIGHTS. 
Ranges of electrical searchlights vary 

from between one thousand to two thou- 
sand yards in foggy weather to ten thou- 
sand yards or more when the air is very 
clear. The average sea range is approxi- 
mately six thousand yards, but there are 
cases on record where ships have been spot- 
ted at a distance of nine miles. These fig- 
ures are based on a sixty -inch mirror and a 

twenty- thousand watt arc. 
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The City of Splendid Night 
A zoth Century poet strolled at night en- 

raptured thru the highways and byways of 
Monhattan,agleam in all her nocturnal glory 
-not one night, but many nights -some 
moonlit, others rainy, but always -the magic 
of millions of electric lights threw its spell 
over him. And as he walked along this 
street or that, or mayhap thru the pork, or 
along the shimmering Hudson, the very 
soul of the city seemed to commune with 
him. The poet's nome was Amos Stole, 
and he has here set down three literary 
gems describing New York City at night as 
it appealed to him. We like Mr. Stote's 
soulful word -pictures of the Greater City 
electrified -he gives us something to think 
of besides the lights themselves. Thought 
is the keystone of all intellectualism. Our 
poet has given us a new pair of soul spec- 
tacles thru which to view many splendid 
sights -which the everyday mon never as 
much as suspects. 

"Blot Out the Stars! Let the Skies Open 
Every Pore.. Fields Are Sodden, Villages 
Sordid.... But Old New Amsterdam Is 
Glorious. The Romance of Masonry and 
Electricity Is Before You. It Is a Drama 

Done In Pouring Pantomime." 

THERE is a habit. born of Manhat- 
tan, that comes to possess the souls 
of men who wander thoughtfully. It 
is the habit of night. Not the star - 
strewn night of mountain tops where 

God's myriad incandescents sow the skies. 
Not those shores concerning which poetic 
folk write rhapsodies around the central 
station of the heavens. (To me the moon 
across the sea is a great searchlight laying 
a restless path that I long to follow.) No, 
it is not to mountain or shore, not even to 
deep, mysterious woods, where the firefly 
sprinkles sparks amid green leaves, that I 
would go in quest of those good men who 
have the habit of night. 

To these men, and to me, the night of 
nights is to be found in the rugged, slum - 
berless zone of Manhattan and its fringes 
of resting streets. Perhaps you know those 

By AMOS STOTE 

softened hours that tread upon the heels of 
the noontide of the night, those hours that 
have gained a new, entrancing charm be- 
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I have wandered down unfavored streets, 
idle channels from which the thinning 
traffic of the closing day has been diverted 

New York -"the City of Splendid Night." A Wonderful View of the Theater Section from 
Times Square -the Hub of Manhattan's Ever -Seething Traffic. The Hotel Astor Appears 

In the Left Foreground. 

cause -because of a man named Edison. 
In the old days of shrouded streets, when 

darkness threw a mantle of mourning over 
the city, good men went in groups for safety 
sake. Then only the brave and the brute 
cruised singly abroad, for of course we ex- 
cept the gallant, suffering from love's fever. 
But now a million gleams of light insure the 
safety of the streets and give the night - 
bedecked city over to the admiring glances 
of those who have learned the beauty that 
lies in the silent battlements of commerce; 
and in the old homes and highways. 

into the congested spillways of frivolity. 
Here, along these hushed courses. where 
life dozes on the border of gaiety, as an 
outworn chaperone naps in the antechamber 
to the ballroom, here I have seen ancient 
doorways with the beauty of the binding 
of a rare first edition. 

Once upon a time periwigged and gouty 
old gentlemen, and haughty grand- dames, 
past in and out these doors. On state occa- 
sions, when they ventured forth at night, 
armed servants escorted them and fleet- 

(Continued on page 673) 

And a "Night In the Park." For Within the Sylvan Solitude the Voice of the City Speaks 
Faintly, and Its Sparkling Eyes Are Veiled with the Romance of Contrast. 
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721e RADIO LEAGUE 
VAMERICA 

HONORARY MEMBERS 
CAPT. WAG. BULLARD. U S.N. NIKOLA TESLA. 
PROF. REGINAALD FESSENDEN. DR.LEE DE FOREST. 

Manager, 11 Gernsback 

Prussianizing the American Ether 
WecuHEN, on April 6, 1917, the Presi- 

t of the 
order, 

clod States, by 'ex- 
ecutive order, closed all wireless 
stations, the order was carried out 
to the letter by all Radio amateurs 

willingly and cheerfully. No notice has 
come. to our attention where an amateur 
disobeyed the President's wishes. 

All amateurs stood solidly behind the 
President when war was declared because 
all realized that everyone had to bear 
great sacrifices willingly and cheerfully. 
When the armistice was finally signed, the 
whole world breathed a sigh of relief, in- 
cluding the American amateur who had been 
given to understand that as soon as peace 
was actually declared the ether would 
be free for all once more. The ama- 
teurs were satisfied to go back to 
pre -war conditions, to take up their 
studies in an art which has few paral- 
lels as far as instruction and en- 
nobling of the mind is concerned. 

Unfortunately, however, in certain 
quarters in Washington, a feeling 
seems to exist that the amateur at 
best is a nuisance and should be done 
away with entirely. On November 
21st two identical bills were intro- 
duced, Senate' 5036 and H. R. 13159. 
the former by Senator Fletcher, the 
latter by the Honorable Joshua W. Al- 
exander. These bills are reproduced 
elsewhere in this issue, as well as a 
statement given out by the Navy De- 
partment. The Navy Department 
frankly admits that these bills are not 
a war measure and it also endorses 
these bills. The Navy Department 
also makes the extraordinary state- 
ment that "experimenters" and sci- 
entists will not be 'interfered with, 
to wit : 

IT SHOULD BE NOTED 
THAT THIS BILL IS NOT TO 
CREATE A COMPLETE GOV- 
ERNMENT MONOPOLY. THE 
SCIENTIST, MANUFACTURER, 
AND SHIP OWNER ARE SPE- 
CIALLY PROVIDED FOR, AND 
NO CHANGE IS PROPOSED 
IN THEIR STATUS UNDER 
EXISTING LAW. STATIONS MAY 
BE LICENSED FOR SPECIAL COM- 
MUNICATION, AND THESE ARE 
EXEMPTED FROM GOVERNMENT 
OPERATION. 

Any intelligent person reading this para- 
graph must come to the conclusion that 
amateurs would revert to their ante bcllum 
days the minute peace was declared by 
Presidential proclamation. 

So far, so good. We now turn to the 
Alexander and Fletcher identical bills, and 
read them attentively. To our amazement 
not a word is mentioned about the amateur. 
This bill also contains the extraordinary 
statement that: 

By II. GERNSBACK 
apparatus appertaining thereto, and used 
for no other purpose except as a tech- 
nical and training school station." 

In other words, a technical training school 
station is an experiment station and vice 
versa. Of course, this statement alone, un- 
less modified means that if the bill is actu- 
ally past by both Houses the amateur will 
be just as dead as that sensitive spot on a 
galena detector after it was hit by lightning. 

A second reading of the Navy Depart- 
ment's statement also informs us that the 
President approved a similar bill : H.R. 
23. 

We now turn our attention to this bill 

tary of Commerce as provided by the 
act to regulate radio, approved Au- 
gust 13, 1912. 
Here the similarity ends. In all other 

respects the three bills read actually and 
almost entirely word for word the same. 
We heartily approve Mr. Padgett's bill, 
which also has the approval of the Presi- 
dent as admitted by the Navy Department. 

Now then, as Mr. Padgett's bill was in- 
troduced on April 9, 1917, and as Mr. 
Alexander's bill was introduced on Novem- 
ber 21, 1918, one and one -half years later, 
and inasmuch as Mr. Alexander's bill reads 
exactly alike word for word all the way 
thru with the exception of the paragraphs 

mentioning amateurs, Mr. Alexander 
necessarily must have copied Mr. 
Padgett's bill. But when he carte to 
the paragraphs mentioning amateurs 
he ran his blue pencil right over them. 

And that is the joker. President 
Wilson approves of Mr. Padgett's 
bill favoring amateurs. Mr. Alex- 
ander with the stroke of his pen, - 
or was it the blue pencil? -wants 
to shut out the amateur from the 
ether forever. 

Not that Mr. Alexander is not fa- 
miliar with the amateurs. He knows 
them well. For Mr. Alexander was 
the author of the original radio bill 
before it was a law. The writer in 
1912, as will be remembered by most 
amateurs, fought the Alexander bill 
for the reason that it did not make 
mention of the amateurs. Finally Mr. 
Alexander and his committee became 
convinced that it would be an injus- 
tice to silence the amateurs, and in 
April of that year the Alexander 
Wireless Bill amended appeared. As 
will also be remembered, Mr. Alexan- 
der and his advisers accepted the 
writer's recommendation pertaining 
to amateurs as set forth in the 
writer's editorial in the February, 
1912 issue of Modern Electrics, and 
this bill later in the year was signed 
by President Taft, thus making it the 
present wireless law. 

It strikes us as remarkable that in- 
asmuch as in 1912 Mr. Alexander could not 
see the amateurs with an ultra- microscope, 
his eyesight as far as the amateur is con- 
cerned has not grown better in 1918. As soon 
as we knew that there was to be a new wire- 
less measure, we got busy immediately and 
we found out that there will be a hearing 
of Mr. Alexander's bill on December 12th 
which will continue from day to day until 
all have had a chance to be heard. Inas- 
much as this issue of the EtecTrucat. Ex- 
PF..RtMENTF.R does not come out until about 
the 12th of the month, it would have been 
impossible to inform all amateurs of the 
impending measures, and for this reason 
we took it upon ourselves to mail out at 
once some 50,000 letters broadcast to all 
amateurs giving them the facts of the case. 

Of course it is not too late even now for 
those who have not received our letter. 
Mr. Alexander's bill has not as yet been 
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"Experiment station means a radio 
station actually used for conducting ex- 
periments for the development of the 
science of radio communication or the 

and read it carefully. We are struck with 
the fact that it was first introduced in the 
House of Representatives by Mr. Padgett 
under date of April 9, 1917, a year and a 
half before Messrs. Alexander and Fletcher 
introduced their bills. Strange to say, all 
the three bills read alike except that Mr. 
Padgett's bill right after the fifth para- 
graph, referring to the technical and train- 
ing school stations, has the following: 

The term "Amateur" station 
means any station not an experiment 
station or a technical and training 
school station and not operated for 
financial profit. 
We also find in this bill, under Section 3, 

the following: 
This section shall not apply to ex- 

periment stations, technical and 
training school stations and amateur 
stations, duly licensed by the Secre- 
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past, and we doubt very much if it kill. 
What we want is Mr. Padgett's clauses 
reinstated -in other words, what we want 
as far as the amateurs are concerned is 
the passing of the bill H.R.2573, which 
has the full approval of the President, 
so admitted by the Navy Department; 
or, what amounts to the same thing we 
want Mr. Padgett's clauses regarding 
amateurs inserted in Mr. Alexander's 
bill. One is exactly the same as the 
other. This is all that we want, and it 
is fair to all concerned. It simply means 
that the present wireless law is to re- 
main the same, and this, we are cer- 
tain, will satisfy every amateur in the 
country. 

The licensing system whereby the ama- 
teur was licensed by the Department of 
Commerce for the five years during which 
the law was in force, proved satisfactory 
to all concerned. No amateur has ever 
harmed anyone, and as the stations were 
licensed the amateurs refrained from send- 
ing out false calls or otherwise making a 
nuisance of themselves, a condition which 
prevailed before the 1912 wireless law was 
past. 

It has been proved time and again that 
radio apparatus enormously sharpen the 
senses of a young man by making him 
keener all the way around, besides teach- 
ing him an art that is worth while. 

Hundreds of thousands of radio amateurs 
in the Signal Corps have helped towards 
winning the war, and they will do so again 
when called upon. If it had not been for 
wireless, the United States would not have 
had such a large body of telegraphers at 
the outset of the war, and nearly all of 
these volunteered. Furthermore, radio 
telegraphy has been the great cause to keep 
the young man away from questionable 
company during his spare evenings, and 
this alone overbalances any criticism that 
could possibly be brought against the 
amateur. Any parent who has a growing 
son is thankful for being allowed to spend 
all he possibly can for radio apparatus be- 
cause he realizes more than anyone else 
that it keeps together the home ties between 
son and home. 

It is not too late as yet to protest 
against Mr. Alexander's bill, and those 
who have not as yet done so should write 

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 

or wire to Mr. Alexander's committee at 
once. When you write refer to H.R. 
13159 and address your letter to the 
Honorable J. W. Alexander, House of 
Representatives, U. S. Committee on 
The Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
Washington, D. C. 

A BILL TO FURTHER REGULATE 
RADIO COMMUNICATION. 

Statement by the Navy Department. 
This bill was introduced by Senator Fletcher, 

Chairman of the Senate Committee on Commerce, 
and by Judge Alexander Chairman of the House 
Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisher- 
ies, on November at, 5958 (S. 5031 and H. R. 
4i59). A similar bill (H. R. 2573) has had the 
direct approval of the President, and the princi. 
ples contained in the bill have the approval of 
practically all of the executive departments, as 
shown in the previous hearings before the House 
Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisher- 
ies. 

In general, the bill provides for the acquisition 
and operation, by the Navy Department, of all 
radio stations on shore used for commercial pur- 
poses. Irrespective of the general subject of 
government ownership, this principle is clearly 
indicated as necessary in the case of this par- 
ticular public utility. Since the early days of the 
use of radiotelegraphy many companies have 
tried to operate radio stations as a commercial 
enterprise in the United States generally, or in 
certain localities. Except in very special circum 
stances, these enterprises have failed to make an 
adequate return, and in most cases no profit has 
been made except through the sale of stock. The 
reason for this is that a complete monopoly is 
necessary. That is, all stations must belong to 
one system. A period of about 18 years has 
clearly demonstrated that the United States Gov- 
ernment is the only concern able to obtain and 
maintain such a monopoly, although many at- 
tempts have been made. 

The first law regulating radio stations was en. 
acted in igrz. At that time Congress recognized 
the fact that a complete system of radio stations 
having been established by the Navy Department 
for the national defense, the maximum public 
good could be obtained from them if they were 
permitted to assist commerce by handling the 
radio business of merchant ships. A certain num- 
ber of naval radio stations were authorized to 
handle commercial business. This business has 
been successfully handled for four years. The 
Navy Department has demonstrated its ability to 
handle smoothly and efficiently, wherever permit- 
ted to do so, all communication between ship and 
shore, without any restrictions on the nationality 
of the ship or the ownership of the radio set on 
board, and quite irrespective of the ownership of 
the connecting land lines and cables to which the 
radiograma were delivered for further transmis. 
sion if originating at sea, or from which traffic 
was received if destined seaward. The Navy De- 
partment is now prepared and desires to handle 
all commercial work of all stations. 

The part layed by high-power stations in this 
war and before the United States became a party 
to it, shows very clearly the necessity for Gov- 
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ernmental operation of these stations. Trans- 
oceanic radiotelegraphy is not a serious competi. 
tor of the cables. High -power stations are not 
yet able to receive from one another all day in all 
seasons, cable communication is secret, while 
signals from radio stations are transmitted in all 
directions, and all nations can read the business 
of all others. Only the most carefully devised 
codes can make radio traffic secret and experts 
will not admit that any code or cipher cannot be 
broken in time. Signals from high.power sta- 
tions become international matter at once. Even 
the signals of an ordinary shore station tran- 
scend the threemile limit and are capable of in. 
terfering with the legitimate work of an installa- 
tion under a foreign flag. Only by the most care- 
ful regulation of radio traffic, through interna- 
tional agreement can the maximum good be ob. 
tained, and only ,y each nation having the opera- 
tion of radio stations under its direct control can 
international agreements be properly executed. 

In spite of the claims of inventors, radio cotu- 
munciation is still hampered by atmospheric dis- 
turbances commonly termed "static" and by in 
terlerence. In congested districts, as in the case 
of important seaports communication is limited 
and must be controller] by a central organization, 
otherwise a serious situation ensues. In the case 
of highpower stations where there is a limit to 
the number of long wave lengths which can be 
used, interference is encountered regardless of 
the distance between stations. For instance, a 
station in Washington is liable to be interfered 
with by a station in San Francisco, while at- 
tempting to receive from France or Italy. 

IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THIS BILL IS 
NOT TO CREATE A COMPLETE GOVERN- 
MENT MONOPOLY. THE SCIENTIST-MANU- 
FACTURER, AND SHIP OWNER ARE ESPE- 
CIALLY PROVIDED FOR AND NO CHANGE 
IS PROPOSED IN THEIR STATUS UNDER EX- 
ISTING LAW. STATIONS MAY BE LICENSED 
FOR SPECIAL COMMUNICATION AND THESE 
ARE EXEMPTED FROM GOVERNMENT OP- 
ERATION. 

By agreement with the Department of Com- 
merce, the licensing of stations above mentioned 
the licensing of ship stations and of commercial 
operators for them would he transferred to the 
Navy Department, since naval operation of com- 
mercial shore stations would eliminate a number 
of the duties assigned to the Secretary of Com- 
merce. 

This is not a war measure. In accordance witn 
the Act of rgra, all radio stations in the United 
States and possessions, which were not already 
in the Government's hands, were taken over by 
the Navy Department as a war measure, and are 
now being operated by that Department, prompt- 
ly in April, tgi7. Many changes have occurred 
during the war. Stations formerly operated com- 
mercially have been found to be unnecessary for 
either commercial or war purposes. On account 
of the submarine menace the necessity for in- 
stant control of troop convoys. and the sudden 
rise in importance of transatlantic communica 
titan for naval and military purposes, a few addi- 
tional stations and some special arrangements 
were necessary on the Atlantic coast. The busi. 

(Continued on page 665) 

Radio Law and Existing Restrictions 
The following interesting article by 

an attorney well versed in the subject, 
should answer the thousands of letters 
with which we, as well as all amateur 
Radio Supply Houses have been bom- 
barded since Nov. 11th of this year. - 
EDITOR. 

MANY wireless amateurs never had 
very clear notions concerning the 
regulations of Congress upon 
wireless sets, and fewer yet 
grasped the legal effect of the ex- 

isting restrictions upon the use of such 
apparatus. 

The existing wireless law derives its au- 
thority and likewise its legality from the so- 
called interstate commerce clause of our 
national constitution, giving to Congress the 
right to regulate commerce among the sev- 
eral states. Were it not for this provision 
in our constitution, Congress never would 
have had any authority to legislate upon any 
phase of this subject. Our national consti- 
tution embodies a wide variety of powers 
given up by the thirteen sovereign states 
when the constitution was adopted. All 
other powers and rights were reserved by 

By WILLIAM B. DUCK 
the states. Consequently when Congress 
enacts any law, it must find its authority in 
some provision in the constitution. For 
instance Congress cannot pass any law regu- 
lating the rates of railroads both terminals 
of which are within the borders of the same 
state. The state only has such authority. 

Our supreme court has given a very wide 
interpretation to the interstate commerce 
clause of our constitution. It has declared, 
for instance, that communication carried on 
by line wires extending from one state into 
another may be regulated by it. No wire- 
less amateur has ever bothered to go to the 
expense of having the courts pass upon the 
question as to whether Congress has the 
power to license a transmitting station for 
exclusive use between two cities in the 
same state, if as an incident to this com- 
munication, the station may be heard be- 
yond the borders of the state. In fact it is 
better for the amateurs that Congress com- 
pels the high power amateur stations to sub- 
mit to its decrees in the regulation of their 
stations. 

It is for this reason that the wireless law 
provides that no license is necessary for a 

receiving station or for a transmitting sta- 
tion with a range within the limits of the 
state where located. If Congress had at- 
tempted to exercise jurisdiction over these 
stations the entire law would have been un- 
constitutional. 

When the United States entered the 
world war, the president, on April 6th, 1917. 
as Commander in Chief of the Army and 
Navy, ordered all the wireless stations dis- 
mantled. The existence of a previous law 
on this subject in no way added to his 
power to order the stations closed. It was 
a military act, and its authority was founded 
on recognized law on this subject, which it 
is unnecessary to discuss here. It will be 
observed that the order of the president 
embraced all wireless equipment, both trans- 
mitting and receiving. The moment peace 
is declared, all amateurs will "ipso facto," 
without promulgation of any decree by 
the president or any one else, have the 
right to use their receiving sets and small 
power transmitting sets whose range 
does not extend beyond the border of 
the state. A great many other war 
powers will likewise cease at this time. 
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Experimental Physics 
By JOHN J. FURIA, A. B., M. A., (Columbia University) 

LESSON EIGHTEEN 

Conduction of Electricity Thru Gases. 

G 
ASES, the air included, under nor- 
mal conditions will not conduct 
electricity. However, when a high 
potential is establisht between two 
points in a gas, as for example 

when a Wimshurst Machine is excited or a 
spark coil operated, the gas offers less and 

Fig. 95 -A. Vacuum Tube for Demonstrating 
That Cathode Rays Cast a Shadow. The 
Rays Travel in Straight Lines, as the Metal 

Cross and its Shadow Prove. 

less resistance as the potential is increased 
and finally electricity is discharged between 
the two points. The subject of he con- 
duction or the discharge of electricity thru 
gases with its causes, effects and results is 
a vastly important one. It has attracted the 
attention of the foremost Physicists and 
has given rise to modern Physics with all 
its information regarding the electron. 

Experiment 103 

Attach the terminals of a spark 
coil to a pair of combs consisting 
of several needle points and keep 
the pair separated by a distance sev- 
eral times greater than the rated 
spark length of the coil. Darken 
the room and a glow will be ob- 
served surrounding the points. If 
more current is supplied to the coil Fig. 96. 
so that a higher voltage is devel- Screen a 
oped, the glow will increase in size 
and intensity. This glow is tech- 
nically known as a brush discharge or cor- 
ona, see Fig. 93 -A. Now bring the termin- 
als of the spark coil close together. A spark 
jumps across the gap in a straight line path. 
See Fig. 93 -B. As the terminals are gradu- 
ally separated the spark passes thru an ir- 
regular path until finally the limit of the coil 
is reached and no spark passes. The spark 
discharge then differs from the brush dis- 

charge in that the former is the passage 
of electricity from one point in a gas to 
another point and the latter is the passing 
of a gas from a point into the surrounding 
gas. As more current is past thru the 
primary of the spark coil a higher potential 
is developed at the secondary terminals and 
therefore a longer spark is produced, i. e., 
the length of the spark is proportional to 
the potential ; a one inch spark being pro- 
duced by a potential of about 30,000 volts. 

Experiment 104 
A straight glass tube about an inch and a 

half in diameter and fifteen inches long bas 
platinum electrodes attached to aluminum 
discs. An air pump is connected at the 
opening a. The electrodes are connected to 
the secondary of a spark coil and also 
to the spark gap in figure 94, the gap 
being smaller than the rated spark of the 
coil. If the coil is now operated, a spark 
passes thru the gap g and nothing is ob- 
served in the tube. As the air in the tube 
is gradually exhausted by the pump the 
spark thru the gap disappears and a dis- 
charge is seen thru the tube which is neither 
spark nor brush. It will have the appear- 
ance of a ribbon of crimson light. The 
discharge then broadens out into a bluish, 
fuzzy column. When the pressure reaches 
about five- tenths of a millimeter of mer- 
cury, the negative electrode (cathode) be- 
comes covered with a thin luminous layer. 
Next to this we find a dark space known as 
Crookes' dark space, next to which is a 
luminous part called the negative glow, and 
beyond this a second dark region known as 

and hence form shadows when striking an 
obstruction. In figure 95A c is the cathode. 
A piece of metal hinged at its lower end 
stands in the path of the rays. A distinct 
shadow of the same shape as this obstruct- 
ing metal is formed at the end of the tube. 
On dropping the metal down at the hinge 
by shaking the tube the shadow disappears. 

Experiment 106 
In figure 95B the cathode is concave and 

spherical. The other electrode (anode) 

For the Production of Concentrated X -Rays, 
a Special Form of Focus Tube Is Used. Ca- 
thode Rays Coming from the Concave Elec- 
trode at Left, Converge and Strike Platinum 
Target at Right, Where X -Rays Are 

Generated. 

consists of a small piece of very thin sheet 
platinum. The cathode rays are converged, 
focus on the platinum and are therefore 
very concentrated. The platinum incan- 
desces, showing the heating effect of the 
cathode rays. Of far greater importance 
than either the fluorescent, the shadow, or 
the heating effect is the magnetic effect, 

especially as this gives us an insight 
into the nature of the cathode rays. 

Experiment 107. 
In figure 96 o -b is a fluorescent 

screen of zinc sulfid, or barium 
platino- cyanid; c is a mica strip 
with a narrow slit in it. The 
cathode rays emerging at d are ab- 
sorbed by the mica c, except for a 
small part passing thru the slit. 
These travel straight thru for the 
full length of the tube and cause a 
narrow band of the screen a -b to 

fluoresce brilliantly. Hence, the path of 
the rays, which are themselves invisible, 
is readily seen. If now a horseshoe mag- 
net is brought near the tube the rays are 
deflected toward it at right angles to the 
magnetic field. This is precisely what 
would happen if the cathode rays con - 

(Continued on page 670) 
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Deflection of Cathode Rays by a Magnet. The 
-b is of Fluorescent Material, So as to Make the Rays 

Visible. 

the Faraday dark space. From this space 
to the positive electrode we have the lumi- 
nous positive column. By adjusting the 
pressure slightly the positive column can 
be made to divide up into a series of 
luminous and non -luminous spaces called 
striae. (Geissler tubes are partially evacu- 
ated tubes bent into fancy shapes and sur- 
rounded with jackets containing colored 

liquids to produce pretty color effects.) 
If the pressure is lowered still further, 
to about 1/100 part of a millimeter, the 
column will gradually disappear and the 
walls of the tube will begin to fluoresce, 
the fluorescing color depending on the 
nature of the glass. This fluorescence 
is produced by streams of small par- 
ticles issuing from the cathode and we 
consequently call them cathode rays. 
This fluorescent property of cathode 
rays is useful as a means of detection 
and observation of the rays. Glass is 
not the only substance to fluoresce 
tinder the bombardment of cathode 
rays. Calspar, barium platino- cyanid, 
potassium cyanid, yttrium and thorium 
also fluoresce. 

Experiment 105 

Cathode rays travel in straight lines 
Fig. 97 -B. Typical X -Ray View of the Hand, 

Showing Rings on the Finger. 

A Variable Vacuum Tube Experiment with a 
Spark Coll. As the Vacuum Increases an 
Electrical Discharge Begins to Take Place 

Within the Tube. 
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The Effect of Statics on Wireless 
Transmission 

By NIKOLA TESLA 
Written for the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 

AFEW statements regarding these 
phenomena, in response to a request 
of the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER, 
may be useful at the present time 

in view of the in- 
creasing interest and 
importance of the 
subject. 

T h e commercial 
application of the 
art has led to the 
construction of larg- 
er transmitters and 
multiplication of 
their number, great- 
er distances had to 
be covered and it 
became imperative to 
employ receiving de- 
vices of ever increas- 
ing sensitiveness. All 
these and other 
changes have co- 
operated in empha- 
sizing the trouble 
and seriously im- 
pairing the reliability 
and value of the 
plants. To such a 
degree has this been 
the case that con- 
servative business 
men and financiers 
have come to look 
upon this method of 
conveying intelli- 
gence as one offer- 
ing but very limited 
possibilities, and the Government has deem- 
ed it advisable to assume control. This 
unfortunate state of affairs, fatal to enlist- 
ment of capital and healthful competitive 
development, could have been avoided had 
electricians not remained to this day under 
the spell of a delusive theory and had the 
practical exploiters of this advance not per- 
mitted enterprise to outrun technical com- 
petence. 

With the publication of Dr. Heinrich 
Hertz's classical researches it was an ob- 
vious inference that the dark rays investi- 
gated by him could be used for signalling 
purposes, as those of light in heliography, 
and the first steps in this direction were 
made with his apparatus which, in 1896. 
was found capable of actuating receivers 
at a distance of a few miles. Three years 
prior to this, however, in lectures before 
the Franklin Institute and National Elec- 
tric Light Association, I had described a 
wireless system radically opposite to the 
Hertzian in principle inasmuch as it de- 
pended on currents conducted thru the 
earth instead of on radiations propagated 
thru the atmosphere, presumably in straight 
lines. 

The apparatus then outlined by me con- 

sisted of a transmitter comprising a pri- 
mary circuit excited from an alternator or 
equivalent source of electrical energy and 
a high potential secondary resonant circuit, 

nature of the effects, are making install- 
ments so defective in construction and 
mode of operation as to preclude the pos- 
sibility of the great realization which might 

be brought within 
easy reach by proper 
application of the 
underlying principles 
and one of which - 
the most desirable at 
present -is the corn - 
plete elimination of 
all static and other 
interference. 

During the past 
few years several 
emphatic announce- 
ments have been 
made that a perfect 
solution of this 
problem had been 
discovered, but it 
was manifest from 
a casual perusal of 
these publications 
that the experts 
were ignoring cer- 
tain truths of vital 
bearing on the ques- 
tion, and so long as 
this was the case 
no such claim could 
be substantiated. I 
achieved early suc- 
cess by keeping the.' Tesla's Static Eliminator, Patented and Used by Him over Twenty Years Ago. It WIll Be Fully Described in an Early Issue of the Electrical Experimenter 

connected with its terminals to ground and 
to an elevated capacity, and a similar tuned 
receiving circuit including the operative de- 
vice. On that occasion I exprest myself 
confidently on the feasibility of flashing in 
this manner not only signals to any ter- 
restrial distance but transmitting power in 
unlimited amounts for all sorts of industrial 
purposes. The discoveries made and experi- 
mental results attained I made with a wire- 
less power -plant erected in 1899, some of 
which were disclosed in the Century Maga- 
zine of June, 1900, and several U. S. patents 
subsequently granted to me have, I believe, 
borne -out strikingly my foresight. In the 
meantime the Hertzian arrangements were 
gradually modified. one feature after an- 
other being abandoned, so that now not a 
vestige of them can be found and my 
system of four tuned circuits has been uni- 
versally adopted, not only in its funda- 
mentals but in every detail as the "quench- 
ed sparks ", "ticker ", "tone wheel ", high fre- 
quency and rotating field alternators, forms 
of discharges and mercury breaks, fre- 
quency changers, coils, condensers, regu- 
lating methods and devices, etc. This fact 
would give me supreme satisfaction were 
it not that the engineers, misinterpreting the 

steadily in mind anti 
applying my efforts 
from the outset in 

the right and correct scientific direction. 
I may contribute to the clearness of the 

subject in answering a question which I 
have been asked by the Editors of the 
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER with reference to 
the report contained in the last issue, that 
signals had been received around the globe. 
an achievement the practicability of which 
I have fully demonstrated by experiment 
eighteen years ago. 

The question is, how can Hertz waves 
be conveyed to such a distance in view of 
the curvature of the earth? A few words will 
be sufficient to show the absurdity of the 
prevailing opinion propounded in text books. 

We are living on a conducting globe sur- 
rounded by a thin layer of insulating air, 
above which is a rarefied and conducting 
atmosphere. If the earth is represented by 
a sphere of 12/" radius, then the layer 
which may be considered insulating for high 
frequency currents of great tension is less 
than 1/64 of an inch thick, It is held that 
the Hertz waves, emanating from a trans- 
mitter, get to the distant receiver by suc- 
cessive reflections. The utter impossibility 
of this will be evident when it is shown by 
a simple calculation that the amount of 

(Continued on page 658) 
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GERMANS USE BICYCLE DYNAMO 
TO OPERATE RADIO SET. 

The accompanying illustration shows an 
ingenious German method of generating the 

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 

electricity which can be used for radio or 
lighting purposes, etc. In fact, this scheme 
is not new to the American wireless ama- 
teur, for we published an article on such a 

device for produc- 
ing current to 
operate a wireless 
transmitter several 
years ago. A per- 
son sitting on a 
bicycle fitted with 
proper gearing, ex- 
erts a great deal 
more power than 
would be imagined 
off hand, and be- 
sides for warfare 
requirements t h e 

outfit is noiseless, 
albeit it is not 
quite so handy as 
the small gasoline 
engine outfits used 
by some of the 
other armies. t . t i- t 
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© Cenral News Photo dernet 
The Above Illustration Shows an Ingenious German Method of 
Generating Electricity for a Wireless Installation In the Trenches, 
Captured in a British Advance. A tandem bicycle with Its Wheels 
Removed Has Been Fixt to the Ground, and the Pedal Wheels 

Connected by Belting with a Small Dynamo. 

necessary electric current for operating a 
radio installation in the trenches, which was 
captured in a recent British advance. As 
the photograph shows, a tandem bicycle 
with its wheels removed has been fitted with 
a supporting frame so as to stand upright 
and the pedal wheels connect with a belt to 
a small dynamo. 

Such an outfit will produce considerable 

NEW TELE- 
SCOPING 

RADIO 
TOWER. 

A device that 
promises to be of 
great importance 
to the field wireless 
service is a tele- 
scopic tower that 
can be rasied al- 
most instantly on 
the throwing of a 
lever. This tower, 

the invention of R. W. Dean, of Des 
Plaines, Illinois, has been presented to the 
Government, says The Oscillator. 

The tower that carries the wireless aerial 
works on an extremely simple principle. A 
number of light steel pipes fit inside of 
one another, the space between them being 
made air -tight by a series of washers at 
the top of each but the middle pipe. The 
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base -pipe connects with a comprest -air res- 
ervoir which is always kept filled by an air - 
pump. 

The operators turn on the comprest air 
lever. Air from the tank rushes to the 
top of the innermost pipe and pushes up 
on it with a force upward of twenty -five 
pounds for every square inch of its sur- 
face. The sections shoot upward, one after 
another. 

Of the 8,000 girls who applied for service 
as military telephone operators with the 
American forces abroad 650 were accepted. 

No Wonder the Naval Radio Students at 
"Harvard" Get a Headache Now and Then. 
Excuse Him, Folk::, if He Don't Write Every 
Day. The Boy Is Busy! What ? -Courtesy 
the "Oscillator." 

Marconi Company Claims Famous 
"Static Preventer" Discovery 

"With the conditions that pledged us to 
absolute secrecy no longer prevailing, the 
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of 
America is permitted to announce a dis- 
covery and invention in wireless telegraphy 
that will mark a new era in world commu- 
nication," says a statement issued by Ed- 
ward J. Nally, Vice- President and General 
Manager of the Marconi \Vireless Tele- 
graph Company of America. 

"Ever since the genius of Marconi made 
wireless telegraphy a fact, the only limi- 
tation of this method of communication 
was the deadly phenomena of 'static con - 
d itions.' 

"It remained for an American radio ex- 
pert, Roy A. Weagant, Chief Engineer of 
the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company 
of America, to discover the solution of the 
static problem. 

"Among the revolutionary changes that 
the new system effects in wireless instal- 
lations will be the immediate disappearance 
or the huge steel towers, heretofore built 
at great heights to catch the incoming wire- 
less waves. Equipt with the Weagant in- 
vention, the wireless receiving antennae are 
stretched merely a few feet above the 
ground. 

"Heretofore, also, the increasing number 
of high power stations that were being 
erected in every part of the world raised 
the difficult question of 'interference.' 
Crossing wireless messages that shot thru 

the ether sometimes made the wireless sig- 
nals so indistinct that they could not be 
understood, or drowned the weaker trans- 
mission entirely. The Weagant system, 
based on a unique selective principle, 
eliminates 'interference' and permits abso- 
lutely clear communication, regardless of 
the operation of other stations even in the 
immediate vicinity. 

"The notable contribution to wireless 
telegraphy opened by Mr. Weagant's dis- 
covery makes continuous wireless communi- 
cation over the oceans and between conti- 
nents an absolutely assured fact for twen- 
ty -four hours of the day and at every sea- 
son of the year, regardless of atmospheric 
conditions. All the Marconi high power 
stations arc being equipt with the Weagant 
system, and the stations of the Pan- Ameri- 
can Wireless Telegraph and Telephone 
Company, which are to link North and 
South America, will likewise be equipt." 

This invention sounds almost too good 
to be true. However, Mr. Weagant, in an 
interview with the ELECTRICAL EXPERI- 
MENTER'S representative, stated that by very 
careful study of the subject over a consid- 
erable period, discovery of an entirely new 
basic principle had been made, and by acci- 
dent at that. It was not expected, but 
while making investigations along other 
lines this particular effect became more 
and more noticeable until it developed into 
a full -fledged invention. "As soon as of- 

ficial 'Peace' is declared," said Mr. Wea- 
gant, "I will present a technical paper be- 
fore the Institute of Radio Engineers 
describing the invention. Also a body of 
technical men will be invited to one of our 
stations to hear it work." 

SHIPS PERMITTED TO USE RADIO 
AGAIN. 

Announcement has been made by the 
Naval Communication Service that com- 
mercial wireless traffic between United 
States merchant vessels and naval radio 
shore stations would be resumed at once. 

This means that wireless messages may 
be sent to passengers on board steamships 
and that travelers at sea may communicate 
with shore. 

During the war steamships were forbid- 
den to use their wireless except to listen, 
the precaution being taken to prevent sub- 
marines and surface raiders from learning 
of the positions of Allied vessels. 

OCTOBER MEETING OF INSTI- 
TUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS. 

The Institute of Radio Engineers held a 
meeting on the evening of Wednesday, Oc- 
tober 9, 1918, in the Engineering Societies 
Building, New York. 

A paper on "SPECIAL HEATING EF- 
FECTS OF RADIO FREQUENCY CUR- 
RENTS." by PROF. EDWIN F. NORTH - 
RUP of Princeton University was given. 
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Radiotelephone Guided U. S. Flyers 
Many Miles Away 

SQUADRONS of American airplanes 
fighting in France up to the moment 
of the armistice, were maneuvering 
under the vocal orders of the squad- 
ron commander that reached each 

pilot by radiotelephone. 
News of the successful development of 

Fig. 5. High Power Oscillion Bulb Radio- 
telegraph Transmitter. The Meter At the 
Left of the Panel Is a Hot -Wire "Radiation 

Current" Indicator. 

this device, hitherto a military secret, tlso 
some inkling of it had reached the Germans 
just before hostilities ceased, was made 
public recently by John R. Ryan, Director 
of Aircraft Production. 

"There are some details concerning it 
which we cannot discuss yet," Mr. Ryan 
said, "but the radio devices worked out 
during months of experiment went into 
actual service some weeks ago. I have 
myself, standing on the ground, given or- 
ders to a squadron flying in the air and 
watched them maneuver accordingly. 

"The transmission of the voice 
is clear enough to be heard dis- 
tinctly thru the sound of the air- 
plane motor. It is in every way 
the most satisfactory means of 
communicating between 'planes 
in the air and from the ground 
to 'planes." 

The distance over which the 
radiotelephone talks from earth 
to 'plane is a matter of several 

miles. 
"For some months," said Wil- 

liam C. Potter, of the Equip- 
ment Division of the Bureau, "it 
has been possible in our offices 
in Washington to hear the 
'planes flying miles over the city, 
talking to each other and to the 
ground as they worked out and 
perfected the device." 

The accompanying views show 
several new wireless telephone 
apparata which can also be used 
for wireless telegraphic trans- 
mission when desired and utiliz- 
ing the De Forest Oscillion bull,, 
having a filament, grid and wing. 
The oscillion comprises an ex- 
hausted glass tube or bulb, the 
size of which depends upon the 
output in watts, and which 

greatly resembles an ordinary incandescent 
lamp. This bulb contains two additional 
elements besides the usual incandescent fila- 
ment, which are known as the plate and 
grid respectively. In these oscillions, the 
grid consists of a spiral winding of very 
fine tungsten or other wire wound upon a 
glass frame, and so placed as to entirely 
surround but not touch the filament. The 
plates, of which there are two, are placed 
one on each side of the filament, outside of, 
but not in contact with, the grid. In op- 
eration, the oscillion or vacuum bulb, oscil- 
lation generator requires two sources of po- 
tential, one of low voltage for lighting the 
filament, and one of high potential for sup- 
plying current from plate to filament 
across the vacuous space within the tube. 
A small motor- generator suitably wound 
to supply the proper voltage is generally 

which is capable of generating oscillations 
by a re- action between two or more tuned 
circuits, so that either damped or undamped 
oscillations can be interpreted. 

Fig. I of the accompanying views shows 
a complete airplane Radiophone oscillation 
transmitter, especially designed for military 

Fig. 2. New Combination Audion, Ultra - Audlon and One -Step Amplifier Designed By 
de Forest. 

employed as the most convenient source of 
current. Reception of radio -telephonic or 
telegraphic waves is accomplisht by the use 
of a similar but smaller sized vacuum bulb, 

Fig. 4. New Vacuum Tube Control Cabinet. 
10 Volt Direct Current is Frequently Used 

On These Sets for the Wing Circuit, Using a 
Suitable Potentiometer in the Circuit. 

use. In this set the weight has been re- 
duced to a minimum. A special chopper or 
calling key is fitted to the instrument as 
well as a special type of microphone for 
modulating the oscillations in the form of 
speech waves. At the left of the photo- 
graph will be observed a small dynamo re- 
sembling an airplane bomb, one end of 
which is fitted with a small size propeller. 
This dynamo is driven by the force of the 
air turning the propeller, as the airplane 
speeds along, and thus current is produced 
for the operation of the oscillion. The 

large oscillion bulb is enclosed in 
a wire cage to protect it from 
breakage, and the necessary 
measuring instruments are 
mounted on the front of the 
panel, viz: a hot wire ammeter 
in series with the antenna circuit 
to measure the radiation current, 
a milli- ammeter indicating the 
"B" battery current, and a fila- 
ment battery ammeter. Suitable 
tuning inductance and capacity 
control knobs are mounted on 
the front of the panel. The con- 
nections between the various 
parts of the apparata are accom- 
plisht with flexible twin conduc- 
tors sewn in leather straps, the 
ends of which are provided with 
separable jack plugs. 

The illustration in Fig. 2 
shows a combination audion, ul- 
tra-audion and one -step ampli- 
fier. This combination is similar 
to the audion two -step amplifier 
outfit, with the exception that 
the apparatus is arranged for 
one -step amplification. This set 
will meet conditions perfectly, it 
is claimed, where the intensity 
of the normal signals does not 

(Continued on page 651) 
Fig. 1. Complete Airplane Radiophone Oscillation Transmitter 
Fitted With Self -Exciting Generator of the Wind- Driven Propeller 
Type (Left), "Chopper" Calling Key and Oscillion Bulb In Guard. 
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The Manufacture of Vacuum Detectors 
ALTHO the majority of radio engineers 

are familiar with the use and opera- 
tion of vacuum tube detectors, a brief 

description of their manufacture may be in- 
teresting. In the early experimental work 
on this type of device, we strove to produce 
a detector which 
would combine 
maximum operat- 
ing efficiency with 
inexpensive manu- 
facture. The next 
p o i n t considered 
was the production 
of desirable con- 
ditions, i. e., tubes 
that possest oscil- 
lating characteris- 
tics, tubes that 
were exceptional 
detectors, and tubes 
that displayed both 
qualities, says O. 
B. Moorehead, in 
a paper recently 
presented before 
the Institute of Ra- 
dio Engineers. The 
third consideration 
was the production 
of a device easily 
handled and shipt 
without disturbing 
the adjustment of 
the elements and 
damaging the fila- 
ments. 

Tubes and bulbs 
of various shapes 
and sizes were 
tried, using a gas- 
eous medium 
ranging from one 
millimeter to 0.025 
millimeter of vac- 
uum, many mate- 
rials being employ- 
ed as elements. Various exhausts were 
applied, but it was soon found that the 
employment of a gaseous medium intro- 
duced considerable difficulty in the matter 
of accurate reproduction of a desired result. 
Gases at pressures ranging from one milli- 
meter to 0.0013 millimeter were next ex- 
perimented with. 

I found that a tube containing a platinum 
filament in an atmosphere of hydrogen, at 
pressures comparable with one millimeter, 
gave fair results. Tungsten filaments were 
then tried in higher vacua as well as at the 
so- called "gaseous medium" pressure. It 
was immediately noticed that conditions 
could be duplicated as soon as a vacua 
above that which allowed a "gaseous med- 
ium" to exist, were obtained. Moreover, 
tungsten was ideal as a filament not only 
because of its refractory qualities and low 
volatility but also because it acts as a puri- 
fying agent by attacking any traces of resid- 
ual gases that may remain in the tube and 
forming compounds which are then volatil- 
ized on the walls of the tubes. 

As the parts are small and complicated, 
the glass is worked before the blowpipe 
after it has been brought into the form of 
tubes by the glass works. This tubing is 
obtained by first blowing a bulb, then fusing 
an iron rod to a point diametrically opposite 
the blowpipe and rapidly separating the two 
points of attachment from each other. 

Various grades of glass were experi- 
mented with, and a mixture containing a 
high percentage of lead and a small quan- 
tity of silicic acid was found to be the eas- 
iest to work and produced a detector of 

By O. B. _IOOREHEAD 
maximum sensitiveness when used in con- 
junction with the aluminum plate and cop- 
per grid. In the selection of the glass to 
be used, the devitrification of the glass had 
to be considered, as during exhaustion of 
the tubes it is necessary to subject them to 

AFTER YGUVE "BEEN CUT AT 

SEA FOR A DEVIL OF A 

LONG TIME AND, 
YOU'RE FED UP AND SORE 
AND SICK OF IT ALL 

successfully closes the pores of the metal. 
The exhaustion of the tubes is the most 

important operation because of the fact 
that the low vacuum of the round bulb, 
nickel element audion which permits of gas 
conduction is not used in the tubular "elec- 

tron relay," 
wherein all gas 
phenomena m u s t 
be eliminated. 

To produce the 
high vacuum nec- 
essary, I have 
found that a Gaede 
mercury pump ca- 
pable of producing 
a vacuum of 
0.00001 millimeter, 
backed by a piston 
pump, such as the 
Geryck type, is the 
most satisfactory 
method of evacua- 
t ion. 

The manifold to 
which the tubes to 
he exhausted are 
attached and the 
vacuum line con- 
necting the mani- 
fold to the pumps, 
are preferably 
made of large di- 
ameter tubing. A 
container filled with 
pentoxid of phos- 
phorus is connect- 
ed in the vacuum 
line between the 
pump and the 
manifold. The 
manifold is con- 
tained in an oven 
heated by gas and 
arranged so that 
the tubes during 
exhaustion may be 

heated to high temperatures. 
The lead glass tubing, used as the con- 

tainer for the elements in the tubular type 
detector, is obtained from the glass works 
in lengths of 6 feet (2 m.) with an inside 
diameter of 0.875 inch (2.2 cm.) and a wall 
of 0.032 inch (0.7 mm.) thickness. This 
tube is cut in lengths of about 6 inches 
(15 cm.) and one end is drawn down to a 
point. Two stems are made of glass tub- 
ing similar to those used in an incandes- 
cent lamp, one stem contains the grid and 
two filament leads, and the other contains 
the plate connection and one filament lead. 
After the wire is sealed into these stems, 
they must be annealed very carefully. The 
annealing consists in allowing the tempera- 
ture to drop very slowly, since quickly 
cooled glass is subject to internal strains 
which arise in the following manner : In 
rapid cooling, a low temperature is soon 
established at the surface and the outermost 
layer solidifies while the interior tends to 
contract, thereby exerting a pressure on 
the outer layer which is directed inwards. 
This may cause the stem to crack. 

After the stems are annealed, the grid is 
wound to the proper diameter and the fila- 
ment is clamped onto the two leads. The 
plate is mounted on the other stem and the 
two stems are then connected together by 
means of the filament. Final adjustment 
of the plate and grid is then made. The 
spacing between the elements is not very 
critical in this type of device, but it is best 
to wind the grid to a large enough diam- 
eter so that it will strike the plate rather 

(Continued on page 671) 
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'A Great Moment We All Experienced' -Not Many Moons Ago. This Self -explanatory 
Oscillation the Third, Comes From Over the Bounding Foam Vla Wireless Operator H. B. 

Burney, of H. M. C. S. Stadacona. 

a temperature near the point of softening 
and nearly all glasses, when maintained at 
this temperature for any length of time, 
have a tendency to separate out into the 
crystalline state. 

There has been considerable discussion re- 
garding the elements in this type of device 
and 1 may say that aluminum plates and 
copper grids were first selected on account 
of their electro- chemical relation to the 
tungsten filament. Later, numerous other 
metals were tried under the same and 
other conditions of exhaustion and showed 
widely different operating characteristics. 

The selection of metals for the elements 
is very difficult, as a slight difference in 
either the copper or aluminum changes the 
whole system of exhaust. For instance, 
copper and aluminum purchased from one 
factory lot will require a certain degree of 
applied temperature during the evacuation, 
while another factory lot of the same weight 
and size will require an entirely different 
exhaust. 

I have eliminated this variation to some 
extent by subjecting the aluminum plates 
to a temperature of approximately 600 de- 
grees Fahrenheit (315° C.), immersing 
them in a saturated solution of cyanide of 
potassium, and finally rinsing in alcohol. 
The copper is subjected to heat until it 
glows, when it combines with the oxygen 
of the air to form a black, brittle oxid which 
breaks off in scales and exposes the under- 
lying metal which is of rose red color. It 
is then placed in a current of moist air and 
becomes covered with a layer of oxygen 
compounds, which remains very thin but 
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A Vertical Cabinet Type Coupler 
By JOSEPH H. KRAUS, Jr. 

CABINET couplers, altho handsome 
and efficient, are quite expensive, 
even if the amateur attempts to 
make one himself. In the follow - 
ing article is given a description of 

a large cabinet coupler which did remark- 

Guides N? e Copper 
or Dross frire 

Drum lei-changing 
coup 

ling Sec laps,.: -' 

Prim 

Arrangement of Vertical Coupler Secondary, 
Showing Friction Held Drum on Which Cord 
Supporting the Secondary Is Wound. The 
Taps Are of Flexible Stranded Lead and 

Cabled Together. 

able work and the cost was surprisingly 
low. An instrument such as this is an 
asset to any station and will well repay the 
ambitious Radio Amateur for the time and 
trouble involved. 

THE PRIMARY (WINDING WITHOUT A 
LATHE) 

Two cardboard tubes are first procured, 
eleven inches long by five and four and one- 
half inches in diameter, respectively. 

The five inch diameter tube is first wound 
in the following manner: In the center of 
a rod of wood about two feet long and of a 
diameter that will easily pass into both the 
five and four and one -half inch tubes (a 
broomstick handle will do) drive several 
nails, in such a manner that their heads 
protrude about one -half inch from the 
wood. This wooden rod is then placed in 
the five inch primary tube and held as near 
to the central axis as possible while cotton 
waste is packed in around the axle. The 
friction of the cotton waste against the 
tube will prevent it from slipping when it 

The Cardboard Tube on Which the Wire is 
to Be Wound Is Mounted on the Crank o 
the Winding Rig by Stuffing Cotton Waste 

Inside it. 

is being wound and the nails will act as 
grips for the axle (Fig. 1). A crank is 
now fastened to one end of the axle and 
the whole is suspended from two "Y" 
shaped uprights nailed to the opposite ends 
of a small box (Fig. 2). By using this 
cotton -waste method there is no necessity 
of fitting a rod tightly i.ito the tube and 
a lathe is not essential. The winding is 
now commenced three- fourths of an inch 
from one end of the tube and a tap eight 
inches long is taken off every turn for the 
first twenty turns. Number these starting 
with the first wire as No. 20, then 19, 18, 
17 and so on down until we get No. 1, 

and then No. O. These taps must not be 
taken off directly under each other, but 
they zig -zag or spiral one -third around the 
tube, so as not to allow the least chance 
for a short circuit between two turns. Each 
must be carefully insulated and No. 22 
black enamel wire used. 

The manner in which a tap is taken off 
doesn't make much difference and every 
Amateur has a method of his own. How- 
ever, here are two "standard" methods. 
For the primary the preferred method is 
to solder a wire to the place where the 
tap is taken off and insulate it carefully. 
Another method is to twist a loop into the 
wire and then continue winding; this will 
constitute a double wire lead (see Fig. 3). 
(This method will save trouble in the sec- 
ondary winding.) 

After the twentieth tap has been taken 
off (No. 0) the wire is wound for twenty 
turns and then a tap taken off. In this 
way the tube is wound until one -half inch 

Detall of "Glass" Knob Switches Used On 
Vertical Coupler Here Described. They Give 

Very High Insulation Efficiency. 

from the other end and one tap taken off 
every twenty turns. These may be taken 
off in a perpendicular line, as there is 
enough winding between each to prevent 
a short. Number the taps in order from 
one to fifteen. The wire if carefully 
wound will result in about thirty -six turns 
per linear inch, and wound for a little more 
than 8X inches, will net 320 turns, giving 
twenty taps of one turn each and fifteen 
taps of the twenty turn variety. Remove 
from crank and shellac well. 

THE SECONDARY 

The secondary or four and one -half inch 
rube is now mounted in the same way and 

wound with No. 30 enamel wire. Leave a 
length of eight inches at one end and com- 
mence winding one -half inch from the end 
A tap of the loop variety (Fig. 3) is taken 

YC moy be put in here if desired 

Vor Cond. 

Vor Coupling . 
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Front View of Finished Panel of Vertica 
Coupler Receiving Set. The Variable Couple 
Control Handle Is Placed in the Upper Right 

Corner of the Panel. 

off every three- quarters of an inch of 
winding. These loops are made one inch 
long and are taken off spirally one -third 
way around the tube. As the winding pro- 
ceeds and as each tap is taken off a hole is 
punched into the cardboard tube imme- 
diately under each tap and a match stick 
inserted into the opening; each respective 
tap is to be drawn thru its particular open- 
ing. When complete there should be fif- 
teen taps. Now to each of these is soldered 
a piece of flexible cotton or silk covered 
wire about twenty inches long, a piece of 
rubber tubing slipt over the joint and the 
wire drawn thru the center of the coil 
toward one end thru its respective opening. 
Number each tap in order, shellac and 
allow to dry. 

Note: These wires are not soldered on 
until the tube has been fully wound and 
removed from the crank. 

(Continued on page 671) 

Where No Lathe Is Available for Winding 
the Coll. Resort May Be Had to a Horne -made 

Winding Rig Like That Shown. 
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NEW "BUMBLE -BEE" HY -TONE 
CODE PRACTISE SETI 

Here's the hy-tone code teaching outfit 
you have been looking for, Radiobugs! 

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 

SPAIN TO AMERICA BY AIR IS 
PROJECT IN MADRID. 

Captain Herrera, chief of the Spanish 
military air forces, has had a number of 

interviews with King 
Alfonso on the sub- 
ject of an aerial postal 
and passenger service 
between Spain and the 
United States. The 
scheme also has been 
discust at Cabinet 
meetings and it is said 
that a leading shipping 
company is willing to 
finance it. 

The plan, it is un- 
derstood, is to manu- 
facture large airships 
capable of carrying 
forty pasengers, be- 
sides the mails. The 
rate charged for a 
passenger, if the 
scheme is carried out 
will be $400, and let- 
ters will be charged 
for at the rate of $1 
per hundred grams 
weight (about three 
ounces and a half). 
It is estimated the 
journey would take 
two and a half days. 

No Buzzer Gives a True Musical Note -But the Bumble -bee Does 
Hence, Combine the Bee, a Fan to Waft, Periodically, an Aroma of 
Hyacinth His Way, When We Have a Pure Musical Note Producer. 
The Microphone Carries His Tuneful Buzzings to Our Ears. Via the 

Telephone Receivers. 

The set works as follows: The sending 
key (A) closes the circuit thru the bat- 
tery (B) and lamp (C). The light works 
the selenium cell (D), operating the relay 
(E), which closes the circuit of the spe- 
cially quick- starting and stopping motor 
(M). A fan (F) on the shaft of this 
motor plays a breeze on the plant (H), 
wafting an Aroma de hyacinth to the un- 
suspecting bumble -bee (I), which is tuned 
to a clear hy-tone. The microphone picks 
up the bumble-bee's buzzes faithfully and 
reproduces them in the telephone receivers. 
Every time you press the key it buzzes. 
Voila! Contributed by 

WM. F. R. MIDDLETON. 

WIRELESS MESSAGES REACH 
ARCADIA, CAL., FROM 

BROOKLYN YARD. 
The wireless station at Arcadia, Cal., by 

using for an aerial the cable of a balloon, put 
aloft from the training field, has intercepted 
messages sent by the Brooklyn Navy Yard 
wireless station, according to an announce- 
ment by the War Department. This bal- 
loon cable probably makes the highest aerial 
in the world. 

This announcement was made by the 
Division of Military Aeronautics, indicat- 
ing increasing efficiency in both the work 
of students and the equipment of the War 
Department's various balloon training fields. 
The balloon school at Arcadia has 106 
miles of wire in use for teaching military 
communication. For the purpose of dem- 
onstration it has a complete system of wir- 
ing strung as it would be in the front line 
trenches on the battlefield. Communication 
posts and stations for all kinds of messages 
are used by the students the same as sol- 
diers use them at the front. 

A good part of the country southeast and 
southwest of Arcadia is laid out with lines 
of communication to this balloon school, 
similar to part of a sector at the front. All 
of the balloons, when aloft, are so wired 
that they can be lined together with any 
trench, doubled up for any work together, 
or they can be cut off from the trenches 
and talk only with their own chart room 
and winch or operating crew on the ground 
below. 

It is reported that the U. S. Government 
purchased the Sayville, L. I., Radio Station 
shortly after the declaration of war. 

A BATTERY -LESS TELEGRAPH. 
A simple telegraph set may be put up be- 

tween two chums' houses by running a 
small wire from house to house about 20 
feet above the ground and 50 feet from 
he lighting wires in the street; connecting 

a key and receiver as shown in the follow- 
ing diagram. No batteries will be needed. 
One wire is grounded to the gas or water 

A Batteryless Telegraph System. It Oper- 
ates by induction from a Nearby A. C. Light- 

ing Circuit. 

pipe. It works by induction from the light= 
ing circuit. 

Contributed by RAY I. MILLER. 
[Where no lighting line is in the neighborhood, 

bury a zinc plate in moist earth at G. and a cop- 
per plate at Gy. This system was once used by 
the editor, and by using a 75 ohm receiver at 
each station, satisfactory results were had over y 
mile. This "ground battery" gives about .07 volts. 
-Editor.] 

January, I919 

ANENT THAT RADIO COMPUTA- 
TION GRAPH. 

By K. N. Cummings, Asst. Engineer, 
Marconi W. T. Co., of Canada. 

WIT}I regard to the article in 
your September issue, "A Graph 
for Solving Wave Length, Fre- 
quency, Inductance and Capacity," 
1 would like to point out that all 

the commercial values of the quantities can 
be represented by use of the two squares of 
the published diagram bounded by the lines 
representing one milli -henry, 0.1 milli -henry, 
10-' uf. and 10-' uf. (uf. - micro farad.) To 
do this two inductance scales are required 
as in the diagram herewith. 

Each diagonal line represents two wave 
lengths, one being ten times the other, as 
shown for 600 -6,000 and 2,000 -20,000 meters; 
giving directly a range of 600 to 20,000 
meters, the left -hand inductance scale being 
used for the lower range of wave length, 
the right -hand for the upper range. 

Only a part of the commercial waves 
below 600 m. are obtainable directly, but 
values not on the chart can easily be obtained 
as follows : To find, say, the inductance 
required for 300 m. with 0.003 uf., note 
that the 0.003 uf. line intersects the 3,000 m. 
line at 0.00084 h. Divided by 100 we ob- 
tain 0.0000084 h., the required value. In 
general, using the line representing 10 times 
the wave length, divide the value indicated 
by the graph by 100 and vice versa. Values 
of inductance and capacity not shown 
directly may be used as follows: Suppose 
we wish to find the inductance required 
with a wave of 8,000 m. and capacity of 
1.7 uf., which are approximate values of 
the Glace Bay transmitter primary; divide 
the capacity by 1,000. The line for 1.7x10 -' 
intersects the 8,000 m. line at about 
1.06x10 -' h. Dividing by the same number 
by which we divided the capacity (1,000) 
we obtain 1.06x10 -` h., the required value. 
The procedure would be exactly similar 
with a known inductance and wave length. 

By extension of the above procedure, 
which is simply based on the fact that 
wave length varies as the square of the 
capacity or of the inductance, as the case 
may be, and that the product of capacity 
and inductance is constant for any par- 
ticular wave length, we can obtain any 
wave length, inductance and capacity, but 
if many values are required which are not 
on the chart, it would be better to construct 
another pair of squares of the original 
graph from which the values could be read 
directly. The advantage of this graph over 
the original one is its increased scale, which 
is ten times that of the original for the 
same size paper. It is also easier to con- 
struct, the number of logarithmic lines 
required being but 3/17 of the number 
required for the original. 
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For All Ordinary Radio Calculations This Simplified Graph Fills the Bill as Well as the 
Larger One Publisht in the September Issue. It Gives the Value of Inductance and 

Capacity for Wave Lengths from 600 to 20,000 Meters. 
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Building a 3 -Inch Spark Static Machine 

FRICTION is one of the commonest 
sources of static electrical excitation. 
Every one has noticed how the hair 
crackles under the comb in dry 
weather. The same sound is heard on 

stroking the back of a cat, and, if the room 
is dark, sparks may be drawn from pussy's 
fur. But for developing large quantities of 
electricity by friction a static machine is 

By DR. E. BADE 

up. But before they are fastened two holes 
of suitable size for a glass rod which is used 
as an axle are provided for. 

A round glass plate one foot in diameter 
is procured. This is usually the most ex- 
pensive part of the machine. It is best to 
purchase it from a large electrical supply 
house, so that one does not get a plate 
unsuited for electrical purposes. A glass 

Each of the two rubbers consist of a board 
on which soft, thick felt is glued. A spring 
presses the rubbers lightly against the glass 
plate. In order to prevent the rubbers from 
falling out a short piece of wood is nailed 
to them so that it projects and catches 
against the frame. Each rubber is now 
covered with an amalgam consisting of two 
parts of mercury, one part of tin, and one 

Successive' Stages In Building a 3 -Inch Spark Static Machine. Top Group, Left to Right: Insulating the Iron Ring with Strips 
of Paper; The Rubbers Are Carefully Placed In the Frame; The Complete Static Machine; Placing the Plate on the Supports; 

Attaching the Flap of Silk to the Rubbers. 
The Lower Three Views: With the Finger the Rubbers Are Carefully and thoroly Covered with Amalgam; Attaching the Comb 

to the Wooden Ring; The Brass Rod Is Attached to the Combs. The Design of Thls Static Machine Is Very Simple. 

EE 

utilized. The simplest form of such a static 
machine which will develop sufficient elec- 
tricity for all kinds of devices, as it gives a 
spark ranging from one to three inches in 
length, according to the neatness and exact- 
ness of the finished apparatus, altho one of 
excellent construction will give a larger 
spark, consists of a revoluble glass plate, a 
rubber and a conductor. The capacity of the 
conductor can be heightened with a well in- 
sulated iron ring capable of being attached 
or taken off from the conductor at will. 

The wooden frame is to be made first. It 
is constructed from herd dry wood (walnut 
or mahogany) ; the base is 20 inches long, 
12 inches wide, and 2 inches thick; the 
edges are beveled off. The two supporting 
arms can be made from thinner wood, but 
each should be 15 inches long, 4% inches 
wide at the bottom, and 3 inches wide at the 
top. These arms, which are dovetailed to 
the base, are fastened with two screws 
countersunk; the holes being later plugged 

rod one foot long and a half to 9 of an 
inch in diameter is taken for an axle. Two 
small wooden rings serve to hold the 
cemented plate to the rod. One should be 
careful to see that the axle is perfectly 
horizontal and the plate exactly perpendicu- 
lar. One end receives a handle and a 
wooden ring which prevent it from slipping 
from the supports. 

Now a "rubber" is made from three pieces 
of wood. The lower part is made from a 
piece 2% inches wide and 4 inches long. 
The sides, which are made to slant slightly 
upward, are 4'''/ inches high. This frame is 
supported by a glass rod 4 inches long 
which is sunk into the wood. The other 
end is placed in a fork 4 inches long, 2 
inches wide, and % inch thick. With the 
aid of this fork the frame is fastened to 
the base board by winged screws. But be- 
fore this is done a small brass knob or ball 
is attached to the frame which in turn is 
attached, by means of tinfoil, to the rubbers. 

part of zinc. This must be evenly dis- 
tributed over the surface with the finger. 
If this will not adhere a little lard (fat) 
may be used. 

The conductor with the metal comb is 
made next. The former consists of a four 
or five inch hollow brass ball fastened to a 
glass support. The ball receives two holes 
thru. which a brass rod is placed carrying 
the comb. The top of the ball also receives 
a hole which will later carry the ring as 
well as other pieces of apparatus for ex- 
periments. The metal points of the comb 
are attached to two rings of tin, each of 
which is fastened to a wooden ring. The 
metal rings are each 3 inches in diameter. 
The points consist of ordinary thumb tacks. 
When the rings are placed between the 
glass plate, the points should be at least 

of an inch front the glass. Under no 
circumstances should they touch the plate. 

A flap of silk is glued to the rubber which 
(Continued on page 673) 
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How I Built a Model Gyro- Electric 
Destroyer 

THE illustration represents a 25 -inch 
model of Mr. Gernsback's "Gyro - 
Electric Destroyer." The entire ma- 
chine with the exception of the 
Gyroscope and the driving motors 

was built of "Meccanno" parts. 

By LeROY H. MAHONY 
1 next turned my attention to the main 

axle and the gyroscope. The gyroscope 
I turned from two pieces of inch wood 
8 inches in diameter. To the side of it I 
secured a small sprocket for the driving 
chain. The gyroscope must run FREE of 

Here Is a Fine Model of the "Gyro -Electric Destroyer." It Is Fitted with Electric Motors 
and All. It Was Constructed by the Author from "Meccano" parts. It Stands 25 Inches High 

and Weighs 15 Pounds. 

I first constructed each side of the big 
wheel. To a bush wheel I bolted eight 121/4 

inch strips equally divided into angles of 
45 degrees. I then bolted together seven 
121/4 inch strips overlapping two holes each. 
1 bent this around the ends of the side 
braces and fastened it to them by means 
of angle brackets. In the same way I 
constructed the other side. I selected pairs 
of 51/4 inch strips and bolted each pair 
together, overlapping them one hole. Three 
center treads, the same in circumference 
as the sides, were then made of seven 
more 12/ inch strips, overlapping two 
holes. It now remained to connect the 
two side and the center tread together by 
means of the preconstructed pairs of 51/4 
inch strips. One pair was bolted at right 
angles to each side brace and one equally 
placed between them. To preserve more 
stability, I connected the side braces with 
31/4 inch strips. This completed the main 
wheel. 

The next part to consider was the en- 
gine cage. Three small plates fastened 
side by side with 31/4 inch strips, composes 
each side, while each end comprises a 

large plate with the flanged edges flattened 
out. The sides and ends were fastened to- 
gether by angle brackets. It is necessary 
to fasten inside the cage two motors (pref- 
erably electric), one to drive the gyroscope 
separately, and the other to propel the en- 
tire machine. As to the position in the 
cage for these motors -that is left to the 
discretion of the builder as his type and 
size of motors may differ from those of the 
writer. However, the motor driving the 
gyroscope must be placed in the center as 
the gyroscope must be driven in the cen- 
ter. The other motor must turn the axle 
of the wheel by means of chain and 
sprocket. On each side of the cage is 
fastened a 3/ inch strip so that the cage 
is suspended from the center axle. 

the main axle. The axle itself is 18 or 20 
inches long and must be securely fastened 
to both sides of the wheel. The axle car- 
ries two armored cars (the construction of 
which I will explain further on), two 
sprockets, equidistant from the center, and 
also securely fastened to the main axle, 
the gyroscope, and the engine cage. A 
lever action that moves the gyroscope from 
left to right may be constructed also, at 
the discretion of the builder, because his 
material for the gyroscope will again un- 
doubtedly differ. The lever action must 
be extended down into the engine cage. 

The armored cars were lastly put to- 
gether. For each car, eight large plates, 
with the flanged edges flattened out, were 
bent so as to form half a cylinder. Each 
pair was fastened together, overlapping one 
hole and making a complete cylinder. Then 
two of the cylinders were fastened, one 
on top of the other, with strips bolted to 
each side and extending over the top so 
that the car might hang from the main 
axle. Two inch axles (or better wooden 
models) were collared to the front and 
rear of the car to give the appearance of 
projecting guns. The model was now com- 
plete. The builder may elaborate on his 
model by cross -bracing with string, and so 
forth. The entire model weighs 15 pounds. 

TEAK THE HARDEST OF ALL 
TIMBERS. 

People familiar with different kinds of 
wood are aware that African teak is the 
hardest timber known to the mechanical in- 
dustries. So indestructible is this teak wood 
that vessels built of it have lasted over one 
hundred years. The peculiarity of this 
wood is its hardness and great weight, caus- 
ing extraordinary durability. Its weight 
varies from 42 to 52 pounds per cubic foot. 
It works easily considering its hardness, but 

the large quantity of silex in the substance 
require the tools to be extremely hard and 
even then they are subject to rapid wear. 
It also contains an oil which prevents nails 
driven into it from rusting. 

EINTHOVEN GALV. STRING. 
A commercial form of Einthoven gal- 

vanometer string is shown below. The 
case, E, contains the fine wire carrying the 
current to be measured. The figure shows 
schematically the detailed construction of 
the suspension for the fine wire E, which 
must be as fine as possible. Platinum, 
silver or aluminum can be used, but it was 
found that even a smaller diameter can be 
obtained by using quartz or glass fibers, 
these being platinized or silvered. The ends 
of the wire are soldered to T- shaped mem- 
bers, which are held by the set screws C and 
F at the ends. Adjusting the tension of the 
wire is a close operation and it is carried 
out by mounting the upper wire carrier upon 
a rod having the cam K at the upper end, 
the rod being normally pushed up by a 
spring L. The lever K', presses the rod 
down, this lever being operated by the 
micrometed screw J. With this arrange- 
ment a very fine adjustment of the wire is 
secured. 

Contributed by SAMUEL COHEN. 

fiy.2 IC 

Those Who Are Interested In Building 
an Einthoven String Galvanometer for 
Measuring and Recording Radio Signal 
Currents, as Described in the Septem- 
ber and October issues, Will Find This 
Detail of the String Suspension of 

Value. 
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A Simple Study of Currents and Magnets 
By Prof. E. H. JOHNSON, Dept. Physics, Kenyon College 

(Conclusion) 

JF now the wires J and K are joined to a 
direct current circuit of several volts, 
the wire, H, will rotate about the iron 
rod, D. which is now a magnet, and it 
will be found that the direction of this 

motion will depend on the direction of the 
current in the wires. It may take a little 
study to see how the action is in accordance 
with the principles previously defined, but it 
will be found to-be no exception to the rule. 

BcNo;:''s rrBer 
fig. 6 

Barlow's Wheel -the Simplest Electric Motor 
for Experimental Studies In Magnetism. The 
Spoked Metal Wheel Makes and Breaks Con- 
tact for the Field Magnet, by Passing Thru 

a Mercury Well, 

Another method of producing motion by 
the interaction of a magnetic field and a 
current -bearing conductor is illustrated in 
Fig. 5. A heavy wire, A, is bent into the 
form shown with a hook at the tipper end, 
B, from which is suspended loosely a 
straight wire, C. The lower end of this 
wire just touches in a pool of mercury, G, 
which is contained in a small hollow in the 
supporting base board. A horseshoe elec- 
tromagnet, M, lies with one pole on each 
side of the drop of mercury. This magnet 
may be made from a rod of soft iron 6 
inches long and % inch in diameter, bent 

into the required form, and having its two 
limbs wound with several layers of insu- 
lated copper wire (about No. 20 or No. 24). 
One end of the wire from the magnet dips 
into the mercury and the upper end is 
joined to a binding post, E. When a direct 
current is past between the posts, F and E, 
the wire, C, will be moved sidewise so as 
to leave the mercury contact, and thus 
break the circuit at that point. Then, since 
the magnetic field about the wire, C, is 
gone, it will again swing back into the mer- 
cury, completing the circuit. Thus the pro- 
cess will go on much after the manner in 
which an electric bell continues ringing. 

Again, one of the rules should be applied 
to see why the wire, C, moves just as it 
does, and how its motion is effected by the 
direction of the current. 

Still another simple device illustrating 
the same principle is that known as Bar - 
low's wheel. See Fig. 6. The electromag- 
net used in the preceding experiment may 
also be used here. The wire C (Fig. 5) is 
replaced by a carefully balanced, rimless 
wire wheel, W, which is mounted on two 
wire supports held by the post A. The 
wheel may be made of light copper wire 
(say No. 20) with spokes about 3 inches 
long, and the only difficulty will be to get 
it accurately balanced. It should have 10 
or 12 spokes, which may be soldered to a 
heavier copper wire for a shaft to be laid 
across the slightly hooked ends of the sup- 
porting wires from the post, A. When the 
balancing is fair the wheel should turn as 
easily in one direction as the other, or re- 
main at rest in any position. The mercury 
pool, with which the ends of the spokes 
make contact, is connected as before, by a 
wire to one end of the coils of the magnet, 
and their other end is joined to the other 
binding post, B, so that a current may pass 
thru the apparatus between A and B. In 
this case the action will be continuous with 
the proper current, and we have a fair type 

of electromagnetic motor. Again, our 
right -hand rule should be applied, consid- 
ering the current as flowing up or down, 
as the case may be, in the spoke touching 
the mercury, to see if the rotation is what 
should be expected. 

Other experimental devices such as these 
will readily suggest themselves to the ex- 

n9 3 

An Interesting Method of Producing Motion 
by the Interaction of a Magnetic Field and 
a Current -Carrying Conductor "C." The 
Suspended Wire "C" Dips Into a Mercury 
Well "G." Completing the Field Coll Circuit. 
The Wire Swings Back and Forth Rapidly. 

perimenter, and he should learn to look at 
all such arrangements with that keen appre- 
ciation which sees not only the wires and 
mechanism, but which recognizes at once 
the underlying principle of its operation. 
When this habit has been formed and some 
of the information which it will inevitably 
bring, has been acquired, the entire field of 
electromagnetism, including dynamo -electric 
machinery in all of its phases, will open up 
with a surprising simplicity and conse- 
quently with endless interest. 
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Several Useful Schemes In Igniting Flash- 
light Powder Electrically. 

ELECTRIC FLASH -LIGHT IGNITER. 
Having some difficulty when taking flash- 

light pictures with cartridges, with the fuse 
not igniting the powder or putting the sub - 
iect on guard, frequently catching him with 
his eyes closed, and being badly burnt by 
the powder once, I constructed the appara- 
tus shown in the accompanying sketch. It 
will run nicely on four dry cells. The 
principle is that when the batteries are 
short -circuited, the wire gets red hot. 

The wires leading from the powder box 
are the kind known as bell or annunciator 
wire. Inside the box, the wire wound be- 
tween the tacks is about No. 40 gage. When 
the box is constructed, place some powder 
in the box, press the push button, and off 
goes the powder. To make the apparatus 
portable, put the batteries in a box, and 
mount the powder box on top of this. In 
this way the operator may appear in the 
picture himself, if the wires are concealed 
behind furniture and his person. This also 
catches the subject off his guard, giving 
him a natural pose; it enables the operator 
to be at a safe distance from the powder. 
If a spark coil is procurable, it can be used 
instead of batteries by running a pin thru 
each side of the box making a spark gap, 
connecting up to the coil, and pressing the 
button. I have used this apparatus ex- 
tensively and successfully myself. 

Contributed by FRED C. DAVIS. 

A "BATTERY- LESS" MAGNETO 
DOOR BELL. 

A small magneto generator is placed in a 
box (properly stained and finished) on the 
back of the door. A turn of the knob rings 
the bell, which may be an ordinary vibrating 
bell. Best results are obtained by rewind- 
ing it to from 100 to 300 ohms. An old 

Turn the Key Handle -and, Presto) the 
Generator Rings the Bell, Doing Away with 

Batteries. 

crank escutcheon plate from a magneto 
telephone may be placed on the front of the 
door. This device when properly made is 
neat in appearance and does away with all 
battery troubles. 

Contributed by CHURCHILL GERRY. 
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Experiments in Radio -Activity 

R 
ADIO- ACTIVITY is one the 

greatest mysteries of today. The 
modern scientists, however, thru ex- 
tensive experiments have succeeded 

in throwing considerable light upon the 
subject. The term radio- active is generally 

By IVAN CRAWFORD 
PART 1- Ionization 

substance furnishes an efficient means of 
measuring the intensity of the activity. 

The construction of a super- sensitive 
electroscope suitable for making these 
measurements is clearly depicted in Fig. 1. 
The metal shell consists of a large oil can 

with the bottom 
and spout removed. 
Two round holes 
are c u t opposite 
each other about 
half way up the 
side. As is clearly 
shown in the draw- 
ing the gold leaf is 
fastened to a brass 
strip which in turn 
is suspended from 
a sulphur bead. In- 
to the other side of 
this bead is fast- 
ened a wire which 
passes thru the sul- 
phur block at the 
top of the cham- 
ber. Another wire 
is then past thru 
the block and bent 
as shown. The sul- 
phur block is made 
by pouring melted 
sulphur into the 
opening and allow- 
ing it to harden. 
In order to charge 
the electroscope the 
bent wire, A, is 
turned so that the 
lower portion 
makes a contact 
with the bras s 
strip. A charged 
rod is then applied 
to the other end, 
B, until the desired 
charge is attained, 
when the wire may 

The Most Important Property Possest by the Radiations of Radio- Active be turned back 
Substances Is the Power of Discharging Electrified Bodies. Hence, the with the rod. The 
Discharge of an Electroscope Placed In the Vicinity of the Radio- Active gold leaf is at- Substance, Furnishes an Efficient Means of Measuring the Intensity of 

tacked ea the brass the Activity. 
strip by means of 

a small drop of some adhesive. In order to 
observe the discharge, a small low power 
microscope having a scale on the eyepiece 
is used. This is mounted in one of the 
apertures by fastening a brass tube to the 
shell of sufficient size to allow the micro- 
scope to be easily adjusted. A similar 
brass tube with a ground glass window is 
mounted in the opposite aperture. This is 
to facilitate the illumination of the cham- 
ber. Using this instrument the rate of dis- 
charge may be accurately measured by not- 
ing the fall of the gold leaf on the scale. 
The substance to be measured is placed on 
a grounded plate and the electroscope 
placed over it. The radiations by means of 
their ionizing properties cause the charge 
of the gold leaf to be dissipated. In Fig. 2 

is shown a photograph of such an instru- 
ment which was constructed by the author. 
Some very accurate measurements have 
been made using this instrument. 

To determine the activity of an unknown 
substance the electroscope should first be 
charged until the gold leaf coincides with 
one of the markings on the scale. The time 
required for the leaf to pass over five di- 
visions on the scale should then be noted 
with the electroscope empty. The recip- 
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employed in referring to such elements as 
uranium, thorium, radium and their com- 
pounds which possess the property of emit - 
ing radiations capable of penetrating many 
substances opaque to ordinary light. These 
radiations also have the power of affecting 
photographic plates, ionizing the gas 
thru which they pass and causing fluores- 
cence on certain substances placed in 
their vicinity. It is deemed unnecessary to 
enter further into the explanation of radio- 
activity as it has been well described by 
Mr. Jerome Marcus in previous issues of 
this magazine. It is the purpose of this 
series of articles to merely outline some 
experiments on this extremely interesting 
subject. 

The most important property possest 
by the radiations of radio -active substances 
is the power of discharging electrified 
bodies. The theory has been formulated 
that this discharge is due to the production 
of positively and negatively charged car- 
riers by the rays. These carriers, or ions 
as they have been termed, move with uni- 
form velocity and the rate of production is 
proportional to the intensity of the radia- 
tion. The discharge of an electroscope 
placed in the vicinity of the radio- active 

rocal of this time is then the measure of 
the discharging current. The electroscope 
is then recharged to the same point and 
placed over the substance to be measured. 
The time required for the leaf to pass over 
the same five spaces is again noted. The 
difference between the reciprocals of these 
two time elements is then the measure of 
the discharging current due to the presence 
of ions produced by the radiations from the 
substance. Exprest mathematically the 
discharging current 1, which is proportional 
to the radio- activity is proportional to Ia 
(1 /t' -I /t) where t' is the time of discharge 
in the presence of the substance, and t is 
the time when empty. Thus by comparing 
times the radio- activity of equal masses of 
various substances can be measured. 
Uranium oxid is taken as a unity and 
uranium nitrate, thorium nitrate and uranyl 
chloride were compared with this. The re- 
sults are shown in the following table: 

Rela- 
tive 

ctiy. 
Substance. Formula. Time. ity. 

Empty 412 sec. 
Uranium oxide UO, 26 1.00 
Uranium nitrate UOs(NOs)s.6Hs0 86 .26 
Uranyl chloride UC1, 41 .61 
Thorium nitrate TH (NOs)..12Hs0 63 .38 

It will readily be seen that the activity of 
a substance is proportional to the amount 
of uranium or thorium it contains. There 
are other considerations, however, which 
affect the experimental results, such as the 
state of the substance, whether powdered or 
in lumps. Every electroscope also is dif- 
ferent, and all quantitative experiments 
should be conducted using the same instru- 
ment. 

It will be found that the distance between 
the substance and the gold leaf affects the 
rate of discharge. For uranium compounds 
the most effective distance is about 3 c.m., 
while for thorium compounds it is about 
5 c.m. Ionization by radio -active rays is 
by no means uniform along the path of the 
rays. In Fig. 3 is shown the ionization 
caused by a sheaf of parallel rays as de- 
termined by Geiger. The range is laid out 
horizontally in c.m., the number of ions are 
laid out vertically. It will be seen from this 
graph that when the alpha particle begins 
to lose some of its enormous speed it be- 
comes a more effective ionizer; near the end 
of its path, however, its power suddenly de- 
creases. 

The experimenter will find innumerable 
other applications for this electroscope to 

(Continued on page 673) 

Finished SuperSensltive Electroscope for 
the Measurement of Radio -Activity. It Is 

Made from an OII Can. 
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TESTING THE VACUUM GAGE. 
The experimenter often wishes to test 

a vacuum gage. The best way to test such 
a gage is to compare it with a glass U- 
tube mercury gage as indicated in the 

Testing the Vacuum Gage With a Glass U 
ube Mercury Gage. The Latter Is a Common 
Instrument Used By All Engineers and Can 
Be Made Very Easily. The Atmospheric Pres 
sure Acts on the Mercury In the Open Tube .,A., 

sketch. The bent tube ABC, having about 
3/8 -inch bore, is connected by suitable fit- 
tings to the pipe or nipple D, and the lat- 
ter is connected with an air pump or con- 
denser. The gage to be tested is placed 
on a tee -connection. The U -tube should 
be about 36" over all and about half filled 
with mercury. When there is a partial 
vacuum made at D, the atmospheric pres- 
sure acting on the surface of the mercury 
in the open tube AB, being greater than 
the pressure acting on the surface of the 
mercury in the tube CB, the mercury at 
the original level EF will fall in AB, as to 
G, and rise in CB, as to H, and the dif- 
ference of level between H and G as in- 
dicated by the dimension "17 measured in 
inches, will be the inches of vacuum which 
the vacuum gage should indicate. While 
most manufacturers of vacuum gages are 
equipt with a U -tube mercury gage, they 
generally make comparisons with another 
gage, known to be correct with the U -tube 
gage. For testing a vacuum gage at a 
plant not equipt with a mercury gage, the 
usual practise is to compare the gage to 
be tested with one considered to be cor- 
rect. 

Contributed by 
PETER J. M. CLUTE. 
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Hook -up of Remote Control Attachment to a 
Two -wire Lighting Circuit. The Control Clr 
cult Wires May Be Ordinary Bell Wire as 

This Is a Battery Circuit Only. 
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REMOTE CONTROL SWITCH FOR bell magnets become energized, which lifts 
LIGHTING CIRCUITS. the hammer or trip arm and disengages the 

After obtaining the necessary material weight, allowing switch to drop and close 
listed below, remove the handle from the lighting circuit. 
knife switch and substitute a weight made To reset and cut out lights; open door of 
from 2" length of conduit pipe and ' /,e" x iron box and lift weight until engaged by 
2/" stove bolt. The head of stove 
holt is filed flat on one side so as to 
be properly engaged by the trip arm. 
The bolt is placed in one side of pipe, 
and pipe tilled with melted lead and 
allowed to cool off. The threaded 
end of bolt is then inserted thru hole 
(in insulating bar across knife 
switch) formerly occupied by screw 
holding handle. If properly placed 
this weight does not come in contact 
with either of the switch blades. 

Now place the fuse block in upper 
left -hand corner of the iron box as 
shown on sketch, then place knife 
switch in bottom, the one side of base 
being against back of iron box and 
the whole switch so mounted as to 
allow weight to swing down and close 
switch without hitting side of box. 
The rubber bumper is then placed on 
bottom of box either with small stove - 
bolt counter -sunk in the rubber or 
with a small wood screw from the 
under side. 

The object of the bumper is to 
prevent the weight from snapping off 
the insulating cross piece of switch 
when switch drops. 

The casting on bell for holding 
gong should be removed with a hack- 
saw just beyond the screw hole, and 

Construction of "Remote Control" Switch Which Can 
the ball hammer can be cut off with Be Made With a Buzzer or Bell Movement to Trip the 
a pair of cutting pliers, leaving the Weighted Knife Switch Blade. 
hammer arm intact. 

In placing the bell it will probably be 
necessary to build it out from the back of 
box so that the trip arm centers over weight 
on switch. This building out should be 
done with either a piece of fibre, porcelain 
or iron washers. No wood or combustible 
material should be used. Bend trip arm as 
shown in sketch, so as to engage the filed 
side of stove- bolt -head which protrudes 
thru the weight. 

All mountings should be made with stove - 
bolts, drilling holes in iron box where neces- 
sary. If box is thick enough to allow thread- 
ing machine screws may be used. 

The rubber bushing to protect bell wires 
can be inserted in the box at any convenient 
place and a narrow piece of linen tape or 
wire twisted tightly around the inside will 
serve to hold it intact. 

Place the attachment plug on one end of 
the lamp cord, knock out one of the punch - 
ings in the iron box and place the B. X. 
connector, insert the cord thru this and 
wind the cord with tape on the inner side 
of the connector so that the clamping 
device can be tightened thereby holding 
lamp cord, preventing pull on the connec- 
tions at fuse block and at the same time 
serving as a bushing for the cord. Connect 
other end of cord to fuse block as shown. 

Make all connections as shown using the 
No. 14 wire for the lighting circuit and 
ordinary bell wire for battery circuit. 

Only one blade of the knife switch car- 
ries current for the ordinary two -wire 
lighting circuit. For the three -wire circuit 
the two blades are used and an additional 
lamp cord and attachment plug are re- 
quired. 

Installation: This apparatus should be 
mounted on wall close to house fuse box 
and not more than 6 or 6/ ft. from floor. 

To connect to an installation one fuse is 
removed from the house fuse box and the 
attachment plug inserted in its place, the 
fuse can then be placed in the "fuse" socket 
of the apparatus. The bell circuit can easily 
be run and the button and batteries instal- 
led at any convenient point. 

Operation: By closing battery circuit, the 

' 8 r ^c ! Bemlorced (let /ama ccrJ ñ-!h NrJbe/ or 
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hammer arm of bell, then close the door. 
Keep pivoted and contact clips of knife 

switch lubricated with vaseline. This 
switch can be used for distant cut-in control 
or in conjunction with burglar or fire alarm 
systems, cutting in the lights when alarm 
operates, and doing away with the necessity 
of running heavy lighting wires. 

Where the law requires it, a ground wire 
can be attached to the iron box with a short 
stove -bolt, and the. box grounded to the 
electric conduit system. 

The following material is required to make this 
apparatus: 

One 7" x 8" iron cut -out or switch box. 
One two -wire main line plug fuse cut-out block, 
Two dry batteries 
One two.pole singletbrow knife switch, 
One iron box bell. 
One push button. 
One ; ;" B. X. box connector. 
One rubber lamp socket bushing. 
One attachment plug. 
One 3/16" x 234" stove bolt. 
One rubber knob from old door bumper. 
One 2.inch length of 1" conduit pipe. 
Two ft. No. 14 B. S. gage double -braided wire. 
Two ft. reinforced flexible lamp cord. 
Proper quantity of bell wire. 
Contributed by E. C. O'DONNELL. 
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How the Remote Control Switch is Connected 
Up to a Double -pole Knife Switch For Con- 

trolling Lamps on a Three -wire System. 
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Experimental Mechanics 

Boring and Drilling. 
THAT the lathe can be used with suc- 

cess for drilling purposes is men- 
tioned in one of the earlier lessons 
of this course. The subject will be 
further considered in the present 

lesson, and several useful kinks regarding 

By SAMUEL D. COHEN 
LESSON IX 

the size of the hole should be marked with 
a pair of compasses, first chalking the sur- 
face, and four center impressions should be 
made at opposite points on the line. These 
are necessary to act as guides should the 
line get effaced. A start is then made, but 
before the point of the drill has fully en- 

tered the metal an ex- 
amination should be 
made to see that it is 
cutting truly within 
the circle marked out. 
If so, the work may 
be proceeded with. 

Should the drill by 
chance happen to cut 
slightly to one side, 
the fault can be rem- 
edied by cutting a nar- 
row groove at one 
side of the hole. This 
may be done with a 
narrow -pointed dia 
mond chisel. The 
groove should be 
made at the side to- 
ward which the hole 
requires to be cor- 

rected. Here the drill may again be applied, 
the effect of the newly made groove being 
to draw the drill toward the center of the 
circle. The drill should then be turned sev- 
eral times and the hole again examined. If 
necessary, the drawing process can again be 
repeated until the hole is exactly central. 
The reader, of courst, fully understands 
that this drawing process should be done 
before the full diameter of the drill com- 
mences to cut, as the grooving plan can have 
no further effect in drawing over the hole, 
after the full diameter of the drill enters 
the hole. 

At certain times it happens that the rela- 
tive positions of the parts are reversed. 
Thus the work to be drilled is held in the 
chuck, the drill being fed up to the work. 
Many times it proves convenient to first 
drill a small hole, then a larger size, and 
lastly use the full size drill. 

If the work is held in the live chuck, the 
drill should be fed by means of the tail - 
stock center, and held firmly thereto. The 
drill can be held either in a drill chuck 
fitted with a mandrel for the dead center 
spindle, as shown in Fig. 10, Lesson 6, or 
by setting the center hole of the drill onto 
the dead center, its shank being held with 
a wrench in order to prevent it from turn- 
ing, see Fig. I. When the hole is made 
in this manner it is necessary to start the 
drill centrally. An accurate starting point 
is obtained by the use of the cutting tool 
placed in the slide rest. This method will 
insure a proper drilling point. 

Boring is chiefly used when it is desired 
to make a large hole. However, at times it 
is simpler and easier to bore a small hole 
of proper diameter and accuracy than it is 
to drill it. But care must he exercised to 
see that there is a proper clearance at the 
lower part of the cutting tool, as indicated 
in A, Fig. 2. If the tool is improperly set 
so that the lower part scrapes against the 
side of the work, as shown in B, Fig. 2, its 
proper functioning will then be interfered 
with. The tool will not only be prevented 
from cutting into the metal, but due to the 
rubbing action against the metal, it will be 
heated and caused to lose its temper, thus 
destroying the cutting qualities of the tool, 
besides making an inaccurate hole. 

It is advisable to make the first cut a 
fairly heavy one, in order that the hole may 

Boring Out a Casting In the Lathe by Means of a Boring Bar "BR." 
The Casting Is Secured by Bolts "B" to the Saddle "CS." 

drilling in the lathe will be given. When- 
ever it is desired to make a hole of general 
size in some material, it is usually done by 
the use of a drill of the desired diameter. 
said hole being made in one operation. 
There is still another method of making a 
hole, and that is by boring. It can be done 
by a single pointed tool cutting into the 
material in successive cuts, which gradually 
enlarges the opening until the desired 
diameter is obtained. 

Practically all small holes are always 
drilled, while large ones are bored. In order 
to drill a large hole it requires considerable 
driving power, also the removal of a con- 
siderable amount of metal. However, if 
the method of boring is utilized, a rough 
hole may be cored thru the casting when 
the latter is made in the foundry, and this 
can be enlarged later by the use of the 
boring tool. If the work is not made of 
cast material, it will be necessary to drill a 
hole large enough to permit the boring tool 
to make itq first cut. 

In drilling small holes, say up to one 
inch in diameter, it will be found that twist 
drills give most favorable results, as they 
are dependable for producing an accurate 
and straight hole. It is usual, in practise, 
to fasten the drill in a self- centering chuck, 
as explained previously, and to feed the 
work up against the drill by means of the 
mandrel of the tail stock in the lathe. The 
first step before attempting to drill is to 
accurately mark the spot where the hole is 
desired, making a heavy center -prod or 
mark, so as to guide the point of the drill 
at the start. To drill large holes, a circle 

how the Boring Tool Is Made: a SelfHard 
coing Tool Steel Point Is F)tted Slidably In 
a Hole In the Boring Bar. The Point May Be 

of Square or Round Stock. 

be cleaned up perfectly true around its 
circumference. Thereafter several lighter 
cuts may be made, until the diameter is 
brought to the proper size. The inside 
caliper should be used in this work to ascer- 
tain the diameter. Precaution should be 
taken to set the slide -rest perfectly true 

Holding a Twist Drill In the Lathe by Means 
of a Monkey Wrench. The Back of the Dril 

is Placed on the Tall -stock Center. 

so as to insure a parallel hole being bored. 
If the diameter is found to alter, (should it 
taper, for example), the slide rest can be 
changed accordingly. By the use of a self - 
acting feed on the slide rest, the hole should 
be perfectly parallel, provided the head 
stock and lathe bed are set true, the posi- 
tion of the slide rest not at all affecting 
the work in this case. 

If it is desired to bore certain work which 
is too large to be chucked on the face- 
plate or chuck of the live spindle, it is prac- 
tical to secure the work to the saddle of 
the lathe, as show-1 in Fig. 3. This is done 
by supporting the boring rod between the 
live and dead centers, the boring rod carry- 
ing the cutting tool. Engine and pump 
cylinders, field magnets for dynamos and 
motors, also bearings of engine bed plates 
are examples of work which can be done 
in this manner. It is essential to have a 
lathe with a saddle, actuated by a self -acting 
feed motion, unless a complicated boring 
bar fitted with its own screw feed motion 
is used. Fig. 3 shows a cylinder W of an 
engine, which is secured to the lathe saddle, 
C. S. This is done by clamping the cylinder 
with two bars, each having two holes, the 
distance between which should be greater 
than the diameter of the work to be secured. 
The bars, R, R, are laid across the top of 
the work and clamped down by means of 
two bolts, B. These heads fit into the 
slides of the lathe saddle. The cutting tool, 
C. T., is held on the boring rod, B. R It 
is revolved by the live center while the 
cylinder is slowly carried along the lathe 
bed toward the live headstock by the self - 
acting feed motion applied to the saddle. 

Before attempting to bore into the work, 
it is advisable to see that the work is firmly 

(Continued on page 670) 

Proper Clearance on Boring Tool (Left) and 
Improperly Ground Tool at Right. 
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Experimental Chemistry 
By ALBERT W. WILSDON 

PHOSPHOROUS: History. 

PHOSPHOROUS was discovered by 
Brandt, an alchemist, in 1669 at Ham- 
burg. He gave it the name Phosphor 
[light bearer]. Gahn, in 1769, found 
it to be a constituent of boneash, and 

about 1775 Scheele first publisht his method 

to the Preparation of Phosphorous Great Care 
is Taken Not to Have the Hot Phosphorous 
In Contact with the Air, and the Retorts Are 
Arranged so That the Phosphorous Runs into 

Cold Water. 

of preparation from this source. Liebig in 
1840 used phosfates as a fertilizer for 
plants, while Romer [about 1833) first ap- 
plied it to matches, thus revolutionizing the 
means of obtaining fire and light. 

Occurrence. 
It never is found in the free state, but 

chiefly as calcium phosfate [Cas[PO.]:), the 
principal constituent of bones. This occurs 
in certain minerals as Appalit [3Ca3[PO.]:] 
and Phosforite [Cas[PO,]s]. The latter 
being also known as Phosf ate Rock, being 
extensively used for fertilizing purposes. 

Phosphorous is always found in plant and 
animal tissues, in the soil, and in sea water. 

Preparation and Manufacture. 

It is obtained mainly from bones of verte- 
brate animals, which usually contain from 55 
to 60% of calcium phosfate, the hard parts 
of invertebrates being mostly Calcium Car - 
bonat, CaCO3. These bones are first burned 
or else distilled. In either case the ash is 
the same, but in the latter the carbon is 
retained as boneblack, which in the former 
gives rise to carbon dioxid. The volatile 
substances driven off are ammonia and 
other nitrogeneous products, such as water, 
carbon dioxid, etc. The ash, mostly Cal- 
cium Phosfate with a little calcium car - 
bonat, is reduced and phosphorous obtained 
by three steps. 

Thirty -second Lesson 

First. -It is treated with Sulfuric Acid, 
which changes it to a soluble phosfate 
H,Ca[PO.]:. 

Cas[PO.12 2H2S0, = H,Ca[PO.]s + 2CaSO, 

It might be expected that the Sulfuric 
Acid would change the phosfate salt into 
phosforic acid, but the Sulfuric acid used 
is not very strong and the reaction goes 
but halfway, producing an acid salt. It, 
however, changes the insoluble phosfate 
to a soluble one and precipitates the Cal- 
cium Sulfate, which is then separated by 
filtration or settling. 

Second. -The liquid is next evaporated, 
and the solid residue from the evaporation 
is strongly heated, a process which breaks it 
up into Calcium Metaphosfate [Ca[POs]:]. 

H,CaIPO,1, = Ca[POsls + 2H50 

Third. -The reducing agent, carbon, is 
next added and thoroly mixed, and heat is 
again applied. When two- thirds of the 
Phosphorous distills over, the remainder 
again forms Calcium Phosfate. 

3Ca(PO313 + toe _ :as(PO,]s + 1000 + 41' 

To obtain the whole of the Phosphorous, 
Silica [SIO,) in he form of sand is intro 
duced, and the following reaction takes 
place: 
2Ca[POs1s +2SiO, + IOC = 2CaSiO,+ 1000+ 4P 

Great care is taken not to have the hot 
Phosphorous in contact with air, and re- 
torts are arranged so that the Phosphorous 
runs into cold water. See Fig. 153. The 
Phosphorous must be either redistilled or 
prest thru chamois skin to get rid of carbon 
particles, etc. It is then run into small 
moulds of copper or glass. 

The manufacturing process is detrimental 
to the health of the workmen. Some of the 
fumes have to be inhaled, and the breath 
at night is often luminous. The element 
attacks the teeth and jawbones, especially 
the lower jaw, which is sometimes entirely 
eaten away thru failure to cleanse the teeth. 

The electrical process has practically re- 
placed the old method. In an upright pear - 
shaped furnace, an intimate mixture of Car- 
bon, phosfate, and flux is heated by means 
of carbon electrodes in the electric furnace, 
as shown in Fig. 154. The mixture is fed 
in thru the hopper H, the carbon electrodes 
entering at GG. The phosphorous vapors 
pass off above to a condenser, being con- 
densed under water, tt'lile the slag is tapt 
off below at C. 

2Ca[ POsls+ 2SiOs + 10C = 2CaSiO3 + 1000 +415 

An Interesting Experiment In Which the 
Phosphorous from Match -heads is Extracted 

by Means of Distillation. 

Physical Properties. 
1. It is found in several allotropic forms, 

the most important being the yellow and 
the red varieties. 

2. Yellow phosphorous is a colorless, 
transparent to translucent, wax -like solid. 
At ordinary temperatures it is sufficiently 
soft to be cut with a knife, but at lower 
temperatures it becomes more brittle. 

Preparation of Phosphorous in the Electric 
Furnace. A Mixture of Carbon, Phosfate and 
Flux Is Heated by the Passage of the Elec 
tree Current. Electrodes at G.G. The Phos- 
phorous Vapors Pass Off Above to a Con 
denser, Being Condensed Under Water, While 

the Slag Is Tapt Off Below at C. 

3. It burns the flesh when handled out 
of water, and these burns are slow to heal, 
on account of the poison absorbed. For 
this reason this element should always be 
manipulated with a pair of forceps. 

4. It is insoluble in water. It is soluble 
in 350 parts of absolute alcohol at 15° C, 
and in 240 parts of boiling absolute alcohol. 
It is soluble in 85 parts of absolute ether, 
in 25 parts chloroform, and in about 50 
parts of any fatty oil. Carbon -disulfid is 
probably its best solvent, dissolving from 
18 to 20 times its weight without losing its 
fluidity. All solutions of phosphorous in 
carbon disulfid should he preserved with 
the greatest care. When spilled or other- 
wise exposed, the solvent rapidly evapo- 
rates, leaving the phosphorous in such a 
finely divided condition that it inflames 
spontaneously. 

5. It possesses a garlic odor, and is very 
poisonous. This odor somewhat resembles 
Ozone. 

6. The phosphorescence, visible in the 
dark, when exposed to the air appears to 
be due to the slow formation and spon- 
taneous combustion of phosphin. 

7. Phosphorous is a very inflammable 
element, igniting spontaneously in air at 
50° C. For this reason it is kept and cut 
under water. Phosphorous, when kept under 
water and exposed to the light, undergoes 
slow oxidation, becoming covered first with 
a white, opaque film, which slowly turns red. 

(Continued on page 666) 
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, ;2.00; Third Prize. $1.00. 
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material, 

and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly serles of prizes will be awarded. 
For the best Idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00. The 
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one eide of sheet. 
Make sketches on separate sheets. 

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00 

SIMPLE ELECTRICAL ALARM 
CLOCK. 

Herewith are submitted the details for 
an electrical alarm clock which I believe is 
the simplest one I have seen publisht in 

SECOND PRIZE. $2.00 

A "COLLAR BUTTON" COMPASS. 
This compass is very easy to construct, 

and can be made with a needle, collar but- 
ton, snap fastener, and a piece of thin steel, 
cut in the shape of a compass needle. After 
having cut the needle to the desired shape 
and size, punch a hole in the center. Over 
this solder the bottom part of a snap fas- 
tener. This completes the needle. Next, 
force a steel needle up thru the collar button 
so that it protrudes out of the top about 
one -sixteenth of an inch. Solder it firmly 
from the under side. The needle is magne- 
tized by rubbing it over a magnet. When it 
is thoroly magnetized, place it on the needle 
point and adjust it so that it will balance 
and revolve freely. It can be mounted 
either in or out of a case as desired. I find 
that an old dollar watch back makes a good 

An Easily Made Circuit Closer for Attach- 
ment to Any Alarm Clock. The Bell Will 

Ring Until Shut Off. 

your valuable magazine. A brass spring 
(s) is supported on an insulating block (c). 
A piece of blotting paper is glued on to 
the end of the strip to insulate it from the 
alarm- winder. The operation of the alarm 
can be easily understood. When the clock 
alarm rings, winder key revolves which 
releases the spring. When the spring is 
released it strikes against the side of the 
clock, thus closing the circuit. 

Contributed by CHAS. WALLER. 

UNIQUE "HOOK -UP" FOR 
TELEGRAPH SETS. 

Herewith is a hook -up used by myself and 
friend on our telegraph sets, the main ob- 
ject being to eliminate closed circuit cells 
and to use dry cells. When one fellow 
wishes to call the other he opens his key 
and throws his switch over to "send." When 
receiving, he throws switch. over to "re- 
ceive" and closes his key. The apparatus 
used comprises two sets, i. e., sounders and 
keys; two D. P. D. T. switches, 2 sets dry 
cells (3 each). Our system works fine and 
the extra -switch throwing is worth the 
battery saving. 

Contributed by G. E. \TEARS. 

F. 

f 

h 

c 

,. 

Simple and Effective Switching Hook -up for 
Two -Way Telegraph System. 

A Reliable "Collar button" Compass. 
base as it does not affect the needle. This 
compass is very handy for performing ex- 
periments. 

Contributed by J. H. ENGLAND. 

KNOBS FOR ROTARY SWITCHES. 
Knobs for rotary switches may be easily 

made from the vent stoppers on old storage 
batteries. This is done by cutting the part 
off which has threads on it and drilling a 
hole large enough to put a brass bolt thru, 
as shown in sketch. (Vent stoppers may be 
purchased from garaged ), See cut below. 

Contributed by MAK ON HENSEL. 
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11-eft:-Old Storage Celb Vent Stoppers Make 
Good Switch Knobs. Right:- Discarded Dry 

1 Cell Terminals Used as Switch Points. 

The negative binding posts on dry cells 
make good contact points for rotary 
switches when filed down as shown above. 
Remove them with the pliers while the 
nuts are still on. Take one of these nuts 
and file to opposite sides flat; see sketch. 
Then screw the screw post in it, placing 
both in a vise. Then the head can easily be 
filed down without injuring the threads. 

Contributed by P. B. KINGSLEY. 

THIRD PRIZE, $1.00 

FIXT CONDENSER IN A SHAVING 
STICK TUBE. 

An efficient and neat fixt condenser can 
be made from a nickel -plated shaving stick 

A Genero/ view of case... 
B fn /orged view of binding post ti 

Handy Fixt Condenser Mounted In a Shaving 
Stick Tube. It Can Be Embedded In Paraffin 

Wax. 
can as a container. First cut some tin- 
foil to about 2 foot lengths and 1 -3/4 inches 
wide, separated by 2 -1/4 inch width par - 
affined paper. This can be made as large 
as desired, and by heavy pressure a large 
condenser can be placed in the tube. Sol, 
der all lugs and make connections with 
flexible conductor to binding posts. Bore 
holes in the cover and make washers as in 
(B). Fill the case with molten paraffn wax. 

Contributed by E. S. HAGEMANN. 

A SERIES BUZZER TELEGRAPH 
SET. 

Here is an efficient series buzzer tele- 
graph system. When the set is not in use 
put switches on No. 2, then when you wish 
to call up your friend put your switch on 
No. 1, disconnect the key switch and start 
sending. As soon as your friend hears 
your signal, he puts his switch on No. 1, 

thus increasing the battery strength. Re- 
member to reverse the batteries; i. e., if it 
is positive at your switch on one end, make 
it negative at the other station. 

Contributed by PRESCOTT OVERTON. 

Unique Series Buzzer Telegraph Circuit 
Both Buzzers Work When a Station "Senda.' 
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AN ELECTRIC FIRE DETECTOR 
Herewith is a plan of a fire detector 

which I made myself. It consists of two 
batteries, a cigar box, an electric bell, a 

n Case of Flre the Heat Expands the Copper 
Wire Spiral, Causing it to Touch the Lower 

Contact Block, Thus Ringing the Bell. 

piece of bare copper wire made into a 
spiral spring, two blocks of wood, four 
screws, and two binding posts. Normally 
the wire made into a spring does not touch 
the lower contact block, but when fire 
breaks out it expands the wire spiral and 
completes the contact, causing the bell to 
ring. 

Contributed by JOSEPH WOHLPART. 

SPARK PLUG TESTER MADE 
FROM SPARE PLUG. 

Most autoists carry a spare spark plug 
in their tool chests which can be made to 
serve as a spark plug tester without de- 
stroying its usefulness. 

The only thing necessary is to cut a 
piece of fiber or heavy cardboard to the 
shape shown in the illustration. The hole 
in the end is made large enough to pass 
the threaded end of the plug and serves 
as a holder. 

To test the plug in the engine, hold 
the spare plug, sparking points up, by 
means of the fiber strip. Touch the post 
on the plug to the engine cylinder and bring 
the thread end of the plug in the strip 
against the binding posts of the plug in 
the engine. 

A small spark or none at all will in- 
dicate a broken porcelain or carboned and 
short circuited plug. A heavy spark will 
show that the points of the plug in the 
engine are too far apart. In cases of 
emergency any means may be employed 
that will hold the test plug without giv- 
ing the driver a shock. 

Contributed by THOS. W. BENSON. 
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At Left -Twisting Cables With a Bit Brace. 
At Right -ing the Spare 

"Test" 
s 
Plug for the AutoSpark EnginePlu. 
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TWISTING CABLES IN THE SHOP. 
In looking over your October, 1916, issue 

under the head of "How-to-make-it," I 

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 

noticed a scheme for twisting telephone 
wires, contributed by Mr. Leach. While 
this is a good method, I would like to sug- 
gest one that will not ruffle or twist the in- 
sulation of the individual wires as other 

metlibds do. 
Porcelain knobs may be used as swivels. 

Attach two knobs to shop wall, do not 
tighten up screws, knobs should turn freely. 
Attach No. 14 wire loops to receive ends of 
insulated wires. Have wires same length; 
turn brace five or six times, pulling on it to 
take up slack and keep knobs from turning. 
Now slack off slightly on brace and knobs 
will spin, thus relieving the twist in each 
individual wire. Almost any length of wire 
can be handled in this manner, equalling the 
factory product. 

Contributed by J. ESHLIMAN. 

A REVERSING SWITCH FOR 
SMALL MOTORS AND TOYS. 

A small but thoroly effective reversing 
switch for small battery motors and other 
apparatus can be made from scraps found 
about most any workshop. 

First procure a fiber base about 134" 
square and h" thick. Next cut four strips, 
each %" long and %" wide out of a piece 
of brass about 1/l6" thick. Then bore a 
hole in one end of each strip and fasten 
it to the base by means of small wood - 
screws as shown in Fig. 1. 

A Handy Reversing Switch for Battery Mo 
ors, Toy Railway Cars, Locomotives, Etc 

Throw it to Either Side to Reverse the Motor. 

Then take another piece of fiber about 
34e square and 34 thick and fasten two 
metal strips to it as shown in Fig. 2. A 
handle may then be made and soldered to 
one of the strips. (In constructing this 
reverser, be sure and do not short -circuit 
any of the strips because it will not work.) 

A hole should then be bored exactly 
in the center of the small piece of fiber 
and fastened to the main base by means 
of a wood or machine screw. The complete 
reverser and connections are shown in Fig. 
3. If desired a metal base and body can 
be made to enclose the working parts. 
If so constructed a slot should be cut in 
the body for the extending handle so the 
switch can be easily operated. 

Contributed by 
WALTER SELLENEIT. 

HOW TO MAKE A S.T.D.P. SWITCH 
OUT OF TWO S.P. KNIFE 

SWITCHES. 
Nail a block of wood on to a base of 

proper size. Next procure two S. P. bat- 
tery knife switches. It must be made cer- 
tain that one opens to the right and the 

641 

other to the left. The reason for this can 
be seen when they are mounted. If they 
are the same, just take off the knife and 
terminals and remount them in reverse or- 

-1 
r--- 

Battery /fnite switch 

Woods/rip 

it 

An Effective Double -Pole Single -Throw Knife 
Switch Constructed from Two S. P. S. T. 

Knife Switches. 

der. Then get a thin strip of wood or fiber 
to fit across the ends of the knives. This 
can be fastened on with small stove -bolts. 
In the center of the strip bolt a small por- 
celain knob. 

Contributed by HENRY RHEIMS. 

DRAFTING HINTS. 
Tracings may be very readily cleaned 

and pencil marks removed by the use of 
benzine, applied with a cotton swab. It may 
be rubbed freely over the surface without 
fear of injury to the lines drawn in ink, or 
even water colors, but pencil marks and 
dirt will quickly disappear. The benzine evap- 
orates almost immediately, leaving the trac- 
ing unharmed. The surface, however, will 
be somewhat softened, and should be rubbed 
down with a little powdered talc or chalk 
before drawing more ink lines. 

Always sprinkle chalk or talc on surface 
(dull side) of cloth, rub in with fingers, 
and wipe off before starting to draw ink 
lines. 

SIMPLE HOME -MADE SNAP 
SWITCH. 

This is a very durable but simply con- 
structed snap switch. (A) is the screw 
from an old dry cell carbon, the head (E) 
being filed flat and inserted in a small block 
of wood (I) drilled as shown. The block 
(I) is fastened to wood base (G) with 
screw B) A strip of spring bronze (D) 
inserted thru the slot in spindle (F) as- 
sures an excellent contact. (C) is a pin 
for handle and (H) the supporting screw 
holes. 

The spindle is held in the base by a 
small rivet at the bottom. This can be 

I 

Here's a Way to Make HomeMade Snap 
Switches. It Works Very Well, Too. 

used either as a single or double -pole 
switch. 

Contributed by 
HENRY O. WUELFING 
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SPIRIT LAMP FROM FAN GREASE- 
. CUP. 

A novel but efficient spirit lamp can be 
made from a fan grease -cup when cleaned 
and filled with alcohol and a wick inserted. 

Simply Fill a Fan Grease Cup with Wood 
Alcohol, Insert a Wick In the Hole, and You 
Have a Serviceable Little Spirit Lamp for 

Light Soldering 

It will burn for one hour. This lamp can 
be used for numerous purposes, such as 
removing enamel from enameled wires, et 
cetera. A small brass tube can be easily 
soldered to the cup for the purpose of 
providing a blast of air and a side -wise con- 
centrated flame tip, by blowing thru the 
tube. The upper end of the tube must be 
dosed, and a tiny hole drilled in it -about 
No. 64 drill. 

Contributed by EDWIN WOLBER. 

SOME INTERESTING CHEMICAL 
EXPERIMENTS. 

When a very little dry powdered potas- 
sium permanganat is moistened with sul- 
furic acid, brownish -green oily drops of 
permanganic anhydrid (Mn,O,) are formed. 
This compound is volatile, giving a violet 
vapor and is apt to decompose explosively 
into oxygen and manganese dioxid. Its 
oxidizing power is such that combustibles 
like paper, ether and illuminating gas are 
set on fire by contact with it. 

White phosphorous, when heated with 
sulfur unites with explosive violence. By 
using red phosphorous the action can be 
controlled. The product is phosphorous 
sulfid and the kind depends upon the pro- 
portions used. 

If a small piece of sodium is placed on a 
piece of filter paper and placed on water, 
the water is decomposed and the heat lib- 
erated is sufficient to set fire to the sodium, 
Nvhich burns with a characteristic yellow 
flame. 

Powdered magnesium and potassium 
chlorat in the proportions of 10:17 is used 
in making flashlights for use in photography. 

Cordite, a variety of smokless powder, is 
made by dissolving guncotton (65 parts) 
nitro -glycerin (30 parts) and vaseline (5 
parts) in acetone. The resulting paste is 
rolled out and cut into small pieces. When 
the acetone evaporates the horny cordite 

,remains. 

EDITED BY S. GERNSBACK 

Javelle water (solution of sodium hypo - 
chlorit) is an ingredient of ink eradicators. 
The solution is first applied to the ink and 
a dilute solution of hydrochloric acid is 
rubbed over it. The chlorin which is lib- 
erated is responsible for the bleaching ef- 
fect 

Contributed by ALBERT TOTH. 

TEST CLIP MADE FROM BINDING 
POST. 

For making contact with insulated wires 
take an old binding post and file the thumb 
screw to a point. Also cut a portion of 
one side out with a,hack -saw as shown in 
the drawing. To/make contact with an 
insulated wire, simply slip the wire in the 
slit in the side and force the thumb screw 
point thru the /insulation. This saves the 
time and bother of skinning the wire. It 
also may befused as a helix clip. 

Contributed by MERLE E. NANTZ. 
FITTING A MINIATURE BULB TO STANDARD 

SOCKET. 
First we need a broken Edison bulb, a 

miniature lamp and some sealing wax or 
paraffin. Then break all the glass from 
the bottom of the large lamp base. Now 
solder the two wires from the Edison shell 
to the rim and center of the miniature bulb. 
Heat some sealing wax and pour in around 
the shell and set aside to harden. This 
attachment will be useful to anyone who 
has a socket with a snap on the side or a 
pull -chain socket. 

Contributed by STAN. DIRVIN. 

At Left: Standard Lamp Base Fitted to 
Miniature Lamp. At Right: Handy Test 

Clip Made from Binding Post. 

CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS. 
No. t: Put on a clean white plate or 

saucer, a mixture of pulverized sugar and 
potassium chlorat. Upon adding a few 
drops of sulfuric acid a vivid combustion 
will ensue. By adding with the sugar a 
few iron and steel filings, and performing 
the experiment in a dark room, or out of 
doors at night, fiery rosettes will flash thru 
a rose colored flame, and produce a fine 
effect. 

No. 2: Mix a teaspoonful of nitric acid 
with a teaspoonful of sulfuric acid; place 
a little turpentine in a teacup out of doors, 
and pour the mixture upon it at arm's 
length. The turpentine will burn 
with almost explosive violence. 

No. 3: Make a saturated solu- 
tion of sodium sulfate (Glauber's 
Salt), in warm water; pour the 
mixture in a bottle, and let it 
stand. The salt will remain for 
months without crystallizing ; but if 
taken up, and shaken a few times, 
the whole mass will instantly form 

into crystals, so filling the bottle that not a 
drop of water will escape. Should there be 
any hesitation at the moment of shaking, 
drop a small crystal of the salt into the 
bottle, and the effect will be instantly seen, 
by the darting of new crystals in every 
direction. 

No. q: Heat a piece of tin until the 
coating begins to melt; then cool quickly 
in water and clean in aqua regia. The 
surface will be found covered with beauti- 
ful crystals of the metal. 

No. 5: Pour dilute nitric acid upon bits 
of tin. Dense red fumes will pass off. 

No. 6: Throw crystals of any nitrat on 
red hot coals ; they will deflagrate with 
dense red smoke. 

Contributed by GLENN HELWAGEN. 

PERCENTAGE SOLUTIONS. 
The difficulty about percentage solutions, 

says Studio Light, will disappear if the 
worker will always bear in mind that one 
fluid ounce of water weighs 437% grains, 
which is, of course, equivalent in weight to 
one ounce avoirdupois. It follows that if 
one -tenth that number of grains -i.e., 43.75 
grains -of any ordinary soluble chemical is 
put into a graduated glass and water added 
to make up one fluid ounce, the result will 
be a 10% solution. 

In the following table the figures are 
worked out for solutions of various 
strengths. If the number of grains indi- 
cated in the table are taken and sufficient 
water added to make up one fluid ounce, it 
will be found that the solution has the re- 
quired strength. 

For a 1 %a solution take 4.37 grains 
" 5% 
" 10% 
" 20% 
" 30% 
" 40% 
" 50% 

It 

ti 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

21.87 
43.75 
87.50 

131.25 
175.00 
218.75 

" 
" 
if 

ti 

HOW TO FILE SOFT METALS. 
The teeth of a file are soon filled when 

the file is used on lead, tin, soft solder or 
aluminum. It cannot be cleaned like the 
wood rasp by dipping it into hot water, but 
if the file and'the work are kept wet with 
water, there,tivill be no trouble as the already 
wet particles of lead, soft solder, etc., do not 
readily adhere to the file. 

HANDY COMPUTER FOR 
MECHANICS. 

Here's the latest vest -pocket computer for 
electrical and mechanical men. By rotating 
the cap on end it shows at a glance the size 
of drill to use for taps from to 2 inches. 
U. S. S. Pipe 3á to 3% inches. A. L. A. M. 
to 1 inch. S. A. E. to 1% inches also 15 
small numbered sizes below lg. inches. It 
has the advantage over blue -prints and 
chart that it can be easily carried in the vest - 
pocket. 

A Useful Computer for 
It Shows the Size of 

Machinists and Experimenters. 
Drill for Any Tap Instantly. 
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Loose Coupler 
(No. 1,276,615, issued to Carlyle B. 

Campbell.) 
This patent relates to an improve- 

ment in tuning transformers and 
particularly to a switching arrange. 

meet by which unused portions of 
the inductance or windi0g are com- 
pletely cut off from the circuit, 
thereby eliminating undesired effects 
on the wave lengths. The arrange. 
meut shown provides for a plurality 
of separate coils in close inductive 
relation. The terminals are connect- 
ed with solid and spring contacts, 
adapted to be separated by a revolu. 
ble insulating disk in order to cut 
out certain coils when so desired. 
In other words, it incorporates a 
revoluble form of dead -ending 
switch. 

Electrically Heated Radiator 
(No. 1,276,573 issued to James J. 

Bohan.) 
An electrically heated steam radi. 

ator of novel design in which there 
is provided a radiator of the usual 
form, together with an electrically 
heated steam generator, this latter 
being very rapid and economical in 
operation, it is claimed. Simple and 
positive means are provided for 

,j11 11111 

automatically control ing the flow 
of electric current to the heater, 
and likewise for automatically con- 
trolling the flow of water of con- 
densation from the radiator back to 
the heating device; this automatic 
control being effected thru the me- 
dium of the steam pressure develop- 
ed within the heating device. 

Electric Shutter Trip for Cameras 
(No. 1,277,592, issued to Gilbert R. 

Horton and John M. Miller.) 
By means of this electromagnetic 

actuating mechanism for camera 
shutters, photographs may be taken 
at a considerable distance from the 
operator, such as where animals are 
to be photographed. The length of 
circuit over which this shutter de- 
vice may be operated is governed 
only by the strength of the battery 
used. A push button or switch is 
located at the battery, the current 
completing a circuit thru the small 
electromagnet fitted to the shutter 
trip as shown. When the magnet 
is actuated the shutter is opened; 
continued pressure on the push 
button will hold tie shutter open. 

Electric Headlight 
(No. 1,276,605, issued to Overton 

Winston.) 
An improved electric headlight for 

automobiles and other machines and 
providing a special means for shift. 
mg the electric light bulb with re- 
spect to the reflector, whereby the 
bulb may be moved transversely 
toward and from the axis of the re- 
flector. A soft iron or steel collar 
is secured to the rear end of the 
lamp base, which serves as an arma 
turn in coöperation with an upper 
and lower control electromagnet. 
These electromagnets are secured to 
and supported by an annular ring 
mounted in the lamp housing back 
of the reflector. Thus the lamp 
bulb proper may be thrown up or 
down, simply by actuating one or 

the other of the electromagnets, 
throwing the light beam either far 
ahead of the machine or else just 
in front of it on the ground, as 
may be desired. 

Apparatus for Concentrating and 
Projecting Radiant Energy 

(No. 1,278,026, issued to Salvatore 
Salto.) 

An apparatus for the concentra- 
tion of light, heat and electric rays 
and for the projection of these rays 
in a certain desired manner. This 
apparatus for concentrating and di- 
recting light rays has for its purpose 
to illuminate objects by concentrat- 
ing light rays thereon, by means of 
reflectors with elliptical curvature. 

The object to be examined or illu- 
minated may be observed directly 
by placing it inside the hollow ellip- 
soid, or projected on a screen by 
means of a kuitable device such as 
a miscroscope or a magnifying lens. 
Thus extremely high specific lumi- 
nous or caloric intensities are ob- 
tainable by concentrating emanations 
from several sources of energy and 
causing them to be projected. An 
apparatus such as this may be used 
as a marine searchlight or coast 
light, or as a projector for motion 

lpicture 
machines, automobile head- 

ights, etc. The apparatus can also 
he used for concentrating heat radi- 
ations. 

A Sound Operated Dog adjustable feature enables the con - 
(No. 1,279,831, issued to Christian tact member to be placed at any 

Berger.) point upon the surface of the erys- 
\'hen you clap your hands- or tal desired, and the contact point 

whistle to this "pup" be jumps out and and crystal are both enclosed. 

Motor -Driven Revolving Door 
(No. 1,278,145_,_ issued to Edward 

C. Haviland.) 
Where a revolving door is con. 

tinuously rotated, electric current is 
being continuously consumed regard- 
less of the egress or ingress of 
people thru the door. The object 
of the present invention is to pro- 
vide a means whereby a motor for 
revolving the door is only put in 
operation when a person is passing 
thru the door. This device corn. 
prises switches carried by the in- 
dividual wings of the door in prox- 

of bis kennel in great delight. All 
because of a clever arrangement of 
a simple microphone and electro- 
magnet which holds the trip retain- 
ing the dog within the kennel until 
the sound produced by the clap of 
the hands or whistle strikes the 
microphone. At this instant the 
normal constant current then the 
retaining electromagnet drops to a 
comparatively low value, thus re- 
leasing the powerful spring which 
kicks "Fido' out the door. 

Primary Battery 
(No. 1,276,754, issued to Walter 

Grothe.) 
A novel arrangement for support- 

ing the electrode elements within a 

primary battery. The supporting 
member for the electrodes consists 
of a flanged yoke having depending 
ends, while a suspending bolt passes 
thru a hole in the yoke and is rivet- 
ed therein. A spool of porcelain 
is arranged to be clamped against 
the yoke as shown. The shank and 
heads are preferably of triangular 
shape. A perforated container 
closed on all sides excepting the 
top, is adapted to be clamped be- 
tween the depending ends of the 
yoke and the ends of the clip. 

Crystal Detector 
(No. 1,277,627, issued to Thomas 

B. Miller.) 
A crystal detector for radio re- 

ceivers which is claimed to be ex- 
ceptionally rugged and reliable in 
design; also its operation is not 
likely to he interfered with by me. 
chanical jars or concussions. This 

.1ífr%1 i. 
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imity to the usual band -rails, so 
that they may be either consciously 
or unconsciously actuated by the 
person passing thru the door. These 
switches establish electrical circuits 
to the actuating motor, but only for 
such time as IS necessary for he 
person to pass in or out of the door. 

Radio -Telegraph Transmitter 
(No. 1,278,507, issued to Oscar C. 

Roos.) 
A system in which the dis. 

charge of the oscillating circuit con- 
denser may be readily controlled 
over a wide tone range. The oper- 
ation is as follows: The high - 
frequency generator A cannot 
break down a larger gap than S 
and the arresters, therefore prevent 
the discharge of the condenser C" 
across the gap unless they are si- 
multaneously broken down. They 

will be simultaneously broken down 
2(n -m) times a second where "o' 
and "m" represent the frequeocies 
of the generators A, A" respectively, 
so that the tone produced in the re- 
ceiving system will be the "beat 
frequency' of said generators. This 
tone, as will be obvious may be 
widely varied by slightly altering the 
speed of one or both generators. 
This scheme will thus be seeo to 
afford a very simple and flexible 
electrical substitute for various me- 
chanical devices such as the "tone 
wheel," the rotating spark gap, etc. 
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency of the appa- ratus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner. Dark photos pre. (erred to light -toned ones. We pay $3.00 prize each month for the best photo. Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs" Dept. 

"Amateur Electrical Laboratory" Contest 
THIS MONTH'S $3.00 PRIZE WINNER- ALFRED STACEY 

HEREWITH are photographs of my laboratory. On the large table in the center of the room may be seen the radio outfit which was assembled 
in its original place to take this photograph. When set up it was used with an aerial one hundred and fifty feet high, one hundred feet long, with four stranded wires placed three feet apart. The transmitting set consists of a j5 K. W. transformer, condenser rotary gap, oscillation trans. 

former, aerial inductance, aerial condensers, and hot -wire meter, keys etc., also a Paulsen arc and transmitter for radiotelephony. For receiving, I 
have receiving transformers. variable condensers, fixt condensers. auction. loading coils. Ferreo, Galena, and Silicon detectors, two pairs of 'phones. 
etc. On the experimental table to the left of the radio table may be seen Tesla, audion, step -up and step -down transformers, meters, batteries of 
different types, motors, generators, telegraph and telephone instruments, condensers, measuring instruments and other electrical apparatus. To the 
right of this apparatus may be seen the two switch -boards containing circuit breakers, switches, and rheostats for controlling various instruments. To 
the right of the switch -board may be seen the work -bench for building and repairing instruments.' To the right of work -bench, chemicals, elements, 
retorts, graduates. flasks, hydrometers, thermometers, ad infinitum. To the right of this bench will be seen another bench used for the manufac- 
ture of chemicals such as bromio, chlorin, etc. Next may be seen the stock -room and dark -room used for photo developing and printing. I have 
a book -shelf containing over one hundred and fifty chemical and electrical books. This laboratory is the result of ten years' hard work assisted by 
the famous "Electrical Experimenter" and "Modern Electrics. "- ALPEEn STACEY, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. 

HONORABLE MENTION (1 Year's Subscription to the "ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER ") GERALD DITTMAN 
IPRESENT herewith photograph of myself and two of my laboratory. I am eighteen years old and have had my laboratory for about a year. I 
have a great number of chemicals which I use for testing foods and for mixing up different solutions to see what effect they have on electricity. 

I have made an arc light which furnishes all my illumination. I use an ammeter to show bow much current I am drawing and in that way save fuses, 
because when the pointer approaches ten amperes. I know a fuse will blow and I can shut it off in time. I also have a number of motors, a trans. 
former, spark coils, condensers, Leyden jars and other instruments which I use for various experimental purposes.- Crsstn DITTMAN, Chicago, Ill. 
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Phoney Patents 
Under this heading are publleht electrical or mechanical Ideas which 

our clever Inventors, for reasons hest known to themselves, have as yet 
not patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney 
Patent Offizz for the relief of all suffering daffy Inventors in this country 
as well as for the entire universe. 

We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE 
DOLLARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney 
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then 

you haven't a smell of a Patent yet. After they have allowed the 
Patent, you must pay another $20,00 as a final fee. That's $40.001 We 
PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you e Phoney Patent in the bargain, so 
you save $43.0011 When - sending in your Phoney Patent application, 
be sure that it Is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The daffier the better. 
Simple sketches and abort descriptions will help our staff of Phoney 
Patent Examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your Invention In 
jiffy. 

MOT oe 
FU,QN/SHES JU/CE 
FOR ELECTPO 
Mi9G/YETS 

FAN FO/FW /SN //VG 
A /,e FO2 

0/P6-AN 

ORGAN PIPES 

P/PE Fie O NI 
P/G5 Ch:91,-1- 
BE2 TO OR- 

,47A/ PeOPE/c' 
/6N /rEY 

B0.92D 
LOW rEY 
80A,e0 

WIRES 
TOV,92- 
i0(iS 
CLAWS 

/7AGNET /C CIAD /S 

aCti?a; :LOICo. 
OW tiro1! 

.. 

Q:.*NA/N NOV/NG- 
T.2AG/t S 

Prize Winner: WEEWEEEPIGORGAN. Take one gross pigs fresh and lusty, assort according to musical scale, put 
chamber, attach tails to electromagnetic claws operated by keyboard. Pigs run on endless belts furnishing power for 
keys on keyboard pinches pigs' tails. Pig sings weee- weeeee -weee, as long as key Is pressed. Don't use old sows. 
French airs go well on this organ due to the oui, oull Inventor: Paul Gaugewere, Bethlehem, Pa. 

each In soundproof 
organ. Depressing 
They sow discord. 

STORAGE 
BATTERY 

ACON7-Ac T /00/N TS STABLE 
COLD ROLLED > 

STEEL 

OAK O /j T 

HOSE 

jMOTOR 

.r 
'Y'.i9TtL? .P. PF' 

, , . . 

MIMOSA ELECTRICUS AUTOMATICUSS. Sun. More Sun. Heat, Dry. Draught. Plant. Droops. A. B, UP. Contacts. Kiss. Bliss. Juice. 
Motor. Battery. H2O. Hose. Spurts. H2O. Drops. Rain. Plant. Branches. Newlife. Upshego. A. B. Down. ontacts. DIVORCE. Rain. Nlx. 

Simple. Fix. See? Oul. Oulll Inventor: Frank Truka, 280 Woolsey Ave., Astoria, L. I. 
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The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for 
the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions will 
be answered: 

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered. 
2. Only one aide of sheet to be written on; mat ter must be typewritten or else written in Ink, no 

penciled matter considered. 
3. Sketches, diagrams. etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot 

he answered by mail free of charge. 
4. It a quick answer Is desired by mall, a nominal charge of 25 cents Is mane for each question. It the questions entail considerable 

research work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions 
are answered. 

FIRING TWO FLASH -LIGHT POW- 
DER PANS SIMULTANEOUSLY. 
(970) Fred Wheeler, Galt, Ont., Can., 

wants to know: 
Q. I. How to fire two or more flash- 

light pans simultaneously. 
A.1. For firing flash -light powder at 

It 

Firing Two FlashLlght Powder Pans a 
Once by Means of Spark Coll. Severa 

Flashes May Be Ignited at Once. 

two places simultaneously. we refer you 
to arrangement as per diagram. Use a 
spark coil and battery as indicated in dia- 
gram. \Vire the two or more flash pans in 
series. Keep the spark gap in each pan 
small- 1/16" gap is sufficient. 

HOW TO TELL DYNAMO 
POLARITY. 

(971) Paul Miles, Chicago, Ill., inquires: 
Q. 1. How can the positive terminal of a 

small D. C. dynamo be determined? 
A. 1. Off -hand we cannot tell you which 

is the positive brush. However, we advise 
you to make the following test: In a 50% 
solution of salt water put two wires con- 
nected to the dynamo, and note from which 
wire the most bubbles come off. This is 
the negative wire. 

A 4 -volt dynamo will give about 3 am- 
peres. However, much depends upon the 
condition of the brushes (contact, pres- 
sure, etc.), and the condition of the bat- 
teries. We would advise you to refer to 
"Lessons in Practical Electricity and Mag- 
netism," by Swoope, which can be pur- 
chased thru our Book Department for $2.25, 
postpaid. 

SPEED CONTROL OF A.C. 
MOTORS. 

(972) Hugh McPherson, Borden, Sask., 
Can., asks: 

Q.1. How can I control the speed of a 
30 H.P. A.C. 3 -phase motor? 

A.1. The speed of the 30 H.P. A.C. 3- 
phase motor can be regulated in several 
ways, some of the best of which are as 
follows: 

The voltage applied to the motor is va- 
ried by a transformer from which several 
taps are brought out to a controller, thereby 

varying the speed. Again, by means of an 
induction regulator which consists of a pri- 
mary and secondary winding, having an 
iron core with one of the windings so ar- 
ranged as to allow of being varied thru 180 
magnetic degrees. 

The above methods are really best for 
single -phase service, while the following 
method is very good for the three -phase 
service: In this method the speed can be 
varied by changing the number of poles 
of the motor connected in the circuit by 

r1111111513111011202111511111111111111111111E1121111331MENE 

ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT 
$1.00 EACH! ! 

l- \'ow is the time to make your 
KOdok pay for itself in a real prodi- 
col way. We are after interesting 
photographs of oat -of- the -ordinary 
electrical. rodio and scientific sub- 

= jeers and ore willing to pay $1.00 cash 
gE for every one we con use. Please = bear in mind that for half -tone re- 

production in o moga :ice, o photo - 
graph should be particularly sharp r 
and clear. Of course, if a subject M 

E happens to interest us particularly ä 
well, we cart have the photo re- - 
touched. For the general run of sub- T 
jects, however, ii does not pay to go 
to such expense. Therefore, please = 
take pains to properly focus and ex- 
pose your pictures. It often happens o that a really mediocre subject well 
photographed wins approval over an 
excellent subject poorly photographed. 
And don't send us plate or film .'nego- _ 
fives "; send unmounted or mounted h - "prints", preferably o light and dark - one. 

As to what to photograph: If/ell, E 
= that's lard for us to say. We leave 

that up to you, and every reader now - 
has the opportunity to become a re- 

= porter of the latest things in the realm 
= of Electricity, Radio and Science. E But, please remember -it's the "odd, - 

novel or practical stunts" that we are E. 
interested ion. Every photo submitted a 
should be accompanied by a brief de- 2 
scription of 100 to 150 words. Give E 
the "farts' -don': worry about the - - style. We'll attend to that. Enclose 

B- stomps if photos are to be returned 
t= and place a piece of cardboard in the `_ P envelope with them to prevent muli- 
i= lotion. Look around your town and - - see what you can find that's interest- - 
E lug. 

1 233 Fulton Street, New York City -2 

Address photos to- Editor "Odd 
Photos', ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER, 

E. 
I 

II" "11:bd01!II'II'II II imiluulmummwumixmnimimunnimEm al 

means of suitable switches or by varying 
the current by a suitable rheostat connected 
in the respective legs of the wound rotor 
circuits. This last method also applies to 
the single -phase system, wherein the cur - 
rcnt is varied by means of a rheostat. 

LOOSE COUPLER AND DIS- 
TRIBUTED CAPACITY. 

(973) C. W. Opert, Freeport, Ill., wishes 
to know: 

Q. I. Several points about making a 
loose coupler transformer for radio re- 
ceiving circuits. 

A.1. In constructing a loose coupler, 
the best way to take the taps off is as fol- 
lows: At the required part of the coil, 
punch a hole in the cardboard tube and 
bring about 18 inches of wire right thru 
this hole by looping the wire, and then 
pushing it thru. All that remains to be 
done now is to continue winding the coil 
until all the taps have been made. 

\Ve provide coils with dead -end switches 
in order to get rid of the distributed ca- 
pacity. Distributed capacity is the capacity 
which exists between the turns of a helical 
coil, and for your benefit we refer you to 
an extensive article on this subject which 
was printed in the May, 1917, issue of this 
journal. 

TESLA COIL FOR 2 -INCH SPARK 
COIL. 

(974) R. Conover, New York, N. Y., 
inquires of "The Oracle ": 

Q.1. For data on a Tesla coil suitable 
for use on a 2 -inch spark coil as an exciter. 

A.1. The ordinary Tesla coil, especially 
designed to work with a spark up to 2 
inches on the primary side will do, and 
is briefly described as follows. The pri- 
mary should consist of 14 turns No. 10 
solid, rubber- covered copper wire in one 
layer on a spool 4/ inches in diameter, 
while the secondary consists of a coil 23 
inches in diameter and 12 inches long, 
wound its full length with a layer No. 28 
enamel wire. 

This size of Tesla coil can be furnished 
by the leading companies who advertise 
in our magazine. It is best to use two one - 
pint Leyden jars connected in parallel or 
a one -quart Leyden jar. 

The construction for a glass plate con- 
denser for the above Tesla coil is as fol- 
lows: Procure five glass plates 6x7x1/16" 
and four pieces of tin -foil 5x6 inches. The 
tin -foil should be placed between the five 
plates so that two ends of the tin -foil pro- 
trude from the sides of the glass. The 
size of the spark obtained from the above 
Tesla coil will be about g to 1 inch and 
can be taken thru the body without any 
harm. 

(Continued on page 648) 
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Send for this free lesson which explains the Chicago "Tech" 
method of teaching Draftsmanship by mail. Positions at big 

salaries are now waiting for competent men. The call of men to 
the war has left vacancies everywhere. Even draftsmen of limited 

training and experience are snapped up and paid good salaries. 
If you are dissatisfied with your opportunities, learn Draftsman- 

ship. Chicago "Tech" will train you in the most practical way in 
the shortest time. Mail the coupon today and let us tell you about 
the Chicago "Tech" method. This free lesson will show you how 

well equipped you are to follow Draftsmanship. Enroll in the course 
only if you decide that you can take it up to advantage. No cost, no 
obligation on you to make this investigation. 

Come to the 
College or Learn At Home 

Hold your present position while training. Our experts will instruct you 
by mail. Only your spare time is required. You are directly under prac- 

tical draftsmen and engineers. You are taught exactly the work required in the drafting rooms of big con- 
cerns. No time to put in on unnecessary studies. This means thorough instruction and early graduation. 

i 

Auto and 
Gas Engine Course 

All about automobile mechanism 
-Its construction. opeUoo cod 

b mail. Ton 
ttrre nA directly under the Chicago 
"Tech" automobile experts. Spies- 
did opportunities open now. 

Learn All This In 
Spare Time 

Principles of the Automobile. 

s Io cimóf 
about 

p po DroPlln. pow- 
er. transmission systems, etc., etc. 

Gasoline Engines. All about the 
different types. A complete coorse 
In gas engine construction, opera- 
tion and repair. 

Power Planta and Transmis 
sloes. Appileation of power, by 4- 

6 -8-12 cylinder eogtoes. Types of 
clutches. Gears, Driven. Axles, eto. 

Carburetors and Fuel Supply 
Systems. All methods demon - 
trued. Fuel values. Row to test. 

Ouollne and air mixtures. Regu- 
lation. etc.. etc.. etc. 

Lubrication and Cooling. All 
about Otto and how to test them. 
Splash and circulating systems. 
Operation in different cars ex- 
plaine. 
atterie . Electrical principles 

explained. InetruoUve diagrams of 
wiring and connections. etc.. etc. 

Mageel. Ignitian. Principle. 
and practical operation of various 
types and systems with diagrams. 
Oeneration of current. Field. ar- 
mature, high and low tension, all 
explained. Complete in every point. 

Starting and Lighting Systems. 
All modern methods. Starters - 
epark. mechanical, air. acetylene, 
electric battery -shown In detail 
with diagrams and full explana- 
tions. Charging. Motor and era- 
armor adjustments. eto.. etc. 

Know How to Fix Troubles 
Most complete bintrucUon in 

auto repair work. Equips you for 
high pay or to start a business. Big 
demand for trained repair men. 

WRITE 
Send the censen and get eats - 

leg rad ail Intormation -now. 

X2500 to $ 100 °° a Week 
Draftsmen earn good salaries in normal times. They command extra 

high salaries now -and the tremendous work to be done after the war will 
bring a permanent and intensive demand for good men. Make your spare 
'time count now for a higher salary and a better position. 

Easy Payments 
The fees for Chicago "Tech" 

Courses are very moderate -and 
you can pay on easy terms. And 
also -you obtain in a few months 
what it would take several years to 
acquire by ordinary methods. You 
can get an early start. You are 
soon ready to take a paying position 
and to quickly get back the cost of 
your course. 

Send the Coupon 
The sooner you are prepared the sooner you 

will be holding a job that pays a large salary 
and opens the way to advancement. Many 
executives, general managers and superinten- 
dents began as draftsmen. 

Other institutions ask you to pay first -and 
then to find out later how well qualified you 
are for this profession. We send the free les- 
son first and place you under no obligation at 
all. Discover your qualifications before you 
pay anything. 

The coupon will bring the Test Lesson. free. 
Also information about the profession of 
Draftsmanship and detailed facts about Chi- 
cago 'Tech" methods, the fees, terms, etc. 
Mark with X the branch you are interested in 
-or it in doubt about which course to take. 
write a letter stating facts about yourself and 
asking our advice which will be freely given. 
Mail either the coupon or the letter today. 

FREE Instruments 
Every student of the Chicago "Tech" Course 

hi Draftsmanship receives this set of instru- 
ments, or a cash credit in case he already has a 
set. These instru- 
ments are of the same 
make and sizes as 
used by high salaried 
experts in drafting 
rooms of factories, 
shops, railroads, etc. 
You use them while 
learning-then take 
them right into your 
practical work. 

I Chicago Technical College, 
145 Chicago " Tech " Building, Chicago 

Without obligation to me. please send me your FREE Test Leeson 
and other Interesting literature covering the subject indicated below. 

Mark X opposite work in which you are specially interested. 
Architectural Drafting Plan Reading- Bunden 
Machlux Drafting Plan Reading -Shop Men 
Electrical Drafting Estimating 
Structural Drafting Surveying 
Sheet Metal Drafting Map Drafting 
Builders' Course Autos A Oae Engine. 

Name 

Address 

City Siate 

College or Home Study} State which 
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Mesco Telegraph 
Practice Set 

For Learning Telegraph Codes 

MS. 

'11..411111r. Fr 

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele- 
graph key, without circuit breaker, a special 
high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry 
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered 
flexible cord. 

The key and buzzer are mounted on a 
highly finished wood base, and three nickel 
plated binding posts are so connected that the 
set may be used for five different purposes. 
List No. Price 
342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Bat- 

tery and Cord $3.24 
Weighs 4 tbs. packed. 
Price does not Include postage. 

MESCO CeeMaeiee Pretties Sel Wherein as blase 
.0 Casfaeslal rad aal Aafkle Cam 

(-7", 

s _ 
This outfit Is the only tellable laetrumeot which 
well enable student4 to become proficient operators 
N the U. e. Natal Service. because It le equipped 
with buzzer and miniature lamp enabling he 
user to muter both the visual and audible signals 
quickly. 
Lid No. 52 -Prattles Set with Red Saal Bat- 

tery end Cord 54.05 
Welsh 4 lbs. packed. Price does not Include goatees. 

Send for the New Edition of 
Our Catalog W28 

It is pocket Giza, (*.Lies 244 'ago. with ever 
1.000 Illustrtiona, and describe. I. pale. elar 
language all about Bella Pu.h Buttons. Batteries. 
Teleehou and Telegraph Material, Electric T*y., 
Berply sad Flea Alarm C.etrin.ees, Electric Call 
B ells. Elsetrl. Alves Clock., Medical Batteries. 
Motor But Herse. Electrically Heated Apparatus, 

B attery Ceas.tte,. Switches. Battery Gasps. 
Wlroless Telearaph laetrus*nt., fannies Supplies. 
ate. 

Send for the Catalog Now 

Manhattan Electrical 
Supply Co., Inc. 

NEW YORK: CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS: 
17 Park Place 114 8. Wells Bt. 1104 Pine St. 

San granela* Oree: 604 Mlulon St. 

MECHANICALLY RIGHT -A REAL LATHE 
A Regular laths. net toy 

Swing 4 Inches, 11 inches between cot- 
ters. 17 Inches intal length. Net weight 
a lbs. Shipping welebt 13 lbs. 
The bed of this lathe it machined. 
Workmanship 1s first clan throughout. 
Laibe coma equipped with wood turn- 
ing chuck. Lathe can be fitted with S loch fa:* piste and drill chuck as special eOulpmenL Order non 

SYPHER tMPG. 
Price Si with 

OLEDO, OHIO 

Feldman's " Geyser" 
Electric Water Heater 

Instantaneous Hot Water 

FELDMAN MFG. CO. 
1500 Times Bldg. New York City 

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 

THE ORACLE. 
(Continued from page 646) 

RECORDING SPEECH ON A MOV- 
ING IRON WIRE. 

(975) Miss Clara B. Griffin, Carthage, 
Ill, writes this Department: 

Çß.1. Can an instrument known as the 
Telegraphone record speech? 

A. I. Relative to your inquiry regarding 
the Telegraphone, an instrument invented 
by Valdemar Poulsen of Denmark, we are 
pleased to state the following: 

This instrument will record speech on a 
thin steel wire by recording the fluctuations 
of the magnetic lines of force set up thru 
a set of magnet coils. A full description 
of this machine was given by Samuel Cohen 
in the June, 1915, issue of this Journal; 
an article also appeared in a back issue de- 
scribing iron disc type of Telegraphone de- 
signed as a dictating machine for business 
offices. 

CHARGING LEYDEN JARS. 
(976) Mr. B. Brewater, Dedham, Mass., 

asks: 
Q. 1. Different ways to charge Leyden 

jars. 
A. 1. We are 

giving a sketch 
herewith how to 
charge the ordi- 
nary Leyden jar 
by means of a 
static machine. The 
best way is to hold 
the jar in the hand 
and let sparks 
from one of the 
balls of the static 
machine jump over 
to the central ball 
of the Leyden jar. 
At first the sparks 
will jump fast, 
then as the jar be- 
comes charged 
they will grow 
smaller and small- 
er, finally hardly 
any sparks will 
jump at all. This 
shows that the 
Leyden jar is fully 
charged. It can 
then be discharged 
by means of the 
ordinary discharg- 
er as shown in 
Fig. 2. 

T h e important 
part to remember is 
that not every glass 
can be used for 
Leyden jars. Here 
is where many an 
experimenter is dis- 
appointed. Only 
potash glass can be 
charged - all the 
other varieties,such 
as /lint and lead glass, "leak"-it being im- 
possible to sustain a charge for even one 
second if such glass is used in the Leyden 
jar. If no potash glass is procurable, an 
ordinary phonograph disc coated on both 
sides with tinfoil will answer. Good re- 
sults can also be had by using hard rubber 
sheeting. This material does not "leak." 

It is not possible to charge Leyden jar 
by means of spark coils in the way the jars 
are charged with a static machine. In other 
words, the jars can never be fully charged 
and kept standing for a few seconds and 
subsequently discharged as if they had been 
charged with the static machine. The 
method to charge the jars with a spark coil 
is shown in our illustration, Fig. 3. In 
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order to get the charge, it is necessary to 
hold the discharger as shown, and a con- 
tinuous discharge will flow across the two 
knobs. The quality of the spark is the 
same whether charged by a static machine 
or Leyden jar, except that in the case of a 
static machine the spark will sometimes 
leap several inches, while the jar charged 
with a spark coil will only leap an eighth 
or one -quarter of an inch, and in extreme 
cases one -half inch. 

DOES A PERSON WEIGH MORE 
AFTER EATING. 

(977) Querist, New York City, inquires: 
Q. 1. Does a person weigh more after 

drinking say, 25 glasses of beer, or eating 
10 lbs. of beefsteak (as often happens at 
beefsteak eating contests), or will their 
weight remain the same? "A" says they 
will weigh the same; "B" says their weight 
will increase in exact accordance with the 
amount of food or drink taken into the 
stomach. 

A. 1. This is an interesting question and 
one that has been asked hundreds, even 
thousands, of times. The Editor of this 
column recollects that the usual answer by 
the man in the street is to the effect that 
he will weigh exactly the same. He will, 
eventually, but -well, listen to the learned 

-I- Fig. 1 

0=0.401M 

filher bola for nano ar 
coined Ins a /er cooling to 
earth - riater pipe ere 

-3- 

-2- 

Smog spore gap 

LSlohc mach 
hnoa 

Jars hag/redo, 
m series . 

NDisc%ager 

Insu /oled stand Fi9. 2 
n gg_f_pyceen Jars from Stohc Mach 

L1 
000 U000 J Prmacy. 

F/9.3 

Cnar9in9_yden Jar} from mouchon Coils 

Various Ways In Which to Charge Leyden Jar Condensers from Static 
Machines and Induction Coils. 

arguments put up by three well -known New 
York medical authorities. 

Says the New York Medical Journal: 
In the case of eating, say, a pound of meat 
or drinking a pint of water, the weight of 
the human being is increased immediately 
aftet. In the course of two or three hours, 
however, the weight will return to normal, 
due to evaporation of moisture from the 
lungs and pores of the skin, also to digestion. 

Dr. Sinclair Tousey, the well -known New 
York medical authority, says r. Immediately 
after eating one pound of meat, the person 
in question would have less than one pound 
added to his weight. Owing to the in- 
creased evaporation of moisture from the 

(Continued on page 650) 
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i the Great Shops of 

PRACTICAL FINISH IN 
INSTRUCTION Trade and Engineering Schools 3 MONTHS 

Dept. 21, 39 -51 E. Illinois St., Chicago, ill. 

Thousands of skilled Electricians are needed.- The demand is becoming more urgent every 
day. The Government is employing every one they can get which is causing a great scarcity 
throughout the country and big salaries are being paid everywhere. Right now is your big 
opportunity. Make up your mind now to prepare for one of these big jobs and then get here 
as quick as you can for your training. 

Earn $100.00 To $300.00 A Month 
In the Electrical business. Come here where you will be trained in 
these great $100,000 shops. Experts show you everything and 
you learn right on the actual apparatus. You work on 
everything from the simple bell to the mighty mo- 
tors, generators, electric locomotives, dyna- 
mos, switchboards, power plants, every- 
thing to make you a master electri- 
cian. We have thousands of suc- 
cessful graduates. Just as 
soon as you have finished 
we assist you to a 
good position. We 
now have more 
positions than 
we can fill. 
Think 
of it. 

War Demands Have 
Taken Thousands of Men 

from this Profession. Men 
Must be Trained to Fill their Places. 

Prepare Now for a Big Paying Position. 
These courses are thorough, short and practical. All instruction given on 

the actual equipment. Each man is trained individually and stays until thor- 
oughly trained. Start any time -day and evening classes. 

Our graduates are in great demand. We are continually receiving letters, telegrams, 
and telephone calls from contractors, manufacturing firms, etc., seeking our graduates to fill 

responsible positions. We have now more positions than we can fill and the demand is 
steadily growing. Every comfort is given our students while here. They live in comfortable 

homes in the most beautiful section of Chicago -on the lake. 

The War is Over -Yes! 
but the men "over there" will not be back 

for months -perhaps years, for their work 
"over there" isn't over. And so you, and thou- 

sands more must fill up the gap now that the 
absence of these brave workers has made in the 

ranks of skilled labor. Trained Electricians are 
needed more, perhaps, than any other class of men. 

The sudden ending of the war has caused the big indus- 
tries to start up work sooner thin any of us expected and 

in consequence the Manufacturers are Calling for Trained 
Men, and we are training men as fast as we can to meet 

these urgent calls. You are needed, Young Man, now! 
Don't wait. Don't put it off. Get in touch with us Today. 

Get ready to join the great "Peace Army" here at home. 
Your country calls. Again we say, prepare to serve your 

country l We'll make a trained electrician of you in three 
monthsI Let's gol 

LEARN DRAFTING 
Skilled Draftsmen are always in demand. Our courses 
are thorough- short -practical, preparing a man fully 
to hold a position of responsibility. We have more 
positions than we can fill. We also have thorough 
practical courses in Plumbing and Heating, Motion 
Picture Operating and Bricklaying. 

EARN YOUR WAY 
Many students earn their living 
expenses by doing a little work 
in their spare time. Our 
employment dept. fur- 
nishes these positions 
without charge. 

MAIL COUPON 
VORFREE BOOK 

NOW! 

OM= ti en MN UNI 

COYNE TRADE ANO 
ENGINEERING SCHOOLS 

Dept. 21, 39.51 E. Illinois St. 
Chicago, Ill. 

Please send at once your big Free 
Book-1 am interested in 

[ J Electricity [ J Orafting [ J Plumbing 
[ ] Motion Picture Operating [ J Bricklaying 

(Cheek trade interested in) 

Name 

Address 
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TABLETS 
FOR 

Grippe 
Cold 
in the 
Head 

Headaches 
Neuralgias 

Spanish Influenza 
Women's Aches and Ills 
Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains 

Ask Your Druggist for A -K Tcólets 
Sold in Convenient Pocket Pcckages 

Small Size Dozen Size 

10C 
Far -simile 

L C 
See Monogram diK on the Genuine 

The Antikamnla Remedy Company 
St. Louis, Mo. 

HOTEL ST. JAMES 
Times Square. New York City 
Just off Broadway at 10''113 west 45th St. 

114 Blocks from 45th Street Entrance 
to Grand Central Station. 

Women will 6ud 
litre home at. 
mosphere a n d 
absence of ob- 
jectionable fea- 
tures of ordinary 
hotel life. 
40 Theatres, all 
principal shops, 
3 to O minutes 
walk. 
2 minutes of all 
subways, "L" 
roads, surface 
cars, bus lines. 

An excellent 
Restaurant nt 

moderate prices. 
Write/or 

la b "What's Goinr 
On In Neer Yet S'' 

All Outside Rooms 
With adjoining both from 61.50 
With private bath from $5.00 
Sitting room bedroom, bath, from 3-4.0u 

Furnished Apartments by the year, 
mouth or Week, at special rotes. 

RAYMOND L. CAReoLL, Pres. and Mkt., 

Build Your Own PHONOGRAPH, 
fr Errs With Os. Help 
A few hour. Interesting work . 
se ea many done, and pees 
you machine .14011y co .Wt 
your Ideals. We furnlsh motor., 
tone arms, rase material, blue 
prints and tun in.trucnw,s. 
Plan an record. You eso reeks 
Goa probt bulletins phonoerarhs 
for your friends. 
Write Today tar Our Fire 
Blue Print Offer. hero,. 
wanted for our reedy bt 
Cboreleon.. 

CHORALEON CO. 
1st Meow IUS. FJlksn. Ist 

OVER 
HALF 

"Electrical Worker's Friend" 
An electrical book of 66 motor draw- 

ings with corm lets Instructions for re- 
winding and -econnecting. 

PRICE, ONLY 33.50 
Write for full particulars 

J. SMITH & SON 
1524 Lowrie Street, N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa. 

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 

THE ORACLE. 
(Continued front page 648) 

pores of the skin, also from the lungs, this 
slight difference would occur immediately. 
But in two or three hours, due to the fore- 
going causes, also digestion, the weight will 
gradually decrease to normal. 

Dr. William Benham Snow, of New York 
one of the leading American electro- 
therapeutists and medical men, states: The 
increase of weight in the human being after 
eating, say, one pound of meat varies 
greatly. In some instances there is no in- 
,eeasc at all; while in others there is a 
slight (but never the full weight) increase, 
all depending upon the individual's respira- 
tory and digestive organ:. In the case of 
water, the full wciglu of the water is added 
to the person's weight, but within a very 
short time after the weight will rapidly 
decrease to normal. 

It has been a widespread and popular idea 
that if a person were to lie on his back 
and hold his breath that he could be lifted 
with two fingers. This has been done by 
hypnotism, but not otherwise. 

ELECTROLYTIC RECTIFIER. 
(978) H. H. Mosehauer, \Vortendyke, 

N. J., writes: 
Q. 1. I have made a small Electrolytic 

Rectifier for charging storage batteries. 
This rectifier was built from instructions 
in the Scientific American Supplement No. 
1644. According to the instructions, the 
liquid consists of one pound of crystalized 
sodium orthophosfate (per.jar). 

I am having great trouble getting this 
chemical. Some drug houses I have been 
to do not seem to know what it is at all. 
Could you advise me where I can get it? 
Or what other chemical I could use instead? 

A. 1. Relative to your electrolytic recti- 
fier, would advise that the majority of these 
rectifiers, even the larger sizes, arc operated 
with a solution composed of sodium bir - -- 
bonat (baking soda) dissolved in w:,ter 
until the solution is saturated, i. e.. until 
the water will not absorb any more of the 
bicarbonat. Another very good solution is 
composed of water in which there is mixed 
ammonium phosfate. A saturated solution 
of this is also employed. 

The matter of the solution used is not a 
very important one, it being more important 
that a good, pure grade of aluminum is 
employed. Ordinary salt and water has 
been used in electrolytic rectifiers in emer- 
gency for that matter, and also wherever 
a solution seems to have too high a resist- 
ance or where a sufficient current is not 
obtained, a few drops of sulfuric acid may 
be added to the water to make it more con- 
ductive. If you have further trouble in 
getting the rectifier to operate, it is well to 
note that the aluminum plates have to be 
"formed" and this has sometimes to be 
accomplished by running the rectifier for 
five or ten minutes or so connected to a 

lamp bank so that this or similar resist- 
ances on the D. C. side can pass a fairly 
strong current thrti the rectifier, and cause 
the necessary oxid to form on the aluminum 
electrodes. 

2 K.W. "PIPE THAWING" 
TRANSFORMER. 

(979) Mr. \Vm. E. Newton, Ontario, 
Canada, writes the "Oracle" Dept.: 

Q. 1. 1 would like to make a trans- 
former for thawing % -inch frozen water 
pipes and want a secondary current of 150 
amperes at 10 or 12 volts, as 1 would only 
need to thaw about 10 or 12 feet at a time. 
The primary winding is to he supplied by 
110 volts, 25 cycle alternating current. I 

have plenty of soft stove pipe iron at hand 
from which I could make the core. which, I 
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suppose, would be of the closed core type. 
Please give dimensions of core, size, num- 
ber of turns, and weight of wire required 
for primary. What kind, size, number of 
turns of wire required for secondary? 

A. 1. We give below data for construct- 
ing the transformer in question: 

Data for 2 K. W. 150 amp. 13.3 volt 
secondary "pipe thawing" transformer, for 
operation on 110 volt, 25 to 30 cycle A. C. 

Core Data :-The sheet iron core should 
measure about 17% inches in ;cngth by 
83 inches in width outside dimensions, its 
thickness and breadth should be 3 inches, 
or, in other words, 3 inches square. Both 
of the longer legs of the core should be 
thoroly insulated with five to six layers of 
oiled linen or Empire cloth, well shellacked. 

Primary Winding:-This may consist of 
244 turns of No. 9 B. & S. gage D. C. C. 
copper magnet wire wound in even layers 
on one of the long legs of the core. This 
will require about 2 pounds. 

Secondary Winding:-The secondary coil 
to delivery 150 Amp. and 13.3 volts at full 
load may comprise 31 turns of No. 0, B. & 
S. gage D. C. C. copper magnet wire, or if 
this is not convenient, owing to its large 
size, you may wind on simultaneously two 
Nc. 3 B. & S. gage D. C. C. conductors 
side by side, or four No. 6 B. & S. gage. 
D. C. C. conductors. The terminals of the 
separate wires, if a multiple winding is used, 
are joined together so as to connect all'the 
wires on parallel. 

The efficiency of this size of transformer 
is about 95 per cent with respect to the 
watts input at the primary and the watts 
output at the secondary 

Knowing the size of the core you can 
readily compute the weight of wire for 
the windings by consulting any wire table. 
The circular mils area of the No. 9 B. & S. 
gage wire is 13,594 c.m., while the circular 
mils area of the No. 0 'L. & S. gage con- 
ductor is 105,592 c.m. 

A NEW TOGGLE SVSITCH. 

The toggle surface switch illustrated dif- 
fers from the ordinary snap switch in that 
manipulation is by the throw of a lever 
or toggle, instead of by the turning of a 

Showing Interior 
View of Single 

Pole Switch. 

Appearance of 
N e w Toggle 

Switch. 

key or button. Throwing the lever up 
makes the circuit; throwing it down breaks 
the circuit. The movement is positive - 
the make -and -break quick and snappy. The 
toggle switch has been used in Europe for 
a number of years, but was slow to find 
favor in America. 

The advantages of the toggle movement 
in a surface switch are stated as three -fold 
-first, it permits making the switch more 
attractive and stronger than the ordinary 
switch; second, manipulation is much more 
convenient by means of the lever than by 
the turning of a key; third, the switch is 
self -indicating, the position of the lever 
showing at a glance whether the current 
is "on" or "off" without any marker or 
dial. 

It combines in unusual degree the best 
mechanical and electrical features, with an 
appearance which makes quick appeal to 
those seeking the dignity of simplicity and 
richness. 

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers. 
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RADIO -TELEPHONE GUIDED U. S. 
FLYERS MANY MILES AWAY. 

(Continued.from page 629) 
require amplifying more than from ten to 
fifteen times. 

Fig. 3 shows a new form of oxid filament 
tubular audion as supplied on U. S. Army 
and Navy sets. This bulb is provided with 
a special base, making it very convenient 
for attachment or replacement, and tests 
made with this bulb show the life to be 
about five thousand hours. 

Fig. 4 shows an improved form of audio![ 
control panel. A number of new radio en- 
gineering features are incorporated in this 
apparatus, including deeply grooved, in- 
sulating terminal blocks which carry the 
binding posts. Integrating condenser 
switches are employed for regulating the 
capacity of the bridge and stopping con- 
densers. The ammeter at the right of the 
panel indicates the filament current at all 
times. A special form of grafite potentio- 
meter is mounted just below the filament 

Fig. 3. New Form of Oxid Filament 
Audlon as Supplied on U. S. Army and 

Navy Radio Sets. 

ammeter to regulate the wing current. 
Fig. 5 shows a large capacity oscillion 

bulb and control instruments mounted on a 
self -supporting panel for radio- telegraphic 
transmission. The bulb is mounted between 
upper and lower rings of heavy, rubber - 
covered wire. The loading coil switch for 
varying the antenna wave length is mounted 
in the upper left hand corner of the panel. 
Terminals for the Morse telegraph key are 
fitted at the bottom of the panel. A radi- 
ation hot-Wire ammeter is seen at the left 
of the switchboard, while a three -pole 
switch controlling the filament and wing 
current appears at the right. The neces- 
sary condensers and auxiliary apparata are 
compactly mounted on the back of the 
panel. 

A % K. W. oscillion is good for 
150 miles radiophone transmission over 
water, or 250 miles radio -telegraph signal- 
ling over water. A 1 K. W. outfit has a 
range of 200 miles radiophone or 300 miles 
radio -telegraph over water. A 2 K. W. 
will talk 300 miles or telegraph 400 miles 
over water. These ranges can be greatly 
increased by the use of two to six stage 
audion amplifiers. The six stage attdion 
amplifier has an amplifying factor of one 
million times. 
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WITHOUT training you are a diamond in 
the rough. You can't make the most of 
your natural ability. Your real value is 

hidden -always will be until you cut away the rough spots 
and polish up with practical training. That's all you have 
to do to put yourself in the position where you want to be 
-and where you rightly belong. There is no secret to suc- 
cess. It is just a question of mentally equipping yourself 
with practical training. You have the same chance as the 
"other fellow " -if you train. What are you going to do? 

Wh Not Get 
a Better Job: 

What would it mean to you if your 
salary was doubled tomorrow ? What 
would $5.00, $10.00 or $20.00 more a 
week enable you to do ? It would mean 
a whole lot more pleasure in life -a 
lot more satisfaction, wouldn't it. Then 
why not get it? You can! It is not 
impossible or even a hard task. It is 
simply a matter of fitting yourself for 
the position and pay you want. Only by 

training can you capitalize on your 
natural ability. If you can get what you 
are now earning without training, think 
what you could make with it. You have 
a lifetime of work ahead of you - so 
why not put in your time in congenial, 
profitable work. Thousands of Ameri- 
can School Students will tell you it pays 
to train. Let us send you some proof of 
what our training has done for others, 

Wonderful opportunities 
Await Trained Workers 

If you are untrained, take a look into 
the future. Now that the war is won, 
there is a period of reconstruction com- 
ing which will mean unparalleled oppor- 
tunity for men who can think and act 
for themselves-- trained men. The war - 
torn countries of Europe must be re- 
constructed and America must do its 

Do yourself 
a Favor 

Make up your mind today to fit your- 
self for a more congenial position 
and bigger pay. You can do this - 
easy-if you will devote a part of 
your spare time to study. Keep on earn- 
ing while you're learning. Check and 
mail the Coupon for Big Free Bulletin 
and details of Money -Back Guarantee. 

American School 
of Correspondence 

Dept. C -7441 
Toa Katy tali Tal att 

amS1110nsFal 
COMM a6 TES 

III AIM Chicago, U. S. A. 

share. America must also catch up 
with time lost in its own industrial ac- 
tivities. if you want to share in the 
prosperous times ahead you can do it. 
Get busy -now -and fit yourself with 
practical instruction that is guaranteed 
to satisfy yoú, and, therefore, guaran- 
teed to make you make good. 

PLEASE SEND ME BOOKLET AND 
TELL ME HOW I CAN FIT MYSELF 
FOR THE POSITI1N MARKED X 

.....Nigh School Graduate .....Lawyer 

.....Electrical Engineer .....Business Manager 

.. _Elec. Light & Power Supt ..... .Certified Public Accountant 
....Hydroelectric Engineer . Accountant and Auditor 

Telephone Engineer Bookkeeper 
Stenographer 
Fire Insurance Expert 
Sanitary Engineer 
Master Plumber 
Heating and Vent. Engineer 
Automobile Engineer 
Automobile Repairman 
Airplane Mechanic 
General Education Course 
Common School Branches 

i 

/i+3C 

Telegraph Engineer 
Wireless Operator 
Architect 
Building Contractor 
Civil Engineer 
Structural Engineer 
Mechanical Engineer 
Shop Superintendent 
Steam Engineer 
Draftsman and Designer . 

Name 

Address 
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WHY DON'T YOU GET AN 
AUTO -WHEEL? 

FELLOWS who know will tell you 
that the Auto-Wheel Coaster and 

the Auto-Wheel Convertible Roadster 
are the best wagons ever built for speed and 
strength. Wheels have roller bearings, steel 
axles and tires, and the spokes are oval, like 
so auto. 

Send For Free Felt Pennant 
Write us names of three coaster wagon deal- 
ers and well send you a beautiful Felt Pen- 
nant FREE. We will also tell you how to 
organize a Coaster Club. It's great fun. Each 
member receives a cap and the captain a 
special cap. Write today. 

BUFFALO SLED COMPANY 
las Schenck Street - N. Tonawanda, N.Y. 

(le Ca s4., Prestos, Oat) 

BOYS 
Build and Fly 

Your Own 
Training Plane 

Train yourself In Aviation. 
lie an Amateur Aviator with an 
Aeroplane of your own. Learn 
how aeroplanes ara bunt; learn 
Me principles of conetructIon. 
enerotloo and control. We cell 
IDEAL Accurate Seale Draw - 
Ings. and Building and Flying 
Inetructloos which abow you 

how to build perfect Model 
Aeroplane. 3 ft. else. that 

LLI rise from the ground by 
ha own power end fly like 
big ne. Send now for the 
Drawings and Instructions tar 
the one you want to build. 
DrecNP end Instruction. for 
Comm Military Tractor 
Comet Man.pb as 5 
Nbu M ba Monoplane 
Taub. Monoplane 
corn.. Flying Solt EACH 
weight eblane 
enc. Paoli Rac.r 

New Aeroplane Catalog S cente -None Free 
Tea about Model Aeroplane.. Raring Aeroplenea, 

ruins Toy.. and part, d supplied to build them 
with. 41 pages Scot only upon receipt of to Bent'. 

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY COMPANY 
71.112 welt Broadway New York City 

C 

CHEAPEST WAY TO GO py9lt nn n bicycle - a dozen miles for 
a cent. -I hat's why in Elirope nor - every six p nos rides a bicycle. Ail 
armies use them by thousands. h is the 
workn,Nn's streetcar. with the cost 
of the rides saved. A complete out- 
door gymnasium that keeps you 
fit in n ind and muscle. 

Mead's Factory to Rider 
Sales Plan Saves you PtO to P20 nn all 
latest war approved Ranger models. 

30 Day's Free Trial and Free Delivery. 
TIRESIb. its, Rrpal rs at half usual prices. J Don't buy u ul you get nn Mg 

Free Catalog describing all the wonder.' new 
offers, liberal terns and low paces. Write a p,st.d now. 

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY 
Ooprment C -1 or CHICCr.O 

15 PHONOGRAPH RECORDS SI 
! Sent PARCEL POST PREPAID any 

4 
where in the United States. Enclose 

Money Order or Currency. 
INDEPENDENT DRUG CO. 

Dept. I00 200 S. Wabs.h Ave., Chicago 
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SALT FROM THE SEA BY ELEC- 
TRICITY. 

A company is about to start the exploi- 
tation on a large scale of a method for 
extracting salt from sea water. The under- 
taking is being backed up by a number of 
men of exceptional standing. The process 
is duc to Professor Helland Hansen, and 
the venture is backed by $5,000,000. It 
will in all probability be found expedient to 
erect several works along the coast of Nor- 
way as more electric energy becomes avail- 
able. The comparatively large capital is 
principally necessary on account of the 
large plant needed, pumping stations, etc., 
absorbing the bulk of the power ; the pro- 
duction of the salt itself only requires a 
small amount of energy and is consequently 
cheap. As to the location of the new fac- 
tories, no definite decision has been ar- 
rived at, but Stavanger has been mentioned 
as a likely place for the first factory, and 
the Giaamfjord for the second. 

A MELODIOUS PHONOGRAPHIC 
REPRODUCER. 

By Frank C. Perkins. 

The accompanying illustrations show the 
details of construction of a new phono- 
graphic reproducer, developed at Milwau- 
kee, \Vis., which it is said "Humanizes a 
Talking Machine ". It is claimed that this 
reproducer plays perfectly all disc rec- 
ord selections, even the subtle tones of the 
instrumental accompaniments and prevents 

Something New In Phonograph Repro- 
ducers. This Particular Type Has a Ola 
tram of Special Composition, and the 
Stylus Arm Is Secured Thru a Bridge 
Arrangement, Similar to the Sounding 
Board of a Guitar. It Is Said to Glve 

Excellent Reproduction. 

clash and approaches the living voice, 
whether of soprano, contralto, tenor, bari- 
tone or bass, quite as natural as life. 
Even the resonance of the violin and the 
tone of the flute are marvelously perfect. 

It is held that band records are repro- 
duced with all the tone values of instru- 
ments, every overtone and undertone 
brought out harmoniously, without nerve - 
wrecking stridency. while orchestral corn- 
binations are greatly improved. The re- 
cordings of the great symphonies are revivi- 
fied with all the original sublimity; re- 
animated in just the right volume for home 
enjoyment. The violins, cellos, oboes, clari- 
nets, bassoons, saxophones, flutes, piccolos, 
horns, the "brasses" including the great 
tuba, the "percussion" containing drums, 
cymbals, bells, special effects as the imita- 
tions of birds, church chimes, are all as real 
as the record i. made. 

Any talking machine can be equipt with 
this reproducer in a moment, without tools. 
Either steel or fiber needles will work per- 
fectly with the reproducer, whose weight 
is less than four ounces, so that records 
wear indefinitely if care is used. 

BOOK RErricWN 

ewer: 
R 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES IN ELEC- 
TRICITY AND MAGNETISM, by 
Prof. Francis E. Nipher. Publisht by 
P. Blakiston's Son & Co., Philadelphia, 
Pa. 72 Pages, size 9% x 6Ï4ÿ inches, il- 
lustrated, cloth bound. Price $1.25. 
The student of electricity and magnetism will find 

many novel, new and decidedly interesting experi- 
ments described in this work. The author is well 
known in scientific circles and of very high stand- 
ing. Furthermore. what he has to say to us in this 
presentation is of more than ordinary interest. 
Some very interesting photographs of sparks and 
spark shadows arc given with some new theories 
as to their meaning; causes of local magnetic 
storms; the effect of "wind" on magnetism; and 
also the effect of "clouds" on the magnetic needle. 
These effects are indeed wonderful, and so new as 
to demand the attention of every earnest electrical 
student. Professor Nipher has performed some very 
interesting experiments in the laboratory and also 
in the field along these lines, and if you wish to 
read something refreshingly new in the realm of 
experimental electricity and magnetism, then you 
should by all means study this excellent and clearly 
written explanation of these little known scientific 
phonomena. 

ALTERNATING CURRENT: THEORY, 
PRACTISE AND DIAGRAMS, by 
Horstmann and Tousles. Cloth covers, 

296 pages, 173 illustrations, size x 
4%s inches. Price $1.00. Publisht by 
Frederick J. Drake & Company, Chicago, 
I11. 

One of the well -known Horstmann and Toualey 
practical handbooks for electrical men, giving the 
theory and practice of this branch of electrical en- 
gineering so that the non- mathematical student can 
learn the exact meaning of the various terms used. 
The work starts with the generation of alternating 
currents and discusses inductance, capacity and re- 
sistance and their effect on the voltage and cur- 
rent in alternating current circuits. Next we find 
an interesting discussion on impedance, wattles., 
current, and skin effect. 

Other interesting chapters treat on the calcula- 
tion of power in A C. circuits; transformers; the 
theory and construction of transformers and bow 
they are connected in lighting and distribution cir- 
cuits; alternating- current generators. their theory 

and construction; A. C. motors, including the syn- 
chronous motor and its characteristics; synchro- 
nous converters, their theoretical and practical op- 
eration; the split-pole and also inverted converters; 
A. C. to D. C. rectifiers of various types; including 
electrolytic and vibrating rectifiers; potential regu- 
lators; measuring instruments for A. C. work, in- 
cluding synehroscopes and power- factor meters, 
with numerous tables for the calculation of A. C. 
circuits for different frequencies and voltages. A 
clearly written handbook which explains in untech- 
nical terms the principles and practise of alternat- 
ing currents for the practical electrician and stu- 
dent. 

GERMAN ENVOYS TOLD TO SUR- 
RENDER, VIA RADIO. 

A wireless message sent to the German 
delegates from German headquarters 
authorized them to sign the armistice. 

The German commissioners remained up 
all night waiting for final instructions. 
When the radio message arrived they has- 
tened to a private train in which Marshal 
Foch was living, and which formed his 
headquarters. Marshal Foch was asleep 
at the time. He was aroused. He received 
formal word that the Germans had come 
to sign. 

The first to affix his signature to the mo- 
mentous document was Dr. Mathias Erz- 
berger, civilian head of the commission. 
The other delegates followed. 

As they signed, one by one, they saluted, 
Marshal Foch and his aide -de -camp re- 
sponding courteously. 

In the meantime, across the network of 
wires running from Marshal Foch's head - 
quarters to the various battlefields, the 
order for cessation of hostilities at 11 
o'clock, Nov. 1 1th, began to be flashed up 
and down the far -flung western front, while 
from Paris and London the news started 
on its joyous trip around the world. 
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CYp,OP`.DIA C1'CLOP(:CIA CYCLOPEDIA CYCLOPfD't. 
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iPPLIQI aPyUED AFPLED APPIIED 

PlatlCm ,>berlucrrr EtE{TAIcrI tram 
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CYCdAPfDLt CYCLOPmLI 0(CLUPf[5- 
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afcrKicrr" affT[ücrï: 

VW/ ryt_n 

Greatest 
Electrical Books 
Now Brought to Your Home! 

Partial Contents 
Vol. I. Element. of Em.-ii ., 

Magne t-- Electromauneta. The 
Electric Current: Reeistance..Un- 
derw-ritere Requirements -. Power 
Stations and Equipments -- Outside 
Wiring-High Tension -Special In- 
atsllacions- Ekrtrieal Men our e- 
nu nea.: Inetroments --M e as urine 
Methods: Resistance Insulation 
Distribution Systems -- Wan -Haar 
Meters: Construction. Installation. 
Testing. 

Vol. U. Dynamo Ékeerie Mach- 
inert,: Magneto Electric Induction 

Generators --Con+ ction- -Pr.c- 
tird Design. Tune of Generator. 

rad Moto: Direct and Alternating 
Generators and Motors. MotorGen- 
erator.-- tnduetioo Motora. 

Vol. III. Direct Current Motor.: 

Multi-Voltage Systems. Manage- 
nt of Dynamo. and Motors: D. 

C. and A. C. Plants -- Lighting: LI- 
drarops-- Tungsten Wraps 

-Nitrogen Filled and Mercury Vapor 
--Arc Lamps-- Resideoee-- Photo- 
metn. 

Vol. IV. Alternating Carrent 
Machinery: Simple Av tes 

[rme In- cots -- Polyphase 
Armature Windings -- Transformers 
-.Ra,tten- -Motor Generators. 

Vol. V. Power Transmission: 
Conductors-Died-Mating Systems- - 
Voltage Regulation -- Underground 
Construction - Electric Railway.: 
Car Equipment-- Maintenance -- 
Power Plants --Signal Systems. 

Vol. VI. Power Station.: Plant 
Location -- Electrical Equiomeot -- 
Sreitrhhoards, Wiring Diagrams of 
Connections -- Switchboard Appa- 
ratus. Storage Batteries: Types- - 
ChngingandDiseharreZ -Trouble. 

...d Remedies. -Small Roster, In- 
,iallatinna. Applied EkeeroeMn- 
vary: Metal Refining and Plating- 
Chemlala- .electric ruroace.- -Iligh 
Tension Work. 

Vol. VU. Modern Land Tel - 

TTelephony. Electric T Eia,. 
and 

Eteetrie Heating. trebling. 
Note : --Thia la bat a partial Rat of 

content.. Tho t contains every 
electrical subject known 1 

7 Big Volumes-Written by 27 Great 
Authorities Yours for 7 Cents a Day 
.1111E hardest way to learn Electricity is through your own experience. The easiest way to learn is 
I through the experience that others pace pairs for in time and money. Here in practical, easy -to- 

understand form. you get the benefit of what 27 greatest electrical authorities in America and all over 
the world have learned, and you get this vast fund of experience in convenient book form, so that 
you can read and study in your own home in your spare time. 
This is the greatest opportunity of your life to become an electrical engineer, sub -station operator, dyna- 
mo tender. or to get any one of the other big -pay jobs in the electrical field. For less than you spend 
for tobacco or movies. you can train yourself to step up to the jobs paying $.',500 to $5,1100 a year. 

Shipped on Free Examinatio No Money n in Advance 
Just glance at the partial list of contents of these 7 volumes in the panel at the left. Think bow much there is for 
you in this great home- study library of electricity. Then write at once for the books themselves. Examine them in 
your own home for n w'o`k. Send then[ back if you are not satisfied. But if you decide to own titis pay-- raising set, 
send only $d and then only $4 a month until the special half price is paid. Examine the books -see how they take 
you through every detail of each special branch ofeleotricity. See how they give you all the neeessary tables and 
formulas in simple. untt`chnical form. Note the frequent test questions which enable you to examine yourself. 
Note the 5,600 illustrations, full page plates, diagrams, etc. You be the judge of their vatuc to you! 

HALF PRICE NOW r------------ 
For a limited time we are offering this remarkable self instructor I 
Electrical library at half price. Regular price S.5-sPecial Price jr 
SIs.80 on easy terms of only 7 cents a day. With each set we in- 
clude a year's Consulting Service Membership free -worth e13. I 
The 7 volumes contain 8,000 pages, each 7 x l0 inches, bound in I 
tmcAmerican i Morocco. Gold Stamped. 

Mail Coupon -Send No Money j Please send Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity 
If you are interested in electricity you need these books. for seven days' examination, 1 to pay shipping 
l'ou waill prize them for the new. utrto -dote infornatimi , charges. i will send $5 within seven days and 
they give you on every phase of electrical work. We ship I St n month until 1 have paid $Ia.M or notify you 
the 7 volumes right to your home on your simple request. I and hold the hooks subject to your order. Title 
Send no money until you are satisfied after 7 days free I not to pass until fully paid. 
examination.l'ut your nnmean,' address on the coupon 
now and send at once before this otter is withdrawn. !dame 

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY 
Dept. E3381, Chicago, U. S. A. I Address. I Reference 

Mail This Coupon Now 
AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY 

Dept. E33F1, Chicago, U. S. A. 
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AMATEURS! 
Get Ready for 
the Opening Day 
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Practical Wireless Telegraphy 
By Elmer E. Bucher 

Dingle, of Instruction Marconi Innituts 
The recognized standard wireless text book. 

Treats each toplo separately nod completely. and furnishes a ii vmsive amdy from ant principles 
to expert males. Corers completely the wire 
field of wireless Iftmdnmeotals, construction and 
Practical operaUool. More than 50.000 ooples of Ws book have already been sold. Size 6 z 9 inches. 352 pares. 340 Illustratioua. Bandeomely 
bound in full cloth with Corer stamping to gold and block. Price. $1.75 postpaid. 

Radio Telephony 
By Alfred N. goldsmith Ph.D. 

Director of Radio Laboratory, Collega at the City of New York 
Written lo clear sty!. to appeal to even the beginner. Treats all MEWLS of Radio Telephony including description of Radio Telephony in procure for dlsuoce of more than fire thousand miles. Corers the subject of commotion and op- 

trances thoroughly and will be found an Invaluable aid to men who seek to Improve their poeltion In 
the wizelees profession. Sire 6 s p Inches. 256 pates. 226 Illustrations. Handsomely bound In full cloth clamped in gold. Price, $2.00 postpaid. 

These Text Books Hare Been Used in Training Over 60,000 Men During the Past Year 

THE WIRELESS AGE 
The only American magazine devoted exclusively to the wireless art Records ail developments in the edentifir, experimental and commercial fields. A maearine that keeps you posted on all the latest doings and sires you broader working knowledge of the art of wireless than possible through any other source.. rive, tip-to-date and newsy feature articlm with vivid IllustrWoos and practical euggestlons for red- blooded Americans. Practical training courses by experts on wireless telegraphy, station, mlulen signaling. etc.. in each -Inns. Go to the nearest Dews -stand and secure your copy. or, we will mall P-strald upon recruit er price. 20e per copy. $2.00 per year. 

The Wireless Ape for one year and your choice of Practical Wire 
less Telegraphy, Vacuum Tubes or Practical Aviation for $2.75 or , Radio Telephony for $3.00, Save money and subscribe now. 

Complete text books is ritten by leading experts. rp -to -date, describing all 191S apparatus and 
practices. These books furnish ail information 
required to enter the wireless and aviation services. 
Written to prepare you for active service to the 
shortest possible time. In use at' all army and 
navy schools and camps, universities, colleges and 
technical schools. Each book Is a practical borne 
study course covering the entire subject and 'giving 
information not to be found in any other sources. 

Vacuum Tubes 
in Wireless Communications 

By Elmer E. Bucher 
AD elementary text book for experimenters, eta- 

dents and operators. O1ves complete descviptioo 
and makes cleft: every fundamental operating 
principle of the raouum tube. Orapnle diagrams 
reveal it glance the various US. of the vacuum 
tube. The only text book on the market deroted 
solely to the various applications of to Oeetllanon 
valve. Shows over one hundred different circuits. 
Sise 0 s 9 Inches: ISO diagrams and Illustrations. 
Handsomely bound In cloth. Price. $1.75 postpaid. 

Practical Aviation 
including Construction and Operation 

By i. Andrew White 
An localizable book for inmodv. study by men 

preparing to become rtaton. Olves the complete 
wmklog knowledge required for actual flying and air combat. The mbiects covered Include operation 
and care of avltloo engines. reconoelasanoe, map 
reeding. algaaling and operation with military 
bodies. radio and Its use, meteorology, and night 
flylog. Size 6 s 9 Inches: hundreds of illustra- 
tions. Bound in full cloth. Pelee 81.75 pestosid, 

SPECIAL OFFER 

ELM STREET THE WIRELESS PRESS, Inc. NEW YORK CITY 
Attractive circular fully describing our complete line of books,aent free upon request. Aek for Circular E. 

Th. If.u.. of Tnyfer 

600 Rooas 

HOTEL MARTINIQUE 
BROADWAY, 33D STREET, NEW YORK 

One Block from Pennsylvania Station. 
Equally Convenient for 

Amusements, Shopping or Business 
157 Pleasant Rooms, with Private Bath, 

$2.50 PER DAY. 
257 Excellent Rooms, with Private Batik, 

facing street, southern exposure, 
$3.00 PER DAY. 

Alla Attractive Room from $1.10. 
The Restaurant Prises Are Most Moderate. 

" THERE'S MONEY /N /T" 
-k- (LEARN TELEGRAPHY -- --MORSE AND WIRELESS=-__ 

TFACH YOURSELF 
In half the usual time. at trifling cost. with the 
wonderful Automatic Transmitter. THE OMNIOHAPH. 
Sends unlimited Morse or Continental messages, at 
any epeed, just as an expert operator would. 

Adapted by U.S. Csv't. 4 style. Catalogue tree. 

OMNICRAPH MFC. CO. 
39L Cortlandt St. New York 

.01 Monuments - Mausoleums -Statuary 
Ne matter what your used., we eaa e-ve yyear meat dvan- 
tageously. Estlattee and dots gas sahmltted- Mall orders ae uritally eaecated as though you had celled be person. Write 
for prticulara 

J. L. Wegenaar Co., 299A B'way,N. Y. 
SPECIALISTS IN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

WINTERTIME USES FOR THE 
ELECTRIC FAN. 

(Continued from page 619) 

be screwed down so as not to fall over and 
injure anyone. 

Another illustration shows a very ef- 
fective aid in the drying of milady's silk 
stockings, gloves and handkerchiefs. A 
funnel "B" can be easily constructed out of 
ordinary cardboard to fit the protective 
guard, and attached with wire. Or, it can 
be made a bit larger so as to slip a few 
inches over the protector, perforated at two 
or four places and tied at the back with 
string. Of course the width of the other 
end should be much narrower in order to 
produce the conical shape, as the sketch il- 
lustrates. A small piece of cardboard 
formed into a cylinder, and sewn or pasted 
together so as to exactly fit the end of the 
cone, is also fastened to it with wire. This 
is done by perforating both and sewing the 
wire from one hole to the other. The 
stocking is then slipt on and can be clamped 
down. (The clamps that are used on jam 
jars to make them air -tight would serve 
very nicely here.) Also small hooks made 
of wire (picture wire would do), invisible 
hairpins, etc., can be affixt to the end of 
the funnel, on which handkerchiefs, stock- 
ings and gloves can be fastened. In the 
latter case it is not necessary to make the 
small cardboard attachment. It is readily 

To Improve the Cold Air Box Draft To Your Furnace, Install An Electric Fan In the Draft Passage After the Manner Illustrated. A "North" and "South" Cold Air Box, Fitted With Suitable CutOff Dampers, Makes a Very Dependable Furnace No Matter Which Way the Wind Blows. 

understood that the forced air thru this 
funnel dries the articles in no time. Should it be inconvenient for you to make this 
funnel, the handkerchiefs, stockings, et 

cetera, can be attached to the protector itself 
by pins or hairpins. With this method it will take slightly longer for them to dry. 
Care should be taken to attach the articles 
before you set the fan going. Take them 
off after you have cut off the current with 
the snap switch and the fan has fully stopt. 
This precaution should be token whenever 
the electric fan is handled in any way. 

Figure "Ir' shows a handy device that 
can quickly be affixt to or taken off the 
guard. A circle of tin is cut in the manner 
illustrated, allowance being made for small 
projections which are bent over and formed 
into hooks. It can be affixt to the protector 
guard with the projecting tabs. If the tin 
is not handy, cardboard will do just as well, 
except that the hooks must be made of wire 
or old hairpins. A good way to make these 
hooks is to thrust the hairpin thru the per- 
foration, the two ends first, twisting them 
around at the other side of the perforation 
and then spreading them apart. About four 
cardboard tubes are inserted and sewn with 
wire as aforementioned to a piece of card- 
board large enough to fit the wire cage pro- 
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tector or guard, to which it is in turn fas- 
tened. The use of hooks or rubber bands 
is also made here in securing the articles 
to the tubes. 

Another use to which the electric fan can 
be put is the drying of photo negatives. 
The draft of air from the fan causes the 
water on the negative to evaporate, so that 
they will dry much sooner than tinder the 
ordinary process, which is to spread them 
on racks and allow them to dry by them- 
selves. It proves of great help to the ama- 
teur as well as the commercial photog- 
rapher, who particularly should make use 
of this method when business is rushed. 
or certain pictures are in special demand 

Nothing, perhaps, is more exasperati!' :: 
than to enter a public telephone booth and 
having to breathe the suffocating air, which 
is many times laden with the odor of stale 
tobacco. The electric fan might well be 
employed in all such in'.tances. 

Have you ever tried to look thru the win- 
dow of a bakery or lunch room covered 
with frost, and dimly make out a few of 
the many delicacies therein? After the 
windows havebeen cleaned till they shine 
like mirrors, and a great deal of effort 
been expended to make the articles for sale 
most appealing, along comes Jack Frost 
and spoils it all. Some store -keepers have 
tried filling the window with warm air, but 
this is rather bothersome and expensive, as 
the cold window -pane cools it and a fresh 
supply of warm air must be employed. The 
most effective, least troublesome, and in the 
end the cheapest. way, is -the electric fan. 
It circulates the air evenly, thus keeping a 
fixt temperature, with the result that no 
frost will form on the window. 

One of the accompanying illustrations 
shows a very good use for an electric fan 
in the wintertime to help out the cold air 
circulating system to hot -air and other fur - 
ances. This suggestion was made by one of 
the Westinghouse engineers, and the sketch 
shows clearly how the fan is placed directly 
in the cold air duct. The fan may be placed 
anywhere in the duct, its function being to 
create a very strong draft or suction so as 
to act firstly as a forced draft for the fur- 
nace, and also to draw in a sufficient quan- 
tity of fresh air at all times thru the inlet 
in the cellar wall. Especially is this sug- 
gestion of value when the wind or air cur- 
rents blow from the opposite side of the 
house in which the cold air intake is situ- 
ated. In wiring up and installing such a 
fan arrangement, it is best to connect a 
small 4 c.p. pilot lamp on the motor side of 
the switch as a reminder to the furnace 
tender that the fan is operating, for it is not 
necessary to keep it going except at certain 
intervals, as for instance when a house is 
very cold or when the wind is blowing on 
the opposite side of the house. 

A very good idea in this direction is to 
provide a two -way cold air box; one inlet 
being located in the north wall and the 
other in the south wall of the house. Suit- 
able dampers should be used of course to 
cut off one or the other as the case may 
be, so that when the wind blows from the 
north, as the arrows show, then cold air 
can be taken from this inlet; while when 
the wind blows from the south, the cold air 
intake from that direction can be utilized by 
closing the north damper and opening the 
south damper. Great care must be taken 
in every instance to keep the cold air duct 
thoroly air -tight thruout its entire length, 
and it is often best to have a plumber or 
furnace man install the fan if you are not 
familiar with the work, as you may easily 
leave openings in the duct, thus creating a 
false draft and losing as much or more 
than what you at first set out to gain. Hot - 
air furnaces are widely used, but in some 
cases do not operate satisfactorily for sev- 
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How it Feels to Earn 
$1000 a Week 

By a Young Alan Who Four Years Ago Drew a $25 
How He Accomplished It. 

:low u"ci a feel to earn $1000 a week? How 
dn.s fee; to have earned $200,000 in four years? 
i..,w does it feel to be free from money worries? 
How 'does it feel to have everything one can want? 
These are questions 1 shall answer for the benefit 
of my reader out of my own personal experience. 
And I shall try to explain, simply and clearly the 
secret of what my friends call my phenomenal 
success. 

Let me begin four years ago. At that time my 
wife and I and our two babies were living ou my 
earnings of twenty -five dollars a week. We occu- 
pied a tiny flat, wore the simplest clothes, had to 
be satisfied with the cheapest entertainment -and 
dreamed sweet dreams of the time when I should 
he earning fifty dollars a week. That was the limit 
of my ambition. Indeed it seemed to be the limit 
of my possibilities. For i was but an average man, 
without influential friends, without a liberal edu- 
cation, without a dominating personality, and with- 
out money. 

.With nothing to begin with, I have become the 
sole owner of a business which has paid me over 
$200,000 in clear profits during the past four years 
and which now pays me more than a thousand dol. 
tars a week. I did not gamble. I did not make my 
money in Wall Street: ,ply business is not a war 
baby -on the contrary, many others in my line 
bave failed since the war began. 

In four years, the entire scheme of my life has 
changed. Instead of living in a two by four flat 
we occupy our own borne, built for us at a cost of 
over $60,000. We have three automobiles. Our 
children go to private schools. we bave every- 
thing we want, and we want the best of everything. 
Instead of dreaming of fifty dollars a week 1 am 
dreaming in terms of a million dollars -with greater 
possibilities of my dream coming true than my for- 
mer dream of earning fifty dollars a week. 

\Vhat brought about this remarkable change? 
What transformed me, almost overnight, from a 
slow :going, easily -satisfied, average man -into a 
positive, quick -acting, determined individual who 
admits no defeat, who overcomes every obstacle and 
who completely dominates every situation? It all 
began with a question my wife asked me one 
evening after reading an article in a magazine about 
a great engineer who was said to earn a $50,000 
salary. 

"How do you suppose it feels to earn $1000 a 
week ?" she asked. And without thinking, I re- 
plied "I haven't the slightest idea, my dear so 
the only way to find out is to earn it." We both 
laughed, and soon the question was apparently 
forgotten. 

But that night, and for weeks afterward, the same 
question and my reply kept popping into my brain. 
I began to analyze the qualities of the successful 
men in our town. What is it that enables them to 
get everything they want? They are not better ed- 
ucated than I- indeed, some are far less intelligent. 
But they must have possessed some quality that I 
lacked. Perhaps it was their mental attitude- per- 
haps they look at things from an entirely different 
angle than I. Whatever it was, that something" 
was the secret of their success. It was the one thing 
that placed them head and shoulders above me in 
money -earning ability. In all other ways we were 
the same. 

Determined to find out what that vital spark of 
success was, I bought books on every subject that 
pertained to the mind. I followed one idea after 
another. But I didn't seem to get anywhere. Finally, 
when almost discouraged I came across a copy of 
"Power of Will." Like a bolt out of a clear sky there 
flashed in my brain the secret I had been seeking. 
There was the real, fundamental principle of all 
success -Power of Will. There was the brain fac- 
ulty I lacked, and which every successful man 
possesses. 

"Power of Will" was written by Prof. Frank 
Channing Haddock, a scientist, whose name ranks 
with such leaders of thought as James, Bergson and 
Royce. After twenty years of research and study, 
be had completed the most thorough and construe. 
tive study of will power ever made. I was aston- 
ished to read his statement that, "The will is just 
as susceptible of development as the muscles of the 
body!" And Dr. Haddock had actually set down 
the very rules, lessons and exercises by which any- 
one could develop the will, making it a bigger, 
stronger force each day, simply through an easy, 
progressive course of training. 

It is almost needless to say that I at once begs 
to practice the exercises formulated by Dr. Had- 
dock And I need not recount the extraordinary 
results that I obtained almost from the first day. 
Shortly after that, Itook bold of a business that 
for twelve years had been losing money. I started 
with $300 of borrowed capital. During my first 
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year I made $30,000. lily second year paid me 
$50,000. My third year netted me $70,000. Last 
year, due to increased costs of materials, my profits 
were only $50,000, though my volume of business 
increased. New plans which I am forcing through, 
will bring my profits for the present fiscal year 
up to $65,000. 

Earning a thousand dollars a week makes me 
feel secure against want. It gives me the money 
with which to buy whatever will make my family 
happy. It enables me to take a chance on an in- 
vestment that looks good, without worrying about 
losing the money. It frees my mind of financial 
worries. It has made me healthier, more contended, 
and keener minded. It is the greatest recipe I know 
for happiness. 

Prof. Haddock's lessons. rules and exercises in 
will training have recently been compiled and pub- 
lished in book form by the Felton Publishing Co.. 
of Meriden, Conn. I am authorized to say that any 
reader who cares to examine the book may do so 
without sending any money in advance. In other 
words if after five days' reading, you do not feel 
that the hook is worth $3, the sum asked, return it 
and you will owe nothing. When you receive your 
copy for examination I suggest that you first read 
the articles on the law of great thinking; how to de- 
velop analytical power; how to perfectly concentrate 
on any subject; how to guard against errors in 
thought; bow to drive from the mind unwelcome 
thoughts; bow to develop fearlessness; bow to use 
the mind in sickness; bow to acquire a dominating 
personality. 

Never before have business men and women 
needed this help so badly as in these trying times. 
Hundreds of real and imaginary obstacles confront 
us every day, and only those who are masters of 
themselves and who hold their heads up, will suc- 
ceed. "Power of Will" as never before, is an abso- 
lute necessity -an investment in self -culture which 
no one can afford to deny himself. 

Some few doubters will scoff at the idea of will 
power being the fountainhead of wealth, position 
and everything we are striving for. But the great 
mass of intelligent men and women will at least 
investigate for themselves by sending for the book 
at the publisher's risk. 1 am sure that any book 
that has done for me-and for thousands of others -what "Power of Will" has done -is well worth investigating. It is interesting to note that among 
the 250,000 owners of "Power of Will" are auch 
prominent men as Supreme Court Justice Parker; 
\Vu Ting Fang, Ex-U. S. Chinese Ambassador; 
Lieut.-Gov. McKelvie, of Nebraska; Assistant Post- 
master General Britt; General Manager Christeson, 
of Wells -Fargo Express Co.,_' E. St. Elmo Lewis; 
Governor Arthur Capper of aosas, and thousands 
of others. In fact, today "Power of Will" is just 
as important and as necessary to a man's or wo- 
man's equipment for success, as a dictionary. To try to succeed without "Power of Will" is like trying to do business without a telephone. 

Aa your first step in will training, I suggest im- 
mediate action in this matter before you. It is not 
even necessary to write a letter. Use the form 
below, if you prefer, addressing it to the Pelton 
Publishing Company, Wilcox Block, Meriden, 
Conn., and the book will come by return mail. This one act may mean the turning point of your life, 
as it has meant to me and to so many others. 

The cost of paper, printing and binding has al- 
most doubled during the past tbree years, in spite of which "Power of Will' has not been increased 
in price. The publisher feels that so great a work should be kept as low -priced as possible, but in view of the enormous increase in the cost of every manufacturing item, the present edition will be the last sold at the present price. The next edition will 
cost more. I urge you to send in the coupon now. 

PELTON PUBLISHING COMPANY 
30 -A Wilcox Block, Meriden, Cono. 

I will examine a copy of "Power of Will" at 
your risk. I agree to remit $3 or remail the Hook 
in 5 days. 

Naine 

Address 

City State 
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FOR THOSE WHO 
LOVE GOOD MUSIC 

THE ELLIS "MUSIC MASTER" REPRODUCER 
Is the ideal Christmas gift for anyone who owns a phonograph or talking machine using 
disc records. This wonderful little reproducer bears the same relation to the reproduction 
of records as does Stradivarius to the making of violine. Both are masters. 

There is as much difference In the effect of the Elite Reproducer and ordinary 
reproducers, as there Is between a genuine Stradivarius and a cheap factory made violin. 
As one user said: "Mr. Ellis, your reproducer is soulful and Inspiring. The overtones 
are remarkable and wonderful, and the tone shading very beautiful." 

Ordinary reproducers. such u an supplled with all phonograph, or talking machine., give a 
harsh rat annoying wend and reproduce the human voice with dlaureceble nasal twang. ne EUls Mule Master makes every note and tone a. clear u a bell -and reproduces It to Its true 
tone coloring. it to a marvelous little instrument that will please anyone who appreciates and can 
comprehend the difference between good and indifferent rendition of music, It I. truly a ' Muelo Muter." 

The Kill. "Maale Master" V made foe W machines using dl.. records. It le lighter than 
ordinary repsoduoan, thrretore preserves and prolongs the life of records. ne oat I. little, but 
the utlefaoUo groat 

Write today for circular E, which gives full details. 

J. H. ELLIS, P. O. Box 882, Milwaukee, Wis. 
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Wireless Stations Will Shortly Re -open 

Date, only, uncertain 
Heed Our Advice ORDER NOW 

As a matter of law Congress loses aU control over wireless receiving stations 
and transmitting stations with a range within the borders of the state where 
located as soon as peace Is declared. The Radio Inspector of this district has 
already asked our co- operation in printing In the next edition of our catalog the 
necessity of securing Ilceoses for transmitting seta with a range beyond the 
borders of the state. No wireless manufacturer wants the stations to open to- 
morrow. They could not take care of the husinen. Order now and be prepared. 

We bave a big stock of wireless instruments. 
No. 11 is our latest catalog. No new price list. 

Please do not write for catalog If you have No. 11. Paper coats three times as much as formerly. 
Let the amateur without a catalog secure one. Write for prices in advance. Just now we have no 
price list, because the changes have been so frequent. Will advise through this magazine when re- 
vised price list Is ready, %blch will be as quickly as possible. 

Send 8c In coca or stamp. today for our bag 300 pane No. 11 Electrical and Wireless Catalog. any 
wireless amateur will tell You It le the one Weans to base. You need no others. Our catalog coots!. met everything in wireless worth while. sod is guarantee that the goods ere dependable. 

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO., 230 -232 Superior St., Toledo, Ohio 

AVAUGHN M. AMES, the young man In 
the plane*. did It. Bo bave legione of 
others. We guarantee you can Isere the 
setae. ayatam la eve evenings; then ao 

oulrs speed. Bewms proficient le a teeth of the 
tame It would take yea with any et the old. erm- 
ine: matama. K. I. Shorthand L the new 
simplified stenography that experts conalder the 
moat coati.n and most Iglhla shorthand In the 
world. Until by mall. 

Why go through menthe of drudgery and speed 
Ia. limn a much money learning some trouble- 
some system? K. I. students are found in every 
walk of Ille -smong docnn lawyers. teachers. 

efartriclens, ostneen, tad business men. u well as stenographer se and cretariea. Used le army and osvy, and acknowledged by progre sive commercial .chools u the mesa practical of shorthand system.. 
30 Approval s A l K. 1. Shorthand will be a g help to you to any vocation. You can afford to Y PP bi 

lure It because II Is SO easy and cab se little. Don't think K. I. Shorthand 
Is meant only for stenographers. Learn this invaluable system so you eso be more than e atenogrephsr. It consent. your time. does your remembering for you. Hence promote your efficiency and puts you lo line for 
more rapid advancement Valuable to your electrical or mechanical enterprises. 

We teach you the saltte course oa apgnval fee 30 day. with the understanding that you need set pay ono cut If yea do eat laarn. Prove It for yourself by re eivng two first lesson. FREE. 
More Than a Text Book! Do not compare our system with offer. of test book. on stenography. 

We glue you persons' mall tultloa. ICYpert, guide you to acquiring profeleney sea accuracy In the shortest lima. Free lamina. testimonials and complete Information lent on rnusat 
KING INSTITUTE, Inc. Station F, (EH -300) New York. N. Y. or 

2 S. Wabash Av.. (ErH -300), 
Chicago, Iii. 
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eral reasons. Among these are insufficient 
area of the cold air duct; furnace not lo- 
cated low enough in cellar bottom; or else 
hot air pipes rise at too low an angle. These 
should rise at a sharp angle, preferably not 
less than 45 degrees at the top of the fur- 
nace, and will always work better when 
kept close to this angle or approaching the 
vertical, than they will in the horizontal 
direction. In the majority of cases it is 
usually found that the wind blows from the 
north or some northerly direction more 
than any other. Therefore, where but one 
fan is available for this use, it should be 
installed in the north cold air box. 

A large and airy but unfinished attic 
room in a building occupied by a school 
was suddenly needed in order to accommo- 
date an extra class. It took only a few 
days to wire and plaster it but the time 
required for natural drying could not be 
spared and use of the common salamanders 
was inadvisable because of fire hazard. 
Three 16 -inch electric fans were placed on 
boxes and turned so as to keep a continual 
circulation of air thruout the room. With 
windows poen and the fans running for a 
day and night, the fresh plaster dried quick- 
ly so that carpenters and decorators could 
finish the room shortly. 

2 MEN MILE APART BURNED BY 
SAME ELECTRIC FLASH. 

Recently two men, R. C. Deyo and Henry 
Nisson, both in the employ of the San 
Joaquin (Cal.) Light and Power Company, 
were working on the top of telephone poles 
for the company, 50 miles apart, when an 
unaccountable and unknown current of 10,- 
000 volts went flashing over the wires and 
gave each man such a shock that it is a 
miracle that they escaped instant death. 
Both men were similarly burned about the 
hands, both were rendered unconscious, and 
only restored to consciousness by extraor- 
dinary efforts. The men are now recover- 
ing from burned hands and the electric 
shock at the San Joaquin hospital. 

Deyo was at work on the top of a tele- 
phone pole about twenty miles west of 
Bakersfield, Cal. He was busy on what the 
electricians call the 60 -phone line, when a 
shock came to him. He fell to the ground, 
a distance of 25 feet. 

When, after an hour, Deyo came to his 
senses, he was put in an automobile and 
hurried to the San Joaquin hospital in this 
city. Dr. N. J. Brown was called for at- 
tendance. Both of Deyo's hands are burned 
to a crisp at the palms, and he is suffering 
from hurts he received in his fall from 
the top of the telephone pole. 

At the same moment Henry Nisson, aged 
28 years, was engaged in exactly the same 
sort of work for the San Joaquin Light 
and Power Company at Pond. He, also, 
was at the top of a telephone pole, and he 
was served the same as Mr. Deyo. He fell 
unconscious, and his companion rushed to 
Dr. Copeland's office for help. His hurts 
are the same as Mr. Deyo's, only he has not 
the bruises by the fall. 

GAS VERSUS ELECTRIC RANGE. 
The gas range is little better than half as 

efficient as the electric range. Recent tests 
show that the top surface of the electric 
range requires but 64 per cent of the en- 
ergy necessary to do the same work on the 
top surface of the gas range. The elec- 
tric range oven requires but 23 per cent of 
the energy necessary for the same work in 
a gas range oven. The electric range oven 
is much more efficient in proportion than 
the top surface as compared with the oven 
and top surface of the gas range. Under 
actual household conditions the electric 
range requires about 55 per cent of the en- 
ergy used by the gas range to do the same 
work. 
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NIKOLA TESLA AND HIS 
INVENTIONS. 

(Continued from page 615) 

either a dreamer or, worse yet, crazy. 
The fact is the world does not understand 
you because you live in the next century. 
Moses was a great man, but the Bible 
teaches us that he was "heavy of tongue" 
and could not make himself understood. 
His brother therefore always spoke in his 
stead, announcing to his hearers what Moses 
had to say. Why not let the EXPERIMENTER 
be your brother? Why not let us translate 
your work into a language that the man 
in the street can readily understand? We 
have the knowledge and the technical train- 
ing to do your inventions justice by means 
of graphic illustrations and wash drawings. 
The public does not want patent drawings 
or patent language. It wants pictures and 
plain English. You are a great inventor, 
but your 21st Century training prevents 
you from making yourself understood to a 
20th Century public. My plan is to run one 
of your inventions every month, in plain 
English fully illustrated. That means that 
it will probably take over two years to deal 
with all of your more important inventions. 
At the end of this period the articles can 
be published in book form, a thing that 
does not exist at present. The plan is two- 
fold. First, the world at large will at last 
understand the highly important work you 
have accomplished and will fully recognize 
you. Second, it will be of greatest benefit 
to Science, to whom your inventions will 
then not be the sealed book they are today." 

Knowing that Tesla had in the past con- 
tinuously refused similar offers of dozens 
of great publishers of this country as well 
as abroad, I was not at all sanguine of my 
own plan. Great was my surprise there- 
fore, that he not only gave his consent, but 
he actually agreed to prepare each article 
personally with the Editors' collaboration. 

Dr. Tesla wants it expressly understood 
that he is undertaking this great work 
chiefly to educate the young generation. 
He felt that he could not possibly reach 
such a large electrically trained young man- 
hood, save thru the medium of the ELEC- 
TRtmAL EXPERIMENTER. With its circulation 
above 100,000, all enthusiastic experiment- 
ers, Tesla feels that his greatest mission in 
life, namely, to assist our rising generation, 
will come near fulfillment. 

Nikola Tesla's articles will therefore 
run serially every month in the ELEC- 
TRICAL EXPERIMENTER. The ar- 
ticles will be entitled: "My Inventions" 
-by Nikola Tesla. Every article will be 
entirely original; each will be illustrated 
with our own new illustrations and with 
such wash drawings as made this jour- 
nal so successful. The first article will 
appear in our February number. 

We wish to congratulate EXPERIMENTER 
readers for having obtained for them prob- 
ably the greatest technical news feature of 
a generation. I caution you: Expect much! 

FARMERS AND ELECTRICITY. 
Within the past three years the farmers 

of the United States have purchased one 
million automobiles and 100,000 tractors 
and innumerable pumping engines, and 
other devices run by electricity, according 
to widely publisht estimates. Farmers ev- 
erywhere are rapidly advancing in the 
same direction, progress in labor- saving 
contrivances being phenomenal in this coun- 
try. A motor does the churning; a motor 
runs the sewing machine and the washing 
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machine. The rural telephone is invading 
country districts at the rate of many miles 
per day, and all farm machinery is being 
operated by the aid of tractors, which now 
haul the wagon and work the hay loader in 
the hay field. Next year, it is said, reapers 
and mowers in great numbers will be drawn 
by tractors. 

DEVICE FOR PROTECTING ELEC- 
TRIC MOTORS. 

A motor protection system which, it is 
claimed, does away with the trouble and ex- 
pense of cleaning motors, has been devised 
and marketed. The usual type of installa- 
tion, it is pointed out, in working out this 
system consists of casings which enclose 
each end of the motor and make it dust 
proof. A fan is attached to the end of the 
motor shaft, a dust separator, and an air 
intake pipe running to a clean air supply 
out of doors. When the motor is started, 
the fan draws in the cool, fresh air thru 
the dust separator and forces it against the 
rear end of the motor, thru the windings 
and out thru the laminations. Part of the 
air is forced thru a by -pass to the front 
hood so that the same action takes place 
on both sides of the motor. 

As a result, it is pointed out that the 
motor is kept clean and has a large volume 
of cool, clean air constantly passing thru it 
which carries away the heat as fast as gen- 
erated. Motor casings are provided with 

Forced Alr Cooling Apparatus Shown In- 
stalled on a Motor. 

large doors to permit of a ready inspection 
of brushes, resistance, air -gap, bearings, 
and the like. The dust separator is also 
provided with doors so that the screens can 
be readily removed. The equipment can be 
applied to motors without moving them and 
requires a short time to install. Besides re- 
ducing the temperature and increasing the 
efficiency, the maker points out that the 
protection provided allows the carrying of 
a large overload without shortening the life 
of the motor and eliminates fire hazards. 

DANIELS TELLS OF FOE RADIOS 
SCOUTS FOUND. 

A telegram from Secretary of the Navy 
Daniels received by the Boy Scouts of 
America characterized them as "chivalrous 
young crusaders" because of their work 
during the war. It also disclosed that the 
Scouts, working on behalf of the Govern- 
ment, had discovered hundreds of illegal 
wireless plants. 

Twenty -six of these plants were found 
in one day. A German alien, operating an 
underground radio station with a small 
New England river supplying the motive 
power, was taken into custody and interned. 
This plant was said to have been exchang- 
ing German Government messages between 
America and Berlin. Details of these scout 
activities are expected to be made public 
later. 

"I Can Succeed!" 
"What other men have done with the 

help of the International Correspondence 
Schools, I can do. If the I. C. S. have 
raised the salaries of other men, they can 
raise mine. If they have helped others 
to advance, they can help me. To me, 
I. C. S. means 'I CAN SUCCEED.' " 

Make up your mind right now that not 
another day shall pass until you have 
made your start toward success. 

For27years men in offices, stores, shops, 
factories, mines, railroads, and in the 
Army and Navy have been winning pro- 
motion and increased salaries through 
the I. C. S. More than 100,000 men and 
women are getting ready right now with 
I. C. S. help for the bigger jobs ahead. 

No matter where you live, the I. C. S. will come to 
you. No matter what your handicaps, or how small 
your means, we have a plan to meet your circura- 
stances. No matter what career you may choose, 
some one of the íS0 I. C. S. Courses will surely suit 
your needs. 

When everything has been made easy for you - 
when one hour a day spent with the I. C. S. In the 
Quiet of your own home will bring you a bigger 
income, more comforts, more pleasures. all that 
success means -can you let another single price- 
less hour of spare time go to waste? Make your 
start right now! This Is all we ask: Without cost, 
without obligating yourself in any way, put it UP 

to us to prove how we can help you. Just mark 
and mall this coupon. 

Tarin OUT RCne - 
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

BOX 6170, SCRANTON, PA. 
Explain, without obligating me, how I ran quality for Rho 
poalton, or In the subject, be/ore which I mark X. 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER SALESSIANSII1? 
Iae,trla litbtlnr and 11r.. U 
Electric Wiring 
Telegraph Engineer Show 
Telephone work r 
MECHANICAL ENGINEER 

Ai)VEIt 'USING 
Window Trimmer 

Carl writer 
sign Painter 
Railroad Trainman 

Mechanical Urethra" I'ItATING 
laebine Shop 'rattle. Certoontng 
'foolmaker BOOKKEEPER 
G., Engine Operating - Sten.rr.pber and Trpbt 
CIVIL ENGINEER Cert. rub. Accountant 
Su,verinr and manning TRAFFIC MANAGER p 
MINE FOREMAN er IMill Railway Arcountool 
tTATIONAIIT ENGINEER Commercial Law 
Marine Engineer GOOD ENGLISH 
Ship Draftsman Teacher 
ARCHITECT Como" SebeelSableeea 
Contrast.' a.d 'Wider Mathematic, 
Architectural Dr.n.m.. CIVIL SERVICE 
Concrete Builder Railway Mall Clerk 
Structural Engineer AUTOMOBILE OPEBATINU 
PIrtmNo AND HEATING - Ant. Rnp.tri.r 
Sheet Metal Worker NaTI¢.UOn 
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Present 
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and No 
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"THE SET UNCLE SAM USES" 
i 
FFa'wVifytj 

e 

r°. ss+r 

"Uncle Sam" needs thousand, of operators and is calling for more all the time. Here is your 
chance to become an expert telegrapher at a email cost- The practice outfit shown here la exactly 
the same as used by the United States Signal Corps and comprises the following: 

A highly polished mahogany flnlahed wood base, a real high frequency buzzer giving a high 
note. with nickel -plated cane, regulation nickel -plated sleet lever key. Also brass etched plate show- 
ing the three International codes mounted on the hale for quick practice. A new feature not found 
on any other set You simply cannot mlalay this code. 

This outfit quickly givea you speed, and enables you to learn telegraphy, More or wireless code 
In short time. Special attention is called to the buzzer which gives a clear high note. not a 
rattling noise as many inferior outfits now on the market. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. We ship the 
name day that order is received Your money refunded If you are not satisfied. 

P r 1 e Y Illustrated. d}'k( latitude sufficient petele 

Slzle saver .1116'x2a7t6 . $2.80 for Illu tratedentolder. 

' THE TEWNO CO. ISO CHAMBERS ST.,'NEW YORK 

:be Breakerf , s , 
r b< 

:s :: raw eta Atlantic City's Newest ' t1 arse 
' 

:a a Fire -Proof Hotel i =- .aye Áa_` y 
lìrtfI r' r 

Ocean Front. Unusually attractive 
44vs 
,' g; a 

during the Autumn and Winter sea- o dTif 
eons. I . - ¡ "~ -aí. r ! 
American and European Plans '-may . 

Luxurious lobbies, spacious verandas and sun parlors overlooking the ocean. 
Charming afternoon musicales and evening concerts. A palatial residence 
for those seeking rest and recreation. Sea water baths. Fireproof garage. 
Illustrated booklet sent on request. 

MAGNETIC x7OUR lights will shine and sparkle with de- 
RECTIFIER I light, your horn will squawk raucously and 

Patented your engine will turnover enthusiastically if 
April IL tits you play godfather to your starting and light- 

ing battery by giving it an 

F -F BATTERY BOOSTER 
A hew minute. of your time once a month or so will 

rejuvenate your battery and prolong indefinitely its 
working life. 

- , Write today for bulletin No. r1 and obtain a pretaip- 
et_ ` don lot this battery panacea. - ' = The France Manufacturing Company 

10325 Berea Road, Cleveland, O. 

Super -Sensitive Microphone Only $7.50 

rm. Instrument la offered at an exUemely low 
..:se. It la excellent for bolldlnt your on radio 

be to 

" ° °" " "'m' ° " " "' " "' "" ' " "" 

l mpliner. Can elm used many experiments 
there a aenalthe microphone le. 

DETECTAGRAPH $15 
This detecting Instrument d marrel,oa aenalUrlty 
can be used for detecting mast conversations. Out- 
et c.neleu cf Sensitive Transmute. SS It Black 
Ce,ri. the-elver. Headband. Cass and Batter, á Ö Send for One Today and Convince Youreef 

v 

..sy, :.:6 ... G. 
.1 

1 .q 

- ,` -. 
- ", ' : :1/)) ,., {`gg_-PPf,ti,,IUr 

??,;" 

GASTON BOISSONNAULT" 
26 Cortland[ Street New York 

Maten dt Suow- Smalilve lIe,Men Aaaarafua DETECTAGRAPH SIS 

DEAFNESS l a. MISERY 
lknow because I was Deal and bad iINQ 
Noises for over 30 years. My i nviaible 
Anti -septic Drums bear- 
ing and stopped Head Noises, and willdo 
it for you. They arc Tiny Megaphones. 

i Cannot be seen when worn. Easy to pat 
in, earl to takeout. Are "Unseen Conv- 
fort i.' Inexpensive. Writefor Book let and 
my sworn atatemett of bowl recovered 
myheartne. A. O. LEONARD tulle 3e.0 7O5h Ave-. N. V. (Iry 

A WIRELESS OUTFIT FOR 20c 
We at lest Erse towyneed wirehair telegraph m- 
tem. With tins outfit you can receive and .sod met- 
lazes to >our friend. and sweetheart. or neighbors 
chrose the ball. etc. This mint consists of two me- 

antral .rapper sounder.. one for each Cation; den 
two code. of Morse Alphebes whim. with practise, will 
enable you to operate any telegraph ytem. Complete. 
postpaid. for 20e In coin. 
'THE A. S. CO. 1305 Palls St. CHICAGO 

January, I919 

THE EFFECT OF STATICS ON 
WIRELESS TRANSMISSION. 

(Continued from page 627) 

energy received, even if it could be col- 
lected in its totality, is infinitesimal and 
would not actuate the most sensitive instru- 
ment known were it magnified many million 
times. The fact is these waves have no per- 
ceptible influence on a receiver if situated 
at a much smaller distance. It should be 
remembered, moreover, that since the first 
attempts the wave lengths have been in- 
creased until those advocated by me were 
adopted, in which this form of radiation 
has been reduced to one -hillionth. 

When a circuit, connected to ground and 
to an elevated capacity oscillates, two effects 
separate and distinct are produced; Hertz 
waves are radiated in a direction at right 
angles to the axis of symmetry of the con- 
ductor, and simultaneously o current is 
passed through the earth. The former 
propagates with the speed of light, the lat- 
ter with a velocity proportionate to the 
cosecant of an angle which from the origin 
to the opposite point of the globe varies 
from zero to 180 °. Expressed in words. 
at the start the speed is infinite and dimin- 
ishes, first rapidly and then slowly until a 
quadrant is traversed when the current pro- 
ceeds with the speed of light. From that 
region on the velocity gradually increases. 
becoming infinite at the opposite point of 
the globe. In a patent granted to me in 
April, 1905, I have summed up this law of 
propagation in the statement that the pro - 
jections of all half waves on the axis of 
symmetry of movement are equal, which 
means that the successive half waves, tho 
of different length, cover exactly the same 
area. In the near future many wonderful 
results will be obtained by taking advantage 
of this fact. 

There is a vast difference hetween these 
two forms of w-ive movement in their bear- 
ing on the transmission. The Hertz waves 
represent energy which is radiated and un- 
recoverable. The current energy, on the 
other hand, is preserved and can be re- 
covered theoretically, at least, in its entirety. 
If the experts will free themselves from the 
illusions under which they are laboring, 
they will find that to overcome static dis- 
turbances all that is needed is a properly 
constructed transmitter and receiver with- 
out any additional devices or preventives 
I have, however, devised several forms of 
apparatus eliminating statics even in the 
present defective wireless installations in 
which they are magnified many times. 
Such a form of instrument which I have 
used successfully is shown in the annexed 
photograph. These phenomena have been 
studied by me for a number of years and 
I have found that there are nine or ten 
different causes tending to intensify them. 
and in due course. I shall give a full de- 
scription of the various improvements I 

have made, in the ELECTRICAL EXPERI- 
MENTER, For the present I would only point 
out that in order to perfectly eliminate the 
static interference, it is indispensable to 
redesign the whole wireless apparatus as 
now employed. The sooner this is under- 
stood the better it will be for the further 
evolution of the Art. 

A means of making use of the electric 
magnet under water has been devised in 
Japan, and it promises to be of great assis- 
tance in locating sunken vessels, to recover 
which salvage operations on a big scale are 
expected after the war. 

With the aid of special oxygen masks air- 
plane experts believe that air fighters will 
be able to carry on battles five miles above 
the earth. 
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NEW BATTERY CHARGER SIM- 
PLICITY ITSELF. 

For the Garage Man going into Battery 
or Service work on an ample scale, or for 
the Garage that has outgrown its present 
equipment, an Ohio concern has brought out 
a new 32 battery capacity Charging Outfit 
shown herewith. 

With this outfit batteries in all stages of 
charge can be handled by the four charging 
lines provided, caring for eight batteries 
in each line. Batteries requiring different 
charging rates can be handled according to 
their individual needs, due to the ample 
output of the machine. Different voltage 
batteries can also be charged in the same 
line, due .to the automatic voltage control 
of the Generator. 

With this outfit, battery charging work is 
claimed to be very profitable, and the mak- 
ers state they have designed the outfit 
wholly with the idea of bringing the Garage 
the largest profits possible from this class 
of work. 

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 659 

WANTED: 
OFFICE MEN 

Auditors, Accountants, Office Man. 
apers, Credit Men,Cashicrs, Bookkeep- 

ers and Cost Clerks - $1,200 to $7.500. 
FACTODY MEN 

Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, Fae 
tory M ana gers ,Superintendents,Foremen. 
Designers, Draftsmen -$1,500 to $12,000. 

CONSTRUCTION MEN 
Civil and Structural Engineers, Transit. 
men, Construction Superintendents and 
Foremen, Estimators, Designers and 
Draftsmen - $1,200 to $10.000. 

TARDES - Machinists and Tool- 
makers, Auto Repairers, Electri- 

cians, Stationary Engineers, 
Firemen, Plumbers, Car- 

pontera. $$22..,zao 

AH 
these Positions 
were advertised 
in a single issue 

of a Chicago 
newspaper 

Dw . 

Compact Battery Charging Outfit of capacity 
Ample for Average Public Garage and Ser- 

vlceeStatlon. 

DO YOU ASSOCIATE COLORS 
WITH FIGURES? 

The recent letter to Science from David 
Starr Jordan called to my attention a fact 
which I did not know before, says Arthur 
Bessey Smith, the well -known telephone 
engineer, in that journal. On mentioning 
it to my laboratory assistant, Mr. Herbert 
Edward Clapham, he said that he, too, as- 
sociated colors with the letters of the al- 
phabet, but not with all, and that figures 
were also associated with colors. At my 
request he wrote out the following list: 
A gray O black 1 white 
B light red P brown 2 red 
C black Q - - - 3 light red 
D pink 
E scarlet 
F pink 
G - -- 
H yellow 
I white 
J white 

L - -- 
M olive green 
N olive green 

Altho I have never associated colors 
with letters or figures, from my earliest 
recollection I have always thought of let- 
ters and of figures arranged in certain 
relative positions. The origin of this I do 
not know. It might have been something 
in the presentation of these things by my 
first teacher, or the manner in which little 
wooden sticks were laid out on my desk 
in the first number work. These little 
sticks, each about 3 mm. in diameter and 
20 mm. long, had been split out of pine for 
me by my father. 

R - -- 4 gray 
S white 5 white 
T red 6 white 
U golden brown 7 golden 

gray 8 brown 
\V - -- 9 red - -- 0 black 
Y white 
Z red 

These 
books 
were writ- 
ten by ex- 
perts in plain, 
everyday language. They are 
free from puzzling technical 
terms. Numerous 'illustra- 
tions, diagrams and tables 
make difficult 
points as simple 
as A -B -C. They 
are handsome- 
ly bound in 
half or full 
leather (ex- 
cept Law 
and Practice, 
which is 
bound in law 
buckram) and 
stamped in 
gold. Fill out 
the coupon. 

Which one of them could 
you fill? If you haven't the 
knowledge necessary to 

break into the hig -pay class, 
decide to get that knowledge 

NOW! Any of the books 
listed below will quickly fit 

you for a well-paid job -at home 
-in your spare time. 

Carpentry and 
Contracting 

Five volumes. 2139 pages and 
Pmore than 400 illustrations, 

repares for Contractor. Build- 
ing Superintendent and Car. 
penter Foreman. Regular 
price,$25.00. Specialprice 17.80. 

Civil Engineering 
Nine volumes. 3900 pages and 
1000 illustrations. plates and 
diagrams. Prepares for Civil or 
Structura) Engineer, Transit. 
man, Estimator. Designer or 
Chief Draftsmen. Regular 
price,$46.00. Special priee329.80. 

Telephony and 
Telegraphy 

Four volumes, 17 rongea and 
2000 illustrations, plates and 
doms . Prepares for Tele. 

hone Engineer, Wire Chief, phone 
h ange Manager. Trouble 

Man or Telegrapher. Regular 
price, $_0.00.Special pnce.Si2.80. 

Fire Prevention 
and Insurance 

Four volumes. 
n1600 , dia 

and 
600 S grams, 
f orms, etc. Prepares for Count- 
erman. Rata Clerk, Inspector 
or Agent. Regular price, 
$20.00. Special price, $15.80 

Electrical Engineering 
Seven volumes 3000 pages and 
2600 illustrations, plates and 
diagrama. Prepares for Eire - 
trical Engineer. Power Plant 

store or Electrician. erator Regular 
price,$35.00. Specialprice,$19.80. 

Accountancy and 
Business Management 
Tea volumes, &150 pages and 
1957 illustrations. forms, tc. 
Prepares for Certified Public 
Accountant, Auditor, Office 
Manager, Accountant, Credit 
Man or Bookkeeper. Regular 
price,$50.00. Special pnce,$_4.80. 

Automobile 
Engineering 

Five volumes. 2400 pages and 
2000 illustrations. Prepares for 
Garage Foreman, Automobile 
Mechanic or Chauffeur. Inval. 
uable to car owners. Regular 
price.$ .00. Special price,317.80. 

MachineShopPractice 
Six volumes. 2300 pages mail 
BOO illustration. Prepares for 
Machine Shop Superintendent 
or Foreman, Foundrvman, Pat- 
tern Maker. Tool Designer or 
Tool Maker. Regular y e, 
1'0.00. Special price, $19.80. 

Sanitary, Heating and 
Ventilating Engiñ ring 
Four volumes. 1464 pages and 

etce 
than 1400 illustrations, 

. Prepares for Sanitary 
F.ngineeri Heating and Venti- 
lating Engineer. Master 
Plumber or Plumber. Regular 
price,$20.00. Special price.$13.80. 

Steam and Gas 
Engineering 

Seven volumes, 3300 pages and 
2500 illustrations. plater, dia. 
grams, etc. Prepares for Sta- 
tionary. Marine or Locomotive 
Engineer or Fireman. Regular 
price,$35.00. Special price,$1,e0. 

Law and Practice 
(with Reading Course in 25 
bound pamphlets). Thirteen 
volumes, 6000 pages and 24 illus- 
trations. Prepares for all Bar 
Examinations. A wonderful 
aid to business men. Regular 
price,472.00. Special priee,£39.80. 

Practical 
Accounting 

Four volumes. 1840 ages and 
800 illustrations, plates and 
diagrams. C. P. A. questions 
and spractical problems. Pre- 
pare for Accountant Book- 
keeper or Cost Clerk. Regular 
pnee,$20.00. Specialprice,$12,60. 

One 
Week 
Free 
Trial 

We'll gladly send you any set for 
seven days' examination. Don't send 
us a penny; just pay the small ship- 
ping charge when the books arrive. 
Examine them carefully -use them 
at your work for an-entire week. At 
the end of that time, if you feel they 
aren't worth far more than we ask, 
return them at our t'Orure. if you keep 
them, pay the bargain price on the easy 
terms explained below. 

American Technical Society 
Deal. X3389 Chicago, Il. S. A. 

5 Oc A WEEK rAmericanTechnical Society, Dent. X3389, Chicago, eil. 

fa i ä:r ná m ..e n[ 
eharr..a .11,- -t. 1 .,ü mit book, 1 Yes, if you decide to keep 1 he set you I 

have selected, send $2 within seven I 
days and then $2 a month (50c a trrck) 
until the present low price has been 1 

paid. Have you ever heard of a more 
generous offer? Remember. you take - 

o chances whatever-we aend the hooks for 1 
examination and you are not obligedto.keep 
them if you do not care to buy. Mail the 
coupon ante- before you turn the page. 1 

rh oroamr and, ,f .awhed, w dl .end +,2 w,th,o 7 dur. and $^-- each n. -nib .nul 4 

haro 
return them nr prpreof at cour ex...,.. 

If i.11eidu not to kepi the Iront., 
I 
et i. ran,. pond for. 

reuse. rue o..t i p , o. aura rno 1 

Xante 

dddreaa 

Reference 

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Esperimenter whets writing to odrerti.rerr. 

$ 

1 
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7 CHEMISTRY! 
DO YOU KNOW? 

Do you know how to make chemical tricks) 
Do you know bow cloth is bleached) 
Do you know how to teat soil? 
Do you want to make invisible ink) 
Do you know how to test flour? 
Do you know bow Chlorine Smoke and 

Chlorine Gas (German War Gas), is made? 
What do you know about chemistry in gen- 

eral? 

These and hundred other interesting ques- 
tions are answered and demonstrated with our 
Chemistry Laboratory which we present here- 
with. 

The chemicals furnished are all tech- 
nically pure and put up in appropriate 
wooden boxes and glass bottles, and 
there is a sufficient quantity to make 
dozens of experiments with each. The 
apparata are of standard laboratory size 
and quality. 

Altho all chemicals have nearly dou- 
bled in price, we have decided not to 
raise the price for this outfit for the 
present. 

Read the list of chemicals and apparata 
and look at the actual photograph of 
the outfit at your right. 

And order one today! 

We present herewith to our friends our new E. 1. Co. Chemical 
Laboratory which contains real chemicals and apparata to 
perform real chemical experiments. This outfit is not a toy, 
put up merely to amuse, but a practical laboratory set, with all 
the chemicals, apparata and reagents necessary to perform 
real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets of inor- 
ganic chemistry. With this outfit we give free a book con- 
taining a Treatise in Elementary Chemistry, useful data and 
recipes, and 100 instructive and amusing experiments. 

FMK -.26112 

,* 

':*1 i á 1A- J 

44 
Chemicals 

17 
Apparata 

1 

Instruction 
Book with 

100 Ex- 
perim ents 

PRICE 
5.00 

Shipping 
Weight 10 lbs 

CAN BE SHIPPED 
BY EXPRESS ONLY 

THE E. I. Co. CHEMICAL LABORATORY 
DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTFIT 

Ammonium Chloride 
Alum 
Antimony 
Boracic Acid 
Charcoal 
Sodium Nitrate 
Sodium Carbonate 
Sodium Borate 
Sodium Sulphite 
Manganese Dioxide 
Oxalic Acid 

One Standard Washbottle 
One Alcohol Lamp 
One Conical Glass Measure 
One Erlenmeyer Flask 
One Glass Funnel 
One Delivery Tube 

It contains the following 
Brimstone 
Iron Oxide 
Sulphate of Zinc 
Magnesia Carbonate 
Zinc, Metallic 
Sodium Bicarbonate 
Sodium Sulphate 
Sodium Chloride 
Calcium Sulphate 
Barium Chloride 
Lead Acetate 

44 chemicals: 
Ferrous Sulphate 
Nickel Sulphate 
Sodium Phosphate 
Zinc Carbonate 
Ammonium Sulphate 
Ammonium Carbonate 
Ammonium Aqua 
Calcium Chloride 
Chloride of Zinc 
Copper Sulphate 
Glycerol 

The following apparats are furnished: 
Six Assorted Test -Tubes 
One Test -Tube Holder 
Ten Sheets of Filter Paper 
One Glass Dropper 
One Spoon Measure 

Iron Chloride 
Calcium Oxide 
Stannous Chloride 
Nickel Chloride 
Hydrochloric Acid 
Sulphuric Acid 
Iodine 
Mercury, Metallic 
Tin, Metallic 
Litmus Paper 
Ferrous Sulphide 

Glass Tubing 
One book containing Treatise on 
Elementary Chemistry and 100 
Chemical Experiments to be per- 
formed with this outfit. 

231 F THE ELECTRO IMPORTING Co., NEW YORK, STREEON 
SEE OUR FULL PAGE AD ON PAGE 679 FOR FREE CYCLOPEDIA 

You bens, i by mentioning the "Electrical Ex erimenter' when writing to advertiser& 
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Edited by H. GERNSBACK 

lo this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to 
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent Advice" 
cannot be anwered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the benefit of all 
readers. If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in 
order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so. 

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches 
and descriptions must he clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on, 

Readers' attention is called to the fact that 
due to the great amount of letters to this de- 
partment it is quite impossible to answer them 
all then these columns. The inquiries answered 
in this issue date as far hack as July, and if 
readers wish speedy service they should care- 
fully note the announcement appearing in the 
preceding paragraph. 

Code Practise Instrument. 
(289) Geo. R. Griffin, Troy, N. Y., writes: 

"I have noticed in the November number of the 
ELECTRICAL Exrr.RISIENTER an article by A. E. 
Kopp New Middletown, Iod., called 'Code Prac- 
tise Instrument' and the fault you had found 
with it. I have an idea which might be of value 
to Mr. Kopp's instrument, And am enclosing copy 
of same with the request to publish the device at 
your convenience." 

Mr. Griffin suggests putting the lamp of the 
practise outfit right on the key lever as shown 
in our illustration. By this means the bulb is 
screwed in the socket made for that purpose on 
the lever of the key. This has a tendency to 
light the bulb on the downward stroke instead of 
the upward stroke. 

A. This strikes us as a good solution of Mr. 
Kopp's idea, but of course in this case Mr. Grif- 
fin and Mr. Kopp should really be joint inventors 
in any future patent action. The solution seems 
satisfactory offhand. 

Bub 

Contact 

Bot 

Improved Code Practise Instrument. 

Diving Mine. 
(290) W. F. Aslte, lac ;.,.,nvil'e. Fla.. writes: 

"Has there been a patent issued for a 'diving 
mine -power to be furnished by small motor or 
clockwork -one that will take in water on the 
surface of the sea, which will cause it to sink 
to let mine rakes pass by, and after it has gone 
down to about fifty feet, it will throw out water, 
and thus cause it to rise in time to blow a battle - 
ship ups" 

A. To our knowledge there has never been 
anything of this kind invented before, and we 
have never seen any reference to it. We think 
a device of this kind is more or less impossible. 

Safety Soap. 
(2°U W. I.. llcGonan, Holdenville, Okla.. 

writes: "To your knowledge has there been any 
device patented for preventing soap from being 
stolen or destroyed from public places? Further- 
more what do you think of such a device. The 
device which I speak of is compnsed of a flat 
steel which runs thru the center of the soap and 
is fastened by chain at one end and small lock 
on the other. Any information that you can 
give me concerning this matter will be greatly 
appreciated." 

A. This is a very old idea, and one which we 
bave seen in actual use in hotel and public wash- 
rooms years and years ago. There is nothing 
novel about this. and nearly all of these devices 

have been superseded by automatic soap dispensing 
machines, such as liquid soap, where you only have 
to press a button to get a thimbleful) of liquid 
soap in your hand, or the other device whereby 
you turn a handle which puts soap shavings into 
your band. 

Invisible Periscope. 
(292) Mr. Geo. Ulrich, Newark, N. J., sub- 

mits an idea of what he calls "invisible periscope' 
scheme. The outside of the periscope tubing is 
to be surrounded with a heavy glass tulle while 
the space between the periscope tithe and glass 
tube is to be filled with sea water. The periscope 
tube is to be painted to match the sea water. Our 
advice is asked. 

A. While an ingenious idea, this is not dif- 
ferent from many other similar devices which 
have been suggested in the past. The trouble 
is that it is not the periscope itself which makes 
the trouble, hut the V- shaped wake of churned, 
white water which is left behind as the submarine 
speeds thru the water. The periscope itself can 
be and has been camouflaged in the past in such 
a way as to render it almost invisible within a 
hundred yards. Of course, this is all right while 
the submarine is not moving, but once it starts 
moving, the periscope immediately leaves a tell- 
tale wake behind. 

Ice -Cream Cone. 
(293) Gardner S. Wyman, Pittsburgh, Pa., 

says: 'I would like to submit a plan for a paper 
ice -cream cone that is t,. take the place of cake 
cones now in use, as I understand there is a 
shortage of the latter; the plan is to make a cone 
of the same shape as cake cones out of fairly 
heavy wax paper, the. latter to unroll like a paper 
pencil as the cream is eaten away." Our advice 
is asked on this idea. 

A. We are afraid that while it looks feasible 
on paper, it would not work out in practise for 
the reason that it would at best be a very messy 
operation to thus unroll the wax paper, which 
surely would splash melted cream over the eater. 

t , i 1 

Don't Lose Your Rights 
'Before disclosing your invention to 

anyone send for blank form "Evidence of 
Conception" to be signed and witnessed. 
A sample form together with printed in- 
structions will show you just how to work 
up your evidence and establish your rights 
before filing application for patent. As 
registered patent attorneys we represent 
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S. 
and Canada in the advancement of inven- 
tions. Our schedule of fees will be found 
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Con- 
ception," sample, instructions relating to 
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees 
sent upon request. Ask for them, -a post 
card wil do. 

LANCA5IER; 8t ALLWINE 

255 OURAY BLDG.. 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

INVENTORS. Send us a ske!ch, model. or 
photo and written description of your lavendoa 
for advice regarding patent protection. No charge 
for this service. 

Patents we secure advertised with- 
out charge in Popular Mechanics Maga- 
zine. 
20 years' experience. Prompt personal service. Our 
experience and knowledge In patent matters often 
enables us to advise regarding patentability without 
expense to the Inventor. Particulars Free. write 
us today. 

TALBERT & TALBERT, Patent Lawyers 
4287 Talbert Bldg., Washington, D. C. 

PATENTS 
Inventors Invited to Write for Information 

and Particulars 
Highest References. Best Results. 

Promptness Assured. 
WATSON E. COLEMAN 

Patent Lawyer 
624 F Street N. W. Washington, D. C. 

i Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write for our blank 
form "EVIDENCE OF CONCEPTION ". This should be signed and witnessed 
and returned to us together with model or sketch and description of the invention, 
and we will give our opinion as to its patentable nature. 

Our Illustrated Guide Book, HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT, sent Free un 
request. Contains full instructions regarding Patents, Trade -Marks. Foreign 
Patents, Our Methods, Terms and 100 Mechanical Movements illustrated and de- 
scribed. Articles on Patent Practice and Procedure, and Law Points for inventors. 

An actual search of United States patents made in all cases before preparing application for patent. Etec tricot Cases o Specialty Highest References Prompt Attention Reasonable Terms 

FREE COUPON! 
VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys 

New York Offices: Pittsburgh Offices: Philadelphia Offices: 
1001 to 1007 Woolworth Bldg. 514 Empire Bldg. 135 S. Bread St. Main Offices: 779 Ninth Street, N. W., Washington, D.C. 

Nagle Address 

Pau b;,: eft by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" rohen writing to ad :rrtisrrs. 
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MILLIONS 
OF DOLLARS 

are being spent NOW for new 
Idea of all kinds. Never before 
bas the demand for good thin. 
PROTECTED BT OWEN PAT- 
IENTS been no great -or profitable 
to the man bo will but nee hi.. 
brainy Send for my to free books and find 
nut what fnrentinns re needed. 

h IWI. ARF 
FRIfl 72-pagß9 

P 
guide to fume.: 

STEPPING STONES -- hundreds of hints of 
ideas wanted. truth about prises for inren- 
Uma: PATENT BLTERS- contains over 400 
requests for OWEN PAT 'TS. with Ideu de- 
sired: PATENT PROMOTION -tells how to 
sell your patent, etc. 

I'll help without charge to sell soar Idea 
by advertising It and otherwise putting you In 
tooth with prospect!. buyers. Send sketch nr 
model for free opininn u to patentability. Mel 
of patent. etc. Advice costs nothing. Write 
today for my books. A postal request wilt do. 

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer 
164 Owen Building 2276 -8 Woolworth Bldg. 
Wublenton. O. C. New York City 

PATENTS 
and 

Trade Marks 
Send sketch or model 
for actual search and 
report. Write for Book- 
let of instructions on 
patent practice and 
procedure. Prompt 
personal service... 

Geo. P Kimmel 
Patent Lalvyer 

88-Aí Oriental Bldg.. Washington, D. C. 

PATENTS 
LACEY & LACEY 

Attorneys -at -Law- Patent Practice Exclusively 
Solicitor. of 

U. S. and Foreign Patents 
Trade -Marks, Copyrights 

642 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 

Write (le for Our inventor.' Book 
PATENT -SENSE 

ESTABLISHED 1869 

U. S. PATENTS 
Our facilities for securing patents enable sea to 
give prompt sod reliable service at reasonable 
rates, Inventors are invited to write to us re- 
garding questions appertaining to securing Pat- 
ent protection. All matters receive prompt at- 
tention. Bend sketch for preliminary examina- 
tion. Books free oo request. 

A. M. BUCK & CO., Patent Attorneys, 
205 Second Nat'I Bank Bldg. Washington, D. C. 

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 
Electric Radiator. 

(294) Earl F. Iiobbs, St. Louis, d1o., has an 
idea of a hot water radiator, electrically heated 
with expansion tank and built on wheels so it 
could be moved from one location to another 
and from room to room. It could be made out 
of 3i inch pipe with about a 500 watt element 
made from nichrome wire. The radiator to have 
a medium and a low point. 

A. There is nothing fundamentally new in 
electrically heated water radiators as our cor. 
respondent suggests in his letter. We have in the 
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER often described num. 
erous electrically heated radiators of this sort. 

Poison Shell. 
(295) Joseph Vierthaler, Philadelphia, l'a., sub. 

mite desenption and device of a poison shell which 
comprises an ordinary shell with a hollow center. 
Poisoned gas is enclosed in the shell, the latter 
is put in the shell when manufactured. Our 
advice is asked. 

A. There is nothing new at all about this, and 
the present gas shells as have been used by the 
Germans as well as all the Allies and the United 
States are made along precisely this plan. 

Fan Guard. 
(296) Ladimir II. Svoboda, Cleveland Ohio, 

writes: As editor of the 'Patent Advice' 
would appreciate your advice on the following: 
Would it be advisable to employ a guard for a 
small special electrical fan having blades but 3" 
long? The guard if employed must be dissectable. 
I have been advised to use a 'sand guard.' Could 
you give me details as to this or any other dis- 
sociable guard ?" 

A. We see nothing fundamentally difficult in 
making a detachable fan guard to work in con- 
junction with a small fan. It seems that any 
model shop or a clever experimenter ought to 
be able to devise such a guard, which seems a 
very simple undertaking. We do not know, 
however, what you mean by sand guard. \Ve 
do not know to what this refers. 

Telephone Receiver. 
(297) Frank W. Harrington, Fulton Ill.. sends 

in a sketch of a telephone receiver which we re- 
produce herewith. The idea is to employ two 
bobbins having a central opening which are to 
pull in two soft iron needles 1/32 inch in diameter 
attached to the diafram as shown. \Ve are asked 
if this design is good. whether the telephone is 
sensitive and whether the device has ever been 
tried before. 

A. This is a similar idea to one described 
some time ago in these columns. Right here we 
want to say that any telephone receiver as a 
rule, -with very few exceptions,-which has its 
diafram weighed so as to interfere with the free 
vibration of the latter, usually is less sensitive 
than the diaf rams which swing free. We are 
quite convinced that the construction shown by 

A C 

Novel Idea In Telephone Receiver Design. 

our correspondent would not prove very sensitive. 
The idea is of course not new, having been tried 
quite a number of times before. 

Soldering Iron. 
(298) K. blowat, Atkins, Mich., writes: "Will 

you please tell me if an electric soldering iron 
which operates on six volts, six amperes is pat- 
entable. It has three holes bored in the iron in 
which is placed carbon of a certain size insulated 
by asbestos and connected together by copper 
strips the whole being wrapped io asbestos which 
is held on by iron wire twisted at the ends. 

A. Without kr,owing all the details of the 
construction it is impossible to tell where this 
device would be patentable or not. and if it 
would work out in practise. We would advise our 
correspondent to first build a model and con- 
vince himself if it works satisfactorily before at- 
tempting to patent it. 

NEW "GERMAN" ALARM CLOCK. 
An electric alarm clock which awkens 

deaf sleepers by jarring their beds has been 
invented in Germany. 

They should put one under the Kaiser's 
bed to awake him to the fact that the Pots- 
dam Gang is "spurlos vcrscnktl" 

January, 1919 
NEW ELECTRIC FIRE DETECTOR 

AND ALARM. 
The new quick alarm fire detector here 

shown supplements and supersedes watch- 
men. It is superhuman in responsiveness, 

New Type of Electric Flre De- 
tector and Alarm. 

ncessantly watching every part of the home 
or building. It operates the moment the 
air in close proximity to the ceiling becomes 
heated at the rate of 4 degrees Fahrenheit 
per minute. For example: A single news- 
paper on fire in a room having as much 
as 500 sq. ft. of floor space heats the air 
suddenly enough to cause a single detector 
to operate in 5 seconds. 

This detector is radically different from 
common types of automatic alarms, thermo- 
stats and sprinklers which depend upon 
alloys, soft solder, bi- metallic compositions, 
dissimilar metal or mercury requiring a 
slow rise or fixt temperature of from 110 
to 250 degrees. Before such systems 
operate, the fire gains tremendous head- 
way, making it necessary to call the fire 
department to the scene, which means an- 
other delay of at least five minutes and 
inevitable damage. The inventor claims that 
this new fire detector enables one to locate 
the seat of the fire and to extinguish it 
single- handed, long before it gets hot 
enough to operate automatic sprinkler sys- 
tems. The principle upon which it operates 
is simplicity itself. The very air heated 
by the incipient fire inflates a (non -metallic) 
diafram, joining two solid silver contact 
points, instantly closing the electric circuit. 
The detector is as sensitive below zero as 
above, but, by reason of its automatic com- 
pensating feature slow or local rises in tern - 
perature such as produced by hot water 
systems, furnaces, open grates, kitchen 
stoves or steam boilers cannot cause a false 
alarm. The automatic compensator insures 
that the air pressure under normal condi- 
tions is always the same inside the detector 
as that of the surrounding atmosphere. 

The detector is very largely composed of 
a stone -hard insulating compound in which 
various elements llave been permanently 
molded for permanent protection against 
wear and short- circuiting. It may be in- 
stalled as easily as the ordinary household 
door bell or call bell systems, making use 
of bells, horns, signal lights, annunciators 
and batteries. It is compact, requires no 
assembling or adjusting, can easily be de- 
tached and removed from one building and 
again installed in another without the 
slightest damage. 

CABLE BOX FIRE EXTINGUISHER. 
To extinguish fires in electric cable boxes, 

where water might cause short circuiting, a 
device has been invented for injecting 
flame -smothering gases. 
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ONE READER'S EXPERIENCE 
WITH DR. ABRAMS' 
THOUGHT TRANS- 

FERENCE 
THEORY. 

As our reader's will recollect, we sug- 
gested in the September issue in connection 
with the article therein entitled "Popular 
Demonstration of Thought Transference 
and Other Phenomena," by Dr. Albert 
Abrams, that they write us as to what suc- 
cess they have attained in conducting any 
of the experiments outlined by Dr. Abrams 
in this little known realm of science, and 
we are pleased to give herewith the views 
of Mr. J. W. White of Brooklyn, N. Y., 
Mr. White having witnest a number of these 
tests as conducted by Dr. Abrams himself, 
when visiting San Francisco several years 
ago. Furthermore. Mr. White, who is in 
the electrical business in New York City, 
and a thoroly wide -awake student of elec- 
trical and allied matters, had the satisfac- 
tion of taking part in some of the experi- 
ments in Dr. Abrams' laboratory, and his 
views as given below are those of an un- 
prejudiced and unbiased student. 

Many people undoubtedly who have read 
the article in question have tried, unsuccess- 
fully perhaps, to obtain results by unipolar 
currents, according to the theory of Dr. 
Abrams, such as for instance where the 
"percipient" or person interpreting the 
thought transference signal or message is 
connected to another person or body which 
forms the exciting point in the unipolar 
(single wire) circuit. 

Here, for example, is what Mr. White 
experienced, and in this connection it is 
well to remember that the high professional 
standing of Dr. Abrams in the medical and 
scientific fields precludes all doubt of any 
fake or misrepresented reactions or phe- 
nomena, however little we may as yet know 
as to the exact mode in which such phe- 
nomena take place. First Dr. Abrams 
placed Mr. White in a separate laboratory 
room and gave him a permanent steel bar 
magnet, which as we all know bas a North 
and South pole at the alternate ends. The 
Doctor instructed Mr. White to present 
either magnet pole as he might elect to the 
steam radiator in the room, when he would 
be able to tell in his instrument laboratory 
just which end of the magnet he had pre- 
sented. According to the theory of Dr. 
Abrams, the action here was as follows: 
That the electronic discharge from the 
magnet, even when held a short distance 
from the radiator, charged the metal piping 
system, and this particular discharge past 
along thru the radiator and metal piping to 
the laboratory where an instrument or a 
human substitute for the instrument was 
connected by one wire to another radiator 
connected to the system. In this connection 
it is interesting to note that Dr. Abrams 
usually prefers to employ some delicate hu- 
man reflex, such as the heart or stomach 
reflex, for indicating when one of these ex- 
tremely minute electric currents arise, and 
which agents he claims are many hundred 
thousand times more sensitive to minute 
currents than are the most delicate scien- 
tific instruments such as galvanometers, etc. 
To sum up this experiment, Dr. Abrams was 
able to tell quickly just which magnet pole 
Mr. White had presented to the radiator, 
not making a single miss in twenty tests. 

One of the most astounding phases of 
this particular experiment was when the 
Doctor informed Mr. White that it was not 
at all necessary that he present the magnet 
to the radiator, so as either to touch it or 
approach close up to it, but that he could 
determine which pole of the magnet the in- 
vestigator was thinking of if he would but 
lay it on the floor and concentrate his mind 
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X1zswer the call = 
of J5 ut CalinsfAlow 

F you like electricity and are electrically inclined -there 
is where you will be most successful; for electricity is 
your calling. And the great field of electricity, with its 
superior advantages, opportunities and possibilities is 
calling to you now. Answer that call by obtaining the 
thorough, complete and practical electrical education, 

training and development this school offers. You will need ability because 
only electrical men with ability are chosen for the high electrical places. But 
don't just work at electricity, learn electricity. Don't just be ambitious. lie 
determined to succeed as one of the thorough efficient electrical men so 
anxiously sought. Enroll with this school now-don't wait and waste your 
time. 

Become4'n Electrician In One Year Here 
Or Learn An Electrical Trade in 6 Months 

TTIE courses here are practical, with the essential theory, mathematics, 
drafting, etc. You will have electrical appliances, tools, instruments, 
machines, motors, generators, etc., to work with while learning, to 

design, build, repair and operate -learning by actually doing as well as from 
classroom study and lectures. Also, there are fully equipped laboratories 
here -students performing 383 experiments a year. And you will obtain here 
in a short time the electrical knowledge 
and ability the electrical world requires, 
which you will need to succeed. 

You Can Earn While You Learn 
All your school periods here will be confined to 
morning or afternoon -with a half day free. And, 
if you choose, you can work one -half day at good 
pay in a position provided you by this school. 
And thus you can earn while you learn and help 
defray your school expenses -and obtain, as well, 
the valuable experience by working. Evening classes 
are likewise conducted and you can work all day 
and earn more money, if you prefer. Clip the coupon 
at the right here -get catalog and details of this 
school's courses, the "Earn While You Learn' plan 
and the many advantages here for you. Clip and 
mail the coupon. 

Next Term Starts January 2 

Department of Practical Electricity 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
as veetrier OF MILWAUKEE TeeAaiciao: Isfiwte 

73 -373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

Mai/ This Coupon 
School of Engineering 

of Milwaukee 
73373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis. 

1 have checked the'eublects I an in- 
terested In- please send complete de- tails. 

[] Electrician Course A. C. & D. C. -1 yr. Electrical Engineering Course -3 years. 
6 mostee Electriosl Trade Courses Electrical Trouble and Lineman. 
Electrical Meterman. 
Electrical Wireman. 
Electrical Motor and Oeperator Repair- 

man. 
1 Telephone Trouble and Repairman. 
1 Draftsman, 
I Earn While You Learo Plan. 
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LEARN TO FLY 
We are NOW enrolling Student Aviators 
for our SPRING CLASS which starts 
March 1st. 

Modem type. blab speed biplanes used for training. 

Student. continue training until Pilot's license Is ob 
tallied from AERO CLUB OF AMERICA. 
The opportunities for Licensed Aviators are greater than 

ever. for the Aeroplane le now the means of fast trana- 
portatlon of man. peaeeogers and light express goods. 

é Our Flying Course. also Includes s weeks training in 

care and operation of engines. alrcianee. use of lnetru 

i meats. map reading, navigation of the air. eta. 
Telephone Bryant 9078 

Write for our Iuustrated Booklet '7I " -"A !10.1511120 

to You on Ariauoe." 110 -114 West 42cl Street, New York 

at AMERICA'S PIONEER AVIATION 
SCHOOL -under Former Aviator Of- 
ficers Back from the Front. 

(Members of Aeronautical Society of America 

jsagg/ 

t 
A11.VOCIAOCE, 

$125 

ACTIVE SERVICE 

Dependable for a life time. Made right to write right. Long or short -Red or Black. 5125 
Absolute necessity to any business man or woman. Unequalled for general writing, billing, ruling 

and manifoldtng. Made of pure vulcanised rubber with non- corroeive, durable writing point. 

FREE: Liberal supplykofgink 
Extra 

th retail Borden . Agent. wanted Good profits, 
ut gold Inlay 950, 

J. IL ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St., New York 
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Learn Telegraphy -Wireless 
Right In Your Own Home, in your spare time 
Remarkable opportunities are offered experienced wire- 

less operators and telegraphers. The demand is greater 
than the supply- steady positions at increased pay and 
rapid advancement are assured. 

Combination Outfit Wireless- Telegraphy 
will soon make you an accomplished opera- 
tor. Teaches Light and Sound Signals, both 
Radio and Morse. Outfit consists of ex- 
ceptionally fine Telegraph Key, Buzzer, 3 
Binding Posts, Lamp, Lamp Socket and 
Control Switch -all mounted on a highly 
finished base. Two outfits can .00 be operated at considerable 
distance apart for sending and 
receiving practice. 

This Same Outfit Without Lamp $2.50 
Or your dealer can secure it for you. Order to-day. Descriptive circular and 

catalog of celebrated Knapp Motors and Electrical Specialties from 10c up 
mailed free oa request 
Knapp Electric &Novelty Co., 523 W. 51st St., N. Y. 

BECAUSE OF THE 

SHORTAGE of CRUDE RUBBER 
You can SAVE $10.00 on our Standard 

VIOLET -RAY MACHINE 
Sties afraid that we could cot get delivery on hard rubber used for the outside cuing of the Violetta 

machine, we made 350 of these io wood. Now these machines are exactly alike in construction mechanism 
sod workmamhip a our Latest model standard machine which costs Ea5.00. 

The ooly difference being that instead of using hard rubber 
for the casing, wood is used, but it is finished in a beautiful 
black piano finish, and the difference is hardly noticeable. 

Now, we cannot send these out a standard machines so are 
placing them io a special lot at 

x$ 1 5.00 
ae actual ..ring to you of 310.0e. Besides we guarantee these 
machine. to be oew. The Outfit iocludes the generator, one 
general electrode sod a haodsome arryiog case. 

How to secure one of these machines: 
Seod only one dollar to pay express charges and we shall 

send you one of these instrument, by express for your et- 
uninatsoo. This amount will be deducted from total coat of 
macbioe. Yoo Deed oot accept if not satisfactory. 

Stand at once for this is the only lot we shall have of these 
machioes and prices on the standard machine will advance in 
to days. 

BLEADON-DUN CO. 
DEPT. 2 B 11.17 SO. llESI'LAINES ST.. CHICAGO 

What 15' bring You thé Nation's Capital 
The hole matter of 15e in stamps or coin will bnnr you e Pathfinder 
13 weeks uo trnL The Pathfinder Is an Illustrated weekly. published at 
the \anon's center. for the Nation; a paper that Orion all the news of the 
world and tells t he truth and only the truth : cow lofts 28th year. This pa- 
per fills the bill without emptying the purse: it Costs butfi a year. 11 you 
want to keen posted on what Is going on In the world. at the (cast expense 
of time or money. this Is your means. 11 you want paper 1e your horse 

r- lia1.Ie. entertaining. wholesome. the f athfinder 1 s yours. I f you would appreciate a paper which pun everything 
lea's..la.ry i.ne5n -here It Is. Send Vie to showtha youndghtllke such apaper.and we will send the Podlfindn on probation 1. 

.e a. TLe does out re pay ob. but we an glad to foveule oew Iricodi. Thu Pathfhodar, Box 71 ,Waahingten,O. C. 

Washington, the home of the Pathfinder. Is the 
nerve venter of Idlleatlon; history t, being 

mode 01 this world capitol. The Pathfinder'. 
lilustrcted weekly review glued you O eke/. /m 
Óring( these 

correct 
enaotzs. epochs making days. 

TYPEWRITER SENSATION 
PROMPT SHIPMENT. 

$1.00 per month buys a beautifully reconstructed, latest model visible 
typewriter. with back spacer, decimal tabulator, two -color ribbon, etc. 
Every late style feature and modern operating device. Sent on approval. 
Catalogue and special prices free. 

Harry A. Smith, 738, 218 N. Wells St., Chicago, Ill. 
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on one of the poles. This experiment was 
checked up by a considerable number of 
tests, and Dr. Abrams was able to tell the 
pole concentrated on in Mr: White's mind 
each time. 

One of the experiments which will inter- 
est our readers very greatly, especially those 
who read the article referred to in the 
September issue, was that where Mr. White 
became the "percipient." To show the ef- 
fect of the electric currents in the body, Dr. 
Abrams had a strong man placed in a sep- 
arate laboratory, several rooms away from 
where Mr. White was located, and both this 
man and Mr. White were connected by a 
single copper wire. A number of heavy 
weights were placed in the room with the 
strong man. The percipient -Mr. White - 
bad attached to one of his fingers a pulse 
detector of these minute electronic currents, 
as devised by Dr. Abrams, comprising a 
small rubber tube strapt to the finger; this 
tube being connected by means of a rubber 
tube with a small pneumatic chamber at- 
tached to a pivoted arm, the free end of 
which carried an electric contact for open- 
ing and closing a signal circuit. The con- 
tacts on this instrument were conected with 
a battery and an electric signaling bell. 
This pulse indicator was connected and 
acted in the same way, upon the receipt of 
each electronic wave or current, as the 
straw pulse needle indicator described in the 
article referred to. 

This is what happened every time the 
trong man lifted the weights in the distant 

part of the laboratory buildings: An elec- 
tronic current apparently shot along the 
wire and acted to cause a heart reflex in 
the percipient's (Mr. White's) body, which 
manifested itself at the pulse, and in turn 
this action repeated itself thru the rubber 
tube attached to the finger, thus causing the 
pneumatic diafram chamber to vibrate and 
move the pivot arm attached to it, which in 
turn caused the electric signal bell to ring 
each time a weight was lifted by the 
"agent." 

Probably some of the most remarkable 
tests which Mr. White personally saw per- 
formed by Dr. Abrams were those where 
he was enabled to differentiate between dif- 
ferent disease germs, and in some cases 
even the disease affecting a patient over a 
telephone or other wire. For some of these 
and other tests Dr. Abrams has devised a 
very interesting instrument to take the place 
of the stomach reflex, thus doing away with 
the necessity of a "live' percipient. This 
instrument comprises an aluminum cylinder 
covered at one end with a tightly stretched 
diafram of goldbeater's skin. The metallic 
bell or rather shell of this instrument is 
connected to the single unipolar terminal 
used in this arrangement, instead of con- 
necting the wire to a human percipient or 
interpreter, and whenever an electronic cur- 
rent was received over the wire, the tone of 
the bell, as produced by striking the dia- 
fraen with a small hammer, is caused to be 
either resonant or full, or else dull, accord- 
ing to the reaction taking place. Moreover, 
disease germs such as tuberculosis, cancer, 
and pneumonia have their own vibration 
period or wave length, according to his 
most remarkable work, "New Concepts in 
Diagnosis and Treatment." He outlines 
forms of wireless tuning aparatus compris- 
ing condensers, timing coils, etc., for the 
purpose of measuring the exact wave length 
or vibration index of these electronic cur- 
rents as they arc received over a telephone 
or other wire and interpreted by the insten- 
tnent just described. or by recourse to a hu- 
man percipient employing the stomach or 
other reflex. The stomach reflex is one in 
which the percussion sound given by the 
stomach when struck with the fingers over 
that portion of the body is dulled when an 
electronic current is received. 
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THE WIRELESS SITUATION. 
(Continued on page 625) 

mess of all companies having been suspended, and 
their operators having made an instant show of 
patriotism by joining the Navy in the earliest 
days of the war, it is believed that roost of the 
companies owning radio stations would be glad 
at this time to sell their stations to the Govern- 
ment at a fair price, which is provided for in the 
bill: especially so, since all who have made a 

study of conditions under which radio communi- 
cation is held must realize that it is only a ques- 
tion of time when Congress will enact some meas- 
ure similar to this. 

At this time, when most of the world is to be 

made over, when the United States is fostering 
the beginnings of a great merchant marine, 
whose servant radio -telegraphy is, and when the 
American news and American viewpoint are to 
be disseminated throughout the nations, it is 
submitted that the greatest good to the people 
of the United States as a whole will accrue to 
them from well- regulated communications with 
their ships at sea and with foreign nations at 
reasonable rates without inteference from a va- 
riety of rival interests within our own borders, 
utilizing the system of stations which is abso- 
lutely necessary for the control of the Fleet. 
There is no such thing as successful naval opera- 
tions these days without efficient radio commu- 
nication, and this must be provided by stations 
running smoothly and efficiently in the hands of 
the Government long before hostilities actually 
commence. 

The Navy Department has the confidence of 
Congress and of the people of the United States, 

and deserves the confidence which would be 
placed 

it through 
the enactment of this very 

necessary 

THE FATAL BILL. 
H. R. 13159. 65th CONGRESS. 

2d Session. 
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. 

November 21, 1918. 
Mr. Alexander introduced -the following bill; 

which was retened to the Committee on the 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries and ordered to 
he printed. 

A BILL 
To further regulate radio communication. 
BE IT ENACTED BY TILE SENATE AND HOUSE OF 

REPRETATIVES OF TILE UNITED STATES 01. 
AMERICA\ IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED, That when used 
In this Act - 

The term "signal." means the signals used In communi- 
cation by any electri:al system or method without the 
aid of a wire or other conducting connections: 

The term 'radio station" means any place. vessel, or 
ebide containing apparatus used, or capable of being used 

for transmitting or receiving signals; 
The term "experiment station" means a radio station 

actually used for conducting experiments for the develop' 
ment of the science of radio communication or the appa- 
ratus appertaining thereto, and Used for no other purpose 
except as a technical and training school station; 

The term "technical and training school station" means 
a station actually used for purposes of netruetion in radio 
communication and of training operators. and used for no 
other purpose except as ao experiment elation; 

The term tenor" Includes partnerships. corporations. 
and associations. 

Sec. 2. That the President shall requisition and lake 
permanent possession of. for ilia use of the Government. 
every radio station on land or on a permanently moored 
vessel, now in existence within the jurisdiction of the United 
States or any of Its possessions, other than experiment 
stations. technical and training achool stations, and stations 
belonging to the United States or the Government Of the 
Philippine Islands 

Sec. 3. That no person Abel maintain or operate, on 
land or on a permanently moored vessel- (first) within any 
State any radio etatlon sable of being used. la) for the 
transmission of signals. the effect of which extends beyond 
the Jurisdiction of such State or causes interference with 
the transmission or receipt of signals to or from any place 
beyond the jurisdiction of such State, or (b) for the receipt 
of signals which originate outside such State. or (second) 
any radio station within any Territory, district, or wanes- 
alma Of the United States. This section aball not apply to 
experiment stationa and technical training school stations 
duly licensed. as provided by the Act to regulate radio 
communication, approved August thirteenth, nineteen hun- 
dred and twelve, and stations belonging to the United 
States or the Government of the Philippine Islands. 
Whoever violates this section shall be punished by a fine 
of not more than 1600 for the lint offense, and by a fine 
of not more than SI.000 or imprisonment for not more 
than one year, or both. for each subsequent offense; and 
any radio apparatus operated In violation of this section 
shell be forfeited to the United States. 

Sec. 4. That from the date of the passage of Ihls Act 
the Secretary of the Nary shall be charged with the execu- 
tion of the provisions of the Act approved July twenty -third. 
nineteen hundred and twelve, amending section one of an 
Act entitled "An Act to require apparatus and operators 
for radio communication on certain ocean steamers." ap- 
proved June twenty -fourth. nineteen hundred and ten. with 
the Act entitled "An Act to regulate radio communication." 
approved August thirteenth, nineteen hundred and twelve, 
and any amendments to the said Acts. and the provisions 
of the International Radiotelegrapbio Convention, signed 
in London in nineteen hundred and twelve and proclaimed 
by the President July eighth, nineteen hundred and red 
been, and future International radiotelegraphic conventions 
which may be ratified by the United States. except In so far 
as the provisions of the above -mentioned Acts. conventions. 
or treaties apply to etations operated by other departments 
of the Government of the United Sates or by the govern 
ment of the Philippine Islands. 

Sec. 5. That the Secretary of the Nave may ism special 
linensn. subject to such conditions and restrictions, and for 
aich periods. as he deems proper. for the establishment and 
operation of stations for special emergency use in cases 
where no other rapid means of communication ere avail- 
able. Any violation of ouch onnditiona and restrictions 
a hall constitute cause for revocation of the license without 

reneation therefor, and the owners M start station 
'ball be punished br fine of not more than 500 or be 
imprisonment for not more than one year, or both. 

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 

Sec. 6. That when the United States is at war or when 
war Is threatened, or during any war In which the United 
States is a neutral nation. or during any nstinnal mer- 
cency. auch fact being evidenced by the proclamation of the 
President - 

is) The President 
m 

ay issue regulations for the con- 
duct and censorship of all radio stations and radio appa- 
ratus within the jurisdiction of the United States or of arts 
of Its possessions. Whoever knowingly violates any euch 
regulation shall be punished by a fine of not more than 
$10.000 or by Imprisonment for not more than three years, 
or both, and in case of any violation the radio elation or 
apparatus shall he forfeited to the United States; and 

(bi The President may cause the closing of any radio 
station 00 land or on a permanently moored vessel within 
the jurisdiction of the United States or any of Its posses- 
sions and the removal therefrom of any radio apparatus 
or may authorize the use of the station or Its apparatus 
by the United States. 

The regulations for the conduct and censorship of radio 
stations. the closing of radio station, and the removal of 
apparatus therefrom shall continue no longer than the 
duration of such war or rgency. The fact that the 
war or emergency has ended shall be evidenced by the 
proclamation of the President. 

Sec. 7. That if. In the opinion of the Secretary of the 
Nary, the operation of any radio station would Interfere 
with the receipt of signala by radio stations belonging to 
the United States or the government of the Philippine 
Islands. or by radio stations on shipboard. or would he 
otherwise prejudicial to the interests of the United States. 
no license under the Act entitled "An Act to regulate radio 
communication," approved August thirteenth, nineteen hun- 
dred and twelve, shall he issued to such atatinn, and any 
such license already issued to such station shall be revoked 
or suspended for such time as the Secretary of the Navy 
may prescribe. . 

Sec. 8. That when any radio station le requisitioned, 
taken possession of temporarily or permanently. or closed. 
or Its license revoked or suspended. the United States shall 
pay to the persona interested therein just compensation for 
the property or interest so taken. provided that a claim for 
such compensation is made on the Secretary of the Navy, 
within two years after the date of passage of this Act. 
In case of disagreement as to such just compensation, the 
Secretary of the Navy shell make an offer. and if such offer 
Is not accepted there shall immediately he paid to the 
person interested three -quarters of the amount offered. 
The person interested shalt be entitled to sue the United 
States to recover the balance justly due. in the manner 
provided by Section twenty -four. paragraph twenty. and 
section one hundred and forty -live of the Judicial Code. 
An amount sufficient to pay such just compensation is 
hereby permanently appropriated out of any money in the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated. 

Sec. 9. That all radio stations taken possession of by 
the President shall be operated under the direction of the 
Secretary of the Navy. 

Sec. 10. That. the Secretary of the Navy shall. sin far as 
mar be consistent with the transactions of Government 
business open naval radio stations to general public busi- 

es under regulations prescribed by him and shell fix 
the rates for such eerviee. Ile shall establish special rates 
for the handling of press dispatches by transoceanic or 
other special stations. The receipts from such services. 
less an amount not to exceed twenty-floe per eenturn per 
annum for expenses shall be turned into the Treasury as 
miscellaneous receipts. 

BROWNING GUN SUCCESSFUL IN 
AIRPLANE PROPELLER TEST. 
The Browning machine gun has success- 

fully undergone a test to determine its 
value for use with aircraft. This is one of 
three types of machine guns with which 
the rate of fire can he so synchronized that 
the gun can be fired by the pilot of a 
combat plane thru the revolving blades. 
Firing in that fashion, it is necessary to 
aim the machine gun by steering the plane 
directly at the target. The direction of the 
plane gives direction to the fire and the 
pilot can fire the machine gun while con- 
trolling the plane. 

Airplane propellers revolve at from 800 
to 2,000 revolutions per minute. The ma- 
chine gun is connected with the airplane 
engine by a mechanical, hydraulic or elec- 
trical device, and impulses from the crank 
shaft are transmitted to the machine gun. 
The rate of fire of the machine gun is 
constant, and its fire is synchronized with 
the revolving propeller blades by "wast- 
ing" a certain percentage of the impulses 
it receives from the airplane engine and 
by having the remaining impulses trip or 
pull the trigger. so that the gun fires just 
at the fraction of the second when the pro- 
peller blades are clear of the line of fire. 

The pilot operates the gun by means of a 
lever which controls the circuit and allows 
the impulses to trip the trigger. It has 
occurred in practise that as many. as 15 shots 
have hit the propeller without putting the 
plane out of commission. 

A FAKE ELECTRIC PISTOL TO 
SCARE THIEVES. 

A new electric flashlight pistol of French 
invention for scaring criminals not only 
displays a bright light when the trigger 
is pulled, but also makes a noise like a 
real weapon as well. 
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Learn Drafting 
The United States Government and employers 

everywhere are looking for skilled draftsmen. 
They are offering splendid salaries, and still good 
positions are always open. because thousands of 
draftsmen have gone into the service. Others 
must take their places and carry on their work. 

No line offers greater opportunity for advance- 
ment. Drafting itself not only commands good 
pay, but it is the first step toward success in Me- 
chanical or Structural Engineering or Architec- 
ture. And drafting is just the kind of work a boy 
likes to do. There is an easy delightful way in 
which you can learn right at home in spare time. 
For 27 years the International Correspondence 
Schools have been giving boys just the training 
they need for success in Drafting and more than 
200other subjects. Thousands of boys have stepped 
into good positions through 1. C. S. help, but never 
were opportunities so great as now. 

Let the I. C. S. help y0U. Choose the work you 
like best in the coupon, then mark and mail it. 
This doesn't obligate you in the least and wilt bring 
you success- 
ful This is your chanco a e. Don't let it slip 
by. sIark and mail this coupon now. _-men our HERE - - - - -- 
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

BOX 6171. SCRANTON. PA. 
Explain, without obligating me. how I can qualify for the 
position. or In the subject, be fore which 1 mark X. 

SALESII iNSIÜP XF.CuiAN11'AL nllanTIN 1 

stal't'Tram . IRAFIIND 
MITI' DRAFTING 
F:I.LI'T all'AL RH AFTINH 
AR. Unfurl :RAI, DRAFTING 

FlUET 

METAL DIGF'1 IMI 
IiILFR IAtER (DRAFTING. 
RIIDGE tt11AFTING 
41111YE PENS 
LECTRICAL ENGINEFll 
leetrl. Mandan and Itdl,are 
lectric Wiring 
elegraph Engineer 

Telephone gora 
1,,,,11f .I 11ANH'4L ENI:INF Fm 

Machine Shop Practice 
` Gas Engine Operatio;t 

CIVIL FM :IN/Elf 
Surveying and Mapping 

ra'rlu%si l I-SGINLEI1 
l., Marine Engineer 

4RtHITEI'T .a Contractor and Builder 
Concrete Builder St tural Engineer 

Name 
Present 
Occupatlo- 
Street 
and No 

Show Card writer 
Sign Painter 
ILLUS'l IiSTINfi 
lionkoeing 
lionograph'EIL 
Stenographer 

Public 
and Tvplat 

Cero. Publio Aecountoot 

Railway Accountant 
14011U 
Railway tact 
asH1u F:NGLisII 
Teaeha 

Sehool .Snileeta 
Afmñemahca 

I it. SERVICE 
Raiway Flail Clerk 
LETI }ROnli.E O14: RATO 
Auto Repairing 

L PLI'RDIM. ANU nI:LTLIO 
Te 

8^I" r *r 
Sept. 

Fu Lit iST 
\ndculoo aneli 
AI:Rii l- LTriti 'J: Ferries 
Poultry halting louse 

'late 

TELEGRAPHY 
AND RADIO 

Day and Evening Classes in 
Radio for Army, Navy and Mer- 
chant Marine. Women in spe- 
cial "Radio Corps ". Similar 
classes in TELEGRAPHY for 
men and women. Prepare. for all 
brandies of telegraph work. 

EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE 
8998 Boylston St. Boston. Mass. 

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" When Writing to advertisers. 
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BE 
AN 
ARTIST 

1tl/ 
HAW 

CHECK FRoM 
MAGAZINE 

ÑAW 

Akf 

DRAWN BY 
14 -YEAR -OLD BOY 

ifs above cartoon was drawn by Master Bob Bren- 
nan of the Washington School of Art Bob writes 
tint be Is setting t t. wort cod Mat be L cartooutat 
on small paper In E<.o.vllle. Ind. Re L but one 
of our many students and graduates who are mating 
mooed ns cartoonists. tuustraten and designers. 

Learn By Mail at Home! 
By our new method of teaching drawing by mall you 
ears learn IP your own borne, le abort time. Oat 
Into this fesdnaUag work yourself and earn 150 to 
$100 or more Ise week) 
The Rudy I. fascinating. Only a few minutes a day! 
Ran your own studio or secure hlghulaned peal- 
[Ion. Or work in spare time. Many students earn 
while the, are learning. 

FREE! BO FITI WRITE TODAY 
complete Outfit free te all atudeou. Inelo des 0,1117- 

thing nvulred to prodtre R .ndreds of dollars' worth 
of picture.. Write today. Special term. to limited 
Dumber of new students. Mau postal or letter for 
beeuuful Booklet. How to Become an Artist Oiled 
with drawings and full particulars of out extraordl- 
sary offer. Do It now -before you forget. 
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART. Inc. 
1391 II Street. N. W. Washington. D. C, 

"I Would Not Part 
with it for $ 10,000 

So writes an enthusiastic, grateful 
customer. In like manner testify over 
100.0170 people who have worn it. Con- 
serve your body and life first. 

The Natural 
Body Brace 

Overcomes WEAKNESS and 
ORGANIC AILMENTS of 
WOMEN AND MEN. 
Develops erect. graceful figure. 

Brings restful relief. com- 
fort. ability lo do things. 
health and strength. 
Wear It 30 Days Free 

at Our Expense 
Does away with the strain and pain of standing and 
walkiog; replaces and supports misplaced internal 
organs: reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and 
strengthens the back; corrects stooping shoulders; 
develops lungs. chest and bust: relieves backache. 
curvatures. nervousness. ruptures. constipation. 
Comfortable and easy to wear. 

Keep Yourself Fit 
Write today for illustrated booklet, measurement 
blank. etc.. and read our very liberal proposition. 
HOWARD C. RASH, Pres. Natural Body Brace Co. 
286 nests Building SALINA. KANSAS 
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For 
Chil- 
dren 
Also 

Don't Wear a Truss 
BROOKS' APPLIANCE, 

the modem Weotlße In- 
vention. t b e wonderful 
new discovery [bat re- 
llevee rupture will be sent 
on trial. No obnoxious 
springs or pads. Rae auto- 
rustic Air Cushions. 
Binds nod draws the 
broken parts together aa 
you would a broken limb. 
No salves. No Ilea. Dur- 
able, cheap. 
Seel an trial to prove It. 
Protected by U. 8. Patents. 
C.Wogus and measure blanks 
mailed free. Send name and 
address today. 

C. E. BROOKS, 203B State Street, Marshall, Mich. 

TAM M ERER 
Yest eau be meted quickly, neroaneflUi and 
Mire/sly. Write m. perm ally far tree booklet. 
"How to Stop Stammering." 
Sawael 0. Pebbles. Pria.. Bete Stammerers' 
Institute. 145 Hardiest,. Ara. Settee. Mu.. 

PHILA. TO BE BIGGEST ELEC- 
TRICAL CENTER. 

Philadelphia is to be made the largest 
electrical center in the world after the dec- 
laration of peace, according to plans now 
being perfected by the Westinghouse en- 
gineers. 

January. 1919 

The largest of forty -one plants under the 
Westinghouse management will be located 
on the Tinicum township tract near Lester, 
in buildings now devoted to war purposes. 
Twenty -five thousand men will be employed 
at the plant All goods will be sbipt 
from piers to be erected on the tract 

Experimental Chemistry 
(Continued from page 639) 

Chemical Properties. 

1. Yellow phosphorous possesses great 
affinity for many of the elements, uniting 
with all directly, except nitrogen and Car- 
bon. With Bromin and Sulfur it reacts 
violently. Characteristic is its affinity for 
Oxygen. \\'hen exposed to the air at 40° 
C. or at a lower temperature, if in a finely 
divided state, ignition takes place, burning 
to Phosphoric oxid, according to the supply 
of oxygen present. 

2. It is luminiscent in the dark, even the 
minute particles adhering to the fingers on 
handling matches. 

3. Because of its great affinity for 
oxygen, phosphorous is an energetic reduc- 
ing agent. Sulfuric acid is reduced to Sul- 
fur dioxid. Nitric Acid is deoxidized with 
explosive violence, salts of the metals are 
reduced to their metals and phosfides, thus 
slyer nitrat is reduced to Silver and Ag.P, 
Copper sulfate to Cu.Pa. 

Red Phosphorous. Properties. 1. This 
is an allotropic modification, and possesses 
properties essentially different from the yel- 
low variety. It forms a dark red to red- 
dish -brown powder, which is insoluble in 
carbon disulfid and all other solvents. It 
does not Phosphoresce, and is stable in the 
air. It does not fuse at red heat, but when 
quickly heated above 260° C. the vapors 
change to those of yellow phosphorous. 
This variety is prepared by heating the yel- 
low variety to 300° C. in closed air -tight 
vessels, and after the conversion, the prod- 
uct is then treated with carbon disulfid to 
remove any of the unchanged phosphorous. 
If a little iodin be added, this change will 
take place below 200° C. 

Scarlet Phosphorous. Properties. This 
is another modification, being obtained by 
boiling a solution of yellow phosphorous in 
phosphorous tribromid. It resembles the 
red variety except that it is more active, 
reducing salts of the metals, and with the 
alkalies, it yields phosphin (PH.) and a 
hyposulfite. 

Metallic Phosphorous. Properties. This 
form is obtained by heating the yellow 
variety in a sealed tube free from air to 
530° C. It thus forms black metallic shining 
crystals, which are less active than the red 
variety. 

Luminescence or Phosphorescence. 

If a match is scratched in a dark room, 
a faint line of light may be observed 
as the minute particles of phosphorous 
which are left glow and oxidize. The same 
thing occurs if the element is exposed in 
darkness, and the phenomenon is called 
PHOSPHORESCENCE. It is due to slow 
combustion [or oxidation]. Substances 
rubbed with phosphorous give the same 
effect. 

Many other minerals and chemical com- 
pounds have the power to emit light in 
darkness, and some of these form the basis 
of the so- called luminous paints. The sul- 
fides of Barium, BaS, BaS0, BaSe, etc., are 
examples. 

Some animals, as fireflies, glowworms, et 
cetera, emit a light from a certain part of 

the body, without heat above that of the 
rest of the body. In Cuba, a species of 
luminiscent insect is bottled up and used 
sometimes for lighting purposes, about 
forty of these equalling one candle- power. 
The light is apparently due to an oxidation 
of animal tissue which is under the control 
of the insect. To produce the same light 
by the oxidation of gas or oil, we have a 
temperature of about 2,000° F. and 99% of 
the energy of the flame is lost, while these 
creatures utilize possibly 100% of the 
energy of oxidation, without any apparent 
rise in temperature. The animal supplies 
its own light. 

Uses. 

Phosphorous is used mostly in the manu- 
facture of matches. A kilogram (2.2 lbs.) 
of it will tip about two million matches 
It is also used to some extent for medicinal 
purposes. 

Matches. 

The making of matches after the splints 
are prepared includes two processes. First. 
one end is dipt into melted sulfur, some of 
which adheres to the wood. Second, it is 
tipt with a paste consisting of a mixture of 
phosphorous, an oxidizing agent, and glue. 
A little coloring matter is quite frequently' 
added. The oxidizing agent may be Potas- 
sium chlorat [in which case the match snaps 
and burns vigorously on being scratched]. 
potassium nitrat, Manganese dioxid, or red 
lead [Pb'O,]. This result is accomplisbt 
by pressing the end on a slate slab covered 
with the paste. Sulfur is necessary. as the 
heat liberated in the burning of phosphor- 
ous is not enough to set the wood on fire. 
and a coating of P.O. forms over it. Some- 
times paraffin is utilized in place of the 
sulfur. The well -known Swedish [or 
Safety] match head does not contain phos- 
phorous, but consists of a mixture of potas- 
sium chlorat and dichromat with red oxid 
of lead and antimony sulfid. They are 
ignited by scratching them on the prepared 
surface of the box, which is essentially a 
mixture of red phosphorous, antimony sul- 
fid and powdered silica. A machine has 
been constructed to cut the splints, tip the 
matches, and dry and pack them in boxes. 
all four processes being automatic 'and con- 
tinuous, besides eliminating the poisonous 
fumes. 

A Burning Match. 

Whenever one ignites so simple and com 
mon a thing as an ordinary match, little 
does he realize that he is performing one 
of the most wonderful and complicated of 
chemical experiments. The mere fact that 
fire could be obtained by simply scratching 
the end of a stick was regarded less than 
three- quarters of a century ago, as a truly 
remarkable triumph of science. 

Friction on the end of a match over a 
rough surface liberates heat enough to cause 
the phosphorous to unite with the oxygen 
of the oxidizing agent in the paste, and 
produce combustion, the main product of 
which is P,O0. If the oxidizer is potassium 
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chlorat, then potassium chlorid is left. The 
heat of the burning phosphorous is enough 
to set fire to the sulfur, which unites with 
the oxygen of the air to form sulfur dioxid, 
and this in turn sets the wood on fire. 

The reactions of a burning match are 
many. Try and complete the following and 
explain from what each comes, then the 
next time you strike a match you will prob- 
ably stop to think of the complicated change 
which takes place. This only goes to illus- 
trate that many seemingly unimportant 
operations made during our daily routines 
may, if carefully analized, show the com- 
plicated changes which take place unob- 
served. 
1. KCLOB = I' 7. PROs + 3140 = ? 

2.2P +50 =? 8. S +20 =? 
3. 2P + 30 = ? 9. SO, }HBO =? 
4. P,Os H0 =? 10. C +O - ? 

5. P.O. 310 =? 11. C+20 =? 
6. P.O. 11.0 = ? 12. CO, + HBO = ? 

13. 2H +O =? 
Phosphates. 

Wheat contains compounds of phosphor- 
ous, and most food plants in order to come 
to fruitage must take phosfates from the 
soil in which they grow. The phosfates 
must be soluble, so that, as the rain dis- 
solves it, it can be absorbed by the roots 
and circulated in the sap of the plant. Soils 
have to be renewed or fertilized, and fer- 
tilizers contain, among other things, the 
soluble phosiate H.Ca[PO.]t, made accord- 
ing to the first step in reducing the element. 
This is absorbed, transformed, and assimi- 
lated by the plant, especially the fruit. 

Animals eat the fruit, and thus the corn- 
pounds of phosphorous are again trans- 
posed, circulated in the system, and de- 
posited wherever needed, as in the bones 
and nervous tissues, and especially in the 
brain. Man feeds upon either plant oY 

animal, and thus obtains his phosphorous. 
From the human system it is excreted by 
means of the blood and kidneys. as phos- 
fates and microcosmic salt [HNaNH.PO.]. 
When the brain is liard worked, more than 
usual is excreted; -in fact, there seems to 
be a direct ratio between the amount ex- 
creted and the vigor of brain action, as 
tho each intellectual effort was attended by 
the combustion of phosphorous. A simple 
test of the urine will demonstrate this. At 
the start of the day the urine will, under 
normal conditions, appear clear yellow. 
Examine a sample of urine from the same 
subject taken after a hard day's brain work, 
and you will be surprised to see many 
little white specks floating about. This 
represents the phosphates, and while the 
laboring man may show but little, if any, 
of these suspended phosphates in the urine 
at the end of a working day, the brain 
worker will invariably manifest this condi- 
tion regularly. To clear the urine in order 
to test it for any solids or sediment, add a 
little nitric acid. It will clear up perfectly 
if the urine is normal. 

Experiment No. 147. 

Place about 12 heads of ordinary (not 
safety) matches in a flask, as shown in Fig. 
155. Have this flask (1) about half filled 
with water. Proceed to distill the same by 
applying the Bunsen burner under the flask, 
taking care that the action does not become 
too violent. 

If this experiment is performed in a 
darkened room a ring of greenish light ap- 
pears at the level of the water in the con- 
denser, where the steam condenses. After 
a short time little colorless spheres of a 
waxy solid collect under the water in the 
second flask, which acts as a receiver for 
the drippings from the condenser. If the 
water is poured away, this solid begins to 
give off a white smoke, and is luminous in 
the dark. 

(To be continued) 
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Learn to Treat Disease 
This Way 

This is a small reproduction of one of 22 mag- 
nificent charts all of which we want to send 
you ABSOLUTELY FREE, just to show you how. 
easily you can master Chiropractic and how successfully 

you can treat disease by this modern drugless healing method. 
These charts show the different pain and nerve ateaa of 

the body. The science of Chiropractic is based upon the well 
known principle that when there is bone pressure on a trunk 

nerve where it leaves the spinal column there will be pain in the 
area it controls: and that by relieving the pressure the pain is ban- 

ished. Chiropractic teaches you how to locate nerve pressure at 
any point along the spinal column and how to relieve it. 

13 

BEA DOCTOR OF 

CHIROPRACTIC 
Advanced Science of Spinal Adjustment 

The great profession that within the past few years has taken 
the longest forward strides ever known in the history of drugless 

healing. It has called to its ranks thousands of ambitious men and 
women from every walk of life. Today it is calling more insistently 
than ever because the tide her turned e eon gly in favor of drus- 

ilee. healing. KiRht now the demand for Doctora of Chiropractic 
is far greater than the supply. 

The American University method Learn at Home of teaching enables you to study by 
mail or in class and obtain a corn- 

In Spare Time Pius mastery of Chlropraetic m 
the shortest time consistent with 

thoroughness, while you hold your position. You can pay on easy 
terms. From the day you enroll y nr instruction will he under the 
personal direction of a splendid faculty of Chiropractic experts Our 

e aim will be to make you successful. We will work whole 
you, like with with to advance your interest, so that in a short time like 

thousands of Chiropractor., can earn a good income. 

$3000 to $5000 a Year 
There are many instances of Chiropractors earning from $3000 to MOO 

f year. Some upwards of $10.000. Dr. M. D. Moore. of_Kentucky. re- 
ports an 

co Kentucky. $9,000 aay 
year. 

Drs Y 
If. Roche. New Jersey, $5.000: 

The success of Chiropractor. in many cases bas come so quickly ea to be 
almost startling. And yet, it is not to be wondered at when you consider the 

constantly increasing nnmher of intelligent. thinking people who are now con- 
red that Chiropractic is the common -aense and really se,entific way to relieve 

I."" and disease and who. therefore, demand the services of Chiropractors. 

NOW -Your Great Opportunity 
Why not qualify now for this apleodid profession that offers sueh re. 

oa )(,- markablepubilities for making you prosperous and independent? If you 
ambitious to make money, increase your social standing and he "aomr 

our course 
in Chi ropractic 
will point the way. 
No special preli- 
,narr to dy re- 

quired. u grau- 
tr tb the degree Without cost or obligation send me by mail, your 

,f D. C. (Doctor of new illustrated, 72 -page book and your Free Charts 
ropraetic), receive offer. 

handsome diploma. 
FREE, sod are ready at Duce to ore.., . your office 

Get Free Charts 

offer 
f the Once. gu 

at once. Regular slue 
charts is 

531 e-. c s. these charts 
are het a °melt' lithographed ill send ye colors. Mail coupon 
and get all 

hook, 
full. We will send you our se. 

Together hoof, full 
charts offer immediately. 

r didmg course, sap 
together with free end( Don't -t it off 
-mail coupon or send your name on a postal card-today. 

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
4anierre Bldg., Dept. 372 Chicago, Ill. I City State 

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
Maaiorre Bldg., Dept. 372 Chicago, Ill. 

Name 

Street No. or R.F. D 

H,P,,110 rolls, A,C, 

VA 60 cycle, single 
phase, 1150 R.P.M. M MÖRS 

We have 1000 NEW WASHING MACHINE MOTORS. These 
arc of standard manufacture anti carry the regular factory guarantee. 
Shipped in original foxes. Complete 5. .1. 

Bought from Bankruptcy Stock 
Suitable for opera ing Coffee Grinders. Cream Se orators, Mottle Washers. 
Air rompr 
Small Lathes. 
l-:te. 

BARCAIAS 

..á Cane tvn,i 
Write la, CalanOne 

Mail ß3.110 cash or 
Money Order. We 
will rend C U.I) subject 
lu (till evnmlnuhnn 
MONET BACK GUARANTEE $18.E5° 

y,en.l Buenbh Prieee ,enl.r Valve I). 
MRNUfAC1URER5'OISIRIBUIER 

CHAS. H. JOHNSTON - West End - Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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HEL -MET THE KAISER 

t{ EL -ME 
THE 

KAISER 

Send one to your boy In camp; 
an the boys will want them. 
Anyone against the Kaiser or 
Germany should wear this pin. 
Same size as picture. Handsome 
metal, black leiten. Will wear 
for years. Men and women wear 
them - causes laughter wherever 
seen. 

Price 10 Gab 

\1,j> Voice Thrower 10c 
Learn to throw your yoke Into a TRUNK. 
under the twd, out In the hall or anywhere. 
Lots of FUN fooling the Teacher. Janitor, 
Policeman, Parents. Neighbors. or Friends. 

Z1 

THE VENTRILO 
b a little Instrument that fits Into the mouth out 

sight BOYS or GIRLS can use B. NEVER 
FAILS! A 32.page hook on Ventriloquism sent 
with the VENTRILO for TEN Cents. 

NEW FORD JOKE BOOK 1919 
ail t ".e tat,wt piLe on the Ford auto. Hundreds of them, 
a: : all t , , , c a new t m ene your neighbors. 

Gorge 1,,oe with colored rove, 
bp moil, 10r. 

Devil Resigns to the Kaiser 
Eseryone who reads this hook Is wild 

r It. Contains the following: - 
The Kaiser's Dream, A Letter from 
the Devil to the Kaiser, Kaiser's 
Prayer. now Satan Resigns to the 
K'ng of Devils. The Kaiser, etc. 

Any other stories, Jokes. etc.. about 
ne German Emperor. Rook mailed 
IO cents, postage 2 cents extra. 

ROGEN X -RAY 
Price 

10 Cents 
' HERE. BOYS. Is 

Just what youwsot. 
With this Instrument you can 

pfarenUr see through clothes. see the 

ran bare with Sample. by maid, TENnGENTS 
lm you 

SKULL RING 
Here le handsome, u0 -to -dote 
Ring. representing a Skull and 
Crosoh, nes lias stones In tito 
eyes and lo, ks something fright- 
ful. Women won't Ilke It, hut 
(or or hors It Is a gees! 

rein. Sample, by mall. 15s. 

Gee ! What a Wad ! 

This is STAGE MONEY 
(woks like the O E N U I N E 
STUFF. Some Green hacks and 
some Yellow hacks. Create a 
litO sensation among y o rt r 
friends. The girls will all be 
After you when they see Ore wad. 
BIG roll of 15 pieces by mall. 
10 cents. 

Boys Own Toy Maker 
and Nine Other Books for 10c 
Tells how to make a Telephone, 
Marto Lantern, Kites, Sall Bat. 
Stilt, Electric Telegraph. Poo Gun, 
Red Fire. Galvanic ltsnrry And many 
other things. This book, with nine 
other Internting hooks, mailed for loe. 

ENCHANTED BARREL 
The Most Wonderful Pocket Trick Made 

( CHANGE A CENT INTO A DIME 
Ask sour friend to drop a dime In the barrel, 

` I when be takes It out. Beboldl It is CENT. 
1 You make ti cents every lima you fool them. 

Never falls. They cannot get on to It IOC smile barrel , with directions. only.... 
Any (hee of the ohove orticles for 25e 

or any art for 50e 

Royal Novelty Co. SOU 
150 EAST AVENUE 
TH NORWALK.CONN 

110 VOLT A. C. GENERATORS 

ONLY $5.00! 
' 'I ' Holtzer -Cahot hand gen- 

erators, while stock lasts, 
55.00. Order today. 
Haltery charges. C r reran. 
510.00: 7 r. 11 amp. hike 
mitt $27.00: ltlde -El Kne 
f ;nerstor complete, giving ut 
10 25 v. 3!S amp. U.C. $25.00. 
immediate shipment while 
en, k 1 a cs. Order from this ad. 

Watson Electric Co.. Dept I Gas Bldg., Chicago 

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 

POPULAR ASTRONOMY. 
(Continued from page 621) 

There is the possibility that forms of life 
may exist on these satellites of Jupiter, tho 
they may, on the other hand, be barren, 
lifeless worlds, such as Mercury and the 
Moon. Their great distance from the 

January, 1919 

highly heated interior and spread out into 
belts parallel to the equator and in the 
direction of the planet's rotation. From 
its nearest satellite all the interesting 
changes of color and forni that constantly 
take place in the atmosphere of this great 
globe could be observed in great detail. 

7 2" Mart forth ,Noon . Yews he dry 

It 

Diagram I.- Showing the Relative Sizes of the Four Moons of Jupiter, lo, Europa, Ganymede 
and Callisto, or Satellites I, II, III and IV Respectively, and the Moon and Terrestrial Planets 
Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars, The Distance from C to S Is the Distance from the 
"Center" to the "Surface" of Jupiter. So if All the Satellites of the Planet and the Terres- 
trial Planets and Moon Were Placed Side by Side Their Combined Diameters Would Fall 
Short of the Surface of the Planet by a Distance About Equal to the Diameter of the Earth. 

earth, never less than three hundred and 
sixty -eight million miles, makes observa- 
tions of their surface markings very diffi- 
cult. 

flow beautiful beyond description must 
the heavens appear as viewed from the 
satellites of Jupiter! From the nearest of 
these, lo, or Satellite I, the mighty planet 
Jupiter presents a spectacle such as the 
eye of man has never been privileged to 
behold. The huge flattened globe, ninety 
thousand miles in equatorial diameter, equal 
in mass to three hundred planets such as 
our gneii and in volume to nearly fourteen 
hundred, fills a space in the heavens nearly 
twenty degrees in extent as viewed from 
this satellite. Fifteen hundred of our own 
full moons would hardly fill the same space. 
Whirling on its axis with frightful speed 
in a period of less than ten hours, the huge 
ball glides rapidly but majestically onward 
thru the sky. A far distant sun shrunk to 
but one -fifth the diameter of the full moon 
throws light and shade across the rapidly 
changing surface of the planet, rich in the 
reds,browns and yellows and all the gorgeous 
shades and tints of its dense, seething, 
gaseous envelope. The phases of the moot 
on a greatly enlarged scale rapidly succeed 
each other on Jupiter as the satellite views 
it from all positions with reference to the 
sun. The cause of the belts of Jupiter, 
that lie parellel to the planet's equator and 
are constantly changing in number, width 
and shade, as well as of all the peculiar 
splashes of color and intensely white flecks 
that come and go in the dense atmosphere 
of the planet, could doubtless he explained 
were it possible to view the great planet 
from its nearest satellite, which is about as 
far from the surface of Jupiter as the moon 
is from the earth. It is uncertain whether 
the planet is entirely gaseous thruout or has 
a central core of solid or liquid matter. 
its density is only one and one -quarter that 
of water and slightly less than that of the 
sun, showing that it is composed largely, if 
not entirely, of matter in a gaseous state. 
Jupiter is a world as different from our 
own as it is possible to imagine. There is 
no visible surface crust and there are no 
permanent markings. Different spots on 
the planet's disk give different periods of 
rotation showing that atmospheric phe- 
nomena are observed. All is constant flux 
and change. Dense vapors arise from a 

The high percentage of light and heat that 
Jupiter reflects from the sun to its nearer 
satellites would make it a secondary sun 
to then[ of tremendous size but feeble 
strength. As seen from the nearest moon 
the other three major moons of Jupiter 
present all the phases of our own moon ill 
rapid succession, due to their constantly 
changing positions with reference to the 
sun. The five small moons, discovered in 
modern times, are so minute that they are 
simply star -like points of light even when 
viewed from the other moons of Jupiter. 

When nearest each other some of the 
moons appear even larger than (lr own 
moon does to us, but when approaching op- 
posite sides of the planet their disks rapidly 
diminish in size tho they never appear as 
small as the far distant sun nearly five 
hundred million miles away whose apparent 
diameter is less than one -fifth that of the 
full moon. 

To keep track of the rapidly changing 
positions and various phases of the moons 
of Jupiter as seen from any one of them, 

Diagram II.- Orbits of the Four Old Satellites 
cf Jupiter, and Satellite V, the First to Be 
Discovered of the New Moons. Satellites VI 
and VII Are Nearly Seven Times More DI!, 
tant and Satellites VIII and IX Nearly Four- 
teen Times More Distant Than Satellite IV. 
The Period of Revolution of Satellite V Is 
12 hours and of Satellite IX 3 Years. Scale 

.5 Cm. = 200,000 Mlles. 

l',.0 L^-ñ; t-y ntenhenbin the "FJrrtrirat Erperinrrnfn" whorl trritin0 to adrtrtiserr. 
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NEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER 

Rpy-cuRl°,>.:~ 
X"RtY 
CVRI PRINCE 

12,Cs,.yraoatr -BIG Fun 
BOYS Yon apparently see then Clothes. Food 

Stone, any object, Saw Bones In Flesh. 
A Maglo Tnek Novelty given FRED with each S -Ray 
MARVEL MFG. CO.. Dept 82. New Haven. Conn 

we will pay $500.00 reward to anyone who 
can permanently dim the brilliancy of the 
RAJAH{ im. diamond without destro 
t eh ° RAJAH Im. Diamonds ton. 
They stand nil diamond tests -fire. ,yid. ale 
and glue cutting. hifetime. is etc?. 

nab Goa a teed ior lifetime. Set in solid 

is n 30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL 
if you can tell it Prom. real diamond 
T. Send today for our beautiful. FRE 

illir 
aIT iITEV1191imegm,.. 

write now. 
IIMUTR a REED, 159 tl. 34te al.. Wgt. 300. GNICA4;O.ILL 

You Can Secure a Motor -Cycle 
at Little Cost 

by mounting a STEFFET motor on 
aver bicycle. 

They era best made, most reliable 
and hest bill climbers. we w6 you 
Iha complete attachment at 1ow 
manufacturer's price. or we Can SUP. 

Pans from which you can assemhle the 
Instructions and full size blueprints of 

ply the finished 
motor yourself. 
drawings. 25c. 
STEFFEY MFG. CO.. 5025 W. Brown St.. Phila.. Pa. 

110 V. TRANSFORMER 
8 Volts Secondary ONLY $1.00 
.1 reliable transformer for all xperimental wait ring- 
ing bells. etc. Consumes so little rower It will Got 
move ordinary meter. $1.00, postpaid. Cord and plug. 
50e extra. 
Transformer No. 10, giving 8. 12 and 18 volts second. 
ary, with plug. $2.00 postpaid. Order from this ad. 

EMPIRE TRANSFORMER CO. 
Dept. I] 2214 Sedgwick St., CHICAGO 

MI __ l Y g Step Into the Job 

(-Be '' Accountant I Higher Up Through r Ms IMF_ MY Accountancy 
Our Free Book, "Stories of Success" 

ehows how the I.A.J. intensive hams -stud i course 
t u,d many (m the bisser job and how th., e it Lw 
[Att.m; ems terms; aoiea re.UIL.: eimlde.etA.wnt meth, . 

International Accountants Society 
624 Sa. Michigan Ave. Dept 39 -A Chicano Ill. 

a 

EVERY INVENTOR 
should have this hook, 'PATENTS AND 
PATENT POSSBILITIES." It la check 
full of ideas and practical advice. tolling 
what to lovent and where to sell. Write 
for your copy today. IT IS FREE. 

I have reoueeu for patents upon sound 
inventions of all kinds. fin you help 
eunply the. demand? 

Mr 
' 
ee Is Individual. prompt ,d efficient 

Ito y experiences, Every expedient is. 

playedato secor patents at last pn,,ible ovvi`m 
H.S. HILL, 804 MdLthke Skit, Washi000n, D. C. 

STAMPS 
50 tif. Belgium Cargo bl- enlur) Chila,.Jamalca 
Portugal. Venezuela. RC.. IOe; 1.000 well mixed 
40e; 100 ver. C. S.. 500: 1.000 hinges. 10e: Agis. 
wanted. 50,.. l.lat freo. I buy stamps. L. B 
Dover. Overland. Mo. 

INDEX TO 
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER 

SCIENCE & INVENTION 

FOR VOLUME 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
This index contains 24 pages and shows 

every article of interest that has been pub. 
lished since the inception of the magazine up 
to and including April, 1918. 

It is absolutely indispensible to everybody 
interested ha any kind of electrical research 
work. With it everything of importance in 
the advancement of electrical science during 
the last five years can he readily found. 

Price 15e Postpaid 
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO. 
Book Dept. 231 Fulton St., N.Y. 

as well as the rapid apparent motion of 
the planet thru the sky due to th!p revolu- 
tions of the satellite itself, would be a 
troublesome task for an astronomer sta- 
tioned on one of these far distant worlds. 
It would be a common sight to see in the 
sky at one time the huge planet, the sun 
itself, and one, two or three moons. Seen 
from the moons of Jupiter the contellations 
would appear as they do to us on earth for 
such a slight change in position as five hun- 
dred million miles, more or less, is trivial 
when one is measuring the relative dis- 
tances of the stars. Observations of the 
stars from the nearest moon of Jupiter 
would be attended with difficulties at times, 
however, since reflected sunlight from a body 
nearly twenty degrees in diameter would be 
extremely troublesome, especially were the 
phases of the planet near that of the full 
hoot. Even from the fourth or most dis- 
tant of the major satellites the planet would 
subtend an angle of nearly five degrees. Oc- 
cultations of the stars would be many and 
frequent as the huge planet globe glides 
swiftly thru the heavens. Many a moon- 
light night would appear almost as day 
owing to the presence of the enormous 
brilliantly reflecting ball of light and occa- 
sionally two or three moons in addition. 
Only the brightest stars would be seen 
under such circumstances. When, however, 
the small worlds pass into the shadow of 
the great mother planet and not only the 
light of the sun but also the reflected light 
of Jupiter disappears for many minutes the 
stars shine forth in all their glory there 
as here. In the sky would appear, possibly, 
some of the larger moons feebly shining by 
the reflected light of the far distant sun. 
Saturn also might be visible, but beautiful 
Venus and ruddy Mars would fail to appear. 
Tiny bodies, mere specks of light at this 
distance, they are lost to view in the glare 
of the sun. 

(The nest Installment will appear in an 
early issue.) 

ELECTRIC DEATH TRAPS IN 
HUN'S RETREAT. 

(Continued from page 603) 

to blow the cave to pieces, and which was 
connected up with an electric device to the 
time -clock also. Thus did the Boches not 
only hope to gas their victims, but to kill 
them as well, one way or the other. 

The daily press had considerable to say 
in the later months of the war concerning 
the many devilish and ingenious delayed 
time -fuse bombs which were left behind in 
many of the towns and cities of northern 
France as the Hun army was being driven 
toward the Rhine by General Foch's vic- 
torious armies. One of the simple devices 
of this nature, which was used to blow up 
buildings, etc., a considerable length of time 
after the Huns had retreated from a cer- 
tain locality, is shown in Fig. 10. It com- 
prised nothing more than a float tank simi- 
lar to those used on all modern plumbing 
for flushing purposes. As soon as it started 
to rain, such weather being frequent in 
northern France, the tank filled up and 
caused the float to rise. When the float 
ball reached its uppermost position it closed 
an electric circuit, connected by wires run- 
ning inside the building, to a heavy charge 
of explosive, with results that can be better 
imagined than described. These cowardly 
and dastardly tricks sound quite tame and 
harmless tt'lien you read them "Over Here," 
-but imagine what havoc and untold death 
they have spread "Over There," where it 
often happened that troops bad occupied a 
town for several days before some of these 
delayed time fuses functioned at unex- 
pected moments! 

b 

Ilealtlt Strength'Beauty 
You can have bodily vignr, 
success- attaining energy -- ' attractive healthful beauty ! All 

pours at Oradically no cost -the great benefits of 
the famous VIOLET RAN' TREAT AI EN TS here- 
tofore only procurable at big expense from Physi- 
ciansand Beauty .pecial;sio. TREAT YOUR. 
SELF at home with 

Renulife Violet Ray 
HIGH FREQUENCY GENERATOR 

transforms electricity into the most powerful, 
effective, purifying Health and Beauty giving 
agency known to science. yet gentle. soothing. eer- 

y safe -no shock nor 
pain. Eradicates disease 
from blood. flesh, bone 
and nerves; tones and re- 
stores. While relieving 
pains and aches and the 
manifest results of disor- 
ders. it removes the deep 
seated cause. Saturates 
the system with invigora- 
ting, life-laden violet rays 
bringing back normal 
f tlnctioning. 

TREATS 
Successfully 
Rheumatism 

Neuritis 
Lumbago 

Cheat Pains 
Catarrh 

Headache 
Ear Diseases 

Hardening al Ar. 
teries 

Wrinkles 
Skin Diseases 

Falling Hair 
Etc., Etc. 

Treatment forge,, .1 

debility, nervmue s 
etc. 

Quick relief for 
rheumatism 

Inhaling ozone. 1 o 
Cat trrb. throat and 
lungs. tlarselous Im 
ca' results wits gen. 

eral tonic °Test 

Painless 
Electricity 

Science has modified elec- 
tricity that the weakest 
may stand its force with- 
out fear or pain. Every 
tissue and 1 bre is satur- 
ated. patient rape rient ing 
only a sensation of relief. 
as if standing in a ray 
of sunshine. Piolet Ray 
high frequency has no corn - 
porison with old. crude. 
electrical batteries and 
shocking current. Every 
jar and shock is removed. 
The effects are marvel- 
ously rapid. 

Lowest Priced -Most 
Effective 

Violet Ray 
For Home Use 

Every Pero ll mould be 
wonderfully benefited by 
a few minutes' daily rise. 
Its astonishing low price 
places it within the reach 
of all. Write at once for 
full information regarding 
uses. benefits. price. etc. 

Liberal Trial Plan 
Proves Value 

n. c 
USE 

AT HOME 

7,t 

GET FREE BOOK scions story of the Vio- 
let Ray. Its wonderful successes -its many uses 

-specified by physicians for rheumatism. neuritis. 
headache. catarrh. wrinkles, blemishes, falling 

hair and Ion other bodily ailments 
and beauty defects, chronic and 
acute. Get this valuable book by 
return mail. 
RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO. 

832 Marquette Bldg. Detroit 
w.anaInd 

Pda ls ..t'F'innmtoneyIhMiheSerWriñnl 

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Erperii,ienter" when writing to advertisers. 
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stnpten 
The Perla Yu 

STOP SNUFFLING! 
Sneezing, hawking. spitting 

sad coughing. why do you 
have catarrh anyway? You 
were not born with catarrh - 
you cootrected It. This of- 
fensive. unwholesome, d 1 s a - 
çreeable complaint fastened it- 
self upon you and grew. Nature 
is trying to prevent more serious 
consequences due to the conges- 
tion In your body, finds an out- 
let for the accumulated waste, 
by way of catarrh. You cannot 
get rtd of it the way you are 
going -sprays, lotions, snuffing 
powders. drugs and medicines 
won't stop It. You know catarrh 
leads to other troubles- eerlou9 
ones-throat, lungs, atomach, 
Intestines--all become affected. 
You can never enjoy good health 
If you have catarrh - you won't 
be efficient In anything as long 
as you have catarrh. and It 
detracts from your personality 
to be hawking and snugging 
arnund others. 
Build Yourself Up 
Be Cleats-Wholesome- 

Healthy-Virile. Go at It the right way. Na- 
ture's way : no drugs. no medicines, and you 
banish catarrh from your system. Let me show 
you how, by my method of health building, body 
developing called 

STRONGFORTISM 
Its practice one falls -It builds new tissue. aloes 

brawn and muscle. it toautorten heart anion. trettfth- 
ew kidneys. and make. tin bowels MOT. by then Own 
o.tm .tnnath. It makes every organ In your bed, 
pulsate to health- ender thin kind of Insomne. ratatrh 
Quits for good. w win eon.dpatloo. Iodises-Lion. pr- 
yousntb. palpitation. rupture rheumism, weak heart, 

wtrrind. and all sorts and kinds off ailm ntt, and dliordere. 
If you are too stout or too thin, sat chested, or 

round shouldered- Stronrfonlem will alter It. It will 
make you Row In rigor and vlrhUV -std nervosa 
energy -It will restore your Aunty and keep your fore. 
Wei. No matter what 7ottr empoluon la now, or what 
habit. you e'ntrert d or indulged io -I will above that 
you can renew yourself. You want to be strong. 
helthy -e rifle mw -7nu w.t to be all that man 
ought to be and I ran and will .taw you bow to mak 
yPoo 

int 
elf the man that U every desirable from eve etnd- 

Tell we your ailment and .end three 2 -not stamp. 
to Tr mailing expenses. and I will send you my 
book. 'TROSIOTION AND CONSERVATION OF 
URAI/rir. STRENGTH AND MENTAL YN OY," 
written for your Interest and welfare. 

LiONEL STRONGFORT 
Phyolsd and Health Spedallet 

735 Pert Bldg. Newark. N. J. 

tisSkinderviken 
Transmitter 

Button 
Nything 11k It on the market. 

will make an old trnamlttr bet- 
ter then new. Adioeted In 1167. 
Supenenaldve. Talks at all eagle.. 
See r ad In the December or 

wing February number for innumerable use. to 
which It nn be put. 

Price 61.00 each. Discount In quantities. 
Bawd w O,., Dollar, for rAkh a trill moll one 

Delon eepoid ender our money -back enorontee. 
Booklet No. 3 free for the welting 

Skinderviken Telephone Equipment Co. 
For your conveolenre In writing us. add,... 

STECO, 2134 Clark St., Chicago, Ill. 

DO YOU WANT A 

Wonderful Muscular 
Development, 

with peeler[ health.aDUndun 
of shaft and groat .trenath? 

You cao get an the above. 
V you want them. and I ran 
oboe you bow. The remit. of 
my avant are shown on my 
own person. and that L teD- 
ommeodulon enough. 

I have prepared booklet. 
Illustrated with photographs 
of tveelf. which will tan you 
how you can obtain a devel- 
opment the .am a. I Aid_ 
The name of It le 

Y ueeular DmIMmear' 
GET IT -It vW inter.[ and 

EARLE E LIEDERMAN benefit yon. A Dopy of tale la- 
wV not look as healthy atrva 1. and Illustrated book - 
end be se atraog ne I am? let will be eent you apoo re- 

ceipt of Ino- .tamps er nein. 
CARLE LIEDERM AN. Dqt 204. ZU headway, Ns. Teri City i TYPEWRITERS 

ALL MAKES. SAVE 625 TO 650 
on rebuilt by tin well -known Young Prod..- 
Sold for low ra.h- tnatellment or rented. 
Rental applies on purchase pprie. vente for 
full detail. and euarantee Free Mal. 
Young Typewriter C... Dept 659, Chloe. 
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EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS. 
,(Continued front page 638) 

secured to the saddle. The circle should be 
marked with a sharp scriber where the 
boring is to be done, also its final diameter. 
By bringing the work forward to the sharp 
point of the scriber which is attached to 
the boring rod, and slowly revolving said 
boring rod, the scriber making the proper 
mark, this will aid in boring the hole to the 
proper diameter. At the same time you can 
see whether the work is secured to the 
saddle with respect to the central line of 
the cutting tool, also live and dead centers. 
The cutting tool is held on block T. H., or 
tool holder, and is secured to the boring 
rod by a set screw. The boring rod is run 
between the centers and firmly attached 
to the live spindle by means of a lathe dog 
D to the face plate. 

The novice can construct a very simple 
form of boring cutter, such as that shown 
in Fig. 4 This consists of the usual boring 
rod, B. R., which may be of any desired 
length, depending.on the character of the 
work. The rod should be made of tool 
steel, heavy enough to prevent its springing 
or bending when used in boring. The 
longer the rod, the greater the chance of 
springing. It is therefore advisable to make 
the rod as short as possible. A one -half 
inch hole is made in the center of the 
boring rod, which is used to secure the cut- 
ting tool. This is about the size cutting 
tool that the novice will need in his work. 
Another hole is drilled at right angles to 
this one with a one -quarter inch drill and 
tapt for No. 18-5/16 inch thread. A head- 
less set screw is threaded in, a saw cut 
being made on the outer end in order that 
it may be screwed in with a screw driver. 
The cutting tool should be made of the 
highest grade, self -hardening tool steel. Its 
length should not exceed one -half inch, the 
diameter of the boring rod. The cutting 
side of the tool is ground as indicated in 
Fig. 4, its bottom edge being slightly 
rounded, so that it will be prevented from 
chipping or breaking. 

In boring a hole in cast iron, it will be 
found advisable to start with a heavy cut. 
This is done so that the sand or other silica 
particles that may have adhered to the cast 
iron when taken from the mould are imme- 
diately removed. 

In the forthcoming issue the subject of 
"Taper Cutting" will be considered. 

(To be continued) 

Madrid gets its electricity for lighting 
and power from a hydro- electric plant 120 
miles from the city. 

A company in Japan has begun the pro- 
duction of soda by an clectrica: process. 

Electrically operated cash carriers for 
stores have been invented, the motors of 
which are supplied with current thrti the 
wires on which they run. 

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS. 
(Continued front page 626) 

sisted of negatively charged particles, re- 
membering that an electric current is an 
electric charge in ;notion, and that an elec- 
tric current tends to move in an electric 
field in a direction given by the three -finger 
motor rule (see Lesson 16). Hence, our 
present belief that the cathode rays are 
negatively charged electrons. The fact that 
these rays give a negative charge to bodies 
on which they fall doubly strengthens the 
theory. The deflectibility of the cathode 
rays in magnetic and electric fields fur- 
nishes us with the necessary data for com- 
puting the size. weight, and speed of the 
electron. The size and weight is extremely 
small. the speed tremendously large (about 
100,000 miles per second). 
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Experiment 108. 
In 1895, Roentgen while working with 

cathode rays found that a photographic 

A Brush Discharge is Composed of Many 
Fine Sparks, Forming an Effluve. 

plate which he happened to have near the 
cathode ray tube blackened on development. 
just as if it had been exposed to light. On 
investigating, he found that a radiation out- 
side the tube always accompanies the pro- 
duction of cathode rays. These radiations 
differ in many ways from cathode rays and 
are called Roentgen (or Röntgen) rays 
after their discoverer, also X-rays, the name 
given to them by their discoverer. These 
rays result from the sudden stopping of 
the cathode ray. The kinetic energy of the 
cathode ray when suddenly stopt by en- 
countering an obstruction produces an elec- 
tromagnetic disturbance which travels out- 
ward from the suddenly arrested particle. 

A Simple Spark Discharge 
Coll. 

The velocity of the X -ray is found to be 
the same as that of light. For the produc- 
tion of concentrated X -rays, a special form 
(the focus tube) of cathode ray tube is 
used (see Fig. 97a). Cathode rays coming 
from the concave spherical surface c con- 
verge and strike platinum plate P, where 
X -rays are generated which radiate in a 
hemisphere as illustrated in diagram. 

By moving a zinc sulfid screen around 
the tube, we find that the X -rays cause 
fluorescence. If the hand or some other 
object is placed on a photographic plate 
and X -rays are allowed to strike the plate, 
a short exposure will give an X -ray photo- 
graph (see Fig. 97b), because of the ability 
of X -rays to penetrate many substances 
opaque to light. This makes possible the 
photographing of interior parts of the 
human body for diagnosis. X -rays are sim- 
ilar to cathode rays in that they cannot he re- 

from an Induction 

U + F/9 95-5 
ft 

Fig. 95 -B. The Cathode la Concave and 
Spherical. The Anode Consists of a Small 
Piece of Very Thin Platinum. The Cathode 
Rays Are Converged, Focus on the Platinum 
and Are Therefore very Concentrated. The 
Platinum Incandesces, Thus Showing the 

"Heating Effect" of the Cathode Rays. 
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fleeted or refracted as light can, but they 
are different in many important respects. 
X -rays penetrate many substances which 
cathode rays cannot (X -rays pass right 
thru glass, whereas the cathode rays do 
not). X -rays cannot be deflected by elec- 
tric or magnetic fields and hence cannot, 
like cathode rays, consist of electrically 
charged particles. The real nature of 
K -rays is still unknown. Lead seems to be 
the most difficult substance for X -rays to 
penetrate. Hence, lead is used as a screen 
to shield objects from X -ray action. Care 
, hould be taken in experimenting with 
K -rays as their penetrating power results 
,n serious flesh burns under either pro - 
racted or oft repeated exposure to there. 

(To be continued) 

THE MANUFACTURE OF VACUUM 
DETECTORS. 

(Continued from page 630) 
than the filament when the tube is jarred. 

After adjustment on the plate and grid 
aas been made, the assembly is inserted into 
the prepared tubes and the end seals made. 
A short length of small diameter tubing is 
attached to the seal at one end of the tube, 
this being for connection to the pump mani- 
fold. The tube is then carefully annealed 
and is ready for exhaustion. 

A number of tubes are sealed on the 
manifold in the oven and the temperature 
is gradually increased to 900 degrees 
Fahrenheit (480° C.) at which point the 
pumps are started. The tubes are heated in 
this manner before the pumps are started 
so that the air contained in the tubes may 
conduct the heat to the central elements 
and drive off the occluded gases (i.e., gases 
held in the molecular interstices of the 
wing, filament and grid structure). When 
the pumps have produced a vacuum of one 
micron, the temperature of the tubes is 
very gradually increased to 1000 degrees 
(540' C.). At this point they must be 
watched very closely as the melting point 
of this glass varies greatly and should the 
walls of the tubes become soft, the vacuum 
would cause collapse. From one micron, 
the vacuum slowly increases, and after 
about five hours of continuous pumping the 
tubes are sealed off at the manifold and al- 
lowed to cool in the oven. 

McLeod gages are used in the measure- 
ment of vacua but I have found that a 
much more accurate vacuum comparison 
:an be made using a large induction coil. 
For this purpose an electrode is sealed to 
the manifold or at some point in the vacuum 
line. One terminal of the coil is con- 
nected to this electrode and the other coil 
terminal is connected to the low vacuum 
pump. A calibrated spark gap is used on the 
coil and when the vacua is high enough and 
the residual gases are properly pumped from 
the tube a spark will jump the gap without 
d glow in the vacuum Une or tubes. The 
vacuum used in the tubular detector will 
permit a five inch (12.5 cm.) spark be- 
tween needle points in air. 

Prof. Richardson has shown that when 
new metals are heated to incandescence 
they emit positive ions, probably because of 
the impurities or gases in the metal. I 
have found that this positive discharge 
must be eliminated to obtain maximum 
sensitiveness of the tubular detector, and 
this is accomplisht during the manufactur- 
ing stage by burning the filament on alter- 
nating current for about two hours. Tubes 
that have not been treated in this manner 
are found to be less sensitive than those 
in which the positive ionization has been 
destroyed. 

A VERTICAL CABINET TYPE 
COUPLER. 

(Continued from page 631) 
ENDS FOR THE COILS 

It is necessary now to cut a base end to 
fit the five inch primary coil and two for 
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the four and one -half inch or secondary 
coil, from three- eighths inch wood (white 
pine may be used, as it is quite soft and 
easy to handle). When thus cut they are 
placed on top of each other and two one - 
eighth inch holes drilled about one and 
one -half inches apart and toward one end. 
They must, of course, be in alignment, as 
they are for the slider rods. The center 
must also be free as in one of the four and 
one -half inch covers fifteen holes are to 
be drilled for the fifteen secondary taps. 
The respective taps of the secondary are 
drawn thru in order and the ends nailed 
to the coil with brass nails. Care must be 
taken to get the openings for the sliders 
directly under each other. The completed 
secondary is shown at Fig. 4, and also the 
sliders and their arrangement. The sliders 
are made from No. 8 copper wire which is 
stretched taut by screws at the top of the 
cabinet. A screw eye is inserted into the 
top for varying the coupling, as will be 
described presently, and the primary is 
screwed in place (see Fig. 4). 

THE CABINET 

Very little need be said about the material 
for the cabinet, perhaps, as the building of 
this depends entirely upon the ways and 
means of the Amateur, so only the meas- 
urements will be given. The cabinet is 
made like a box except that the top and 
back are not put into place until the ap- 
paratus is mounted. The front panel is 
one -half inch thick, twenty -six inches high 
and eight and one -half inches wide (3 inch 
Bakelite makes an excellent job) ; the sides 
are six inches wide. 

SWITCHES, SWITCHPOINTS AND METHOD 
OF VARYING THE COUPLING 

The switches were made at a cost of eight 
cents each, using also such odds and ends 
as are found in any laboratory. The knobs 
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The Electric Safety razor makes shaving a 
pleasure. Blade vibrating 1,200 times a minute 
cuts the beard smoothly and without slightest 
Dull or Irritation -feels Ilke a gentle massage. 
Can be used with or without electric current. 

All oxen al De Lek- Tro -Shav speak cell of il. 

A barber ears- 'Zlave abased for years and base 
never used any shaving device near its equal." 

A borne near ease -"The mast pleasing shave I've 
ever had In my life. Sbeaee my face closer than I 
mod to sham. but there la no after Irritation or Ill 
effects as I ueuelly get from another razor." 

No. I Made for um from Light Socket. 
Na. 2 Made for use from Ory Battery. 

Write tar Illustrated circular deecrlbing Lek -Tro- 
Shar Safety Razor folly. 

I VIBRATING ELECTRIC RAZOR CO 
Dept. 122. Omaha, Nebr. 
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r WIRELESS 
OPERATORS WANTED 

If you are ambitious and wish to better 
yourself this is your opportunity. 

America'. new Merchant Marine needs 
trained wireless operatore. Good pay and 
splendid chance to see the world and help 
in the reconstruction of Europe. Our 
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particulars. "The Beat .Radio School in 
New York City." 
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Learn Mechanical Drawing 
Thousands of Draftsmen 
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Week 
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chanical drawing. I offer to teach you 
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ROY C. CLAFLIN, President 
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DRAFTING 
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drawing Instruments. 

valuable book seat without obarge -Merely 511 
In the coupon below for a valuable book on drawing, 
and complete Information in regard to our course. 

I COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING 
Dept. 868. 14th and T Sta., N.W., Wahington, O. C. 
Without Obligation to me, please send me your illus- 
trated book on Drafting sad tell how 1 may ware 

I 
your 

UTFcomplete T pFREE. 
Home 

and your 
Course, 

In securing securing a goal- 
1 um u Draftsman. 
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I Address 
1 Clty State 
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Perform all kinds of wonderful chemi- 
cal experiments and tricks that will 
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Principles of Chemistry and have real fun 
at the same time. Get your outfit now! 
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were purchased from a hardware store. 
These are glass drawer knobs and have a 
brass shell into which the glass knob is 
cemented; also a screw is fitted into the 
end. Five of these are needed. The switch 
blade is cut from a piece of springy brass 
or nickel. Cut two pieces three incites long 
and taper down one end (see Fig. 5). The 
other end must be made to fit the knob. A 
hole is drilled into this end and the blade 
is soldered to the brass cup; bend the con- 
tact end as shown. Also cut two pieces one 
and one -half inches long for the secondary 
switches and fasten in the same way and 
to the fifth knob solder the hand of a clock. 

The switch points are common uphol- 
sterer's nails with the brass tops and small 
washers to fit the under side. After the 
wire has been drawn thru a hole drilled 
in the cabinet for it, it is twisted around 
the nail and the loop thus formed pushed 
far down into the hollow of the cup of 
the nail. A small amount of flux and a 

piece of solder about one -quarter the size 
of a split pea is 
placed into the cup 
which is held hol- 
low upward. A hot 
iron is now touch- 
ed to the nail, and 
the solder will 
melt flush and 
make an excellent 
connection. T h e 

washer is now slipt 
over the nail and 
the nail driven in 
place. The wash- 
ers are not essen- 
tial but make the 

heads of the switch 
point protrude 
more. (Fig. 5.) 

The method of 
varying the coup- 
ling is by a cable 
and drum arrange- 
ment. Rack and 
pinion methods need accurate workmanship 
for them to operate correctly, so this novel 
home -made method was devised. After the 
clock hand has been soldered to No. 5 knob, 
a twenty-four inch (circumference) wooden 
wheel is fastened to the screw of this knob. 
This wheel is locked in place and a 
hearing is made to fit the other end of the 
screw, so that there will be a fairly good 
axle and bearings formed, one bearing being 
the front panel. A bent piece of brass will 
answer for the other end. A piece of 
leather is fastened in such a way as to cause 
friction against the wooden wheel. A piece 
of cord is nailed to the wheel and wound 
around the groove; the cord passing over a 
small pulley and secured to the screw -eye 
on the upper end of the secondary (see 
Fig. 4). 

ASSEMBLY 
Along the mid -line of the panel and four 

and eight inches up from the bottom, re- 
spectively, drill two holes to fit the screws 
of the switches. Above each of these drill 
two smaller holes for wires which will go 
to antenna and ground. Draw the flexible 
wires thru; solder to switch blade (Fig. 5) 
and put switch in place. Place a spring on 
the under side of switch to keep it tight. 
Describe an arc with each switch and using 
about two- thirds of a complete circle for 
the arrangement of switch points, divide 
them equally into the area thus allowed. 
Drill holes for the wires of the switch 
points, solder to switch points as already 
described and hammer into place. Then 
seventeen inches from the bottom and two 
inches from the mid -line each way, drill 
holes for the switches of the secondary. 
Mount the sixteen switcji points in place 
as per diagram for connections. 

Put the top on the cabinet with the bolts 
(eye- bolts) for slider rods and tighten the 
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rods ; finally put on back. The diagram of 
the assembled coil is shown in Fig. 7. 

There are many advantages of this type 
cabinet, as it is both compact, inexpensive 
and neat. It does not allow dust to settle 
between the windings and prevents the 
entrance of other foreign matter. One 
complete turn of the coupling knob will 
change the coupling completely. Accurate 
tuning of the primary is worked out to a 
very fine extent and the novel arrangement 
of the secondary tuning will be seen to 
have many merits, as any portion of the 
coil may be used and the direction of cur- 
rent may also be reversed. Often the 
coupling will not have to be changed in 
order to vary the secondary, as both 
switches may be moved and so bring an- 
other portion of the coil into play. 

With a galena detector stand and using 
a "radiocite" crystal, this outfit cannot be 
beaten and other stations were brought in 
that never were heard before. This may 
have been due to the excellency of the 
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crystal, but the coil has something to do 
with it, in my estimation. 

SOLAR ENGINE USES SUN'S 
ENERGY. 

(Continued front page 607) 

Messrs. Shuman, Boys, and Ackerman, 
engineered and built a large solar energy 
plant at Meadi on the Nile, Egypt. This 
plant developed 100 h.p. The total area of 
sunshine collected was 13,269 square feet. 
The maximum pounds of steam generated 
was 12 pounds per 100 square feet of sun- 
shine, or the equivalent, to 183 square feet 
per brake horsepower. The best hour's run 
developed, at atmospheric pressure, 1,442 
pounds of steam. Hence (allowing 22 
pounds steam per brake horsepower) the 
maximum output for an hour was 55.5 
]horsepower (about ten times better than 
any previous results). This means 63 brake 
horsepower per acre of land occupied by the 
plant. Moreover, no marked reduction in 
the horsepower produced was noticeable in 
the early hours of the morning or in the 
late hours of the afternoon. 

The temperature of the sun, as afore- 
mentioned, has been calculated to be about 
6,000 degrees centigrade. Several authori- 
ties point out that this terrific heat there- 
fore precludes any possibility of the sun 
being a molten mass in the process of com- 
bustion. It has been thought recently by 
many to be a great mass of matter possess- 
ing to a remarkable degree radio -activity 
akin to radium. Helmholtz proposed that 
the sun could keep on producing energy at 
its present rate by accounting for same on 
the basis of a slight annual shrinkage in its 
size. From observations and measurements 
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of this heavenly body made from year to 
year it has been computed that the age of 
the sun would, on the shrinkage basis, be 
17,000,000 years. 

The radiant energy received from the sun 
at the outer surface of the earth's atmos- 
phere is equivalent to 7,300 horsepower per 
acre. Of this about 70 per cent. or, roughly 
speaking, 5,000 horsepower per acre, is 
transmitted thru the atmosphere to the land 
surface proper of the earth, at noon on a 
clear day. Lesser amounts, of course, are 
received in the early morning and late after- 
noon, owing to the greater thickness thru 
which the energy must pass. 

Relative to the basis upon which solar 
energy is calculated for the earth's surface, 
this is generally made, it may be said, on 
the "solar constant," as it is termed, ascer- 
tained from 696 tests conducted by the 
Smithsonian Institute of Washington, in 
various parts of the world, which resulted 
in accepting 1.93 calories per square centi- 
meter per minute, equal to 7.12 British ther- 
mal units per square foot per minute. This 
is an average value, all things considered. 

Only about three -fifths of the solar radia- 
tion produce any impression on the earth, 
and it is only the radiant energy which falls 
on some material body that is converted 
into heat. The best body for this conver- 
sion having been ascertained to be a dead 
black one. 

"ODD PHOTO" CONTEST. 
(Continued from page 616) 

as to work the strings. Fourthly, it was. 
indoors on a cloudy day. I simply guest at 
the time -about 25 seconds for each expo- 
sure (double exposure) and let 'er go at 
that. The streaks are the strings; the 
lenses were between the two strings. I did- 
n't expect it to be any good at all. So if 
you have any extra dollars flying around, 
send one out to Iowa. Fred Wagner, 

Burlington, Iowa. 

NOVEL PHOTO OF CITY AND 
LIGHTNING AT NIGHT. 

The photo I submit is a picture of a city 
at night, taken from a high mountain near- 
by. The object of taking the picture was 
to "snap" the lightning. 

Rob't Sullivan, Canon City, Colo. 

AT LAST -A PHOTO OF "BALL 
LIGHTNING." 

Speaking of "Odd Photos" or something 
for the "bug" to worry about, I think I 
have it here, in the form of two actual 
photographs, either of which contain any 
kind of lightning one would want, i.e., 
chain, ribbon or boll. 

These photos were taken about six 
months ago (Pardon the selfishness) on 
the same night and about five minutes apart, 
during a very damaging electrical disturb- 
ance in this locality. 

I may be wrong in my conception of the 
impression on the right side of photo No. 1 

(the upper left photo) being ball lightning, 
but would suppose it to be such. This pic- 
ture is an exposure of 30 seconds. There 
was no artificial light of any kind in front 
of the camera. This phenomenon was not 
perceptible to the eye-or at least was not 
observed. 

If this be ball lightning we then know 
that ball lightning is of an oscillating or 
pulsating nature, as is evident from the 
path taken by the ball. Possibly this is a 
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potential of one sign seeking its affinity or 
opposite potential sign, in order that it may 
neutralize. Following the path of the hall 
it comes in at the hase of the ribbon dis- 
charge at the left, whence it travels straight 
across, almost parallel to the wires in the 
background, then it comes to rest in the 
upper right hand corner. It now slowly 
follows an irregular path with a few stops 
and makes its exit into the heavens, no 
doubt to join its patiently waiting other 
half. 

Photo No. 2 (lower center) is a 3 minute 
exposure, during which time the camera 
was moved once but very slightly, as you 
see from the double print of the chimneys 
in the background. In this picture will be 
seen innumerable paths of the light ball 
where it has traveled at various speeds. 

L. E. Church, Bailesville, Okla. 

EXPERIMENTS IN RADIO- 
ACTIVITY. 

(Continued from page 636) 

radio -active study. It is thought unneces- 
sary here to give further experiments in 
this phase of the subject as they will sug- 
gest themselves to the reader. It is an in- 
tensely interesting subject and the reader 
will derive both beneficial knowledge and 
pleasure from his experiments. There are 
many other properties of these substances 
besides their ionizing power which will be 
taken up in later articles. 

(To be continued) 

BUILDING A 3 -INCH SPARK 
STATIC MACHINE. 

(Continued from page 633) 

should reach the comb and thus prevent the 
escape of the electricity before it reaches 
the metal points. 

An iron ring placed on the conductor 
heightens its capacity. This consists of an 
iron wire bent in a circle and then well 
insulated with paper, which is later var- 
nished with shellac. 

If the handle of the machitie is turned 
towards the combs, electric sparks can be 
drawn from the small ball attached to the 
end of the brass wire holding the comb. 

It is unnecessary to explain the uses of 
Leyden jars and other apparatus which can 
be used in connection with this machine, as 
any "Physics book," under the heading of 
"Electricity," describes a number of them. 

THE CITY OF SPLENDID NIGHT. 

(Continued from page 623) 

footed torch- bearers led the way. None of 
them, proud souls, ever saw their doorways 
in fullest beauty, the beauty that is electric, 
that softens rude prominences while it 
throws a lustrous, enchanting glow over 
fine design and decoration. 

The "City of Splendid Night" forever 
calls me to fresh delights. I go the way of 
a side street at the beckon of a light and, 
anon, find myself before the stately pile of 
a church, mirrored against the sky by the 
guardian pillar of radiance that stands be- 
fore it. Later I come upon a green park 
bordered with electric jewels. Here I seat 
myself and watch the trees play tag with 
beams of electric brilliance. 
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There is a wonderful opportunity right now 
for boys who like electricity. Thousands of 
men from the electrical industry have gone into 
the service and others are going every clay. 
Boys who are ambitious and will train them - 
selves in spare time can ster into good positions 
and play a real part in winning the war by 
carrying on their work. Good salaries are 
offered with rapid promotion. 

For 27 years the International Correspond- 
ence Schools have been training boys for suc- 
cess in electricity and over 200 other subjects. 
They will help you prepare right at home for 
a position in the line of electrical work you like 
best -or in any other work that appeals to you. 
Thousands of boys, through 1. C. S. training, 
have stepped into fine jobs, but never were 
opportunities so great as now. 
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Ceri Puh. Accountant 

D Traffic Management 
Commercial Law 
GOOD ENGLISH 
Slt IIOS ART ENCISEER 

r-1 CI'II. SERVICE J Railway Mail Clerk 
Textile Snot. 
ARmI ULTrItli 
Navigator amain. 
l'oaltr.ltahlne 
Aatomobue, ] Italia. 

Name 

Present 
Occupation 
Street 
and No 

Citi _ State 

YOU CAN MAKE BIG PROFITS 
WITH HB BATTERY CHARGEF 
Others are making $100 to 5150 a month 
extra profit. No can you. No expenmcr 
necessary. Write for full particular* re 

trend $15 with this ad. to put this 
money - making FIB 500 w a t 

Charger In your garage on trial 
order. Balance in 9 monthly ray 
menu of $20 each. Nu risk. Abso- 
lute money-back guarantee. Delay 
means lost props. Order today. 

Hobart Broa. Co. Boo 1E, Toy, Ohio 

Bliss 
Electrical 

School 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Condensed Course -Complete In One Year, 
Pound. scientific. practleal- without trille. For young men nt e r and character. 
26th year opens September 25th. Write tar new catalogue. 
260 Tatum, Avenue. Washington. O. C. 

BOOK ON AVIATION 
Learn of the great rortunitie-n in this new 

si,000,600.000 industry. Thousands of men needed 
Learn by mail -free book telle how. W rite at once. 
NATIONAL A(NO INSTITUTE, Own 7141 Mem.alp.,Caieye 

You benefit by mentioning the "Elertrirat Experimenter" when writing to advertiser.[. 
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LEARN Chiropractic or US ,DRUGLESS HEALING% 
Yee on mal, aad gdat, to Toot rivinci lw.« 

ari Irte... Vonetney Colmo l,m Ow well -I.e.a 
Harem, tna.ennea. wral,wa pd..r.u, .I tori.. y..rr oern, , m paying dear moroand 

more. year. sap), by takenr our 
mar yl FSO%AL SCRS'ICE IA TRl'CTIO \S io 
rat. . 

Er'. n, oa,na.dd éoa Orr 

C nrutees SafalwUne or Refunds Money 

cry nodes. Sofa, Ere ad {nose, Tbwund. 
Eds. ,..onor tot .rhea en a. Eolo Wed. ` N no Ici r,r ari oars? oar. el 12 edam. a \ Rehr., Lanny FREE brake day. 

Dr. DAL WOOD, 17 N. State. Seise Et CWaagS. 
THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE 
will add. subtract, multiply. dl- 
ride: solve problem! Involving even 
and uneven roots and powers. ties 
Elves the logarithm. of numbers 
and the Sines mod Cosines, Tan- 
gents and Cotangents of all angles. 

ie operation is very simple: outrk- 
lr solace arty mathematical prob- 
lem. Durably made of metal. 
Adapted for shop and office use. 
Fits the pocket. 316 Inches diam- 
eter. Price ith inatrucUous. 11.00 
too . towel n Too .Anil.. 
Gillian 

teener 
Shale Rule re.. Niles stirb 

SMALL 3 NI GI E 
Perfected Gasoline Engines- 

%. 1 and ltk h. 0.-for Farm 
and Shop use. Prim 327.60 
and up. Also 

WASHING MACHINES 
We ship on trial. Send for 
Booklet and Special Offer. 
SIEVERKROPP ENGINE CO. 
1401 -19th SI.. Ravine. Win. 

STARTER for FORD CARS 

MUSIC TAUGHT FREE 

u:u con, Aso.x 7rwAt, ¿Ste ku goaiAA2y 
In Your Home. Write today for cop booklet. It telle 
bow to learn to play Piano. Organ. Violin, Mandolin. 
Goiter. ltenjo, etc. nec,erere or advanced Popila. 
American School of !' .r: 57 lakeside Bldg.. Chica.^ 

PHONOGRAPH 
PARTS FORAM' STYLE MACHINE 

Build your own cabinet. 
We show you how 

Circus. and Inetruetlons toe. 
Motor.. Reproducer., etc. gold 

Electro Mechanical Parts Co. 
Deyl. E 130 Na. Wells SI. Lliule, H 

MATHEMATICS MADE EASY 
TLe Areutnpe -the Combination Triangle a 
with Brain -will mnlnply. divide. figure 
perventate and procortlon, solve au problems 
In trigonometry and geometry. draw eyrmmetri- 
cal figures. plot arcs, eta Superior to any elide 
rule. Simple to operate. Also i n c l u d e s 
TRANSPARENT TRIANGLE. PROTRACTOR and 
THREE MULES. Greed at Columbia Colvenit7 
West Point. U. S. Aeronauuo Schools. etc. Only Jib 
cents Postpaid. Order today before you forget. 
Dept IL L 1. LEISHMAN CO.. Ogden. Utah 

et 

SAVE 25% to 60% 
matou, ord 

CRAFLEX- KODAKS 
Cameras and Lti.sM of every denolpu a. 
Zonal to new Mare money 

- 
Write new for 

Pr** BarganBook and Catalog irumeae 
tl.511e used and.. n d .cCYllw MI 
ends 01d On 10 6.,s rra. Trial. Nosey ba i 

elfes. W. have been In ibn nhéi 
tine/. 

pool ....n ...Io pant. NO.. 

CENTRAL CAMERA CO.. Dol 171 111 5. W.kW'A.. Chan 

WHY "FLUNK "? 
stegSMeest "CAESAR" -FIRST Eì BOOKS- 
''CICERO ". OR VIRGIL -ad Nkns- ,InuWd.uwl hewer) 
INE ENCUSH. C..,lde, EIr16«ad, $2.10 oath. yywsdyr /. 
MONONGAHELA NOVELTY CO, BOX 299. MONOVCANELA, PA. 

Printin Cheap -^r'aM.,olrculnrv,Ia ,brv.k.paM'r. t'n-..Eg. 
Lorx,r S71Job prem. Ft/ op Savo mnney.l'rint f,r nthera, NO prnnt. All va+.y. rule-, went. Writ, fartnry for pn.a,rataing,TYPE.eardn. 
I t -r THE PRESS CO. D.47 Mertd.e,Coon. 

for Ata nr..' Doeble e 
l é`aln 

ennt 
, b 

al+- .go aane. d. 
Atnar.ACU.or:a.do.,DaptaO1n01nna1 

Learn Watchwork, Jewelrywork and 
S En ravin A One trade commanding good sal. 

S cry, and your servieea are always In 
demand. Address BOBOLOOICAL Department. 
Bradley lolrtltote Petrie 111 for our latest catalog 

You may know the white lights of the 
night, so do I, but I also know where are 
to be found those more precious sights of 
the city, made possible by night and elec- 
tricity. And so I wander lovingly thru the 
"City of Splendid Night, and visit its 
shimmering shrines. 

The Park at Night 

WHEN next you walk abroad at night, 
choose Central Park, and preferably 
that part of it which ranges south 

of Seventieth Street. Enter to the left of 
General Sherman and follow the friendly 
bypath that skirts the Japanese Lake, where 
the swan boats ride at anchor. I call it the 
"Japanese Lake" because the first sight of 
it, thru certain trees bent and burdened 
with weird charm, suggests a Japanese 
print, wherein the towering Plaza becomes 
Fujiyama. The while you stand the lake 
gathers lustre from many sources, taking 
toll of light until its tiny, radiant body 
seems a great, luminous tear, dropt from 
the eye of God. 

You can't know Central Park until you 
see it at night, and then it is no more the 
park than the city surrounding it that 
thralls you. Each season has its own par- 
ticular charms ; but it is best to consult your 
almanac prior to making the excursion, for 
no moon is wanted at such a time. The 
lights of Manhattan should not be dis- 
turbed, or marred, and a cloudy night, tho 
with rain yet a long way off, is to be 
especially desired. 

In truth some of the rarest charms of 
this great enclosure are the vantage points 
it offers for viewing the glowing city. From 
each hill and hollow and rustic bridge you 
see sights that make you feel Nature has 
prepared a wonderful gallery in which you 
may stand and see the thousand pictures 
painted by Night and Electricity. 

And the wonder of the lighting. Never 
have pictures been hung for exhibition with 
more rare understanding of the art of 
presentation. Never has favored critic at 
private view found color and arrangement, 
composition and subject, more effectively 
displayed than finds he who will be guest 
of Central Park as he stands witness to the 
glory of Manhattan. 

Off to the South and West flare great 
electric signs surmounting high buildings. 
Warm and colorful they hang in the sky; 
aerie, detached beacons of fantastic shape, 
winking at the night and rippling thru 
darkness. Rows of lighted windows speak 
cheerfully of life. From the summit of a 
tiny hill streaking traffic is visible in its 
shooting rays of warning speed. 

Within the sylvan solitude the voice of 
the city speaks faintly. and its sparkling 
eyes are veiled with the romance of con- 
trast, that ever comes when Nature spreads 
her green mantle in the midst of man's 
activities. 

Oh, the wonder of the city from the park; 
and then the wonder of the park within 
the city. Here Robin Hood might dwell 
and Peter Pan feel a charm as 'luring as 
his finest scenes in Kensington Gardens. 

If you would really see all the spirits of 
the wood gathered together in carnival, 
then stand at the Northern limits of the 
Mall and, half closing your eyes and rising 
on tiptoe, look down its length. Fill your- 
self with the full beauty of the fairy court. 
It is precisely lighted with soft, glowing 
globes. Fiere and there stand set pieces of 
statuary, grotesquely gigantic, forever try- 
ing in their rigid way to cast strange 
shadows for each competing light that falls 
on them from either side and from across 
the Mall's milky way. 

As sure as you believe in fairies, they 
are here. Some lurking behind these 
statues, snuggled in the robust curves of 
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back and base. All waiting in thrilling ex- 
pectancy their turns to dance and frolic in 
the silvery glow. The scene will surely 
enchant you. Earth -weight passes, the 
senses are ethereally acute, you feel the 
pulse of Beauty, and the heart within you 
takes fire. 

So lives the radiant poetry of Central 
Park. It is there for all of you who will 
go with vision for its picturing. It is the 
great gallery exhibiting the Light of Man- 
hattan. 

New York in the Rain. 

BLOT out the stars. Draw a leaden 
mantle of cloud across the heavens. 
Let the skies open every pore, until 

earth rejects the surfeiting torrents. Fields 
are sodden, woods sullen, villages sordid, 
and all the open country a sticky mass of 
morbid moisture. 

But old New Amsterdam is glorious! 
So fare you forth and witness the won- 

ders of this city of cities in the rain. The 
perfect time is during the first silent hours 
of the morning. Then you may surprise it 
in the full splendor of its bath. The build- 
ings stand stark, dripping, and in great 
masses rise triumphant thru the drenching.. 

The gutters are long panels of flowing 
mirrors which break and shatter into ten 
million fractions in reflections, where 
treacherous corner grills suck them into 
roaring depths. About each light that 
punctuates the avenues and streets there is 
a hazy glow. Here sparkle the jewels 
thrown overboard by the clouds in an effort 
to lighten their ballast. 

As tho hoisting themselves on the liquid 
ladder of the storm, the ascending mingled 
lights of the city burnish the grey vault 
above with golden copper, as the hearth - 
flames picture themselves in the kettle 
swinging from the crane. 

The romance of Masonry and Electricity 
is before you. It is a drama done in pour- 
ing pantomime. The scenery is made of 
steel and stone, with all the city on the 
stage. Footlights and spotlights get their 
life from giant dynamos and turbines 
swiftly milling greater light than Nero made 
when sacrificing Rome. 

Now pause, while the clouds are discharg- 
ing their cargoes; if you will halt between 
tall buildings and bear your face to the 
rain for a full upward glance you will know 
somewhat of the feeling of the mountain 
traveller when he stands in the spray of 
some vast waterfall. Deep down in the 
cation he pauses while the rays of an unseen 
sun paint a rainbow on the struggling tor- 
rent at the spot where the unleashed waters 
hurl themselves from the cold embrace of 
the rocky heights. 

Again you stand before great arches open- 
ing into the halls of commerce and mark 
the silent sentinels picking luminous arcs 
out of the night and rain and sending many - 
colored reflections into the shadowed re- 
cesses as fire -brands challenge the darkness 
of some echoing cave. 

So we see the many -sided city at its bath. 
The city that has been the sweetheart of an 
endless procession of goodly men. The city 
of which O. Henry sang so sweetly and of 
which he wrote so understandingly. Great 
is Diana of the Madison Square Campanile. 
Great is the Lady of Liberty Light. But 
greater still is the city over which they 
reign. 

When storm breaks at night Manhattan 
blooms: she blossoms gorgeously in the 
downpour, and bathes majestically. And 
so, when drenching clouds cut off our 
view of the campfires of the guardsmen 
of the heavens, we feel an increased thrill 
in the shining of our faithful keepers of 
the curb, the stars of the street. 

a ,.o benefit by mentioning tke "Electrical Experimenter" when Writing fo advertisers. 
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NOW IS YOUR CHANCE! 
With this issue, the price of the EXPERIMENTER, as announced 
another page, goes to 52.00 a year. With the paper market in 
chaos and soaring prices, printers demanding another large wage 
increase, engravings going up 90%, we feel sure that before 
spring ALL magazines will go much higher than now. 
By eubscribing now for from one to five years, YOU POSITIVELY WILL 
SAVE BIG MONEY. 

The pricee below are unquestionably the lowest for standard magazines 
that It le possible to obtain anywhere. Only by a special arrangement 
with the publishers are theae prices possible and they are good only until 
December 15th, after which date all prices ea given on this page are with- 
drawn. Make up your list at once-do not delay. If you are already a subscriber 
sad your subscription to the EXPERIMENTER runs for a long Ume, you may 
eubecribe for any other magazloea by deducting the price of the EXPERIMENTER 
from the clubs at the rate of $1.85 (the apecial price allowed in clubbing with 
other magazines). Thus you can make up any club yourself of ae many maga- 
zines as you wish from the Bet below. 

All prices quoted are for subscribers In U. B. only. Canadian and fortign subscriptions require additional postage. 

The Publishers 
Will Mail the Magazine Direct From Their 
Own Office to You 

Electrical Experimenter$2.00 
Popular Science 2.00 Or Prim 
Illustrated World, I 

(Technical World) 2.00 $5.50 
Regular Price $6.00 

Electrical Experlmenter$2.00 
Scientific American.... 5.00 

Regular Price 

Electrical Experimenter $2.00 
American Boy 1.50 
St. Nicholas 8.00 
Youtb'e Companion 2.00 

Regular Price $8.60 
Electrical Experlmenter$2.00 
Today's Housewife.... .75 
McCall'e Magazine.... .75 

Electrical Experimenter $2.00 
Popular Astronomy... 3.60 

Regular Price. $5.50 
Electrical Experlmenter$2.00 
Wireless Age 2.00 
Etude 1.75 

Regular Price. 

Or Pdn 

$5.15 

O. Not 

$4.95' 
Electrical Experimenter $2.00 0e priee1 American Boy 1.50 
Boya' Magazine 1.50 $4.35 

Regular Price $5.00 

Regular Price 
Electrical Experlmenter$2.00 
Collier's Weekly 2.60 
Literary Digest 4.00 

Regular Price 

Electrical Experimenter 22.000e pd. 
Etude 1.75 

$3.20 Regular Price $3.75 
Electrical Experimenter $2.00 o. p,¡v 
Boye' Magazine 1.50 

Regular Price $3.60 
Electrical Experimenter $2.00 
Everybody's Magazine. 2.00 
Delineator (all to one 

addreea) 2.00 

Regular Price 

Electrical Experimenter 22.00 World's Work......... 4.00 Or Price 

Regular Price. $6.00 $4.85 
Electrical Experlmenter$2.00 0. Pis Smart Set 3.00 t 

Regular Price. $5.00 $4.10 
Electrical Experimenter $2.00 0. p. Parisfenne 2.00 

Regular Petze $4.00 $3.50 
Electrical Experimenter $2.00 
Motion Picture Maga- 

zine 2.00 

Regular Price 

Electrical Experlm enter $2.00 Youth's Companion... 2.00 
Review of Revlewa.... 3.00 

Regular Price $7.00 
Electrical Experimenter $2.00 
Everybody's 2.00 

American Magazine... 2.00 

Regular Price 

Electrical Experlmenter$2.00 
Pictorial Review 2.00 
McClure's Magazine 1.50 

Regular Price $5.50 

Special Clubbing Pri 
Regular 
Price 

Adventure $5.00 
American Boy 3.50 
American Magazine 4.00 

Blue Book 4.00 
Boys' World 2.50 
Century 6.00 
Christian Herald 4.00 
Corner's 4.50 
New Country Life 7.00 
Delineator 4.00 
Etude 3.75 
Everybody's 4.00 
Field k Stream 4.00 
Film Fun 3.50 
Orit 4.00 
Illustrated World (Tech- 

nical World) 4.00 
Judge (Weekly) 7.00 
Leslie's Weekly 7.00 

Our Rate 
Per Year 

$4.70 
Loo 
3.65 
3.00 
9.75 
2.25 
5.30 
3.60 Pearson'a Magazine .... 4.00 
4.25 Popular Science Monthly 4.00 
6.65 Red Book 4.00 
3.60 Review of Reviews 5.00 
3.20 St. Nicholas 5.00 
9.60 Scientific American 7.00 
3.50 Scribner's Magazine 8.00 
5.25 Smart Set 5.00 
9.60 Wireless Age 4.00 

Woman's Home Com- 
3.50 panlon .. 4.00 
6.75 World's Work 6.00 
6.75 Youtb'a Companion 4.00 

Regular Our Rate 

Literary Digest 
Price Per_ Year 

$ McClure's Magazine 3.50 3.00 Metropolitan 5.00 4.75 Modern Priscilla 3.50 3.25 .._.. 
_ 5.35 

4.75 
6.75 
5.50 
3.75 
3.75 
4.00 
4.75 
6.50 
6.55 
4.10 
3.50 

3.75 
4.65 
3.75 

Write for Special Prices on ANY Publication not listed here 
We will save you money 

SEND ALL ORDERS TO CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT" 

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc. 
233 Fulton Street, New York City. N. Y. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE SUBSCRIPTION CATALOG 

Scores of Publishers are increasing their prices overnight. Protect yourself by subscribing NOW 
You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Esperimenti?" when writing to advertisers. 
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Opportunity Ad -lets 
1 OU will nd many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings 

made every month b reliable firms and dealers from all over the Country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies, autonio- 
bde seressor es. the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best. and most attractive specials of the month. 

Advertisements in thus section seven cents a word for each insertion. No advertisement for less than S0c accepted. Naine and address 
must be inclut:e,l at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by accredited advertising agency. 

Ten per cent discount for 6 issues. 20 per cent discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements 
not accepted. Advertisements for the February issue should reach us not later than December 22. 

SFECIAL NOTICE 0.i'1 to the large 
increase 

in circulation the classified advertising rate be- 
ginning with the Fchrnary issue will be ;c per word. However, all orders 

or reservations for a period not to exceed one year, which are received not later than December 20, will be 

accepted at the old rate of 6c per wnrd 
EXPERIMENTER l'UBI ISIIING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y. 

Automobile Accessories 
More Power, Less Fuel, No Carbon. No mys- 

tery, plain facts, results guaranteed. \\-rite for 
booklet. S. O. Automobile Accessories Co, Balti- 
more, Md. 

Fords Start Easy in Cold Weather with our 
new tom carburetors. 34 miles per gallon. Use 
cheapest gasoline or half kerosene. Increased 
power. Styles for any motor. Very slow on 
high. Attach it yourself. Big profits to agents. 
Money back guarantee. Thirty days' trial. Air. 
Friction Carburetor Co., 27o Madison. Dayton, 
Ohio. 

Lubricant Carbon Remover Selves the Carbon 
Problem. When your motor loses power, when 
it knocks, bucks and overheats, don't monkey 
with the carburetor. Send for a can of Lubri. 
cant Carbon Remover. Every can guaranteed. 
Price St prepaid. Agents wanted. W. A. Engelke, 
3257 Bishop St., Cincinnati. Ohio. 

Kwik -Fix Rubber Compound. Better than any- 
thing you have ever used. Repairs auto tires, 
innertubes, ignition wires, leaky auto tops, cuts 
and thin spots in rubbers, rubber boots, bot 
water bottles. At your garage or by mail 35c. 

Merriman, Freehold, N. J. Dept. E. 

illotorcfcles 
Motorcycles Boos $25 up -New and second- 

hand. Easy terms, large list to choose from. all 
makes. Send 4c stamps for Bulletin "A." Peer- 
less Motorcycle Co.. Watertown, Mass. 

.-bents Wonted - 
lnsyde Tyres, inner armor for automobile tires, 

double mileage and prevent punctures and blow- 
outs. Quickly applied. Costa little. Demand 
tremendous. Prohts unlimited. Details free. 
American Automobile Accessories Co., Dept. 54. 

Cincinnati, O. 

Hel -Met The Kaiser Pin- Latest war novelty. 
Biggest hit out, every patriotic citizen wants 
one. Sample toc. Wedge Mfg. Co., "KM," Bing- 
hamton, N. Y. 

$10 Daily refinishing chandeliers, brass beds. 
automobiles by new method, without capital nr 
experience. Free particulars and proofs. 

HLVrite today. Gunmetal Co., Ave. D, Decatur, 

Hindoo Magical Secrets. Wonderful book, tom 
edition limited, ssc. Sample 12c. Ss per too. 

Better order quick. Dept. X, Lindhorst Magic 
Shop, St. Louis, Mo. 

Sterling Fibre Brooms: Outwear five corn 
brooms. guaranteed one Year, $1.25 postpaid; 
agents wanted. Keystone Fibre Broom Co., 6i8 
Duquesne Way, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Help Wonted 
Men Wanted to make Toy Soldiers, Army. 

Navy and other toys. Homeworkcrs on small 
scale, manufacturers on large scale. Greatest 
chance for industrious people for independent 
business. Enormous demand and future in 
Americanmade toys'; This new American 

work stands out conspicuously. Factories have 
been established people trained, machinery made 
with energy and success. Dealers don't want to 
handle any others except "Americanmade ". \Ve 
buy these goods all year, paying fixed prices. 
Experience or tools not necessary. Hundred and 
more made complete per hour. Casting form out. 
fits S3 up. Booklet and information free. Toy 
Soldier Manufacturing Co., p Union Square, 
New York. 

To Ascertain the Vocation for which you are 
best adapted send for Zancig's Revised Horo- 
scope. Send date of your birth and ssc. Prof. 
Zancig. too West 87th St., New York. 

Monthly income paid those writing lists of 
names for us at home, spare time; no supplies to 
purchase, no investment, expense or other work 
required; postal brings particulars. National 
Exchange, Box tool, New York. w.nommur- 

Phonographs 
Build Your Own Phonographs and manufacture 

them for profit. Drawing instructions, Parts, 
Price List, Blue Prints, etc., complete, sent free 
upon request. Write today. Associated Phono. 
graph Co.. Dept. Et. Cincinnati. Ohio. 

Phonographs -Continued 
Build Your Phonograph. "Perfection" high - 

quality spring and electric Motors. Tone Arms, 
Reproducers, Wonderful results. Rig saving. 
New catalog and building instructions mailed 
for ten cents. Indiana Phonograph Supply Co., 
Indianapolis, Indiana. 

IZITZEIZZEITE1=1Bliton t= 
Charlotte, N. C.°-- 

Oct. 4, 1918. 

Electrical Experimenter Pub. Co., 
233 Fulton St., New York. 

Dear Sirs: 
It certainly was SOME RESULTS. H 
I've almost worn out a good typewriter. 
Just about exhausted myself writing. 
Used all the paper in this part of America. 
And about "Gone Busted" buying postage 

stamps. 
Now, I'm a-goina uit, and will never do á it again, or at least Ì won't promise to an- 14 

swer all the letters I received from an Ad 
that I put in the "E. E." 

The letters are still coming in. -The E apparatus advertised bas long since been 
sold. Every piece of it, The letters are 
from all over the United States. AND 
ELSEWHERE. Received one today from 
Shanghai, China. Can you beat that. I'm 
enclosing the letter from China. 

= It's a great life, if you don't weaken. 
I wish to THANK the "E. E." -Same 

circulation. 
Very Respectfully, 

G. R. 
403 N. Brevard St., Cha rlotte. Otte, N. C. 

ilni II I p 
ni11=Pl !IIPtll9f9innlr,m .L..._.- ........- 

.Ilisrelloneous 
tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay. 

St.00 if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba 
Co., SA, Baltimore, Md. 

Catch Fish. Descriptive folder containing 
valuable information mailed for stamp. George 

Julian. Albany Building, Boston. 
Wanted -Small Gasoline and Steam Engines. 

Cash paid for 1 to 4 cylinder light weight 
Motors. V, to to H.P. Johnston, West End, 
l'ittsburgh, Pa. 

Your Technical Troubles can be solved. We 
handle all technical pridilems pertaining to de- 
sign, calculation, installation, etc., promptly and 
correctly for $1 and up. We invite your corre 
spondence. E. Duskis Technical Advice Bu- 
reau. 17ón Bergen St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Cigarette, pipe or chewing habit conquered. 
Nature's method. Guaranteed. Write for free 
brochure. Edw. J. Woods, TA -3oo, Station F 
New York. 

Fountain Pen Free with a $1.75 order of ink. 
Eighteen packages, each package contains 
enough material to make twenty cents' worth 
of blue black ink. Trial package ten cts., three 
for 25 eta. Kralnvec & Co., 2344 Altgeld St., 
Chicago. Ill. 

"Quick Process Duplicators." Makes too copies 
in to minutes. Remarkable time -savers. Thou 
sands in use. Write for free illustrated circular. 
Ileyer Duplicator Co., 16o -EE, N. Wells St., 
Chicago. 

Pyorrhea -H. E. Kelty, D. D. S., $1. D., pyor- 
rhea specialist for is years, has developed a 

successful borne treatment for pyorrhea. Puri - 

lying, healing, preventative. Full month's treat- 
ment and booklet. Si. Circular free. Dr. H. E. 
Kelty, Glenwood & Woodland Aves., Leonia, N.J. 

We Have a limited number of beautiful art 
pictures on hand of Nikola Tesla and Dr. Lee 
De Forest. These make a handsome decoration 
for any laboratory or workshop and should be 
prominently displayed. Price for both, prepaid, 
toc. Experimenter Pub. Co., 233 Fulton St., New 
York City. 

"Opportunity Ad- Leta" bring quick results. 
Over ioo,000 circulation, net. Other firms are 
making money -so can You. For proof address 
Classified Department, Electrical Experimenter, 
233 Fulton St., New York City. 

Business Opportunities 
I made $20,000 here past four years making 

burial vaults. \Vill start you in same permanent 
business without capital. Absolutely no selling. 
Stamp brings details. Charles Murphy, Dept. 3, Bloomington, Ind. 

Enter a New Business. Earn $3,000 to $6,aoo 
yearly in professional fees making and fitting a 
foot specialty, openings everywhere with all the 
trade you can attend to; easily learned by any- 
one at home in a few weeks, at small expense; 
no further capital required; no goods to buy; 
}oh hunting, soliciting nr agency. Address 
Stephenson Laboratory, 18 Back Bay, Boston, 
NI s. 

I Made $30 a Week, easy money, evenings 
home. Free Booklet explains. Mail Order Busi- 
ness. Send stamp. Alec. Scott, Cohoes, New 
York. 

Make Die -Castings. Sketch, Sample. Booklet, 
and Proposition, Ise. R. Byrd, Box 227. Erie, Pa. 

"Quick- Action Advertising -How it is Build- 
ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of 
America"; A little story of RESULTS, told by 
the advertisers themselves -not the publisher. 
You will be interested in reading this little 
booklet, which we have prepared far prospective 
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly 
mailed to you upon request. It tells you haw 
to talk business with i,000,000 intelligent, inter- 
ested and responsive Americans every month - 
men who know what they want and who have 
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and 
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, us 
\Vest 39th Street, New York. 

Build up an Income in Oil -Others are doing 
it-Why not you? Today is the opportunity. 
into our easy monthly payment plan NOW -it 
may mean hundreds in profits. Write for in- 
formation. National Oil Drilling Co., Dept. K, 
Houston, Texas. 

WANTED- Specialties for mail order house. 
What have you to offer. Stone Specialty Co.. zi 
Broadway, N. Y. 

Manufacturers: Advertising and Toy novelty 
with n unlimited field. Protected. 3166 Third 
Ave., New York City. 

Amazing profits manufacturing backyards Fuel 
Briquettes, cheapest fuel known. Stamp. Cali- 
fornia Products Company, San Mateo, California. 

You can letter Automobiles, Windows, Trunks, 
etc., without previous experience, by Transfer 
Process. Make Su. so on $2.50 outfit. Auto Mono - 
f, \ ram Supply Co., 87 Niagara Building, Newark, 

T. 

Incorporate your business under the common 
law. No organization tax; no franchise tax; no 
federal corporation tax; certificates not taxable; 
stockholders exempt from company debts; do 
business anywhere; directors reside where you 
wish; lowest cost organization possible. Com- 
mon Law Organization Co., 4 Randolph, Detroit, 
Mich. 

Dollars Yearly in Your Backyard, No ginseng, 
mushroom dope. New ideas. Investigate. Par- 
ticulars free. Metz. 313 East Pq, New York, 

Business Worthwhile. I Start You silvering 
mirrors, Plating tableware; Plans Free. Char 
ence Sprinkle, Dept. 4P, Marion, Indiana. 

$30 a Week, Evenings. I made it with a small 
mail order husiness- continued my regular job 
daytimes. Free booklet tells how, sc postage. tir ,. W. Scott, Cohoes, N. Y. 

Auctions 

Auctioneers make from Sto to $so a day. Free 
catalog. Missouri Auction School, Kansas City.- 

Postcards 

Twenty Pretty Assorted Postcards l0c. 45 -soc. 
t atle Co.. N. Locust, Hagerstown, Md. 

Yon benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when ion ing to advertisers. 
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lVircless 
Bargains- mo,000 ;V' Wireless Coils complete, 

guaranteed, 9oc, send postage. Also, 150210 Wire- 
less Coils without vibrators, 45c, scod postage. 
A. Dubs, 1534 Pitkin Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Best Radio hook -ups for Damped and Un- 
damped Waves, Amplifiers, etc. Blueprinted 
with full instructions, 6o cents postpaid. Luther 
Reiner, Bexley, Ohio. 

Better stock up now on switches and switch 
points for that new set. Circular describing the 
most perfect on the market sent free. Eureka 
Secondary Co., 6939 S. May St. Chicago. Ill. 

Morehead All- Purpose Vacuum Tubes: Last 
5070 longer; require less hi- voltage; eliminate 
STATIC' SUPER- sensitivel Have ooe ready 
Avoid the RUSII latent Satisfaction GUARAN- 
TEED; absoTIVELY. $6.50 each -FIVE for 
$25.00l Somerville Radio Laboratory, Eastern 
Agents, 102 heath, Somerville, Mass. 

maim 

Electrical Supplies and Appliances 
Recharge 2 dry cells for hvc cents. Directions 

toe. Gilbert, 8 Chestnut, Binghamton, N. Y. 
Tungsten Steel Magnets U type. Have a num- 

ber of these magnets weighing 2 lbs. each and 
will lift 6 or more times their own weight. 
$1.75 while they last. Henry Althaus, Bluffton, 
Ohio. 

Blueprints for building of Spark Coils from 
4 to if with Instructions. Soc. each. Also 
for \Vimshurst Machines etc. Also repairs 
made and parts' machined, after sketch. The 
B. & II. Electric Laboratory. City Hall Station. 
General Delivery, N. Y. 

Electricians.. Send $1.0 for 16 blue prints F1 
Motor Windings. so A. C. Single, two and three - 
phase, and 6 D. C. or set of an A. C., 6 D . C., and 
6 Rotary Converter Drawings for $a.a$. Connect- 
ing and Winding made easy. Superior Electric 
Company, Lock Box, 1372, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Electricians and garagemen: You need the blue- 
print for building the K102 test and trouble finder 
and directions for making tests. Locates shorts, 
grounds, opens in armatures; Oil or water soaked 
secondary cables on ignition units; Traces any 
power or lighting circuit; Iundreds of tests can 
be made with it. Send 20 for blueprint and 
directions. The Data Exchange P. O. Box ío18, 
7th Floor, U. B. Bldg., Dayton, Ohio. 
usmlmsummimuumnmlumm iut mmm 

Formulase 
160 Formulas, resilvering mirrors, renewing 

dry batteries, luminous paints, mechanics' soap 
25c, lists 2C. "Bestovall,' Box 543 -E, Chicago. 

Formulas for Every Purpose. H. Krause, 2746 
So. Barlow, Chicago. ® mlmlmllmmnlul 1llmulnm®misln®IlmmMl umllnnNmmmu 

For Inventors 
Inventors -Market and secure your inventions 

through National Institute of Inventors, World 
Bldg., New York City. Membership co- opera- 
tive organization. 

Legal advice on any subject, Mfg., commercial, 
trade information In Re. inventions -patents. 
Hanlon, imtArch, Philadelphia. 

Inventors! Attention! I have valuable infor- 
mation how you can protect your inventions for 
two years before patenting it without expense or 
risk, full instructions, 25c. H. B. Lambert, 55 
1Villow Ave., North Pelham, N. Y. 
ammEmmosImmOmnlmnmmnlmm ezim11lmnumlmmnnnmm11mmminmmn 11111111 

Tricks, Pussle.r and Games 
1000 stage tricks with Soo illustrations. Cata- 

logue toc, small catalogue FREE. Hornmann 
Magic Co.. Sta. 6. 47o Eighth Avenue, New York. 

Tricks, Puzzles, Jokes Toys, Games Novelties, 
Doll and Cane Racks, Plays, Wigs, Stage Sup - 
plies, Escapes and Illusions. Large 1957 catalog 
free. Oakes Magical Co., Dept. 549, Oshkosh, 
Wis. 

Black Art Hindoo Experiments, copyright 

C5 
19 Edition, 25c. Invisible Ink. Free Trick. 
atalog each order. Lindhorst Magic X Shop. 

St. Louis. 
' Illil n,ml.11,l I, I, rill lil,ll,llll" Illllln Illlllllill,.11,iilli 

Stamps and Coins 
Stamps -6I all different free. Postage, $c. 

Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co.. Toledo, Ohio. 
California Gold, Quarter size, 27c; Half -dollar 

size, 53e; Dollar size, $f.to; Large cent, i8m, 
and catalogue, ioc. Norman Shultz, Kings City, 
Mo. 

500 Finely Mixed United States or Foreign 
Stamps, 12c. Philatelic Star, Madison, N. Y. 

225 Different Stamps 25e. Fred Onken, 546 
Carlton Avenue. Brooklyn. New York. 

We buy and Sell Old Money. $2 to $'oo 
paid for hundreds of coins dated before 
Keep all Old Money. Send to cents for 
illustrated Coin Value Book, 4x7. You 
have valuable Coins, get posted. Clarke 
Company, Box no. Le Roy. N. Y. 

each 
5895. 
new 
may 
Coin 

200 all different really fine Postage Stamps, 
23c. Dayton, East Foxboro. Mass. 
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Scenery for Hire 
Collapsible Scenery for all Plays. Amelia Grain, 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
alumuu 

For Inrentors 
Inventions Commercialized. Cash or royalty. 

Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., m5 St. Louis, Mo. 
mnl5 

For Advertisers 
20 Word Ad. in 100 Pulling magazines, $1.00. 

About 75,000 readers. Send copy now. Lind - 
horst Magic Shop, St. Louis. 

Advisory Correspondence free. Profitable 
letters, folders, booklets, follow-ups, ylaos. 
Reasonable charges. Pontifex, 62 Frank Street, 
Ottawa, Canada. 

"Quick- Action Advertising -How it is Building 
Business for the Progressive Advertisers of 
America "; A little story of RESULTS told by 
the advertisers themselves -not the publisher. 
You will be interested in reading this little 
booklet which we have prepared for prospective 
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly 
mailed to you 'upon request. It tells you bow 
to talk business with i,000,000 intelligent, inter- 
ested and responsive Americans every month - 
men who know what they want and who have 
the money to buy it. Write for articulars and 
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225 
West !10th St., New York. 

Printing 
100 Bond Noteheads 4 lines and Loo envelopes, 

prepaid, $t.00. Southwestern, 1413 -H Bereodo, 
Los Angeles. 

SO Bond Letterheads, So linen cards, so eo- 
velopcs, 3 lines, $i.00. Shamrock Press, 86 Mit - 
hoff, Columbus, Ohio. 

Calling Cards. Your name on 25 high- grade, 
pasted bristol cards together with a famous 
Brown cardcase, 23c. The Barker Press, 17 Gib- 
son St., Medford, Mass. 

Song Poems Wanted 
Write the Words for a Song. We write music 

and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit 
Mpoems 

on war, love, or any subject. Chester 
usic Co., 538 S. Dearborn St., 

subject. 
265, Chi- 

cago. 
uommuomiu ulaimmumumll matistouummlumnuummmlmnmmmlmnsionse itm 

Chemicals 
so Chemicals $5. Chemical outfits as previously 

advertised containing 8o chemicals now again for 
sale at $5. Swimmer Chemical Co., 1849 Park 
Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
mw101011 munmM111103 

Novelties 
Genuine Indian Baskets -Wholesale and Re- 

tail. Catalogue. Gilham, Highland Springs, 
California. 
ImuHnllll ®ß®a1 15101 lmmumlu1111WUmumlAmu111112ml1 /1111 NUmmmB®11® 

News Correspondents 
Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for 

newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary; 
details free. Press Syndicate, 566 St. Louis, Mo. 
Oml® mummumt® mm lmmnnmmmnmmmnmllmelnellmmouszta tmmmuman 

Sfotorr. Ennine.r and Dynamos 
Small Motors and Generators: moo New Motors 

and Generators from Bankruptcy Stock, V5 H. P. 
A. C., $18.5o each; / H. P., $30.00. Battery 
Charging Sets- Robbins & Myers new outfits, all 
sizes. $30.00 each and up. Charging Lighting 
and Moving Picture Arc Generators, $ro.0o each 
and up. Motors for all phases of current. Im 
mediate delivery. Less than 54 regular prices. 
Write for late bulletin. Johnston, West End, Pittsburgh, Penna. 

Boilers, Engines and Machinery. \Verner Ex- tract Company, Mechanicville, New York. 

For the Hair 
I Was Bald. Obtained hair growth by an Indian's ointment containing genuine bear oil and rare plant juices. Many others have good hair - 

growing results. Will send box, postpaid, with 
recipe, ioc. John hart Brittain, s o E. 32nd St., 
BA -3oo, New York. 
eimmnmllimmismlmllmlllnlmlllnlllnimllmllmlmnml rmrnmmnl®limilnmm®as 

Photo Developing 
Mail Us 15e with any size Film for development 

and 6 velvet prints. Or send 6 negatives any 
size and í5c for 6 prints, 8 x io" mounted enlarge- 
ments 5c. Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke 
Photo Finishing Co.. 255 Bell Ave., Roanoke, Va. 

Kodakers: How would you like to get a 9 x 11 enlargement of your best negatives free? Drop 
us a card right now asking about it. Films de- 
veloped at toe per roll, prints 3c, 4 and Sc each. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ford's Foto Studio, 
F.11 nsht:r c;11:shi: a. °; .. ,,,,,,,,.,.,,,,,,,m, 

Teleara(hv 
Telegraphy and Railway Accounting taught thoroughly and quickly. Unprecedented demand 

for both sexes at Big Salaries. Oldest and largest 
school -Est. 45 years. Catalog free. Dodges In- stitute, Seventh St., Valparaiso, Ind. 

Patent Attorneys 
Patents - Without advance attorney's lees. 

Not duc until patent allowed. Send sketch for 
free report. Books free. Frank Fuller, Wash- 
ington, D. C. 

Inventions Wanted! Manufacturers constantly 
writing us for patents. List of inventions ac- 
tually requested and book "How to Obtain a Patent" sent free. Send rough sketch for free 
report regarding patentability. Special assist. 
ance given our clients in selling patents. Write 
for details of interest to every inventor. Cbaod- 
lee & Chandlee, Patent Attorneys, Est. 21 years. 
551 7th St., Washington, D. C. 

Patent Your Own inventions. Save attorney's 
fees; we prepare applications; furnish full in- 
structions and give satisfaction. Free informa- 
tion. Carl Larsen Co., Park Row Building, New 
York City. . 

Millions Spent Annually for Ideas! Hundreds 
now wanted! Patent yours and profit. Write 
today for free books -tell how to protect your- 
self, how to invent, ideas wanted, how we help 
you sell, etc. 112 Patent Dept., American In- 
dustries, Inc., Washington, D. C. 

M. F. Miller, Ouray Building, Washington, 
D. C., Patent Attorney, Mechanical and Elec- 
trical Expert. Best quality of work and results. 
Moderate charges. Advice free. 

Your Idea Wanted. Patent Your Invention. 
I'll help you market it. Send for 4 free books. 
list of patent buyers, hundreds of ideas wanted, 
etc. Advice free. Patents advertised free. 
Richard B. Owen, Patent Lawyer. 530 Owen Bldg., 
Washington, D. C., or 2278T Woolworth Bldg., 
New York. 

Dogs, Birds, Pets 
Ideal Xmas Gifts: Collier, Fox terrier, B. & 

Tan, Pekingese, Pomeranian Boston, Canaries, 
Angora Kittens. Send 3c for bargain list. Shady - 
dell Kennels, Work, Pa. 
=unto mllmumulemmmilmtlm® 

Books 
Free -$5,000 worth of valuable books as pre- 

miums. Write for more information and cata- 
logue; it's tree. I have many books on Natural 
healing personal magnetism, Clairvoyance, seer - 
ship, Hypnotism, hlesmertsm, concentration, 
character reading, ind power, etc. Tell me your 
wants. A. W. Martens, JX8, Burlington, Iowa. 

Electricity Made Simple, 233 pages, ío8 illustra- 
tion, $t each prepaid, or send for circulars. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. M. E. Kraybill, Jr., 
Boiling Springs, Pa. 

Blueprinted Charts -Send 20 for "15 Experi- 
meets in Chemistry" and circuar of other new 
things. Royal Publishing Co., Box to54, St. John, 
N. B.. Canada. 

Books for Real Live People. Lists free. J. E. 
Sheridan, 417 E. isist St., New York. 

Money saving magazine offers. Send for free 
catalogue. F. C. Johnson, 16m East 68th Street, 
Chicago, Ill. 

Bookkeepers and Business Men -Something dit 
(erent in Bookkeeping. Perfection Business Sum- 
mary. Slakes business t00% more interesting and 
satisfactory. Boo in 4 cities. John Capehart, 
Frankfort, Ky. 

World -Romie System, hiasterkey to All Lan - 
guages. Six Textbooks, $1.44. French Chart, 37c; Spanish, 3 c; Aviation Dictionary, $í.5o. French - 
English Aviation Dictionary, óíc. Languages, 
143 West 47th, New York. 

Learn to Become an Acrobat -Our to lesson 
course teaches you. Send 75c for Lesson No. 5, 
or circular free. Only course in America on 
acrobatics. Royal Publishing Co., Box to54, St. 
John. N. B., Canada. 

How to Locate Oil, Minerals and Valuable Sub- 
stances by Wireless; Scientific Book, $3 postpaid. 
Astral Child Publishing Co., Corpus Christi, 
Texas. 

To Get Better Pictures: Read the Amateur 
Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; weekly prize 
competitions; print criticisms; many unique fea- 
tures; $4.5o per year; three months' trial sub- 
scription 25C. Abel Publishing Compaoy, 4m 
Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio. 

Old E. E. Back Numbers: We have some valu- 
able old E. E. back numbers on hand as follows: 
r9í5 -Ian., March, April, June, July, Aug., Sept., 
Oct., Nov., Dee., price each 35c. 19t6 -Jan., Feb., 
March, May, June, August, Sept., Oct., Nov., 
Dec., price each 3c. 19í7 -Jan., Feb., March, 
Apr., May, June, July, Aug Sept., Oct., Nov., 
Dec., each 35c. 1958 - an., Feb., Mar., Apr., May, 
June. July Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec., each ooe. 
\Ve can fill orders at once upon receipt of your 
remittance, and if you have not these numbers 
alread Y. now is your chance t o g et them, as they 
probably will he snapped up very quickly. Ex- 
perimenter Publishing o., 233 Fulton St., New 

y. 
A Binder for The Electrical Experimenter will 

preserve your copies for all time. Price, soc. 
Postage on 3 lbs. is extra. Send for one today. 
Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton Street, 
New York City. 

Yon benefit by mentioning the "Electrical E.Oerimentd' when writing to advertisers. 
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Scientific Exchange Columns 
THE quickest medium in the country for buying what you need o r disposing of anything for which you have no further use. Read 

these ads, each month- you'll not find bigger bargains anywhere. 

NOTICE of CHANGE opportunity ad -let columns under a separate sub- heading, 
Beginning next mantle, these exchange ads. will be run in the 

regular op 
"scientific exchange ads." This will give exchange ads. a better posi- 
tion and insure their being seen by every reader of the magazine. The 

Effective with February, 1919, issue. rate will be the same as for all other classified ads. -7c per word, with 
rye a discount of go% for six consecutive insertions and m% for twelve. 

Advertisements for the February issue must reach us not later than Dec. u. 

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., 233 Fulton St., New York City 

January, 1919 

A__ 
For Sale-6 H.P. 4 cylinder Universal Engine 

and 55 amp. 6o volt D.C. Generator, $25o. 

take typewriter or wireless as part payment. 
Herbert Lauber. Geneva, Nebr. 

Swap -Electrical apparata or small camera for 
field glasses or telescope or what you have. 
Lloyd Solomon, Cordele. Ga. 

First Twenty Dollars takes Goodell -Pratt 
bench lathe. Same as new, been in use only one 
month. Am buying large engine lathe so must 
sell. C. C. Cole, Whittier, Cal. 

Trade -Movie Machine and Seneca Camera for 
wireless goods. Frank Gaede, \Vinamac, Ind. 

Blacksmith Post Drill, $5. t9í8 9 Volume Ma- 
chine Shop Library, $9. Bosch 'Magneto Twin 
Indian Motor less carburetor, $15. A. Ryder, Box 
58, Argo, Ill. 

Exchange-Winchester .0 Repeating for .zz 
Automatic. Good condition. Panaro, 478 First 
Ave., New York City. 

Swap -Two $5 Erectors, books and magazines 
for phonograph or offer. Beaver, 556 West :84th 
St.. New York City. 

Exchange -za Ansco Camera with leather car 
r fog case. Mecanno Set 4; a9 Test tubes 1x6. 
Want good wireless instruments; receiving pre- 
ferred. Letters answered. Kenneth Cook. Tren- 
ton, Mo. 

Sell-New $2$ Electric Train, Sto. Harold Tin- 
ker. 3448 Aldrich, So., Minneapolis, Minn. 

Edison Exhibition Motion Picture Machine to 
Exchange -Want chemicals, chemical apparatus, 
motorcycle, or typewriter. Valuation, $85. 11. E. 
Robinson, u6 S. Stewart, Sedalia, Mo. 

Swap -Electrical goods. Want half to two K.W. 
Transformer and Rotary spark gap. Warwick, 
2535 toth Ave, So., Minneapolis, Minn. 

Wanted - Wireless transformers, ammeters, 
quenched gap, etc. Sell or trade Automatic 
Photo Button Machine, cost $zso; also Automatic 
Stereopticon, capacity eighteen slides. Prefer 
Wireless goods. Radio Amateur, Marion, Ill. 

Wanted -Screw- cutting Bench Lathe. \V. T. 
Gravely, Danville, \'a. 

For Sale -y H.P. turbine with flash boiler and 
condenser. Want omnigraph. Joe Martin, Hop - 
kinsville, Ky. 

Wanted -Wireless goods. describe fully. \Mill 
pay cash. Merle Hawkins, zags Prescott, Canon 
City. Colo. 

Wanted -Round Audion, z K.W. Oscillation 
Transformer. Aerial Switch, Rotary Gap. Eugene 
Beckley, Milton. Pa. 

Sell -i5 dial omnigraph and other things. lier. 
see, Burlington. Ontario. 

Electrical Laboratory for Sale. Send for list of 
apparatus and parts. Ray \Mengel, z9 W. Doty 
St., Madison, Wis. 

Will Buy -No reasonable offer refused. Tubu 
lar Audions, other makes also, variable con- 
densers mounted and unmounted, Blitzen pre. 
(erred; Blitzen amplifying transformer. Audion 
impedance coils. Sell now, give description and 
time used. State lowest price. Aubrey Tholin, 
1339 5th Ave., Rockford, Illinois. 

Wanted -A few old hand stereoscope views, sac 
each for certain kinds. Write for information. 
John Murray, Remington Hotel, Eddystone, Pa. 

For Sale -Hydroplane. Length sixteen feet, 
beam 5 feet. Electric lights including searchlight 
Automobile Steering \\ heel and controls. Name: 
Sca Gull. Double cylinder Gray two cycle, high 
speed, twelve horsepower motor. Speed m mile 
per hour. Decks and bulkhead mahoga ^r ft 
ishcd and varnished. Double waterproof hatchet 
Fastest boat of her class un Indian River. Win- 
ner of many races. In perfect condition; just 
painted. Don't wait until someone beats you to 
it. Shipped for first $zoo check. Atlee Gulledge, 
c/o Coast Guard Station m6, Fort Pierce, Fla. 

For Sale -One set E. I. Co. S. P. z000 ohm 
Phones, new, $2.50. One im Egg Electric Incu- 
bator, iza volts, $i8. One 3 pole 75A Knife 
Switch, $2. One Small Moving Picture Machine 
with wo w. no v. lamp (without reels), $2. One 
large Electric Bell, $t. One Boy's Mechanic Vol. 
2, Si. One 2 cap. zio v. Electric Stove, $8. Edwin 
L. Murrill, Lewisburg, W. Va. 

Will Exchange complete motorcycle engine for 
Johnson skates. W. A. Sehoenheider, 5435 So. 
lshland Ave., Chicago. 

Amateurs- Bugs -Send stamp for. my list of 
Radio Apparatus, Electrical Goods, Ancient and 
\ lodern Coins, Swords, Arrowheads, Chemical 
Laboratory, Rifle, Movie Projector Lens, etc. 
Luther Reiner, Bexley, Ohio. 

Marionettes, miniature people who walk, talk, 
sing and dance. Five professional figures. Will 
sell for cash or exchange for Smith Motor 
Wheel or similar outfit. The Wallaces, Baraboo, 
Wis. 

Bargains -New $25 Stewart Speedometer, $tg. 
Book and others. Write Worth Bailey, Park 
Ave., Johnstown Pa. 

CARNOTITE 
(Radium Mineral.) The Ameri- 

can I'itchblende found in Colorado, 
from which Radium is extracted. 

A generous piece, enough to con- 
duct experiments, such as affecting 
photographic plates thru opaque 
material (similar to X -Ray pic- 
tures), first made by Sir W. 
Crookes and Mme. Curie, is fur- 
nished in neat, wooden box. 

URANIUM ORE 
(Radio- Active) 

Containing about 35% of pure 
Uranium; also Radium and Va- 
nadium. One of the most rare 
and interesting minerals. Twenty 
milligrams are furnished in glass 
vial protected by lead cover. 

One box of Carnotite and one 
vial of Uranium Ore as described 
above sent prepaid. 50c. 

SIDNEY SPECIALTY CO. 
233 Fulton St., New York City 

BOYS, LOOK! 
Some hummer. Develops wonderful power. 
will run your Erectors, Meccanos, etc. Works 
on I to 6 dry cells, storage battery or A. C. 
transformer. Mounted on hardwood base. 
Has 14 In. grooved pulley. On two cells you 
can bardly stop It with your finger. Runs all 
kinds of toys. Has nickeled steel frame and 
copper armature. Put 50 cents In stamps lo 
an envelope. 

FREEA 3%2 volt tungsten flashlight 
lamp If you order at once. 

A REAL 
Electric MOTOR 50c 

¡l'nrpJlüij 
, 

Use Coupon Below. Return moil will bring you tIoter. 

C. D. WOOD ELECTRIC CO., Dept 60, 441 Broadway, New York City. 
SIRS: Send me a MONOCOIL Motor. Enclosed find 50 rents. 

Name 

Address 

CORE WIRE 
We have been fortunate In securing thru auction several tons of guaranteed pure, double 

acnealed Norway Iron Cors Wire and are selling this wire to "Experimenter" readers 

AT PRE -WAR PRICES 2Octs LB. 
This wire Is Just the thing for spark coils, transformers, etc., and It Is, of course, a very much 

more auperlor product than the usual Iron wire. We absolutely guarantee the quality, 
If you ever thought of bulldlog a spark coll, transformer, or similar apparatus, now Is the 

chance to get the right material for It. As far as we know thla is the only lot of Iran Norway Core 
Wire In the hands of any dealer at the present time, and none can be gotten until after the war. 

We have only two sizes left: 
26 INCHES 36 INCHES 

Thickness about No. 21 B and S 

If either of these sizes should be too long we advise cutting the wire down yourself by means 
of shears. It will pay you to do so as real Norway Iron Wire, sold by a few dealers last year, 
brought from 40e to 50c a pound. American core wire now sells for from 30c upwards per pound. 

As long as the supply lasts we offer this wire as described above to our customers at the very 
low price of 20c a pound. Order at once. 

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton St., N. Y. C. 

l'os, benefit by mentioning the " Electrical Experimenter" when writing to edvertiters. 
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EXPERIMENTERS! 

Ni,. IX2002 
14THE BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough mate- 
rial TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY - 
FIVE DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS with- 

out any other tools, except a screw -driver furnished with the outfit. The box 
contains the following complete instruments and apparatus which are already 

- assembled: 
Studeet's chromic plunge battery, compass- galvanometer, solenoid, telephone 

- receiver, electric lamp. Enough various parts, wire, etc., are furnished to 
make the following apparatus: 

Electromagnet, electric cannon. magnetic pictures, dancing spiral. electrio 
hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter. hook for telephone receiver. condenser, 
sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery. 
shocking coil. complete telegraph set. electric riveting machine, electric hoz- 

1 zer, dancing fishes. singing telephone, mysterious dancing man, electric Jump. 
Ing jack, magnetic geometric figures. rheostat. erratic pendulum, electric but- '. terfly, thermo electric motor. visual telegraph, etc., etc. 

This does not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more ap- 
iparatus can be built actually and effectually. 

With the Instruction book which we furnish, one hundred experiments that 
can be made with this outfit are listed. nearly all of these being illustrated 
with superb illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies are necos- 

Inary to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make any of the 
25 apparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished by means of 
this outfit. two hands, and a screw -driver. 

The outfit contains 114 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of finished 
articles ready to use at once. 

Among the finished material the following parts are included : Chromic salts 
MI for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two different lengths). 

a bottle of Iron filings, three spools of wire. carbons, a quantity of machine 
screws, flexible cord, two wood bases. glass plate. para ®ne paper, binding . pasts, screw -driver, etc., etc. The instruction book is so clear that anyone can 
make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of the Instruction 
book is taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the layman. 
with all Important facts In electricity in a simple manner. 

E We guarantee satisfaction. 
The size over all of the outfit Is 14 x 9 x 2 %. Shipping weight, 8 lbs.00 0 No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys." outfit as described 

Ng IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS 

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO uI ., NEW YORK 
is E. IS U. ill11Y 111111101 11121IIIIIIIIIIIII!I ICI :11 171I .111.1 11,,ÏWi,i1,.,f,R, 

A Sample of What You Can Do 
With This Outfit 

This illuatrattoo, 
made from an actual 
pbotogreph. a h o w s 
only a very few in- 
trumeuta that can 

ths be 
Boy's a 

with 
oy's EleotrloToy': 

Electric Pendulum. 
Electrlo Telegraph, 
Current Generator. Electric Dancing 
Spiral. Gal - an omet er. 
Space does 
not permit 
us to show the hun- 
dreds of experiment& 
that can be performed with this wonderful outfit. 

The "Electro" Radiotone 
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST 

SURER 
This Instrument gives a wonderful high 

pitched MUSICAL NOTE In the receivers. 
impossible to obtain with the ordinary 
test buzzer. The RADIOTONE is built 
along entirely new lines; it is NOT an 
ordinary buzzer. reconstructed in some 
manner. The RADIOTONE bas a single 
fine steel reed vibrating at a remarkably 
high speed. adjusted to Its most efficient 
froqueucy at the factory. liard silver con- 
tacts are used to make the instrument last 
practically forever. 

Yes. the RADIOTONE is SILENT. In fact. it Is so sheet that you must 
place your ear on lop of it to hear ita beautiful musical note. 

You will be astounded at the wonderfully clear 500 cycle note sounding 
sharply in your receivers. To learn the codes. there le absolutely nothlee 
Ilke IL With the radiotone, a key and one dry cell and ANY telephone. a 
ante leaner', set is had. Two or more such sets in series will afford no 
end of pleasure for intercommunication work. Shipping Weight I Ib.,90 

Sadzotooe as described each 
IMMEOIATE SHIPMENTS 

The "Electro" Telegraph 
Is not a toy. but a praceicsl, 
honestly built telegraph outfit, 
which not only sounds but works 
like the big contmereiel instrn- 
ments. By studying the code 
for 30 days you can become a 
first -class telegraph operator. 
Such operators ere in big de- 
mend now. Outfit consists of 
TWO complete telegraph instru- 
ments each measuring 3% x 2% 
z 2%. All metal parts are high- 
ly picket plated. Including key 
lever. Note hard rubber knob. 
Telegraph Code Cheri, telegraph 
blanks and connecting wire comes with set, but no batteries. Outfit works 
00 2 dry cells lone cell for each instrument). The "Electro" Is the ONLY 
Outfit that works both ways, each atsuen cao call: no stitches. no 

25 
extras. Nothing to get out of order. Guaranteed to please you or money 

1 - back. Price Complete as Illustrated (TWO INSTRUMENTS) 
Y$ Shipping Weight. lbs. 

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS 

The "Electro" Codophone (Patents Pending) 

What this 
r e m erkable 
lestrument la 

sed does. 
The "Elec. 

fro" C o d o- 
p h o n e is 4oi ¡on 
Positively the 
Only instru- 
ment made that will 
imitate a 500 
cycle note exactly as 
heard in a 
Wireless m- 
edlar. The 
loud -talking receiver equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you can hear 
the sound all over the room. even if there is a lot of other noise. 

THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tightening the receiver cap, a tone 
from the lowest, softest quality, up to the loudest and highest screaming 
sound can be had in a few seconds. 

FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry eels for each lnstru- 
meat. two Codopbones when connected with one wire and return ground, 
can be used for intercommunication between two imam one -pelf tilo apart. 

One outfit alone replaces the old -fashioned learner's telegraph sot, eon - 
elating of key and sounder. 

The "Electro" Codophone Is a handsome. well mode instrument. fool 
proof. and built for hard work. Contacta are of hard silver ?i inch in 
diameter. that will outlast the instrument. 

There is also a neat code chart and full directions enabling any Intelll. 
gent young men or plrl to learn the cedes within. 30 days practlslne ooe- 
balf 

Sizes: 
a day. we 

Slzm: z 3 z 2?i ", Shipping weight, 2 lbs. $ 
The "Electro" Codophone as described. complete 

$1.50 

1999 

I 

1 
I 

"The Lisent Catalog in America" 
Our big. new electrical cyclopedia No, 19 Is waiting for you. Positively 

the most complete Wireless and electrical catalog in print today, 228 liez 
Pages. 600 illustrations- 500 instrumenta and apparatus, etc. But "Treatise 
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE coupons for our 160 -page FREE Wire- 
less Course In 20 lessons FREE Cyclopedia No. 19 measures 215%.... 
Weight ?4 1b. Beauuful stiff corers. 

11 

sm 111 gt.Jtg n. g ta 
ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY 

231 Fulton St.. New York City 
T enclose herewith C cents In stamps or coin for 

which please aend tne your latest Cyclopedia Cata- 
log O. 19 as described. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

STATE E.E. 1-19 

You benefit by mentioning the "EtecH'kat Experimenter" wizen writing to advertisers. 
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Electrical Man 
twis These soap 

and we ship them 
for your Inspection 

Flexible 

Covers 

Handy 

Pocket - 
Size 

Volumes 
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lo 
Volumes 

3500 
Pages 
4700 

Pictures 
$1 Per 

1 Volume 

$1 
Per 
Month 

Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY 
EVERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know 

about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in 
plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi- 

neering in all its phases. 
You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The 

information you treed to help you in your every day work is in 

HAWKINS 
ELECTRICAL GUIDES 

These books place electricity at your finger ends. They cover every imaginable 
subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically. 
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course 
and a reference guide in one, written In plain every day language -no wasted words 
-only what you need to know -chock full of up-to -the- minute electrical knowledge. 
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help you in 
every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that 
Hawkins Guides can't answer. 

What Electrical Men Say 

Helped Him Make Good 
"It Is only right for me to recom- 

mend highly the Hawkins Guides. for 
they have been of the greatest assist- 
ance to me in placing me in my pres- 
ent position as Superintendent nt Con - 
etrnetioa Department of one of Ohio's 
largest Electrical Companies. 1 would 
like to else ery roan have set of 
Il.wkm Guides. 

Geo. Knecht. Columbus, Ohio. 

In the Naval Electrical Dept. 
'The Hawkins Guides are great help 

to ma In the Naval Electrical Depart- 
ment, which they cover very thorough- 
ly-- C. J. Cornell, 
b. 8. Receiving Ship, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Superintendent 
"T am now superintendent of the 

Dunnville Hydro Elettnc Systems. 
and Hawkins Guides were great help 
to me In bolding down responsible 
position." 

W. E. Swartz. Dunnville, Oplarto. 

Wireless Operators 
"T have worked wireless for ten 

team -but I wish I had those books 
years ago, u they have saved 
great deal of trouble" H. Slarehal L 

Steamer 51 d It No. 2. 
R'alkerville, Or 

Pocket -Size Flexible Covers 
The honks are small enough to slip Into your Boat 

pocket -handsomely bound an flexible black r ers. 
You can carry each volume with you until you have 

mastered its contents. 3,500 pages of actual information 
and 4,700 illustratione.,tpnce you see these hooks and 
Put them into actual use' nu will never again want to be 
without them. Try it at our expense. 

SEND NO MONEY 
It will cost you nothing to receive there books -to look 

them over-ask them all the questions you can think of -use them In your work -study them -pick up 80100 In- 
formation that will Increase your earning ability. We 
will ship you the entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE. 

This la a sign of our confidence the guides. Pure 
gold does not Object to being tested. Keep them for 
Seren s es and If YOU do not decide that you can't get 
along without them, return them to us and owe us 
nothing. 

When you decide to keep them you only have to pay 
$1.00 down and remit the balance of 29.00 on the easy 
payment of $1.00 a 

coupon to 
month till 

get the bookar It will pay you 
many times over, 

THEO. AUDEL & CO. 
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y. 

READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS 
No. 1 

Contain, 348 pages. 398 illustrations. Electrical 
signs and symbols- static and current electricity 

-primary cells- conductors and insulators- resistance and 
conductivity- magneusm- induction coils- dynamo principles -classes of dynamos- armatures- windings- commutation- 
brushes, etc. 

No. 2 Contains 34P pages, 394 Illustrations. Motor 
principles- armature reaction-motor tartmg- 

calculations -brake horsepower- selection and installation of 
dynamo and motors -galvanometers- standard cells -current 
measurement - resistance measurement - voltmeters - watt- 
meters -watt hour meters -operation of dynamos -operation 
of motors. etc. 

NO. ,3 Contains 300 pages, 423 Illustrations, Distribution 
Systems -wires and wire calculations -Inside, out- 

side and underground wiring -sign flashers -lightning pro- Iion- rectiflers- storage battery systems- etc. 
No. 4 Contains 270 pages. 370 illustrations, Alternating 

the 
current principles -alternating current diagram. -the power fa principles- alternator coo - O es, etc. 

No. 5 Contains 320 pages. 614 Illustrations. A. C. Motors 
-synchronous and induction motor principles -A. C. commutator motors- induction motors. transformers: lases. construction. connections, tests-converters- rectifiers, etc. 

No. 6 Contains 298 pages. 472 illustrations. Alternating 
current systems -switching devices -circuit break - ere- relays -lightning protector apimretus- regulating devices 

-synchronous condensers- Indicating devices -meters-power 
factor indicators-wave form measurement -switch boards. eta. 
No. 7 Contains 316 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating 

current. wiring power stations- turbines; manage- ment. selection, location, erection, testing, running. care and 
r.- pair-telephones, etc. 

NO. 8 Contains 332 pages. 436 illustrations. Telegraph Í - 
wireless-electric bells-electric bells- electrc lighting ph tnmetrÿ bete, 
No. 9 Contain. 322 pages, 627 illustrations. Flee- , trie railways- e)ectdr locomotives-ear lieht- ing- trolley car operation -miscellaneous aplJlratinn, motion Pictures -gas engine ignition -automobile starten and lighting systems. electric vehicle., sic. 
No. 10 Contains 513 pages. 599 illustrations. 

Elevators - cranes- pumps -air com- 
presenrs- eleetrio heating - electric welding - THEO- soldering and braring- industrial electro- 

AUDEL 6 CO. lysis- el.etro plating- electro- therapeutic 
-X.rays, etc. 72 Ftiflh Avenue 
Also a complete 126-page ready New York. N. Y. reference index of the complete 
library. This index has been Please submit me for 
planned to render easily ae- examination II a w k I n s 
cessible all the vast info- Electrl.,l Guides to r l ce 
mallon contained 113 the fl each). Ship at once. pre. 
10 electrical guides. Iseowd, the 

agree 
numbers. If sat - 

There are over 13,- within se en days and 
send 

to 
you 

her 
500 cross refer- , mall you 71 each month until paid. 
enrol. You find 
what you want signature 
to know In- 
stantly. 
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Are 
The Hours That Count 

M OST of your time is mortgaged to work, meals and sleep. 
supper are yours, and your whole future depends on how } 

can fritter them away on profitless pleasure, or you c 
you position, money, power, real success in life. Thous, 
positions are waiting in every field of work for men tr 
job waiting for you -in your present work or any line 
can do it without }osing a minute from work or a w 
meal, and with plenty of time left for recreation. 
each night, right at home, through the Intern 

Yes -You Can Win Sue ess 
Hundreds of thousands have proved it. The d ign@r4 

Engineers, climbed to success through I.C.S. help. ht., 
Architects and Contractors, won their way to the to 
most Advertising and Sales Managers prepared f 

For 26 years men in offices, stores, shy s, 
commercial work -have been winning pro 

sp 
áké .tho 

s, of splrir}dicf, 
ned to.ftll théñi 

ú chqose Géì` á 
f slé;eyI} *litíó 
carll4[ l ! r 

Cor 
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- - - - -- TEAR OUT HERE 

tta 

che Pa 

S °th 
re- 

d hundreds of other 
ilding, and hundreds of 

any of this country's fore - 
urs under I.C.S. instruction. 

fat ones, mines,''' I s n every line of technical and 
nd increased salaries through the I.C.S. Over 100,000 

men are getting ready right now in the I.C.S. 
way for the bigger jobs ahead. 

Your Chance Is Here! 
No matter where you live, the I.C.S. will come to 

you. No matter what your handicaps, or how small your 
means, we have a plan to meet your circumstances. No 
matter how limited your previous education, the simply 
written, wonderfully illustrated I.C.S. textbooks make it 
easy to learn. No matter what career you may choose, some 
one of the 280 I.C.S. Courses will surely suit your needs. 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
Box 6169, SCRANTON, PA. 

Explain. without obligating me. how I can Quality for the position. or in the 
oub)ra. bdore which I mark X. 

ADTYRTiMan O ELECTRICAL ENDINEIR OMTEneNICAL rNa15YMR 
bLEMMAA.IIIP GElecrrlcI.n OMeeh.niuID an rsllic Aleeeeemen. L] Electric Wiring OAlachine Designer 
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Commercial Law C Electric C., Running O Boilermaker or Designer 

O Certified Public Accoun,.nt "t Heavy Electric Trenton O Pstternm.krr 
Higher Accounting l3 OenricI Dr./nm.n O Toolmaker 
O R.Iw.T Acaounnnt GI:ecirle Machine Designer O Foundry Work o luMrkk Ell ER °Triter. Ph l ngineer O Hleck.muh 
°Stenographer & Typist ()Telephone N'ork CSheet - Siena Worker 
G Good Engh.h OAK HlI,,f GSTEAM SWAYER 

Window Tnmmer O Archltecvua Dnn.mn °Station my Fireman 
Show -Card N titer O Coon.-tor and Rudder []MARCO; LM:INEEI 
Sign Painter O !Imam.. Buildi!Imam.. Qt: IS ENGINE OPERATING 
11%ÌL bill% Iry fì Carpenter °Refrigeration Engineer 

C Rallw.y M.R Clerk C Concrete Bonder O= DIL L }'1S SFlt 
Mall Carrier C PEI Mxl.le HTrAM FITTER °Surveying and Mapplog 
1 ABTIIUNIST Heating and Ventilation SR. R. Comment-ling 
Dluarmor C, Plumbing temper-tor O Bridge Engineer 
Permits-rive Drawlog r ielI T 

Plumber MIIIE DRAFTSMAN 
Carpet Designer Gcil °Structural Draftsmen 
N'.Ilpeper Designer G Analytical Chemist S.rununl Engineer 

DBookroverDr.,geer C MINE IOHEMASORRALCSPRR Muni.lpalEngineer 
OTEACIILR GCo.i Mining NAVIGATION OSD 1eh 
C Common School Subject. C Metal Mining Motor Rost Itmi g °Pr b 

High School Subject. .Metallurgist or Prospector 0 01.1111 tI,TrMR lunm 
M.eh.m.tica CA...yer °Fruit Growing 
At TOMORILK OPERATING OT ELDLrOTTRMrER OR bLPT.U'Vegetable Crowing 
Automobile II erelong CConoo Manufacturing Olive Stock and Dairying 

°Auto. Electrical Work 0 Woolen M.eof.eturing °POULTRY MAI51N' 

Nome 

OKRpotion 

Steen andNc. 

Employer 

City -Stole 
ranad,ant mar send Mot C..pn t. 

/we.non.nal Car .efr.nd.nc. SeAn.,. d/ . Can 

Make Your Start Now! 
When everything has been made easy for you -when 

one hour a day spent with the I.C.S. in the quiet of your 
own home will bring you a bigger income, more comforts, 
more pleasures, all that success means, can you afford w 
lei another single priceless hour of spare time go to waster 
Make your start right now' This is all we ask: Without 
cost, without obligating yourself in any way, put it up 
to us to Drove how we can help you. 

Just Mark 
and Mail This Coupon 

T..r CAREY rciMTiMG Co. /Pi 
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